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Abstract
The success of an organization depends on its ability to cooperate internally and externally in
its business processes. Cooperation processes, both within and between organizations, are thus
of key importance to an organization. However, cross-functional cooperation in particular often
suffers from problems such as communication gaps, conflicting goals and priorities, misunder-
standings, and lack of long-term knowledge management.
The capturing and evaluation of cooperation processes often focuses on an activity-oriented per-
spective of the process, leading to a bird’s eye view of the intended process, while neglecting
the real process and its problem areas. In this thesis, the CO-MAP methodology for modeling
and analyzing real cooperation processes is introduced. CO-MAP focuses on the process stake-
holders and the impact of the cooperation processes on their work. To do so, CO-MAP provides
a method for capturing the process stakeholders’ perspectives of the cooperation process in an
informal process diagram. These informal process diagrams are then mapped into four different
formal models, representing the strategic, activity-oriented, service-oriented, and information
flow-oriented perspective of the process, respectively. The integration of these four perspectives
provides a holistic representation of the process.
Furthermore, CO-MAP provides means for the analysis of the formal models with respect to
quality criteria and integrity constraints for cooperation processes that are also presented in this
thesis.
CO-MAP has been validated in five industrial case studies at four different small and medium-
sized enterprises. In addition, CO-MAP has been employed to capture the cooperation and
communication structures in a large cultural sciences research project, to demonstrate CO-
MAP’s transferability to different contexts.

Kurzfassung
In Zeiten zunehmender Produktkomplexität, durch Globalisierung ständig intensiveren Wettbe-
werbs und steigender Kundenansprüche hängt der Erfolg eines Unternehmens maßgeblich von
seinen Geschäftsprozessen ab. Diese erfordern die oft bereichsübergreifende Kooperation der
Prozeßbeteiligten. Solche Kooperationsprozesse weisen jedoch oft Probleme wie z.B. Kom-
munikationsengpässe, konfligierende Ziele und Prioritäten der Prozeßbeteiligten, Mißverständ-
nisse oder mangelnden Wissensaufbau auf. Solche Probleme der Ist-Prozesse lassen sich mit
traditionellen Methoden der Prozeßerfassung und -bewertung, die auf die Dokumentation von
Soll-Prozessen ausgerichtet sind, nicht aufdecken oder lösen.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Methode CO-MAP vorgestellt, deren Ziel die Erfassung und Bew-
ertung realer Kooperationsprozesse ist. Dazu stellt CO-MAP eine Methode zur Erfassung in-
formeller Prozeßmodelle aus der Sicht der Prozeßbeteiligten bereit. Diese informellen Modelle
werden dann mittels CO-MAP in formale, in der Wissensrepräsentationssprache M-TELOS
repräsentierte Modelle transformiert, die jeweils eine strategische, ablauforientierte, service-
orientierte, sowie informationsfluß-orientierte Sicht auf den Prozeß repräsentieren. Die Integra-
tion dieser verschiedenen Perspektiven ergibt eine holistische Darstellung des Prozesses.
Weiterhin umfaßt CO-MAP eine Analysekomponente, mittels derer die formalen Prozeßmo-
delle anhand von im Rahmen dieser Arbeit erarbeiteten Qualitätskriterien für Kooperationspro-
zesse bewertet werden können. CO-MAP wurde im Rahmen von fünf Industriefallstudien in
vier verschiedenen kleinen und mittelständischen Unternehmen eingesetzt und validiert. Zur
Demonstration der Übertragbarkeit von CO-MAP auf andere Kontexte wurde die Methode zur
Erfassung der Kooperations- und Kommunikationsstrukturen eines großen kulturwissenschaft-
lichen Forschungsprojektes eingesetzt.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Figure 1.1: Advantages of cooperation, adapted
from [Ehrlenspiel, 1995]
1.1 Problem Description
Today, companies face a challenging, turbulent environment of increasing product complex-
ity, growing competition, and increasing customer requirements, in which they need to keep
their footing. As markets are shifting, technologies are proliferating, competitors are multiply-
ing, and products are rapidly becoming obsolete [Ramesh and Tiwana, 1999], an organization’s
success depends on its ability to cooperate - both within the organization and with other organi-
zations - in its business processes. Examples of such business processes that require the collab-
orative efforts of their respective process stakeholders are new product development, as figure
1.1, taken from a textbook on new product development, illustrates, or complaint management.
Often, this cooperation is cross-functional (as shown in figure 1.1), in that the stakeholders
work for different departments or organizations, have different backgrounds, and have differ-
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ent personal goals in addition to those that they share with the other process stakeholders. It
is therefore not surprising that cross-functional cooperation is problematic. Interorganizational
cooperations often fail to come up to their expectations [Theis, 1997, p. 2], and even internal
cooperation gives rise to problems that hamper the process in question. Problem areas in cross-
functional cooperation include communication issues, strategic issues, such as conflicting goals
and priorities, misunderstandings, and long-term knowledge management issues.
These problem areas are dificult to deal with when traditional ways of documenting and repre-
senting processes, e.g., flowcharts or process chains, are used. In particular, “soft” problems,
i.e., problems related to social aspects, e.g., conflicts, or communication problems, that fre-
quently occur in such cooperations, are hard to detect by such means. This thesis therefore
proposes a new methodology, CO-MAP, for representing and evaluating cooperation processes
that addresses these issues. The aim of CO-MAP is to give a holistic representation, and to en-
able an equally holistic evaluation, of the process in question. To do so, CO-MAP also considers
recent sociological frameworks from the TROPOS research project that aim at explaining phe-
nomena such as trust, mistrust, or conflicts that occur in cooperative settings. CO-MAP takes
the individual stakeholders’ perspectives into account, and also uses several different points of
view from which the processes are considered, by integrating four selected modeling perspec-
tives, viz. strategic, activity-oriented, service-oriented, and information flow-oriented. These
different modeling perspectives cover the different aspects of a business process, so that the
problems described above can be discovered and dealt with.
1.2 Thesis Goal and Overview
The aim of this thesis is to present a methodology for describing and analyzing cooperation
processes, particularly in organizational settings, in a manner that allows for the evaluation of
existing and intended processes. To achieve this goal, the following steps have been taken:
 develop a method for capturing cooperation processes, taking into account the informa-
tion relevant in such processes, such as individual stakeholders’ perspectives and goals, as
well as other information on process quality. The result of applying the method is an in-
formal representation of the respective process, together with additional relevant process
information.
 develop a procedure for formalizing the informal process model.
 develop rules for deriving the different perspectives, so that the effect of changes in the
process can be observed.
 develop a computer-supported method for analyzing the resulting formal process mod-
els. The method can be employed to analyze the process models with respect to several
domain-independent process quality fields, such as cost issues, or process design.
 evaluate the methodology with respect to theoretical and practical aspects. To validate
CO-MAP and its theoretical basis, extensive validation efforts have taken place. CO-
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MAP has been successfully employed in five industrial case studies in the context of the
AdCo (Regionale Kooperationskompetenz / Advanced Cooperation) research project. In
addition, CO-MAP’s transferrability to other contexts has been demonstrated, as CO-
MAP has been used for modeling the information flows and cooperation processes in a
large cultural sciences research project.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of cooperation at the organi-
zational and at the group level, introducing findings from literature and from empirical studies
in a research project dealing with cooperation at both levels, Advanced Cooperation (AdCo).
In chapter 3, processes, business processes, and cooperation processes are defined. In addi-
tion, the chapter discusses business process quality issues that are related to cooperation aspects
and have been compiled from literature and developed from our findings in the AdCo project.
Chapter 4 deals with process modeling, giving definitions of models and process modeling, as
well as introducing four different modeling perspectives for modeling cooperation processes.
Chapter 5 describes a method representative of each of these four modeling perspectives in
more detail. The characteristics of each modeling methods method are illustrated by means of a
real-life process example from AdCo. Chapter 6 gives an in-depth description of CO-MAP, the
workplace-oriented process modeling and analysis methodology that has been developed for the
representation and evaluation of cooperation processes. In chapter 7, MAP, a software system
that implements the CO-MAP methodology concepts is described. Chapter 8 reports on the
application of CO-MAP and MAP to five industrial case studies. These case studies have been
performed in the course of the AdCo project, involving four different companies, and three
different business processes, viz. complaint management, engineering change management,
and new product development. In addition, the transferability of CO-MAP is demonstrated by
means of a case study conducted at a large, interdisciplinary cultural sciences research project.
Finally, chapter 9 summarizes the results of this thesis and concludes with an outlook on further
work.
3

Chapter 2
Cooperation and the Organization
If you want to design a system
to be used by people, start off
by examining the way they work
- Keith Devlin [Devlin, 1994]
2.1 Objectives of this Chapter
This chapter gives an overview of cooperation at the organizational level, i.e., among organiza-
tions, and at the group level, i.e., among individuals. In accordance with ISO 8402, an organi-
zation is defined as a “company, corporation, firm, enterprise, or association or any part thereof,
whether incorporated or not, public or private, that has its own function and administration”
[Harrington et al., 2000, p. 2]. Cooperation at the group level has been recognized as essential
to the success of an organization, cf. e.g., [Schertler, 1995b, p. 38], [Mayer and deWitte, 1998],
[König and Kampschulte, 1997]. Many organizational processes rely on cooperation between
the different process stakeholders. Examples of such cooperation processes involving internal
and external organizational units are complaint handling, or new product development. Both in-
volve external units, e.g., customers, suppliers, government and / or legislative institutions, e.g.,
TÜV (Technischer Überwachungsverein) or FDA (Food and Drug Administration), as well as
internal units, such as the development, manufacturing, and sales departments.
Cooperation between organizations (which will also be called interorganizational cooperation
in the context of this thesis), although not well-established as a medium- and long-term strategy,
can result in major benefits to the cooperating partners, cf. chapter 2.3.1. But interorganiza-
tional cooperations do not necessarily succeed: Buse claims that between 33 % and 50 % of all
interorganizational cooperation efforts fail [Buse, 1997] (see also e.g., [Theis, 1997, p. 2] for
statistics on the failure of interorganizational cooperation).
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Interorganizational cooperation inevitably leads to cooperation at the group level, i.e., between
humans, involving members of the different organizations. The reasons for success or failure of
an interorganizational cooperation can often be found at the level of the individual employees
involved in the cooperation. Thus, interorganizational cooperation involves internal and external
issues [Schertler, 1995b, p. 23].
Cooperation at the group level, which occurs between employees of the cooperation partners,
extends intraorganizational cooperation between members of the same organization in that the
distance between partners (in terms of time and space, but also in terms of goals, work envi-
ronments, as well as legal and administrative aspects) is often bigger. Thus, interorganizational
cooperation needs to consider more formal aspects of cooperation, e.g., cooperation arrange-
ments. This chapter presents relevant aspects of cooperation between organizations and between
individuals. First, a literature review of interorganizational cooperation, together with the po-
tential advantages, disadvantages, and problems of interorganizational cooperation, is given in
chapter 2.2. Crucial issues in cooperation together with possible support for these issues are
identified and presented in chapter 2.3.
Chapter 2.4 then relates the results from literature to our empirical findings from the BMBF
project Regionale Kooperationskompetenz (Advanced Cooperation, AdCo), where ten small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs, cf. chapter 2.4.1) were supported in their cooperation
efforts. As interorganizational cooperation relies on cooperation at the group level, chapter 2.5
introduces concepts and ideas from Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) for sup-
porting cooperation at the group level. In addition, lessons learned from CSCW are presented
and related to the main objective of this thesis.
2.2 Interorganizational Cooperation
2.2.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions
Interorganizational cooperation involves internal and external issues during the different phases
of the cooperation process (cf. chapter 2.2.3). Interorganizational cooperation includes co-
operation between organizational units [Schertler, 1995b, p. 23], and thus extends internal
cooperation in a significant way. Interorganizational cooperations occur between at least two
organizations or parts of organizations, e.g., departments, are beyond normal market transac-
tions, and have some permanence [Bureau of Industry Economics, 1997, p. 12]. There are
many similar definitions of interorganizational cooperation, which can be distinguished as to
whether or not cooperation is understood as inducing a (mutual or one-sided) dependency, and
as to whether the partners are considered to be independent companies, or whether they can also
be research institutes, universities, subsidiary companies, or departments.
Definitions where independent units cooperate, and no dependency is noted: According
to Hirschmann [Hirschmann, 1998, p.11-20], interorganizational cooperation (in German: Ko-
operation, Betriebsverband) denotes a relationship between companies that is different from
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traditional market relationships. The participating companies need to be economically au-
tonomous, otherwise the relationship is not a cooperation [Hirschmann, 1998, p.11-14]. In
addition, the partners need to be equal with respect to the fulfilment of common tasks. This def-
inition therefore excludes, e.g., strategic networks, as defined by Sydow [Sydow, 1995, Sydow,
1992], a leading company, a focal actor, to a certain degree controls the other cooperation part-
ners.
Reinhart and Schnauber define cooperation as the labour-sharing, goal-oriented collaboration
of autonomous persons, groups, or organizations (cooperation partners) that is based on shared
values and norms, similar goals, interests, and priorities with respect to an undertaking. In ad-
dition, cooperation is based on the prospect of achieving an individual benefit out of the joint
result envisioned for all cooperation partners [König and Kampschulte, 1997]. A similar defi-
nition is given by Sydow [Sydow, 1992, p. 93]; he defines (interorganizational) cooperation as
the joint execution of organizational functions aiming at a higher profitability of the individual
cooperation partners.
Definitions where independent organizations enter a cooperation relationship that leads
to some kind of dependency: Buse defines cooperation as the organizational form of an
exchange relationship between autonomous organizations1 that choose their means and actions
not only based on their own interests, but also consider the goals and interests of their partners
in the relationship. Cooperation thus results in - legally speaking - a voluntary partial limitation
of the organization’s freedom of action [Buse, 1997]. A similar definition has been given by
Wurche [Wurche, 1994].
According to Picot et al., cooperation is the collaboration of legally and economically au-
tonomous organizations of equal rank [Picot et al., 1996, p. 278]. Cooperations are generally
entered into for the joint work on medium-specificity problems with medium strategic relevance
[Picot et al., 1996, p. 278], and lead to dependencies with respect to shared decisions [Picot
et al., 1996, p. 280].
Scheer et al. define cooperation as the goal-oriented collaboration of two or more organizations
aiming at the joint achievement of one or more goals. The organizations’ existential legal and
economic autonomy is not influenced, but the cooperation results in planned, economic depen-
dencies between the partners. The partners must be able to end the dependency relationship,
which must also be voluntary and of non-vital importance to the partners [Scheer et al., 1994].
In the context of Research and Development, Specht and Beckmann define cooperation as an
organizational form between market and hierarchy [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 387], which
leads to an intended, mutual, but not vital dependency between the partners.
Broader Definitions of Cooperation: The definitions quoted so far have always considered
the partners to be autonomous companies. But this is not sufficient: interorganizational coop-
eration must not relate to autonomous organizations only [Schertler, 1995b, p. 23]. In many
1Buse actually refers to enterprises, in German: Unternehmen.
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cases, non-autonomous partners can also enter a cooperation, e.g., when the cooperation part-
ners are customer and supplier, or subsidiaries of the same corporation. In such cases, the
partners are to a certain degree subject to dependency relations. The dependency relationships
between cooperation partners can range from total independence to strong dependency. Thus,
interorganizational cooperation can be very similar to intraorganizational cooperation in terms
of dependency relations between the partners. In this thesis, the term cooperation will there-
fore comprise both interorganizational and intraorganizational cooperation, and will follow the
definitions given by [Theis, 1997, p. 8], [Mohr, 1995, p. 335], [Wurche, 1994]:
DEFINITION 2.1: COOPERATION
Cooperation denotes the relationships between two or more organizations or parts
thereof, which aim at fulfilling some shared goal, are based on written or oral (legal)
agreements, and keep the partners legally independent. Cooperation can result in
interdependencies., e.g., financial interdependencies.
Note that this definition again deals with organizations, not enterprises or companies. Research
institutions, such as universities, are organizations, and thus are also possible cooperation part-
ners (cf. also [Theis, 1997]).
The next section introduces several cooperation taxonomies that are frequently found in litera-
ture on cooperation.
2.2.2 Cooperation Taxonomies
Cooperations are often classified according to characteristics of the cooperation. These often
include the cooperation direction, duration, intensity, legal form, reason for cooperation, aim
of cooperation, form of cooperation arrangement, number of partners, characteristics of, re-
lationships between, integration of, and communication between the partners, or cooperation
environment [Hirschmann, 1998, p. 27]. Buse’s list of cooperation characteristics consists of
the direction, cooperation area, degree of formality, number of partners, number of cooperations
for a given company, company size, symmetry of relationships, which is mainly influenced by
the availability of the resources that each partner provides, and the capability of acquiring the
cooperation results, and similarity [Buse, 1997]. According to him, companies should be similar
with respect to organizational culture, values, and expectations, but should be complementary
with respect to their resources. Similar criteria can be found in [Kronen, 1994, p. 32-35], [Picot
et al., 1996, p. 281].
Two of the criteria, namely cooperation direction, and form of cooperation arrangements, will
be described in more detail in the following sections.
2.2.2.1 Cooperation Directions
There are several directions of cooperations, cf. e.g., [Picot et al., 1996], [Specht and Beck-
mann, 1996], namely horizontal cooperation, vertical cooperation, diagonal cooperation, and
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complementary cooperation:
In a HORIZONTAL COOPERATION, companies on the same level of a supply chain, hence current
or potential competitors, cooperate [Picot et al., 1996, p. 281]. A VERTICAL COOPERATION
is a cooperation between customer and supplier along the supply chain [Specht and Beckmann,
1996, p. 398]. Picot et al. even postulate that the companies must belong to the same in-
dustrial sector [Picot et al., 1996], which I consider too restrictive. The authors further define
DIAGONAL COOPERATIONS as cooperations among companies that do not belong to the same
industrial sector. In this thesis, diagonal cooperations include cooperations with one or more
partners that are not companies, but other organizations, thus following the definition as given
in [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 398]. A COMPLEMENTARY COOPERATION is a coopera-
tion among partners having different core competencies, thus leading to synergies among the
partners [Scheer et al., 1994]. Vertical cooperations are slightly more frequent than horizontal
cooperations, whereas diagonal cooperations do not play a significant role [Buse, 1997].
2.2.2.2 Forms of Cooperation Arrangements
Interorganizational cooperation also involves legal and organizational issues that are not neces-
sary for intraorganizational cooperation. In this chapter, some of the most common forms of
cooperation arrangements (in German: Kooperationsformen) are briefly described. The follow-
ing definition is based on [Picot et al., 1996, S. 279], but is different in that it does not exclude
organizations (or parts thereof) that are not legally autonomous.
DEFINITION 2.2: FORM OF COOPERATION ARRANGEMENT
A FORM OF COOPERATION ARRANGEMENT denotes a mid- to long-term cooper-
ation between organizations or parts thereof that is based on some kind of contract
and aims at the cooperative performance of tasks leading to the fulfilment of shared
goals.
In the following, I will give short definitions of several major types of cooperation arrangements.
 The term STRATEGIC ALLIANCE is often used as a synonym for interorganizational co-
operation in general [Dathe, 1998, p.85].
 A CONSORTIUM (in German: Konsortium) is a short- to mid-term cooperation with the
participating organizations jointly working on one or more specific projects. There is no
intention for a long-term cooperation [Picot et al., 1996, p. 285].
 A JOINT VENTURE is a “partnership that forms an entity (the ‘child’) to pursue some
strategic purpose” [Harrigan and Newman, 1990]. The child company is a legally au-
tonomous [Picot et al., 1996, p. 284] “community enterprise” with joint capital sharing,
joint control, and joint profit sharing [Gulledge et al., 1997]. Both partners invest re-
sources into the joint venture [Picot et al., 1996, p. 284]. As with strategic alliances, the
cooperation is intended to be long-term [Wüthrich and Philipp, 1998, p. 16].
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 The term STRATEGIC NETWORK has been defined by Sydow [Sydow, 1992] (cf. also
[Schertler, 1995b]) as a polycentric organizational form between market and hierarchy
that aims at the achievement of competitive advantages, and is strategically led by one or
more organizations. Relationships between the legally autonomous, but often econom-
ically dependent partners are cooperative rather than competitive, and relatively stable.
The essential characteristic of a strategic network is its focal actor, who influences the
activities of the other network members.
 In contrast to the strategic network, a REGIONAL NETWORK has no focal actor. It is based
in a region, and characterized by the stability of the membership relations, flexible inter-
actions between the members, a large amount of trust due to the personal relationships
among the members [Sydow, 1992, p. 47].
 A VIRTUAL ENTERPRISE is a “flexible merger of enterprises for a limited time duration
and without a common legal basis, management and (sic!) administration” [Gulledge
et al., 1997, p. 75], cf. also [Kocian et al., 1997].
 The term VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION has become very popular in the last years. Kraut
et al. define the VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION as a continuum between the case of a core
firm performing none of the steps in the productional process, and acting as coordinator
of the firms who contribute to the productional process, and the traditional, fully inte-
grated organization which performs all aspects of management, production, sales, and
distribution [Kraut et al., 1999]. A characteristic feature of a virtual organization is that
productional processes extend over the boundaries of an individual enterprise and are
thus not controlled by a single organizational hierarchy. In consequence, productional
processes are flexible and involve different parties at different times. Also, these parties
are often geographically dispersed, and therefore make use of telecommunications and
data networks for coordination. As Kraut et al. put it, “for most firms, being virtual is a
matter of degrees” [Kraut et al., 1999]. A more rigid definition is given by Ahuja and Car-
ley, who define a virtual organization as a “geographically distributed organization whose
members are bound by a long-term common interest or goal, and who communicate and
coordinate their work through information technology” [Ahuja and Carley, 1999]. A key
feature of virtual organizations is their high degree of informal communication due to a
lack of formal rules and procedures. [Ahuja and Carley, 1999].
2.2.3 Phase Models of Interorganizational Cooperation
As we have seen, interorganizational cooperation does not “just happen”, but needs formal (or
at least informal) agreements. There are several phase models describing the different steps
of a cooperation. Most models contain a decision phase as the first2 phase. In this decision
phase, the organization’s management evaluates the organization’s situation, including its co-
operation potentials, and ability to cooperate (cf. e.g., [Theis, 1997, p. 13], based on [Bronder,
2In spite of the theoretical sequentiality of the individual phases, overlap can occur.
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1993, p. 7 ff.], or [Fontanari, 1995, p. 123]). Other phase models also include the definition
of the goals of the cooperation, and possible alternatives to cooperation in this phase [Mohr,
1995]. For example, organizations sometimes make the decision to cooperate to gain access to
a specific resource, e.g., a familiar brand name, employees with specific skills, or a specific dis-
tribution channel [Harrigan and Newman, 1990], and possible alternatives need to be explored.
As the next step, a preparation phase3 is performed, which includes the selection of one or more
partners. After potential cooperation partners have been selected, there is a negotiation phase
[Mohr, 1995], which consists of designing the cooperation, as well as negotiating and signing
the contract (if any). Propensity and bargaining power of the organization are influenced by
the envisioned benefits of cooperation, the resources offered by the own organization, the costs
of the cooperation, possible alternatives to the cooperation, and the importance that the desired
resource has for the organization - an organization that has several alternatives for achieving the
desired resource or goal will have more bargaining power than an organization that desperately
needs a resource that is provided by only one other organization [Harrigan and Newman, 1990].
The performance phase is the final phase of most models [Theis, 1997, Mohr, 1995, Bronder,
1993]. It contains issues such as conflict management, controlling, and learning from and adapt-
ing the cooperation. Hirschmann [Hirschmann, 1998, p. 28] describes an additional end phase,
which unravels the cooperation, and defines rules for dealing with the cooperation results, e.g.,
products, or knowledge.
Specht and Beckmann describe a similar phase model for the special case of research and de-
velopment (R & D) cooperations. R & D cooperations are not as plannable as other types of
cooperations, and often exhibit changing consensus / conflict constellations [Specht and Beck-
mann, 1996, p. 393], e.g., because of changing priorities. The model consists of five overlap-
ping phases that are iterated. Similar to the models presented so far, Specht and Beckmann’s
model also contains a decision phase, partner selection phase, configuration phase, performance
phase, as well as an end phase similar to the one presented by Hirschmann [Hirschmann, 1998].
All the models presented so far lack an explicit evaluation phase which allows for the com-
parison of the cooperation results with the expectations of the cooperation partners. I have
therefore extended the end phase present in cooperation phase models by, e.g., [Hirschmann,
1998, Specht and Beckmann, 1996] by an evaluation phase, as shown in figure 2.1.
The phase model starts with a decision phase that includes an analysis of the organization’s
situation, and the evaluation of possible alternatives to cooperation. The result of this phase is
a well-founded decision for (or against) cooperation. If cooperation has been chosen, the next
phase (preparation phase) is used for partner selection and for the definition of the cooperation
area. After one or more suitable partners have been found, the organizations need to discuss
their motives, negotiate the contract (if any), and configure the cooperation. This includes the
definition of cooperation processes as well as possible sanctions and a way of dissolving the
cooperation, e.g., if one of the partners wishes to terminate it before the envisioned end has
3Theis has a separate intermediate phase between the decision and the preparation phase, configuration of the
cooperation with respect to cooperation area, degree of interweaving, etc. [Theis, 1997]. Hirschmann moves
this phase after the preparation phase so that the configuration can be discussed with the cooperation partners
[Hirschmann, 1998].
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Figure 2.1: Phase model of interorganizational cooperation
been reached. During the performance phase, the cooperation processes must be managed and
controlled. Finally, the cooperation is evaluated, dissolved, and its results are distributed among
the partners.
Note that although the individual phases are sequential in theory, overlaps, backtracking and
even the preliminary breaking off of the cooperation can and possibly will occur in practice.
2.2.4 Sociological Aspects of Cooperation
In sociology, networks and cooperation have long been of research interest. The concept of
social network was broadly defined by Mitchell in 1969 as “a specific set of linkages among
a defined set of actors, with the additional property that the characteristics of the linkages as
a whole may be used to interrupt the social behaviour of the actors involved” [Sydow and
Windeler, 2000b]. Weyer’s definition focuses on the relationships and interdependencies among
the partners in a network: he defines a social network as an autonomous form of coordination of
interactions whose essence is the trusting cooperation of autonomous, but interdependent actors
who cooperate for a limited time, considering their partner’s interests, because they can thus
better fulfil their individual goals than they could through non-coordinated activities [Weyer,
2000b]. Social networks are often considered under structural aspects on the one, or coordina-
tion aspects on the other hand. The first way of approaching social networks, formal network
analysis, focuses on the actor and his structural embeddedness, whereas the second approach,
interorganizational networks, focuses on the goal-oriented coordination of actors who cooperate
to achieve their interests [Weyer, 2000b]. In interorganizational networks, the network struc-
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tures are explicitly known to the partners (who have intentionally constructed them) [Weyer,
2000b]. In the following, I will concentrate on interorganizational networks and the aspect of
trust.
Mayer, Davis and Schoorman define trust in an organizational setting as “the willingness of a
party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other
will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or
control that other party” [Mayer et al., 1995, p. 712] (cf. also [Sydow and Windeler, 2000b]).
Coleman’s definition of trust, as quoted by Preisendörfer, is “a unilateral transfer of control
over certain resources to another actor, based on a hope or expectation that the other’s actions
will satisfy his interests better than would his own actions” [Preisendörfer, 1995] (cf. also
[Coleman, 1991, p. 115]). The trusting party (trustor) thus willingly incurs some kind of risk4
by the actions of the trustee (the party who is trusted). Coleman’s definition is thus stronger than
that given by Mayer et al. in that the trustor is not only willing to make himself vulnerable to
the trustee, but has already done so by transferring control over certain resources to the trustee.
Argandoña gives thirteen characteristics of trust, including the fact that it is interpersonal, vol-
untary (i.e., trust cannot be enforced), vulnerable to betrayals, dynamic (i.e., trust can increase,
or decrease over time), uncertain (as the reliability of a potential trustee can be questioned both
before and during the relationship), and based on communication [Argandoña, 1999].
The question of when a potential trustor will place his trust in a potential trustee is of importance
in the context of social networks. According to Argandoña, partners in a network establish
their trust (and / or mistrust5) in the other partners depending on the following three issues
[Argandoña, 1999]:
 prior status of trust. This factor depends on the personal and cultural characteristics of the
trustor in question. There will be a significant difference in different trustors’ propensity
to trust a potential trustee prior to the availability of information on the trustee [Mayer
et al., 1995]. According to Mayer et al., this propensity to trust is relatively stable across
situations [Mayer et al., 1995].
 experiences made during the duration of the network relationship. This issue refers to
trustworthiness as a characteristic of the trustee. Mayer et al. consider three factors of
trustworthiness, namely ability, benevolence, and integrity [Mayer et al., 1995]. Ability
refers to the “group of skills, competencies, and characteristics that enable a party to have
influence within some specific domain” [Mayer et al., 1995]. Benevolence is “the extent
to which a trustee is believed to want to do good to the trustor, aside from an egocentric
profit motive” [Mayer et al., 1995], whereas integrity involves “the trustor’s perception
that the trustee adheres to a set of principles that the trustor finds acceptable” [Mayer
et al., 1995]. Other authors, e.g., Argandoña [Argandoña, 1999] give similar factors that
4Note that “although trust can frequently lead to cooperative behaviour, trust is not a necessary condition for
cooperation to occur, because cooperation does not necessarily put a party at risk” [Mayer et al., 1995].
5Note that trust and mistrust should not be considered as the opposites of each other - a decrease in trust does
not necessarily mean an increase in mistrust. Rather, trust refers to the outward behaviour of an actor, whereas
mistrust is internal to the actor.
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can be subsumed under these three categories.
 external events, e.g., public scandals, or take-overs, which affect the relational quality,
reputation, or credibility of the partners.
Note that all of these influencing factors are highly subjective, depending on the perception
of the trustor. In particular, trust during the cooperation depends on the partners’ perception of
reciprocity in the relationship. Reciprocity is a state in which both partners profit mutually from
the actions of the other partner [Weyer, 2000b, p. 12]. This profit needs to be reasonably fair,
but not necessarily evenly distributed; in the case of airline alliances, e.g., one partner will often
accept that another gains more from the alliance, if membership in the alliance is considered
profitable at all, e.g., because the airline is saved from being pushed out of the market [Weyer,
2000b, p. 12-13]. Watchful trust (in German: wachsames Vertrauen) denotes the fact that a
partner is willing to make an advance “payment” and even accept a certain amount of injustice
in the relationship, as long as the principle of reciprocity is not considered violated [Weyer,
2000b, p. 12]. Once a trustor becomes suspicious about being betrayed, e.g., because she
is dissatisfied with her perception of reciprocity, her propensity to trust can decrease greatly,
potentially resulting in uncooperative behaviour. On the other hand, she can also continue to
outwardly behave in a trusting (and cooperative) fashion, in spite of her increasing (internal)
mistrust.
For the determination of whether an actor will trust another actor, concepts from decision theory
can be used. Decision theory distinguishes between two types of decisions, viz. decisions under
uncertainty, and decisions under risk [Preisendörfer, 1995]. The second, decisions under risk,
considers probabilities for the different possibilities, whereas the first does not. If the question
of placing trust is treated as a decision under uncertainty, the well-known game theory problem
of the prisoner’s dilemma is often used to model this situation: in the prisoner’s dilemma, co-
operative behaviour can only be maximally beneficial to the partners, if both partners behave
in a cooperative fashion. Once one of the partners behaves egoistically, her profits increase,
whereas those of the partner decrease drastically [Lohmann, 1998a, Lohmann, 1998b, Mohr,
1995, Preisendörfer, 1995, Wurche, 1994]. Therefore, trust plays an extremely important role
in the context of cooperations; the danger that the partner might display such egoistical be-
haviour resulting, e.g., in the trusting partner’s loss of know-how, or in the egoistical partner
using or publishing confidential information, or using shared results, and the resulting decrease
of competitive advantages is a very common one (particularly in vertical cooperations) [Specht
and Beckmann, 1996, p. 396]. Game theory describes a mathematical solution to this prob-
lem in the context of interorganizational cooperation [Lohmann, 1998a, Lohmann, 1998b]: if
the following conditions are met, uncooperative behaviour will result in disadvantages to the
uncooperative organization [Jarke and Kethers, 1999]:
 the cooperation is open-ended, hence without a defined end date.
 the future behaviour of the partners is dependent on their current behaviour.
 long-term results are of greater importance than short-term profits.
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 the partners know about each other’s former behaviour.
 sudden, unforeseen events and developments result in a flexible adaptation of the cooper-
ation.
Against the backdrop of the prisoner’s dilemma, Preisendörfer discusses two factors that po-
tentially lead to trust, namely a repeated occurrence of the game, or the fact that one of the
partners interacts with another actor who in turn interacts with the second partner, so that the
first partner, e.g., wishes to gain a certain, positive reputation [Preisendörfer, 1995].
Coleman considers trust as a decision under risk, and trust is given by a trustee if the following
formula holds [Coleman, 1991, p. 126]:
pG > (1  p)L (2.1)
with p representing the probability that the trustee is trustworthy, and G and L representing
the estimated gain and loss, respectively. The problem with Coleman’s formula is that it is not
always obvious what exactly p, G, and L are. In this situation, Coleman argues, the trustor will
collect additional information as the solution to this problem. Preisendörfer refutes this, stating
that collecting information will probably hinder the growing of trust [Preisendörfer, 1995].
It is also important to note that trust can be destroyed much faster than it can be built. This
might be due to the fact that an already suspicious trustor will probably invest in control and
inspection activities, trying to gain more information that confirms his suspicions. This not
only increases costs, but also might increase the trustee’s propensity for retaliation (an example
from an organizational setting, dealing with the relationship between employee and supervisor,
is reported in [Mayer et al., 1995]).
In the next section, a literature review of interorganizational cooperation is presented.
2.3 Cooperation in Practice: A Literature Review
Interorganizational cooperation has been the focus of research activities in different countries
and regions, e.g., East Germany [Staudt et al., 1995], or Australia [Bureau of Industry Eco-
nomics, 1997]. In particular, regional and strategic networks, e.g., in Italy, or California [Sydow,
1992], and Japan [Nordhause-Janz, 1993] have been studied. This chapter describes the benefits
and drawbacks of interorganizational cooperation, together with an overview of critical success
factors that have been established from empirical research.
2.3.1 Cooperation Benefits
In times of increased globalization and the resulting increasing pressure on organizations, in-
terorganizational cooperation can lead to a multitude of benefits. In a business network, e.g.,
economies of scale, including increased production leading to a reduction in average costs, as
well as a better negotiation position towards suppliers, customers, and / or regulatory bodies, are
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potential cooperation benefits [Theis, 1997, p. 7]. Other benefits include a more effective use of
resources, or a greater capacity, and increased availability of resources. This includes access to
resources otherwise unavailable or too hard to get for the organization [Harrigan and Newman,
1990], [Sydow, 1992, p. 93]. Examples of this are the use of a well-known brand name, the
access to employees with specific skills, the use of specific distribution channels, or the use of a
patent, or of an expensive machine. Financial benefits include increased financial strength, and
more favourable purchasing and financing arrangements. In addition, interorganizational coop-
eration provides the opportunity of reducing costs [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 396], e.g.,
through more market power [Theis, 1997, p. 7], specialization on core competences through
complementary business activities, such as mutually dependent products or services, as well as
complementary technical expertise, labour and management skills. Transaction costs in trading
with cooperation partners can be reduced by means of an improved coordination of business
activities. Cooperation can also lead to the distribution of costs and risks, or the reduction of
risks through strength in numbers [Theis, 1997, p. 7], e.g., for new product development or
production [Fontanari, 1995]. Also, reduction in time-to-market [Schertler, 1995b, p. 27], bet-
ter quality [Theis, 1997, p. 7], innovation aspects [Theis, 1997, p. 7], less uncertainty about
the other parties’ activities, less redundancy [Sydow, 1992, p. 93], and less opportunism can be
beneficial to the partners [Canadian Business Network Coalition, 1996]. Other benefits include
greater flexibility [Theis, 1997, p. 7] and versatility [Canadian Business Network Coalition,
1996], the possibility of offering integrated solutions to the customer [Schertler, 1995b, p. 27],
and an improved access to new and traditional markets [Theis, 1997, p. 7], [Schertler, 1995b,
p. 27] while retaining and strengthening the organization’s position on local markets [Schertler,
1995b, p. 27], as well as better opportunities for large-scale marketing efforts. In addition,
a business network can sharpen an organization’s awareness of technological advances, thus
enabling the organization to react faster to technological change [Dathe, 1998, pp. 10-11].
Horizontal cooperation has several advantages, particularly in research and development coop-
erations: a high degree of technological synergy can be achieved, redundancy is eliminated,
and risks are minimized. Vertical cooperations reduce development times, and diagonal cooper-
ations also result in synergy and also accelerate standardization [Specht and Beckmann, 1996,
p. 396].
2.3.2 Disadvantages Resulting from Cooperation
In spite of the benefits described in the previous section, interorganizational cooperatioon can
also lead to disadvantages and drawbacks that can decrease or nullify these benefits. On the
strategic level, an organization can be forced to change its own priorities to fit in with those
of a partner, so that it needs to spend resources on unimportant projects while neglecting more
important ones. This is particularly applicable in vertical cooperations, when the supplier is
dependent on the customer. Another danger is that a cooperation can actually lead to an organi-
zation’s dependency on a competitor (in a horizontal cooperation), or a customer or supplier (in
a vertical cooperation) [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 396]. The organization’s own initiative
can be reduced, and the organization can be forced to spend too much money or other resources
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on the cooperation [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 396].
Financial drawbacks, especially in horizontal cooperations, can result from the potentially in-
creasing transaction costs, which are due to the need for additional coordination and commu-
nication during the preparation [Dathe, 1998, p. 1] and / or performance phase [Specht and
Beckmann, 1996, p. 396], [Theis, 1997, p. 7]. Costs for partner selection and negotiation can
also reduce cooperation benefits [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 396].
An additional danger lies in the need for making organizational issues, e.g., core competences,
or business processes, transparent to the partners. This can lead to the loss of personnel and thus
of know-how [Theis, 1997, p. 7], [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 396]. Small companies in
particular are often afraid of being taken advantage of in terms of costs and benefits [Specht and
Beckmann, 1996, p. 396], or of being swallowed by their “partner” [Dathe, 1998, p. 1]. The
fact that results achieved together need to be shared, and the question of how the benefits are
to be distributed, are also of importance, especially in horizontal cooperations. The adaption of
technologies and / or management issues can also be problematic [Specht and Beckmann, 1996,
p. 396]. This applies particularly to diagonal cooperations.
The dangers and pitfalls that have been described so far have been responsible for the fact that
interorganizational cooperations very often do not fulfil the expectations [Theis, 1997, Fonta-
nari, 1995]. In the next sction, I will identify critical issues in interorganizational cooperation,
relate them to the different phases of the cooperation phase model, and discuss how the disad-
vantages of cooperation can be actively avoided, and how its benefits can be achieved.
2.3.3 Critical Issues in Interorganizational Cooperation
According to Fontanari, a missing or inadequate design of cooperation as a process is respon-
sible for cooperation failures [Fontanari, 1995]. Fontanari describes a hypothetical negative
phase model of cooperation. According to him, companies commit errors during all coopera-
tion phases. The following overview of the critical issues relevant to the different cooperation
phases is largely based on Fontanari [Fontanari, 1995].
2.3.3.1 Decision Phase
An organization interested in cooperation should first perform a decision phase for analyzing
the organization’s situation, defining the aims and goals of the cooperation, and for evaluating
possible alternatives (see chapter 2.2.3). This fact is summarized by Harrigan and Newman:
“co-operation among persons may be prompted by a desire for sociability; co-operating per se
has its own attractions for people. For most firms, however, we hypothesize that co-operation
[. . . ] is a means to an end, and that the end is directly associated with other activities of the
firm” [Harrigan and Newman, 1990]. Still, this is just the theory. In reality, organizations often
have little or no actual understanding of cooperation as a concept, and do not take strategical
issues into account. Thus, few organizations perform a strategical analysis instead of trying
to solve short-term problems before embarking upon cooperation efforts [Fontanari, 1995, p.
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186]. Thus, spontaneous cooperations based on social contacts, and without any reference to
the organization’s actual needs and expectations (Fontanari calls these “golf course alliances”,
in German: Golfplatzallianzen, [Fontanari, 1995]), are embarked upon without consideration
of the costs and drawbacks of cooperation. To counteract this, a comprehensive analysis of the
motives, envisioned benefits, and drawbacks of the cooperation needs to be performed, so that
the decision for (or against) cooperation is well-founded.
2.3.3.2 Preparation Phase
After the decision for cooperation has been made, suitable partners need to be selected. To
decide on the suitability of a potential partner, several issues need to be taken into account.
First, partners should be similar with respect to their values, goals, their ideas and concepts of
the cooperation, and should be of the same opinion concerning the necessity and importance
of the cooperation (strategic fit). Second, both cooperation partners need the structural im-
plementation of the strategic goals (structural fit), and a corresponding organizational culture
(cultural fit). Partners should be selected for suitability, and not just because they are inter-
ested in cooperating. An organization should not restrict its search to organizations it already
knows. Databases maintained by, e.g., chambers of commerce can be of great help in locating
suitable partners [Fontanari, 1995]. In addition, partners should be evaluated with regard to
their trustworthiness (cf. chapter 2.2.4), and - if possible - their propensity to trust. Once a
potential partner has been found, it should be evaluated against a well-defined profile [Jarke and
Kethers, 1999], and talks focusing on the details of the cooperation should be initiated with its
management. The envisioned form of the cooperation needs to be discussed, and terminological
problems need to be resolved [Fontanari, 1995].
2.3.3.3 Negotiation Phase
Once the partners enter the negotiation phase, they need to discuss their motives, expectations,
etc., so that each of them knows what the other organizations’ goals are and what will be given
and taken by each [Fontanari, 1995]. A goal hierarchy needs to be developed, and milestones
need to be defined for the cooperation. In addition, it is necessary to negotiate a (formal or
informal) contract that also defines what will happen once the cooperation is terminated, or
dissolved before its envisioned end. Scenarios defining what will happen during the cooperation
are also important [Fontanari, 1995].
2.3.3.4 Performance Phase
The cooperation process involves a large number of actors together with their goals, motiva-
tions, strategies, and individualities. Thus, the non-rational behaviour (motivations, emotions,
errors, etc.) of these actors must be taken into account. Trust is essential for cooperations (see
chapter 2.2.4 and, e.g., [Luczak et al., 1995, Fontanari, 1995, Mohr, 1995]), but such soft factors
are often neglected. As we have seen, organizations can suffer severe damage if a cooperation
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partner misuses information obtained through cooperation, and many organizations, especially
smaller organizations, are afraid of such misuse. Thus, the propensity to trust might be low,
and the actors might be willing to invest in surveillance and control activities rather than run
the risk of trusting a cooperation partner, in particular, when his trustworthiness is perceived as
questionable for any reasons, e.g., because of a perceived lack in reciprocity.
Besides trust, other important issues include the design of cooperation processes, as well as
the establishment of symmetrical (bidirectional) information flows [Eggs et al., 1999], and of
suitable interaction patterns. The quality of a cooperation depends on the quality and frequency
of communication between the partners. Kraut et al. have found that personal relationships
are crucial to the quality of transactions between partners, and that electronic networks alone
decrease the quality of customer-supplier relationships unless complemented by personal re-
lationships, especially in non-routine situations [Kraut et al., 1999]. Communication between
partners needs to be enabled so that information can be shared and managed [Fontanari, 1995,
p. 123], cf. also [Mohr, 1995]. Communication problems can occur both on the technical
and the personal level (the latter e.g., because people from different backgrounds are involved)
[Luczak et al., 1995, pp. 133-135]. The neglect of these issues leads to problems that are diffi-
cult to correct during the actual cooperation process. In particular, smaller companies with little
actual cooperation experience often design cooperation processes in an intuitive way, without
regard for models or explicit strategies. On the other hand, consultants of big enterprises of-
ten employ rigid models and formal concepts when designing a coperation process [Fontanari,
1995, p. 145]. A suitable mixture of intuition and models would combine the advantages of a
clear-cut, model-based strategy with the flexibility of the intuitive treatment of unforeseen situ-
ations. Cooperation processes need to be based on mutuality and reciprocity (cf. chapter 2.2.4);
a “balance of powers” must be established, and results from the cooperation must be justly
distributed, both from the organizational and the personal perspective [Luczak et al., 1995, p.
132]. As cooperation processes are complex and develop spontaneous patterns that can neither
be planned nor controlled, rigidity can be counter-productive.
Another issue that is often neglected is the allocation of resources to a cooperation [Fontanari,
1995]. The management of the cooperation process in particular is often underestimated in im-
portance and necessary resources, and regarded as an operational (in German: Tagesgeschäft)
issue [Fontanari, 1995]. Management and control of the cooperation are often based on emotion
and intuition only, and are not grounded in a well-defined procedure for performing cooperation
activities. The control mechanisms of the cooperation need to be well-defined, and evaluation
measures need to be defined and made use of [Fontanari, 1995, p. 123], both during the perfor-
mance phase, and in the end phase of the cooperation.
2.3.3.5 End Phase
At the end of a cooperation, cooperation evaluation, if it takes place at all, is often based on
quantitative analysis only (e.g., cost reduction), although qualitative issues, such as transfer
of knowledge, shared experiences, or reduced time-to-market are important in spite of being
unquantifiable and difficult to measure. Also, simple reference numbers do not adequately cap-
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ture holistic aspects of cooperation, and therefore reflect an inadequate concept of cooperation
[Fontanari, 1995, p. 159 f.].
In the next section, I describe the results from a research project that aimed at supporting co-
operation between several small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Northern Germany.
The literature results presented above are related to the findings from the empirical project.
2.4 Cooperation in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises:
Empirical Results
2.4.1 Characteristics of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) often face specific problems when embarking upon
cooperations, not the least of which is that cooperation is often not a well-known, or obvious,
strategy for them. SMEs tend to have little or no experience with cooperation, although they can
benefit greatly from it. Before I discuss the specific situation of SMEs in cooperation, however,
the characteristics of SMEs need to be defined.
In Germany, companies with less than 500 employees, and a turnover of less than DM 100 mil-
lion per year are generally classified as SMEs [Eggs et al., 1999]. Small companies have 0 -49
employees and a turnover of less than 1 million DM (2 million DM, according to Pfohl [Pfohl,
1997a]), and medium-sized companies have between 50 and 499 employees and a turnover of 1
- 100 million DM [Kayser and Ibielski, 1986] (2 - 25 million DM, according to [Pfohl, 1997a]).
In 1986, 99.8 % of all companies paying tax on turnover were SMEs according to this defini-
tion. SMEs in Germany accounted for 55 % of total sales, 41 % of all gross investments, and 48
% of the gross national product. In addition, 64 % of all employees in Germany worked for a
small or medium-sized company [Kayser and Ibielski, 1986]. In other countries, the distinction
is somewhat different: in Australia, e.g., the Bureau of Industry Economics lists micro firms
with less than 10 employees, or a turnover of less than AUD 1 million, small firms (between
11 and 19 employees or between AUD 1 million and AUD 4.9 million turnover), medium firms
having between 20 and 99 employees or between AUD 5 million and AUD 99 million turnover,
and large firms (more than 100 employees or more than AUD 100 million turnover) [Bureau of
Industry Economics, 1997].
These quantitative characteristics are to be taken with caution, however. Due to the economic
situation, both the turnover and the number of employees may vary for a given company, so
that a classification according to these criteria is imprecise. In addition, some industrial sectors
are structurally different from others, so that, for example, a wholesale business might be clas-
sified as an SME, whereas a retail business with the same turnover and number of employees
would be classified as a large business. Therefore, qualitative characteristics should be used for
distinguishing between SMEs and large enterprises [Eggs et al., 1999]. Such qualitative char-
acteristics of SMEs include limited resources, or resource-poverty, e.g., referring to personnel,
[Welsh and White, 1981, Eggs et al., 1999, Kocian et al., 1997], as well as management by the
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business owner, a desire for entrepreneurial independence, management potential that is directly
related to individual persons and therefore not exchangeable or transferable, short information
flows, and the low relevance of strategic planning [Eggs et al., 1999]. According to Welsh and
White, external forces tend to have more impact on small businesses6 [Welsh and White, 1981].
Further characteristics are the following7: small businesses cannot usually pay for adequate
accounting and bookkeeping services, and cannot train or test new employees in advance. In
addition, the owner-manager’s salary takes up a much larger fraction of the company’s revenues
than in the case of a bigger business, so that less money is available to reward investors, or to
pay other managers [Welsh and White, 1981]. The owner-manager often needs to deal with both
strategic and operational issues, which leads to an enormous workload [Kocian et al., 1997].
With respect to software and information technology, SMEs generally utilize less commercial
groupware or workflow software than large businesses. Often, standard software and internet
technologies are utilized [Kocian et al., 1997].
2.4.2 Cooperation and Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Firm size is among the factors influencing the incidence of cooperation: Larger firms tend to
cooperate more often [Bureau of Industry Economics, 1997, Buse, 1997], as they attract part-
ners more easily, are more prone to outsourcing, which often leads to cooperation, have more
personnel trained in management, and thus have more knowledge about cooperation [Kocian
et al., 1997], and conduct bigger transactions [Bureau of Industry Economics, 1997]. In addi-
tion, bigger firms can better cope with the additional workload that stems from communication
and coordination efforts, and are less afraid of being swallowed or harmed by cooperations.
Smaller companies are also more reluctant to comunicate their problems to other companies in
order to avoid having their reputations damaged. Thus, one could argue, that their propensity to
trust is not very high.
In addition, SMEs are notoriously short of personnel and other resources (see section 2.4.1).
Thus, “research around the world indicates that one of the biggest threats to a small business
network is the lack of a focused, committed facilitator - a business network advisor - who can
tend to the myriad of details of the alliance, thereby allowing the partners to devote most of
their energy to their prime business” [Canadian Business Network Coalition, 1996]. Even if the
network can find a suitable, independent facilitator, the question of paying her is still a problem.
Still, cooperation can be beneficial to SMEs in particular: cooperation can induce firm growth
[Buse, 1997], and many of the SME-specific problems can be alleviated by cooperating with
other organizations. In spite of the potential benefits from cooperation, as we have seen, SMEs
often have very little experience with cooperation and lack knowledge about cooperation as
strategy. The German Ministry for Education and Research (in German: Bundesministerium
für Bildung und Forschung, BMBF ) therefore funded the research project Regionale Koopera-
tionskompetenz, or Advanced Cooperation (AdCo) that aimed at establishing a regional network
6Welsh and White do not give a definition of small businesses in [Welsh and White, 1981].
7Welsh and White’s hypothesis that small businesses tend to be clustered in highly fragmented industries with
competitors cutting prices to build revenues [Welsh and White, 1981] does not apply for the context of this thesis.
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of SMEs in Northern Germany. The project and its results are described in the following sec-
tions.
2.4.3 Empirical Results from AdCo
2.4.3.1 The AdCo Project
Overview of the Project: The project Regionale Kooperationskompetenz, or Advanced Coop-
eration, AdCo, was funded from Oct. 1996 until June 1999 by a BMBF grant in the production
2000 (in German Produktion 2000) framework.
The project had several objectives, namely to introduce cooperation as a feasible and sensible
strategy to the participating SMEs, to support the SMEs in establishing cooperation networks,
and to develop and validate transferable tools and methods for supporting the different coop-
eration phases. A long-term goal of the project was the establishment of regional cooperation
relationships that would ultimately lead to a regional SME network.
The initial project participants were seven SMEs (one small, six medium-sized) and three large
companies, according to the number of employees-taxonomy in [Pfohl, 1997a, Kayser and Ibiel-
ski, 1986], and most qualitative characteristics as described in [Eggs et al., 1999] (cf. also
chapter 2.4.1). Five of the companies are medical engineering companies. Over the course of
the project, two of the large companies dropped out, and the small company had to leave the
project because of funding problems. Another small company joined the project, so that eight
companies, one small, six medium-sized, and one large, remained as project participants.
In addition to the companies, several researchers and companies aiming at supporting the com-
panies’ cooperation efforts participated in the project. A local technology centre acted as project
coordinator, and both a sociology research institute and our computer science department were
employed as associated researchers (in German: Begleitforschung). Together with a small con-
sulting company specializing in environmental and European laws and norms, and a small soft-
ware company, the project coordinator and associated researchers also acted as supporting con-
sultants (facilitators) for the project.
The project situation was somewhat artificial. None of the companies had ever cooperated with
any of the others, although some of the companies were members of the AGMT (Association
for Medical Technology, in German: Arbeitsgemeinschaft Medizintechnik, a regional medical
engineering working group), and were thus known to each other. Most of the companies did
not have much contact with the others, though, so that the companies’ propensity to trust the
others was mostly based on the companies’ individual characteristics, and the reputations of the
potential partners.
Project Course of Events: As the first step of the project, the facilitators developed a ques-
tionnaire that was intended to give an overview of the companies’ situation, their experiences
with cooperation, and possible areas of cooperation. The questionnaire was divided into eight
parts: marketing, sales and procurement; product technology and new product development;
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manufacturing methods and materials; operating supplies and manufacturing organisation; com-
puting; information management and workflows; quality management (QM), environmental
management, industrial safety, and EC council directives; and personnel. Thus, each part dealt
with a different potential cooperation area. The intention behind this was that the different
parts of the questionnaire were to be completed by members of the respective responsible de-
partments, so that conflicting opinions and views should be detected. In nine out of the ten
companies, we found that the different parts had indeed been completed by different depart-
ments, often resulting in such diverging opinions; in the tenth company, the project promoter
completed all eight parts of the questionnaire himself, which already indicated that the AdCo
project was not made known and propagated throughout the company. This observation later
proved to be correct.
Evaluation of the returned questionnaires revealed that the companies recognized cooperation
potential both in non-critical areas (e.g., personnel and training), as well as in crucial areas (e.g.,
manufacturing, sales, new product development). In consequence, a workshop took place where
the questionnaire results together with suggestions for cooperation projects were presented to
the companies. As a result, the following six subprojects were launched: sales cooperation,
information logistics in product development, methods for innovation, product development
methods, quality audits, and personnel training. At a later stage, two further subprojects (“OP
2010”, dealing with innovations for the operating theatre, and a manufacturing round table)
were started because of company requests.
All of the subprojects started as a series of workshops so that participants got to know each
other and a clarification of the - rather broad - project goals could be initiated. Most subprojects
achieved this after four to six workshop sessions. The sales subproject, whose first goal was to
have been a shared presentation at fairs and trade shows, was discontinued, because none of the
participants were willing to spend time or money on the effort, although the participants had
previously agreed on the goal. One of the reasons for this failure was that the participants were
sales employees, who did not feel responsible for their companies’ respective long-term strate-
gies. Their interest was more in the short-term improvements in their sales figures, and thus
“investing” in cooperative behaviour did not make sense to them. Another goal, a shared sales
database, was discontinued for the same reasons. Furthermore, the participants did not trust the
others, fearing they might “steal” their valuable customer information. Instead, the “OP 2010”
subproject was launched as a visionary showcase project with the objective of discussing the
design and equipment of a technologically advanced operating theatre. “OP2010” was joined
by several other research institutes and companies. After some time, the project split into sev-
eral subprojects, each led by a participant with a strong interest in the respective subproject’s
topic.
Another subproject, the manufacturing round table, was initiated by request of the manufac-
turing manager of one of the participating companies. The project started with a series of
meetings organized and moderated by an independent facilitator who was payed for by means
of project funds. The meetings were hosted in a round-robin fashion, and specific topics of
interest to the participants were discussed at each of them. Furthermore, a tour of the respective
host company’s manufacturing workshop was always part of the meeting. As the participants
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were all manufacturing managers, these tours often turned into long on-the-spot discussions
about specific aspects of the manufacturing process, such as production steps, manufacturing
methods, or manufacturing facilities. The participants thus learned very much about the other
companies’ manufacturing capabilities and built a network of contacts that proved very use-
ful to them. For example, one project member company initiated a new product development
cooperation with another company, because they found that the latter had a large amount of
knowledge about and experience with the production material that needed to be used. Another
aspect of this subproject was that the companies were very heterogeneous with respect to their
productional processes, manufacturing technologies, and degrees of experience, so that every
participant could profit from the tours and the discussion: those who had a sophisticated manu-
facturing process and much experience got new ideas from the less experienced companies just
starting to establish their own manufacturing processes, whereas the less experienced partici-
pants could learn from the others. Thus, reciprocity was maintained, which lead to an increase
in trust among the participants. All participants declared that the round table was very useful
to them, and that they would definitely continue it after the end of the AdCo project. Still,
most participants agreed that the facilitator was very helpful, as he organized the meetings and
spent a considerable amount of time and effort in keeping in touch with all participants, and in
writing the minutes. Thus, either the group decided they either needed to find another funding
opportunity, or another way of organizing the round table meetings had to be found.
At the end of the AdCo project, a series of semi-structured interviews with the individual em-
ployees involved in the project were conducted for the evaluation of the project. These inter-
views were prepared and performed by a sociologist and myself. The interview guide we used
covered strategic and operational aspects of the following topics:
 regionality, e.g., are the company’s suppliers and customers distributed, or local? Does
the company have prevailing regional contacts and cooperation partners?
 concrete cooperations, e.g., has the company engaged in any concrete cooperations due
to the project? If so, what kind of cooperations were those, and how did they happen?
 the AdCo project, e.g., what did the participants think about the way the project worked?
What improvements could have been made by the companies, the project coordinator, or
the “support group”?
 long-term AdCo effects, e.g., what long-term effects of the project did the participants
expect? Why? Did the participants gain insights into how cooperation works and its
advantages and drawbacks?
The interviews were conducted during the final phase of the project, from April to May 1999.
Each interview took between 30 and 100 minutes, depending on the how deeply the interviewee
was involved in the project. Overall, 25 employees out of 8 companies were interviewed; most
interviewees belonged to their respective company’s middle management. We always tried
to interview a member of each company’s management (e.g., the company’s CEO) so as to
get information on the company’s long-term strategy, but only four such interviews could be
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conducted due to time constraints. The following section gives the main results of the interviews
and describes the lessons learned from the AdCo project.
2.4.3.2 AdCo Results
This section describes the results from the course of the project, and particularly from the semi-
structured interviews with the AdCo participants. The results described in this section basically
form the evaluation phase of the regional cooperation initiated in the project, and have been
grouped according to the cooperation phase (see section 2.2.3) they occurred in.
Decision Phase: On the whole, the companies had very little experience with cooperation
as defined in section 2.2.1, although most of them claimed to have cooperated previously
with other companies. Very often, however, these cooperations turned out to be some kind of
customer-supplier relationship. The companies’ reasons for joining the project, which stemmed
from an explicit decision for cooperation, were manifold. Some companies had joined the
project with the - explicit or implicit - goal to sell manufacturing services to or find potential
suppliers among the project partners. The fact that such normal market transactions were not in
the scope of the project disillusioned at least one company, who later dropped out of the project.
The remaining companies did not take this as a bad sign; in effect, several interviewees told us
that, as “the remaining companies wanted to cooperate, not buy or sell”, they felt more inclined
to cooperate with these other companies. Thus, the attitude of the company who dropped out
was perceived as profit-oriented and potentially uncooperative, and the others were less inclined
to trust the company. The selection of possible cooperation partners and clear definition of
the goals of the cooperation thus is an important issue in cooperation, and the fact that the
companies often had no clear goals and expectations, was a major problem of the project. In
particular, the employees later involved in the actual cooperation activities often did not know
what the exact goals of the project were, either because the respective company management
did not have clear goals, or because the goals were not communicated to or discussed with the
employees.
Preparation Phase: It was important that the participating companies on the one hand had
similar problems, but on the other hand were sufficiently heterogeneous, so that they could learn
from each other. This was especially emphasized by the participants of the manufacturing round
table, each of whom mentioned this fact when interviewed. The question of whether cooper-
ation would (or should) be possible among competitors was answered very differently in the
interviews: About 50 % of the interviewees felt that this was not a problem, whereas the other
half of the interviewees did not feel comfortable with the notion of cooperating with a direct
competitor. This seems to support Mayer et al.’s proposition that perceived benevolence (which
cannot be assumed in a competitor) influences trust [Mayer et al., 1995]. In addition, several of
the interviewees said that they first had to learn to communicate with and learn from the other
project members. As one interviewee put it, he was “not used to talking to anybody outside his
department, much less the company, about technical problems, and had never felt encouraged
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to do so”. This rather restrained feeling towards communication was shared by several other
interviewees. Communication thus was hindered by at least one of the participating companies’
communication culture, in addition to the fact that several of the project members were not very
communicative by nature8. Even those interviewees, however, commented positively on the
open and friendly atmosphere that later developed among the project members, and stated that
they had learned to regard interorganizational communication as positive and helpful. The fact
that none of the participants (not even competitors) behaved in any way uncooperatively thus
led to an increase in trust among the participants.
Performance Phase: All interviewees agreed on the fact that cooperation needs a surpris-
ingly large amount of resources, in particular, personnel. As SMEs are notoriously short of
such resources (cf. chapter 2.4.1) the interviewees involved in the actual cooperation projects
felt that they needed their respective management’s backing to cope with cooperation in addition
to their daily work. All interviewees also stated that the workshops and round tables were useful
to them, but they were not able to estimate the benefits in terms of time or cost savings. Thus,
in cases where management did not back the employees, either because the project promoter
were not members of the management board, or because the project had a low prioirity, the
employees felt uncomfortable justifying the time and effort spent on the cooperation. In most
companies, the management did not actively participate in the project, and the project priority
was much lower than that of the daily work. Three members of the manufacturing round table,
e.g., independently of each other considered scheduling the round tables for Friday afternoons,
so they would spend only a small amount of their normal working time, and some part of their
leisure time on the workshop.
An additional problem was that some companies’ environment was rather turbulent during the
course of the project. Two companies were sold by their holding companies, another increased
its number of employees from about 90 to more than 200, turned into a corporation, and intro-
duced SAP software. A fourth company’s manufacturing manager died, and had to be substi-
tuted by his less-experienced former assistant. In such turbulent situations, the companies did
not have the resources to spend time, or money, on cooperation (cf. also [Staudt et al., 1995,
p. 1212]). As one interviewee stated, “an important prerequisite for cooperation is that the
cooperation partners have stable structures and do not have to focus their every thought on the
company and its short-term problems. The partners should have well-established information
and communication flows within the company”. In most companies, this was not the case.
Another issue that we gathered from the interviews was that in six companies, the employees
working on the project did not know how to judge the project’s importance, or how much effort
they were supposed to put into it, and the project goals had not been made clear to them. In these
cases, the company management did not actually control the project, but left the employees to
their own devices. In two companies, the respective CEO claimed that he had regular meetings
with his employees involved in the project, controlled their activities in the project, and was
well-informed about the project progress, but in one of the two cases, this was contradicted by
8Some of the interviewees felt that this was a regional problem not encountered in other German industrial
areas, e.g., Baden-Württemberg or the Ruhr Basin.
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the statements of the respective employees.
In some cases, only one party (either employees or management) were interested in the project,
whereas the other party was not. This always lead to problems. In cases where management was
not really interested in the project or the cooperation efforts, the employees were often unable to
really influence the company’s way of working with what they had learned in the project. One
project member was rather impressed with what he learned about new product development
methods, but was not permitted to introduce his new-gained knowledge into his company. The
personnel workshop suffered from the same problem: although the participants had agreed on
testing a shared staff training programme, they backed away from the decision once an actual
trainer was found, and funding commitments needed to be made. One of the companies left
the project, although the employees of the company were enthusiastic about the project and
its potential, because the former project promoter, a member of the managing board, became
dissatisfied. In one company, the project participants had conflicting goals and hidden agendas:
one employee wanted to use the project to enforce his point of view concerning process design
on his colleagues, who blocked his effort. In another company, the project members tried to use
the project to get several changes past the CEO, but failed. Three of the interviewees, on the
other hand, claimed that their respective project promoter delegated a subproject to them just as
he would have delegated any other task.
Concerning the important matter of achieving trust between the cooperation partners, the inter-
viewees considered the workshops that took place in the various subprojects to be very useful.
They felt that the workshops encouraged them to discuss topics of relevance to them, and to
get to know other project members in similar situations. According to the interviewees from
the manufacturing round table, their group consisted of “the right people”; in this case, the par-
ticipants were the manufacturing managers of their respective companies. In contrast to this,
contacts at other, bigger working group meetings (e.g., at the AGMT , or the Verein Deutscher
Ingenieure, VDI) developed best in the coffee breaks, but were spontaneous and coincidental.
The fact the the project workshops were moderated by an independent facilitator who kept min-
utes, organized the meetings, and kept the participants informed even if they could not attend a
workshop, was considered very useful. The existence of this moderator was considered crucial
by most of the interviewees. In fact, the manufacturing managers agreed that some way of con-
tinuing the funding for the moderator was to be found, and one of the manufacturing managers
tried to get financial backing from the VDI for this purpose.
In contrast to the positive experiences reported about the manufacturing round table, some par-
ticipants of other subprojects reacted less positively to their respective workshops. One the one
hand, several interviewees complained that their respective working groups were less than stable
- the workshop attendees changed frequently, both in terms of companies, and persons. This led
to a constrained atmosphere, probably because the participants perceived a lack of reciprocity,
reasoning along the lines of “if they made the time to attend the workshop, why did the others
not turn up, or why did they send some other colleague so that everything had to be explained
again?”. In the information logistics subproject, e.g., one participant expressed his interest in
joining the project after the second workshop. He was invited to the subsequent workshops,
and accepted the invitations, but was absent without an excuse, so that the group waited for him
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twice. When he showed up at the fifth workshop, about 30 minutes late, the participants were
rather hostile towards him. In particular, they objected to him, because they felt he wanted to
profit from the workshop results, but was not prepared to give anything in return, which clearly
expresses a percieved lack of reciprocity. In our experience, this percieved lack of reciprocity
represents one of the biggest problems in round table-style workshop meetings: If one or more
participants get the impression that they are always giving their know-how to the others with-
out getting anything in return, they become disinclined to continue actively participating in the
workshops. In the case of the personnel development subproject, two participants had exactly
this impression. The interesting point about this was that one of these two was not regarded as
supplying that much information, neither by the participants (including the other “information
supplier”), nor the moderator. Still, the participant in question perceived a lack of reciprocity,
and became dissatisfied with the workshop.
Overall, all participants considered the workshops extremely useful as benchmarking opppor-
tunities. “To know where we stand” became one of the most-used expressions when the project
members were asked what they considered positive results of the workshops. In most cases,
the participants knew already about their companies’ deficits in their respective area, but felt
reassured when they found that even well-known and highly estimated companies had to cope
with similar problems.
As we have seen, interpersonal cooperation, or cooperation at the group level, is essential to
interorganizational cooperation, and social aspects, such as trust or mistrust, can make or break
a cooperation. Interpersonal cooperation occurs throughout all phases of the cooperation phase
model, but is most prominent in the performance phase. The next section discusses cooperation
at the group level, and ways to support such cooperation by software.
2.5 Cooperation at the Group Level
This section gives an overview of cooperation at the group level and concepts for supporting
this type of cooperative work. The term cooperative work stems from the social sciences,
where it has been widely used since the beginning of the 19th century. Cooperative work was
formally defined by Marx in 1867 as “ multiple individuals working together in a planned way
in the same production process or in different but connected production processes” [Bannon and
Schmidt, 1991]. The following definition of cooperative work stems from the area of Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW, see chapter 2.5.1), and applies to cooperative work within
an organizational context [Schäl, 1996, p. 53], [Bannon and Schmidt, 1991]:
DEFINITION 2.3: COOPERATIVE WORK
Cooperative work is constituted by work processes pertaining to the production of
a particular product, or type of product, or service.
The product, type of product, or service is thus the goal that all actors share who are involved
in the cooperation.
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The next section gives a short overview of concepts from the area of Computer-Supported Co-
operative Work that are of relevance to cooperation processes.
2.5.1 Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
The term Computer-Supported Cooperative Work9 (CSCW) was coined by Irene Greif and Paul
Cashman in 1984, when it was used as the name of an interdisciplinary workshop dealing with
how to support people’s work with computers [Grudin, 1994a]. Since then, it has become an es-
tablished, interdisciplinary area of research. Bannon and Schmidt give the following definition
of CSCW [Schäl, 1998, p. 73]:
DEFINITION 2.4: COMPUTER-SUPPORTED COOPERATIVE WORK (CSCW)
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is an identifiable research field
focused on the understanding of the nature and characteristics of cooperative work
with the objective of designing adequate computer based technologies to support
such cooperative work.
The term CSCW can be analysed “backwards” and thus interpreted as follows: CSCW focuses
on the work that needs to be performed (W); as this work needs to be performed by several
cooperating individuals (CW), the aim of CSCW is to support this work (SCW), particularly
by means of information technology and other computer-based tools (CSCW) [Borghoff and
Schlichter, 1998, p. 109].
Cooperative work, or cooperation, comprises the three key areas communication, coordination,
and collaboration, in increasing degree of interaction [Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998, p. 111].
Communication: The term COMMUNICATION is derived from the Latin word communicare:
to do something together, to consult or confer with someone, to communicate. The semiotic
communication model consists of the sender who transmits a signal to a receiver along a chan-
nel of communication. The signal has a particular form and contains a message (or meaning).
These two concepts are connected via a code: the message is encoded by the sender and then
transmitted to the receiver, who needs to decode the message [Lyons, 1981]. More modern
models of communication also take the speaker’s and receiver’s respective contexts into ac-
count, as they strongly influence the coding and decoding processes. This aspect is particularly
important for interdisciplinary cooperation, where the partners often have different background
and contexts.
In behavioural science, communication is defined as the mutual information exchange between
two or more persons [Mohr, 1995, p. 356]. CSCW focuses on the notion of information sharing
among individuals [Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998, p. 127]. Communication is thus considered
“a dynamic multiparticipant process” [Briggs and Nunamaker, 1994, p. 62].
9For a more detailed overview of CSCW see e.g., [Ellis et al., 1991, Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998].
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In spite of the positive connotations associated with it, communication is not always a good
thing, but can also be disruptive or unhelpful [Dale, 1994, p. 183], as terms like “information
overflow” suggest. Thus, communication also has a qualitative aspect and should be under
the control of the communicating individual. Communication is a necessary, but not sufficient
precondition of cooperation: if communication is not possible, then cooperation cannot occur
[Schoop, 1998].
Coordination: Coordination, the second cornerstone of cooperation, aims at the “integration
and harmonious adjustment of individual work efforts towards the accomplishment of a larger
goal” [Ellis et al., 1991], or the harmonization of goal-related tasks and resources [Borghoff and
Schlichter, 1998, p. 127]. A similar definition is given by Malone and Crowston who define
coordination as “the act of managing interdependencies between activities performed to achieve
a goal” [Malone and Crowston, 1990], so that the actors can work together harmoniously, i.e.,
achieve a “good” result in spite of potentially conflicting individual goals. For the coordination
of activities, the dependencies among the activities must be discovered and managed. This can
be done by analyzing the objects that are shared among activities [Malone and Crowston, 1990].
Collaboration and Cooperation: The third cornerstone of cooperation is collaboration. Col-
laboration focuses on the shared goals of the collaborating persons [Borghoff and Schlichter,
1998, p. 127], and requires shared environments and shared information [Ellis et al., 1991] for
the collaborators. Collaboration thus includes communication, and requires coordination for
the achievement of the shared goals. Decisions are based on a group consensus, and accepted
by all participants. Thus, collaboration is very similar to cooperation, the only difference being
that collaboration relies less on frequent and regular interaction between the participants than
cooperation [Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998, p. 112]. In the context of this thesis, no distinction
will therefore be made between cooperation and collaboration. Cooperation can (and should) be
supported by software systems that are tailored to the cooperation process under consideration.
The term groupware is often used to denote such CSCW systems.
Before I introduce groupware in more detail, and give short descriptions of three sample group-
ware systems, I will briefly introduce to the Language-Action Perspective, a theoretical frame-
work underlying one of these groupware systems, and also at the basis of a method for modeling
organizational cooperation processes that is described in chapters 4.4.5 and 5.5.
2.5.2 The Language-Action Perspective
The Language-Action Perspective (LAP) was introduced by Flores and Ludlow in 1980 [Flores
and Ludlow, 1980]. It is based on a combination of Searle’s Theory of Speech Acts [Searle,
1969] and Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action [Habermas, 1981]. After the early
publication by Flores and Ludlow, the Language-Action Perspective was developed further by
Winograd and Flores [Winograd and Flores, 1986].
The basic premise of the Language-Action Perspective is the notion that communicative activ-
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ities induce actions and can therefore be used for workflow modeling. The basic assumptions
that LAP is based on include the following [Schoop, 2000]:
 the basic unit of communication is a speech act
 natural language sentences correspond to the performance of speech acts
 the meaning of sentences can be revealed by specifying the speech acts that have been
performed
 speech acts obey socially determined rules
 cooperative work is coordinated by the performance of language actions which are speech
acts
Criticism10 of the first LAP framework, which was based solely on Searle’s Theory of Speech
Acts, as described in [Searle, 1969], includes the fact that there is no questioning the validity of
speech acts, so that any speaker can make e.g., requests to any hearer, regardless of the roles of
both. Thus, it is not possible to define what makes a speech act successful [Schoop, 2000]. In
addition, there is no difference between directives based on validity and those based on power
claims. The question of validity claims has been addressed by Habermas [Habermas, 1981],
who provides success criteria for speech acts in terms of validity claims. In addition, Habermas
gives a classification according to the dominant validity claim [Habermas, 1981].
Further criticism of the LAP is given in the section on sample groupware systems, which follows
the next section on groupware. One of the sample groupware systems introduced there is THE
COORDINATOR [Flores et al., 1988], the first application of LAP.
2.5.3 Groupware
The term groupware denotes software systems that implement concepts from the CSCW area.
In one of the most influential articles on groupware11, Ellis et al. define groupware as follows
[Ellis et al., 1991, p. 40]:
DEFINITION 2.5: GROUPWARE
GROUPWARE is meant to represent computer-based systems that support groups of
people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared
environment.
The notions of common task/goal and shared environment are the crucial points of the definition,
thus distinguishing groupware from software tools, such as email, word processors, or databases
that support the work of an individual without regard for group issues. The definition given by
10For an overview of the criticism of LAP see e.g., [Schoop, 2000, Schoop, 1999].
11For a history of groupware, see e.g., [Holtham, 1994, Grudin, 1994a].
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Ellis et al. is similar to the following, which focuses on shared goals and the fact that group work
can be distributed in time and space: groupware is “networked hardware and software which
allows people to support each other in their efforts to achieve their work goals, irrespective of
when or where they might want to do this” [Dale, 1994, p. 182]. A much broader definition
is given by Briggs and Nunamaker, who define groupware as “any technology which improves
group productivity” [Briggs and Nunamaker, 1994, p. 61]. This definition would include the
tools mentioned above, although they have no notion of common tasks or shared goals. Yet
other definitions, such as the following given by Malone, restrict the technology involved on
information technology; thus, groupware is defined as “information technology used to help
people work together more efficiently” [Ackermann, 1994, p. 162].
Classifications of groupware often focus on the dimensions “shared environment” and “common
task” [Ellis et al., 1991], the aspects of distributedness in time and space, as in the well-known
time / place matrix [Ellis et al., 1991], expanded by Grudin [Grudin, 1994a], or give application-
oriented functional categories, e.g., message systems, multiuser editors, group decision suport
systems, computer conferencing, intelligent agents, and coordination systems12 [Ellis et al.,
1991]. Often, distinctions are also made between the degree of support for communication,
coordination and collaboration, although a true groupware system needs to support all three
[Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998, p. 127]. In addition, categorizations based on group size,
the way people cooperate (face-to-face or distributed), and social aspects (formal or informal
communication) have been made [Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998, pp. 127 - 128].
2.5.3.1 The Role of Groupware in Organizations
Many organizations make use of groupware tools for supporting cooperative work - sometimes
with little success, although groupware can be very beneficial to a company. Groupware can be
used as a trigger for organizations to examine and rethink their business processes, and to shift
their focus from team support to business process redesign and support: “Groupware products
[. . . ] are increasingly viewed as tools to support organisation-wide strategic business processes”
[Marshak, 1994, p. 25]. Thus, groupware becomes ubiquitious, and more integrated into other
tools and systems. The distinction between communication, collaboration, and coordination
loses importance, as groupware becomes an enabling technology for the support of business
processes [Marshak, 1994]. The drawback is that groupware becomes more “implicit” in the
business process once it is integrated with other applications.
To give examples of groupware systems, the following section describes three of the best-known
and arguably most influential groupware systems, the e-mail and database based blackboard
system LOTUS NOTES, the Web-based shared workspace system BSCW, and the LAP-based
communication system THE COORDINATOR.
12These categories are not meant to be comprehensive or disjoint; many of them overlap.
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2.5.3.2 Sample Groupware Systems
LOTUS NOTES: LOTUS NOTES [Lloyd and Whitehead, 1996, Holtham, 1994], “the most suc-
cessful groupware product in the world” [Lloyd and Whitehead, 1996, p. 1] is a commercial
groupware product that was developed in the 1980s, and became a success in 1989, when the
first mass market graphical user interface, Windows 3.0, became available for the first time
[Holtham, 1994]. LOTUS NOTES is a blackboard system based on email and database applica-
tions, focusing on the information exchange between its users [Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998,
p. 119]. Lloyd and Whitehead give an overview of the most important features of LOTUS
NOTES [Lloyd and Whitehead, 1996, pp. 2-3]: a LOTUS NOTES database contains electronic
documents, which in turn are collections of forms that can be designed by the users. The form
fields are containers within the forms and can contain a wide range of information types, in-
cluding instructions. All LOTUS NOTES entities (databases, documents, forms, and fields) can
be replicated (i.e., reciprocally copied in peer-to-peer fashion) to other machines. Due to its
replication mechanism, LOTUS NOTES can be used as a document management system that
tracks all changes and distributes latest versions around in a given network. Users can also
work in “disconnected mode”, working “offline” on their local databases and later propagating
the changes through replication. LOTUS NOTES has been widely used13 in different contexts,
and up to a different degree of its groupware facilities, ranging from usage as a simple mail
system to supporting inter-group discussions, keeping track of customer enquiries, etc. [Lloyd
and Whitehead, 1996, p. 1]. Lloyd et al. report on 24 industrial case studies, where the usage
of LOTUS NOTES has been examined, and critical factors for its success or failure have been
determined [Lloyd and Whitehead, 1996]. Similar to THE COORDINATOR (see below), LOTUS
NOTES is a training-intensive application if its groupware potential is to be exploited [Lloyd
and Whitehead, 1996, p. 11]. Other critical success factors that were determined from the case
studies described in [Lloyd and Whitehead, 1996], are “the need for support from senior man-
agers, for careful planning, and for involving users” [Lloyd and Whitehead, 1996, p. 11]. In the
few case studies that were not successful, at least one of these elements was missing.
BSCW: A slightly different, more lightweight approach for supporting locally dispersed co-
operation has been implemented in the BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) system
[Appelt, 1999, Bentley et al., 1997], which was developed at the German National Research
Center for Information Technology, GMD. The first version of the BSCW system was made
publicly available in October 1995, and in August 1999, several ten thousand users all over
the world were estimated to be using the system [Appelt, 1999]. BSCW aims at supporting
cooperative work among locally dispersed and loosely organized working groups, thus focus-
ing largely on asynchronous cooperation, although some consideration has also been given to
supporting synchronous cooperation [Appelt, 1999].
BSCW’s central metaphor is that of a shared workspaces, which means that a group of users
has a common repository that is not accessible to others, where documents can be uploaded,
13In 1996, more than 7,000 organizations had bought more than 3 million licenses in total [Lloyd and Whitehead,
1996, p. 1].
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threaded discussions can be held, and information about the workspace users and their activities
can be obtained [Bentley et al., 1997]. Users can belong to several such workspaces, e.g., as
members of different projects. BSCW is based on the World Wide Web, hence, the workspaces
are accessed by means of a WWW browser. Each user has a starting point in the system that
resembles a virtual desk in that it contains folders representing the different workspaces, as well
as several tools, e.g., address books. Workspaces contain documents and information that can
be shared among the members of this workspace.
Recently, additional support for synchronous cooperation has been included into the BSCW sys-
tem, e.g., through a monitoring component that provides information on other users14 currently
using the system, and also provides chat and messaging functionality [Appelt, 1999].
THE COORDINATOR: THE COORDINATOR [Flores et al., 1988], cf. also [Schäl, 1998, chap-
ter 4] is one of the best-known groupware systems and has been widely discussed in the CSCW
community. THE COORDINATOR is a “system for managing action in time” [Flores et al.,
1988] based on the Language-Action Perspective (LAP) (cf. chapter 2.5.2), but relies solely on
Searle’s approach, disregarding validity claims and obligations.
In THE COORDINATOR, the core concepts are conversations. Each interaction between persons
is considered a move in a conversation, and the following move (made by another person, or
even the same) depends on the history of what has happened before. If one person makes a
request, e.g., the sender (speaker) introduces a set of conditions that need to be fulfilled into
the context that the sender shares with the receiver (hearer). The latter, in turn, can counter this
move with one of a set of possible answers, e.g., a promise to fulfil the request, or a decline
of the request. After the receiver’s move, it is the original sender’s turn to react. Flores et al.
compare a conversation to a (highly stylized) “dance in which particular linguistic steps move
toward completion” [Flores et al., 1988]. It is important to note that the conversations have
well-defined effects on “real life”: once a promise has been made, the person who made the
promise is committed to fulfil the promise through some action in THE COORDINATOR.
With THE COORDINATOR, it is possible to retrieve conversations according to status, e.g., “in
which conversations have I promised to do something?” [Flores et al., 1988].
THE COORDINATOR has been employed in several case studies [Schäl, 1998, pp. 137-144].
The first version, THE COORDINATOR I, has a character-based interface that is not very user-
friendly, and uses very theoretical terms for the wording of its menus [Schäl, 1998, p. 136]. The
second version, THE COORDINATOR II, is more flexible, allowing for more message types than
the first version, and uses more intuitive terms [Schäl, 1998, p. 137]. Unfortunately, most case
studies deal with THE COORDINATOR I. Schäl reports on a field study where THE COORDI-
NATOR II was employed for supporting planning and executing the annual training programme
of an Italian training company [Schäl, 1996]. When THE COORDINATOR II was introduced,
the users were trained in two training courses, one conveying the basic functionality of the tool,
whereas the second took place several weeks later and concentrated on the tool’s advanced func-
tionality. After THE COORDINATOR had been in use for two years, thirteen employees from
14Only users currently in the user’s address book are shown [Appelt, 1999].
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all company levels and several company locations participated in semistructured interviews.
The interview results indicated that THE COORDINATOR was widely used in the company, but
was considered an electronic mail tool, whereas the underlying “conversation for action” model
was not of importance to most users [Schäl, 1998, p. 160] (see also [Suchman, 1994] for an
overview of several other case studies reporting the same results). Some interviewees said that
they did not use the conversation protocol because some things (e.g., deadlines) were not open
for discussion [Schäl, 1996, p. 125-126]. The only actors who used the conversation for ac-
tion protocol were those who had had extensive training with the tool and used it almost daily
[Schäl, 1998, p. 156]. THE COORDINATOR is thus very training-intensive, but even where the
training was sufficient, the protocol was sometimes not used due to hierarchy differences (e.g.,
between secretaries and directors), or unclear work processes [Schäl, 1998, p. 160].
The basic conversation concept of THE COORDINATOR thus seems to be inadequate for some
conversation types and situations: “the existence of both hierarchical and informal relations
makes it difficult to shape the single communication according to the situation” [Schäl, 1998,
p. 161]. This concurs with Suchman’s critique of THE COORDINATOR as a tool that forces
the participants to make unambiguous statements of their intentions that are probably not clear
to themselves [Suchman, 1994]. Suchman also argues that the Language-Action Perspective,
as it is implemented in THE COORDINATOR, enforces undue discipline in communication and
hence rather hinders than helps cooperation [Suchman, 1994]. To refute this, Winograd [Wino-
grad, 1994] claims that this (enforced) structure is necessary for communication situations
“where ambiguity and vagueness cannot be routinely resolved through direct personal con-
tact and knowledge. The practicalities of large geographically distributed organizations makes
the appropriate use of shared structuring a precondition for effective cooperation” [Winograd,
1994]. Still, the notion of appropriateness is important; as Winograd puts it, “explicit structure
is more likely to be seen as an imposition in those cases where organizational activity has been
relatively unstructured [. . . ] and as a valuable augmentation in areas that are relatively struc-
tured” [Winograd, 1994]. This advantage applies to structured areas that have previously been
hampered by paper-based or technological bureaucracy. Thus, the question remains whether
the kind of structure and uniformity that tools like THE COORDINATOR enforce is suited to
cooperation processes in a given context.
Another issue that Suchman states is that, as actions are situated, plans can of course be made
in advance, but there is no guarantee that they are executable once the situation for them arises,
as they are not flexible enough for real life application. This applies especially to organizational
cooperation, e.g., in research and development (cf. [Specht and Beckmann, 1996]). Instead,
employees should be able to change their situations [Suchman, 1987] (cf. also e.g., [Hammer
and Champy, 1995] who claim that the optimization of well-established process structures is less
useful than radical re-engineering of the process in question). THE COORDINATOR, however,
does not allow for such flexibility. Instead, it stabilizes rigid structures and existing social
orders [Suchman, 1994]. In the case of organizational cooperation in the sense of this thesis,
this rigidity and uniformity seems undesirable, as cooperation between rather equal partners
(both on the organization and group level) needs to establish trust, not hierarchical structures
(see chapter 2.3.3; cf. also [Schertler, 1995b]).
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2.5.3.3 Lessons learned from Groupware
The introduction of groupware systems can disrupt well-established ways of working, which
can be a desired feature (e.g., after business process reengineering), but often is not. Such
disruptions can decrease user acceptance if the product is not supported by the organization’s
management. In addition, future groupware users need training both in the functionality of the
respective system, and in the underlying philosophy. Without adequate training, user acceptance
will be low, and the potential benefits of the groupware system will decrease, as the examples
of THE COORDINATOR, or LOTUS NOTES, as well as those of other systems have shown.
Another important requirement on a groupware system is flexibility; rigidity (as in THE CO-
ORDINATOR or often with workflow management systems) is unsuitable for supporting coop-
eration processes [Malone, 1995]. Key concepts to group productivity are communication,
thinking, information availability [Briggs and Nunamaker, 1994, p. 61]; these are necessary
but not sufficient requirements which must not be limited by a software system. In addition,
the goal congruency between individuals and the group is also essential for group productivity
[Briggs and Nunamaker, 1994, p. 72].
In [Grudin, 1994b], Grudin formulates eight critical issues in groupware development that lead
to non-acceptance of groupware products:
1. disparity in work and benefit: often, groupware applications are useful, but not to per-
sons performing the work. A classical example of this is the team calendar which enables
the group leader to schedule group meetings. Such a calendar makes it much easier for
the group leader (or the group leader’s secretary) to schedule the meetings, but the group
members have to enter their data into the calendar, hence, perform the work.
2. critical mass and Prisoner’s dilemma problems: either there are not enough users of
the groupware system to produce the expected benefits, or the system is never beneficial
to anybody.
3. disruption of social processes: groupware can undermine existing structures, or demo-
tivate users important to the success of the system.
4. exception handling: in many cases, cooperative work processes need to deal flexibly
with unforeseen events. Many groupware systems do not take this into account (cf. sec-
tion 2.5.3.2 for a discussion of THE COORDINATOR).
5. unobtrusive accessibility: the features that support group activities need to blend in with
features used more often.
6. difficulty of evaluation: learning from experiences with groupware is difficult, as there
are hardly any means to evaluate the systems.
7. failure of intuition: often, there are no experiences or intuitions that groupware design
can be based on, thus, desgin is prone to errors, and management decisions are often
wrong.
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8. adoption process: future users of groupware often need a very profound training (again,
cf. section 2.5.3.2), and introduction of the system into the working environment is a
delicate and complex enterprise.
These issues can be combined into what is probably the most important requirement on group-
ware: processes and user activities, that are to be supported need to be fully understood in-
cluding social, or “soft” factors, before groupware can have any real benefits (cf. also [Devlin,
1994, Olson and Olson, 1991, Grudin, 1988]). In the case of supporting existing processes, the
real processes need to be understood in terms of their goals, necessary activities, information
flows, and agents and their characteristics. The processes can then be supported by a system that
takes the real process (as opposed to an intended process) into account. In contrast, supporting
redesigned processes after business process redesign calls for the suitable support of the newly
designed processes. This means that the redesigned processes need to be well-defined based on
the perspectives of the process stakeholders. Thus, processes need to be captured and analyzed
before they can be improved through redesign.
2.6 Conclusion
Cooperation - both intraorganizational and interorganizational - is a crucial issue for an organi-
zation’s success. While most organizations have at least some level of intraorganizational coop-
eration, interorganizational cooperation is a less well-established strategy, especially for small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Although interorganizational cooperation can result in
striking benefits for the cooperation partners (cf. chapter 2.3.1), there are many drawbacks and
pitfalls (cf. chapter 2.3.2) that need to be avoided. Strategies for planning and performing
interorganizational cooperations and for dealing with many of the critical issues in such coop-
erations exist (see chapters 2.3.3, 2.4.3), and there is a considerable interest in the support of
cooperation at the group level (cf. chapter 2.5). The design of the cooperation processes is a cru-
cial issue that has so far been treated with less interest [Hirschmann, 1998, p. 2]. As a necessary
prerequisite for the design of such processes, however, it is necessary to capture and evaluate
the real-life processes so that they are fully understood and additionally can be improved, where
necessary. Thus, a suitable methodology for describing and analyzing cooperation processes is
needed. This thesis will present and evaluate such a methodology. But before the suitability of
a process description method can be evaluated, it is necessary to define what exactly a process
is, and characteristics of processes need to be captured. The next chapter therefore defines the
types of processes that are dealt with in this thesis, and also describes a taxonomy of relevant
process quality characteristics.
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Chapter 3
Cooperation Processes and Process
Quality
One can think of the business process
as a stage play; the play is written and
directed (by management) to achieve
an artistic (corporate) effect;
the actors (employees) play their roles
to enable this achievement; each scene
(discrete event) contributes to an
overall plot (process) that unfolds
sequentially, uniformly, and deliberately;
and all is held together by the motifs
and themes (policies and procedures) that
manifest themselves as each scene unfolds
[Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 8]
3.1 Objectives of this Chapter
The objective of this chapter is to provide definitions of basic concepts that are crucial to this
thesis, viz. process, business process, and particularly cooperation process. In addition, quality
aspects of cooperation (business) processes are discussed, and a taxonomy of process quality
criteria relevant to cooperation processes is introduced. The taxonomy has been derived from
literature and from our experiences in the AdCo project.
Finally, best-practice processes, which aim at enabling the reuse of high-quality processes, are
presented in chapter 3.3.2.
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3.2 Basic Concepts and Definitions
3.2.1 Process
The goal of this thesis is to present a methodology for describing and analyzing cooperation
processes. In the following, I will attempt to clarify the concepts of process, business process
and cooperation process for the purpose of this thesis. There are already many definitions of
what exactly a process is, focusing on different aspects of a process. Some of these definitions
are discussed below.
According to Abbott (quoted by Pentland), a process is “a sequence of actions located within
constraining or enabling structures” [Pentland, 1995]. Kawalek and Wastell define a process
as “a set of identifiable, repeatable actions which are in some way ordered and contribute to
the fulfilment of an objective” [Kawalek and Wastell, 1994]. This definition is similar to that
of Humphrey and Feiler’s (quoted by Curtis et al.), who define a process as “a set of partially
ordered steps intended to reach a goal” [Curtis et al., 1992].
Another definition by Wastell et al. is much more vague; they define a process as a “a human
activity system” [Wastell et al., 1994]. According to Curtis et al., a process is “one or more
agents acting in defined roles to enact the process steps that collectively accomplish the goals
for which the process was designed” [Curtis et al., 1992].
Rose gives a definition of a process as “a generalized pattern generated from specific positive
and negative experiences with certain ways of working and augmented with quality-driven ex-
tensions” [Rose, 1998].
For the purpose of this thesis, and based in part on Kawalek and Wastell’s definition, a process
is defined as follows:
DEFINITION 3.1: PROCESS
A PROCESS is a set of identifiable, repeatable actions which contribute to the ful-
filment of the objective (or goal) for which the process was designed. Actions are
in some way ordered, performed by actors, and possibly subject to limitations or
constraints. Actions can be activities (tasks), or be related to information flows or
communication.
In an organizational context, the processes that are of particular interest are business processes.
As the focus has shifted from the organization as a rigid structure consisting of structural and
functional units, e.g., departments, to a more dynamic view of the organization that centers on
the organization’s supply chain [Hammer and Champy, 1995, Ferstl and Sinz, 1993] and the
achievement of customer satisfaction [Schäl, 1996]; thus, an organization can be considered
as a system of business processes. However, this concept of an organization does not take
into account the social, or inter-personal processes that are also of relevance in organizational
contexts, influencing, e.g., personal or departmental goals, and the resulting actions that the
process stakeholders perform. I will therefore also consider such “soft” processes to some
extent (cf. chapter 6).
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3.2.2 Business and Cooperation Process
There are many different definitions of what exactly constitutes a business process, some of
which are given and discussed in the following.
According to Kueng and Kawalek, a business process consists of five elements: customer(s) (ei-
ther internal or external to the company), output to be delivered to the customer, activities which
create value for the customer, agents who carry out the activities of a business process, and in-
formation and materials required to perform activities. A business case then is an instance of a
business process [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996]. Zukunft and Rump give a rather brief definition
of business processes as “high-level descriptions of organization’s (sic!) activities” [Zukunft
and Rump, 1996]. Similarly, Hammer and Champy’s view is that a business process is a bundle
of activities that needs one or more different inputs, and that produces something of value to the
customer [Hammer and Champy, 1995, p. 52]The definition of Berndes et al. is more detailed:
according to them, a business process is a “set of logically connected decisions and activities de-
signed to produce a specified output for a particular customer or market” [Berndes et al., 1996,
p. 130]. Allweyer and Scheer also focus on the process as a set of interconnected activities,
and define a business process as a temporal and logical sequence of activities for fulfilling an
organizational task, with material and / or information being transformed in the process [All-
weyer and Scheer, 1995]. Similar definitions are given by Becker et al. [Becker and Schütte,
1997, Becker et al., 1995, p. 439], [Remme and Scheer, 1996], and [Borghoff and Schlichter,
1998]. Mayer and deWitte define of a business process as “a series of time-ordered individual
activities performed as discrete events in a large scenario that is guided by a strategic vision that
must be implemented in stages, at the tactical level, to achieve the overall strategic objective”
[Mayer and deWitte, 1998]. Hess emphasizes the fact that the process’s tasks, or activities, need
to be executed in a coordinated way so that a given goal can be reached [Hess, 1999]. Busi-
ness processes typically cross departmental boundaries, and are of relevance to organizational
success.
Ferstl et al. provide a different view on a business process by focusing less on the activities that
constitute the process, and more on the objects and goals of the process: Ferstl and Mannmeusel
define a business process as an organizational object together with its transactions [Ferstl and
Mannmeusel, 1995], and in [Ferstl and Sinz, 1993], Ferstl and Sinz define a business process
with reference to its formal and content-related characteristics. From a formal perspective, a
business process is defined as a transaction, or sequence of transactions, between organizational
objects, with each object having an associated task with each transaction. Each task specifies
the contents and formal goals (in German: Sachziele and Formalziele) of an object with respect
to a transaction. Transactions (in German: Transaktionen) can only occur if the contents-related
goals (in German: Sachziele) of the related tasks are compatible. Differences in the formal goals
(in German: Formalziele) must be resolved by some kind of compromise.
Content-wise, a business process is important to the achievement of business goals. Important
aspects include the universality and consistency (in German: Durchgängigkeit) of the busi-
ness process, and the avoidance of friction between processes [Ferstl and Sinz, 1993]. The
authors distinguish between processes that are part of the organization’s supply chain (in Ger-
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man: Hauptprozesse), processes that are related more indirectly to the supply chain (in German:
Service- or Querprozesse), and control processes (in German: Steuerungsprozesse). Stability
and delay times are behavioural characteristics of business processes [Ferstl and Sinz, 1993].
According to [Rolf, 1998, p. 69], [Keller and Teufel, 1997, p. 154], business processes should
be goal-oriented, and producing a marketable added value. In addition, business processes
should be planned without regard to (personal or material) resource allocation, but should be
performed with regard to the organizational situation.
As is obvious from the definitions given above, a business process deals with persons, material,
data, temporal aspects, and many others. Business processes consist of sequential or parallel,
interdependent tasks and subprocesses. Often, the individual tasks and subprocesses trigger
other tasks, subprocesses, or even business processes. Business processes have both a defined
start and end state, and several places where they are performed. A business process crosses in-
traorganizational (structural) boundaries, and the boundaries of the organization by integrating
external units such as customers or suppliers. The last point accounts for the inherently cooper-
ative nature of business processes. The relevant aspects of a business process thus include:
 goals, and expected results (products) of the process
 suppliers, and customers of the process
 actors performing the process (or process elements)
 information entities and information flows (communication) between the agents
 activities (process elements) necessary for the performance of the process
 the coordination of (interdependent) activities and information flows
In this thesis, a business process is therefore defined as follows:
DEFINITION 3.2: BUSINESS PROCESS
A BUSINESS PROCESS aims at producing one or more specific results necessary
for the fulfilment of the business goals for which the process was designed. To
achieve this end, actors perform a set of coordinated actions (tasks/activities or
information/communication-related).
Business processes fall into one of two categories: core processes and support processes. An
organization typically has six core processes [Rolf, 1998, p. 78]:
 define product or service (in German: Leistungsangebot definieren)
 develop product or service (in German: Leistung entwickeln)
 manufacture product or service (in German: Leistung herstellen)
 sell and market product or service (in German: Leistung vertreiben)
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 deliver product or service (in German: Leistung erbringen)
 process order (in German: Auftrag abwickeln)
The most important core processes of an organization are new product development for series
and mass production (in German: Serienfertigung and Massenfertigung) and order processing
for unit and small-scale production (in German: Einzelproduktion and Kleinserienproduktion)
[Rolf, 1998, p. 69]. Support processes are: personnel management (in German: Personal be-
treuen), liquidity management (in German: Liquidität sicherstellen), resource management (in
German: Ressourcen bereitstellen), and information management (in German: Informationsver-
sorgung sicherstellen) [Rolf, 1998, p. 78].
Fulfilment of the process goals usually requires the cooperation of the actors involved in the
process. For example, new product development is a highly complex process that has a high de-
gree of innovation, but rarely represents a fully pre-defined task. The new product development
process consists of interdependent but standardizable subprocesses that must be synchronized
[Berndes et al., 1996, p. 130 f.]. It requires cooperation across organizational boundaries, thus
communication and flexibility are essential. Such processes are defined as follows:
DEFINITION 3.3: COOPERATION (BUSINESS) PROCESS
A COOPERATION (BUSINESS) PROCESS is a (business) process that involves sev-
eral actors sharing common goals and that depends on information exchanges be-
tween agents, and the ability of the actors to coordinate their tasks (which in turn
depends on the actors’ individual goals).
The next section deals with the quality of cooperation processes, presenting relevant process
quality criteria that have been compiled from literature, and from our experiences in the AdCo
project.
3.3 Business Process Quality
3.3.1 Process Quality Criteria
As we have seen, cooperation processes are of crucial importance to an organization. Thus, the
success of an organization depends on the quality of its cooperation processes. It is therefore
important to have criteria for the evaluation of such processes with respect to their quality. This
section therefore presents process quality criteria taken from findings in the AdCo project and
from literature. The criteria are classified with respect to the following aspects:
 problem areas, such as cost issues, or communication issues
 operational vs. long-term (organizational knowledge management) effects [Peters, 1996]
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The problem areas described below are not meant to be mutually disjoint with respect to the
quality criteria; instead, the problem areas have been defined to provide the process analyst
with topics that appear to be relevant to the analysis of the process.
The quality criteria are listed together with their desired values - one of “low”, “high” or “bal-
anced”. Some of the criteria an be analyzed with reference to their quality only, but most can
be measured, although the specific target values for these criteria need to be defined depending
on the context in question.
3.3.1.1 Operational issues
Operational issues effect the daily work within the process. In the following, I divide the oper-
ational issues into several (not necessarily pairwise disjoint) categories - cost, time, communi-
cation issues, process design and synchronization, and stakeholder issues.
Quality Criterion Desired Value
number of actors low
number of non-goal oriented activities low
number of non value-adding activities low
number of automated activities high
number of iterations low
Table 3.1: Operational process quality criteria - cost issues
Cost: Low operational costs [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996] are an important process quality
requirement. Costs can rise, e.g., when too many organizational units are involved in the pro-
cess. The number of actors (organizational units) involved in the process is therefore relevant
to operational costs. Processes containing a large number of “useless” activities, i.e., activities
that do not serve any of the process goals need to be reconsidered, and possibly redefined. In
principle, such non-goal-oriented activities should be eliminated where possible. However, as
there are many different types of goals, e.g., the organization’s business goals, personal goals, or
departmental goals, that are possibly in conflict with each other, it can be difficult to determine
whether or not a seemingly non-goal-oriented activity can be eliminated from the process. The
proportion of non-value adding activities is also important for the operational costs. A large
amount of non-value adding activities, e.g., control activities [Hammer and Champy, 1995, p.
158 ff.] makes a process more expensive. Thus, such non-value adding activities should only be
performed when they are deemed absolutely necessary. The proportion of automated activities
can also have an impact on operational costs. Some non-automated activities can be made less
expensive if they are performed by non-human actors, e.g., if a workflow system instead of a
secretary delivers documents to their respective recipients. Iterations, the repetition of tasks, or
a large amount of rework, e.g., caused by missing feedback loops [Hammer and Champy, 1995,
p. 158 ff.], and duplicate (sub-)workflows or activities, either repeated by the same actors, or
involving different actors [Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 36], can also increase operational costs.
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The operational cost issues, together with their desired values, are summarized in Table 3.1
Short Cycle Time: The issue of short cycle time is also very important to many enterprises.
The first five process quality criteria described here have already been desribed above, under
the heading of “low operational costs”. If the number of actors involved is too big, delays
can occur, and the process slows down. This, as well as non-goal-oriented activities, i.e.,
activities not serving some kind of goal of the actor’s, can slow the process down. A low
proportion of non-value adding activities cannot only reduce costs (see “low operational
costs”, above), but can also speed up the process [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996]. The same applies
for a high proportion of automated activities [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996]. Iterations (cf.
“low operational costs”, above) slow down a process, and should therefore also be avoided. A
special case of duplicate activities occurs when data is entered several times, e.g., due to process
fragmentation [Hammer and Champy, 1995, p. 158 ff.].
Process fragmentation can also lead to increased (and unwanted) information and material ex-
changes between humans [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996], [Hammer and Champy, 1995, p. 158
ff.]. This is subsumed under the heading of number of information flows. As information
flows are generally necessary for cooperation, the desired value for the number of information
flows is “balanced”. The same applies to the workload of the individual actors, which is also
an important issue in this context. A workload that is too big can lead to the actor becoming
the bottleneck of a process, whereas, for obvious reasons, an actor’s workload should not be too
low, either.
Quality Criterion Desired Value
number of actors involved (see Table 3.1) low
number of non-goal-oriented activities (see Table 3.1) low
number of non value-adding activities (see Table 3.1) low
number of automated activities (see Table 3.1) high
number of iterations (see Table 3.1) low
number of information flows balanced
individual workload balanced
degree of parallelism high
number of workflows that are too slow low
number of interruptions low
Table 3.2: Operational process quality criteria - short cycle time
Where possible, activities should run in parallel [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996] to save process
execution time, hence, a large proportion of parallelism is desirable. Workflows that are too
slow, e.g., because their feedback loops take too much time, or because price negotiations are
unduly prolonged, obviously also slow down a process. In addition, frequent interruptions
can significantly increase process execution time.
Table 3.2 gives a summary of the criteria influencing a short cycle time, together with their
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desired values.
Communication: Communication gaps, e.g., between customer, sales and the development
department in the new product development process, can seriously impede a business process
[Jarke and Kethers, 1999], [Schäl, 1996, pp. 42-43]. Communication gaps can occur in the form
of incomplete workflow cycles [Schäl, 1996]. A special case of this is the missing feedback
loop. Another type of communication gap is represented by complete but too slow workflow
cycles (see Table 3.2), or by missing, incomplete, or slow, information flows. The latter are
summarized under the term defective information flows [Jarke and Kethers, 1999] (see also
[Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 36]). Another form of low information flow quality is the reverse
of communication gaps, namely information overload, when information is sent to the wrong
people, or the amount of information is too large. The number of information flows also has
an impact on process quality (see “short cycle time”, above). Another communication issue is
more concerned with the information quality itself: Low-quality information also represents
an obstacle to the desired high quality of a process. Vague task specifications, e.g., can hinder an
actor from perceiving what exactly the goal or goals of the processs are, thus making it difficult
for the actor to reflect on her role in the process, or on possible improvements to the process. In
addition, the question of whether a process needs information from external sources, or whether
it has a high degree of process autonomy is also relevant to the quality of the process. Table
3.3 gives a summary of the communication issues relevant to process quality, together with their
desired values.
Quality Criterion Desired Value
number of incomplete workflow cycles low
number of missing feedback loops low
number of workflow cycles that are too slow (see table 3.2) low
number of defective information flows low
information overload low
number of information flows (see Table 3.2) balanced
information quality high
degree of process autonomy high
Table 3.3: Operational process quality criteria - communication issues
Process Design and Process Synchronization: Process design and process synchronization
comprise some issues that are difficult to capture and analyze. An example of this is a quality
goal that is of interest to the process performer, viz. high job autonomy. Kueng and Kawalek
state that “business processes need not be split up in many activities, [...] activities should be
assigned to teams instead of single actors” [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996]. The process performers
can then do their work in teams, independently and on their own responsibilities. The question
of whether or not there is a high job autonomy associated with a given process is rather hard to
settle.
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Complex processes involving a large number of exceptions often result from reworking a faulty
or insufficient process, or from adding many exceptions to an existing process instead of re-
designing the process so that it can cope with changed circumstances [Hammer and Champy,
1995, p. 158 ff.]. Isolated activities in the process, the “abrupt end” of a process “leg” [Mayer
and deWitte, 1998, p. 35], or inconsistencies in the form that there is no logical way from one
process step to another [Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 36], are also to be avoided.
The overall consistency of the process - fine granularity on the activity level, subjective “cor-
rectness” (according to the process performer), and compliance with integrity constraints - is an-
other important issue. Support and enforcement of integrity constraints is a weak point in most
modelling techniques, process modelling tools, and workflow management systems [Kueng and
Kawalek, 1996, p. 14]. We claim that integrity constraints are too rigid; accepting and marking
inconsistencies for later analysis and possible redesign is better [Nissen et al., 1996, Nissen,
1997].
High business process autonomy [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996] means that resources needed by
the process must be under its own control, and is another important issue, cf. also table 3.3.
This includes performance measurement activities, which should be near to the performer and
inside the business process [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996]. Such activities aid, but do not always
achieve the detection of differences between the actual and the intended performance of the
process [Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 36] (see also “stakeholder issues”, below), acccuracy,
describing the degree to which the process outputs and / or products match the intended results
[Kawalek and Wastell, 1994], and fidelity, which relates to the faithfulness of the process to its
definition [Kawalek and Wastell, 1994].
Process synchronization is another relevant issue. Collaborating actors often have different
priorities, which need to be detected by means of an analysis of the actors’ goals, their interde-
pendencies, and possible conflicts betwen goals.
Table 3.4 summarizes the quality criteria related to process design, together with their desired
values.
Quality Criterion Desired Value
degree of job autonomy high
number of exceptions low
number of isolated activities low
degree of consistency of the process high
degree of process autonomy (see Table 3.3) high
number of conflicting goals low
Table 3.4: Operational process quality criteria - process design
Change management: In a continually changing environment, a process needs to cope well
with changes. Change management is therefore an important problem area within process de-
sign. A first requirement is robustness towards changes. There is a tradeoff between a robust
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process and and a process that is highly specialized and tailored to its purpose, and thus po-
tentially more efficient, at least in a rather constant environment. Also, robustness can refer to
a large amount of different types of changes. A process can, e.g., be unaffected by changes
concerning new product variants, whereas small changes in other areas, e.g., a new customer
information policy, can lead to significant necessary changes [Allweyer and Scheer, 1995].
Adaptability (in German: Adaptierbarkeit) refers to how easy it is to modify an existing pro-
cess so that it can cope with a changed environment. Adaptability also depends on the type of
change that needs to be made [Allweyer and Scheer, 1995]. Adaptiveness (in German: Adap-
tivität) represents the degree to which a process adapts itself to changes, and improves its own
performance [Allweyer and Scheer, 1995]. Finally, scalability describes the range of workload
that the process can accommodate [Kawalek and Wastell, 1994]. Table 3.5 summarizes these
criteria and their desired values.
Quality Criterion Desired Value
robustness high
adaptability high
adaptiveness high
scalability high
Table 3.5: Operational process quality criteria - change management
Process Stakeholders: Stakeholder issues comprise those characteristics of the process that
refer to the individual actors and their roles in the process, e.g., their goals with respect to the
process. These goals can possibly interfere with other stakeholders’ goals. Such conflicting
goals (cf. “process design”, above) need to be detected and - where possible - resolved. Soft
factors influence the individual stakeholders’ attitudes towards the process and their individual
goals. As Yu puts it, “degrees of freedom and control, discretion and initiative, incentives and
rewards - these are important soft factors that contribute to the success and failure of business
processes” [Yu, 1999]. These factors can only be captured implicitly. An example of such a
stakeholders’ goal is the deisre for an integrated job [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996, p. 16]. Cus-
tomer objectives are of a particularly high importance to the business process, and therefore
need to be considered and given high priority. Often, different stakeholders have different views,
as well as different goals with respect to a process and their associated roles . A special case
of this occurs in the form of terminology conflicts, which we encountered in the context of one
company’s complaint handling process. As the concept of complaint had never been actually
defined or explained to all process participants, very often rework became necessary because
someone had initiated a complaints handling process, when the “complaint” was actually a case
of repair or service, which should have induced a different subprocess. Thus, misunderstand-
ings can impede processes. Another aspect is the workload of the individual actors, which is
represented by the number of activities and information flows that the respective actor is in-
volved in, hence the individual actor’s workload (see Table 3.2).
Table 3.6 gives an overview of the stakeholder criteria, as well as their respective desired values.
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Quality Criterion Desired Value
number of conflicting goals (cf. table 3.4) low
degree of consideration of soft factors high
degree of consideration of customer objectives high
number and severeness of misunderstandings low
individual workload (see Table 3.2) balanced
Table 3.6: Operational process quality criteria - stakeholder issues
3.3.1.2 Knowledge Management
In contrast to the operational issues, knowledge management issues do not necessarily have an
impact on daily work, but influence process quality on a long-term basis. If a company fails to
occupy itself with these issues, the company is likely encounter huge problems in the long run.
One of the knowledge management issues that is very often not addressed is the long-term
information storage. Often information loss occurs due to information not being stored in
an accessible archive, or because of media changes, i.e., the transfer of information from one
medium to another. Information loss can also occur because the information is transmited by
means of volatile media, such as oral communication, or notes on scrap paper. As one employee
of a medium-sized high-tech company told us, “I have a whole box full of drawings, notes, etc.
- all on scrap paper, and referring to many different projects. There is no way I will ever
get them organized”. Thus, this information, though it is important and useful, is effectively
lost to the company. Additionally, inaccurate, inconsistent information [Mayer and deWitte,
1998, p. 36] can greatly diminish the usefulness of such an archive of relevant information,
hence information quality is also relevant. Redundant data, e.g., due to fragmented processes
(see “short cycle time”, above) can contain conflicts and inconsistencies. Lack of feedback,
e.g., from the sales department to the development department, decreases the opportunities to
improve the process and / or the product in question. The proportion of feedback loops should
therefore be high. Another issue is the process performers’ lack of strategic knowledge, e.g.,
when evaluation criteria for accepting or rejecting potential orders are not known to them.
Table 3.7 summarizes the knowledge management criteria described above, together with their
desired values.
The next section deals with best practice processes, i.e., high-quality business processes that
have proven successful in a given context, and are to be transferred to other contexts (such
as other organizations). Best practice processes aim at guaranteeing process quality, and at
facilitating the reuse of successful processes.
3.3.2 Best Practice Processes
Best practice processes capture processes that have proven to be successful in specific circum-
stances, e.g., by complying with most or all criteria described in chapter 3.3.1. The objectives of
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Quality Criterion Desired Value
information loss due to information not being archived low
information loss caused by media changes low
information loss caused by volatile media low
information quality high
amount of redundant data low
number of feedback loops high
lack of strategic knowledge low
Table 3.7: Process quality criteria - knowledge management issues
identifying and transferring best practice processes to an organization include achieving quality
improvements, knowledge acquisition, and organizational learning. O’Dell and Grayson rather
vaguely define best practice processes as “any practice, knowledge, know-how, or experience
that has proven to be valuable or effective within one organization that may have applicability
to other organizations” [O’Dell and Grayson, 1997, p. 28]. A more specific definition has been
given by Legner and Österle: according to them, best practice processes are general solutions
and procedures based on the best available methods and procedures and lead an organization
to top performance [Legner and Österle, 1999]. As Legner and Österle further state, instead
of using the term “best practice”, one should better use “innovative” or “successful” practice.
Scheer raises an important issue, though: if best practice processes are inherently innovative,
how can standard software be used to support them? Best practice processes should therefore
focus less on innovation and should rather reflect “best common practice” [Scheer, 1999, p.
7]. In addition, what is “best” is situation-specific in that it depends on many parameters, e.g.,
organizational culture, organizational situation, etc.
There are several levels of “best practices”, from a theoretically good, but hitherto unproven
idea, a good practice that has been implemented and has improved business results (this should
be substantiated by performance analysis), a local best practice that has been determined to be
the best approach for all or large parts of an organization, to an industry best practice, i.e., a
local best practice that is based on internal and external benchmarking [O’Dell and Grayson,
1997, pp. 28-29].
A framework for the transfer of best practices is given by O’Dell and Grayson [O’Dell and
Grayson, 1997, p. 10]:
1. find and collect internal knowledge and best practices
2. share and understand these practices
3. adapt and apply these practices
Technology, culture, leadership, and measures are the enablers helping or hindering the process
[O’Dell and Grayson, 1997, p. 10].
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In order to employ, or even understand, best practice processes, an organization thus needs
to know its own processes, and to compare them with the suggested best practice processes.
The successful adaption of best practice processes for cooperation processes therefore depends
on a suitable method for representing and evaluating an organization’s cooperation business
processes.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has presented definitions of the concepts of process, business process, and coop-
eration process, with the latter being the focus of this thesis. As an organziation’s cooperation
processes are crucial to the organization’s success, the question of what constitutes a good co-
operation process in an organizational context needs to be addressed. I have therefore given a
taxonomy of relevant process quality criteria, and have also discussed best practice processes as
a means for introducing and reusing successful processes in an organization. Once an organiza-
tion has thoroughly understood its cooperation processes, best practice processes (if they exist)
can be adapted and reused.
The next chapter deals with methods for describing cooperation processes so that they can be
analyzed and thus evaluated with respect to their quality.
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Chapter 4
Cooperation Process Modeling
To model is to understand.
[McGowan and Bohrer, 1993]
4.1 Objectives of this Chapter
The objective of this chapter is to give an overview of state-of-the-art modeling methods that
can be employed to represent cooperation processes in situations such as those described in
chapter 2. The chapter begins with definitions of the concepts of model, and process model,
and continues with a discussion of model quality issues, such as the Guidelines of Modeling
[Becker et al., 2000, Becker et al., 1998, Becker and Schütte, 1997, Becker et al., 1995], and
reference models [Rosemann and Schütte, 1999, Rupprecht et al., 1999, Bauer and Glasson,
1998].
The chapter then gives a taxonomy of cooperation process modeling methods with reference
to the perspectives that they focus on, and classifies several major process modeling methods
according to the taxonomy. Chapter 5 then illustrates these different perspectives by giving
more detailed descriptions of sample formalisms for modeling cooperation processes for the
different perspectives.
4.2 Basic Concepts and Definitions
4.2.1 Model, Meta Model, and Meta Meta Model
The focal point of this thesis is the representation and analysis of cooperation processes. This
will be done by means of process models. Before I describe in more detail what exactly a
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process model is, I will therefore define the different abstraction levels of modeling by defining
the notions of model, meta model, and meta meta model. The concept of model can be defined
from various perspectives, as the following examples show.
A very broad definition is given by Curtis et al, who define a model as an “abstract representation
of reality that excludes much of the world’s infinite detail” [Curtis et al., 1992]. This definition
does not refer at all to the purpose of the model. Becker et al. define a model as an immaterial
image of the real world (the object system) for the purpose of a subject [Becker et al., 1995],
thus referring to a (very abstract) purpose of the model. A very similar definition is given by
Allweyer and Scheer, who view a model as a simplifying, purpose-related representation of
some part of reality [Allweyer and Scheer, 1995].
A more concrete reference to the purpose of the model is made by Whitman et al., whose def-
inition of a model is that of a “representation of reality used for analysis, design, and decision
making” [Whitman et al., 1999]. Finally, Keller and Teufel define a model as a simplified
representation of reality aiming at making transparent the elements and relationships of a sys-
tem, at explaning its functionality, and additionally at supporting communication by providing
a consistent formalization of the system [Keller and Teufel, 1997, pp. 117-118].
Most of these definitions center on the abstraction from details, and also include some kind of
purpose (such as analysis or decision making) that the model is intended to serve. The purpose
of my thesis is to support modeling and analysis processes. In the context of this thesis, a model
is therefore defined as follows:
DEFINITION 4.1: MODEL
A MODEL is an abstract representation of some part of reality that is used for de-
scription, analysis and design, and / or evaluation purposes.
Two other concepts relevant in this context are meta model, and meta meta model. The basic
idea of meta modeling is to lift models to a more abstract (meta) level so that they can be
compared and integrated. A meta model is employed to define the models with respect to their
syntax and semantics. These (abstract) models in turn define languages for describing concrete
models [Eherer, 1995, p. 16]. In the IRDS standard [ISO/IEC International Standard, 1990],
meta models reside on the schema description level (cf. figure 4.1).
In the context of conceptual modeling, Dominguez et al. define a meta model as follows:
“a meta model is a conceptual schema of the objects constituting the method, data model or
notation, depending on the case” [Dominguez et al., 1997]. In the context of database schema
reengineering, Jeusfeld and Johnen define a meta model as “a language for describing data
models” [Jeusfeld and Johnen, 1995]. According to Nissen, meta models define a language
for the description of information systems [Nissen, 1997, p. 46]. Hess and Brecht state that a
meta model contains the most important design objects, as well as the most important objects
and their interrelationships [Hess and Brecht, 1996, p. 4]. For the purpose of this thesis, I will
follow the definition given by Nissen et al., which, in a less context-specific fashion than most
of the definitions given above, emphasizes the fact that a meta model describes models and their
relationships [Nissen et al., 1996]:
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Figure 4.1: IRDS standard [Nissen and Jarke, 1999]
DEFINITION 4.2: META MODEL
A META MODEL is a model about models, or an abstract representations of existing
or desired models and their interrelationships.
In the method engineering context, meta models can thus be used for the description of the
syntax and semantics of modeling languages.
For the description and integration of meta models (or notations), meta meta models, or m2
models, are used [Nissen and Jarke, 1999]. They reside on the IRDS method engineering level
[ISO/IEC International Standard, 1990] (cf. also figure 4.1), and, according to Kottemann and
Konsynski, represent “the most abstract view of ‘what information systems are”’ [Nissen, 1997,
p. 46].
4.2.2 Process Model and Process Modeling
Process modeling originates from the context of software process modeling, cf. e.g., [Kellner
and Hansen, 1988]. The first influential article on process modeling was written by Curtis et al.,
and defines a process model as “an abstract description of an actual or proposed process that
represents selected process elements that are considered important to the purpose of the model
and can be enacted by a human or a machine” [Curtis et al., 1992]. The purpose of a process
model is “to be the set of questions that the model is supposed to answer [. . . ] process models
do not need to be ultra-comprehensive to answer the pragmatic question: how can we improve
this process? [. . . ] a process model becomes a way to view and to analyze the process-that-is-
modeled” [McGowan and Bohrer, 1993].
The following definition summarizes these aspects:
DEFINITION 4.3: PROCESS MODEL
A PROCESS MODEL is an abstract representation of a process that is used for the
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description, qualitative and quantitative analysis, design, and / or evaluation of the
process.
Process modeling is then defined by Mayer and deWitte as “a mechanism for constructing a
simplified or ideal view of the process that is suitable for quantitative analysis” [Mayer and
deWitte, 1998, p. 32].
In accordance with the above definition of a process model, a business process model is defined
as follows:
DEFINITION 4.4: BUSINESS PROCESS MODEL
A BUSINESS PROCESS MODEL is an abstract representation of a business process
that is used for the description, qualitative and quantitative analysis, design and / or
evaluation of the business process.
A literature review yields several descriptions of the notion of business process model. Kueng
and Kawalek define a business process model as a generic description of a class of business
cases, with a business case being an instance of the business process, as in e.g., insurance claim
of Mr. D. Thomas [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996, p. 3]. This definition thus emphasizes the
model’s foundation in the abstraction from concrete instances of the process. Allweyer and
Scheer define such a model as the formal or semi-formal description of an existing or planned
business process’s relevant characteristics [Allweyer and Scheer, 1995]. This definition also in-
cludes the abstraction from concrete business process instances, but also requires the relevance
of the process characteristics derived from these instances and mapped to the model. Ferstl and
Sinz [Ferstl and Sinz, 1993] define business process modeling as models, methods, and activi-
ties that reflect business processes. Business process modeling (or process modeling in general)
can be descriptive, prescriptive, or proscriptive [Curtis et al., 1992]. Descriptive process mod-
eling means the “description and understanding of the processes in place as well as related
aspects such as organization and product” [Briand et al., 1998, p. 5], and aims at depicting an
organization’s process baseline, i.e., the organization’s real-life processes currently used [Curtis
et al., 1992]. Prescriptive modeling implies that the process should be performed in a specific
way. Process fitness, the degree to which the agents involved in the process can comply with the
process steps it specifies, is then used to determine whether process improvements are feasible
[Curtis et al., 1992]. Proscriptive models, often used in addition to descriptive or prescriptive
models, contain the behaviour that is not allowed, and are thus similar to law texts [Curtis et al.,
1992]. In this thesis, I make use of descriptive modeling to capture the cooperation processes
as they are, not as they should (or should not) be.
4.2.3 On the Usefulness of Business Process Models
The understanding of real-life organizational processes has become an increasingly important
issue, in particular in the business process reengineering (BPR) context [Hammer and Champy,
1995, p. 167]. Business process reengineering aims at the improvement of business processes
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through their radical redesign [Hammer and Champy, 1995]. The analysis of the current process
needs to precede the definition of the intended process: “we believe that to improve a process
we must identify the important constraints [. . . ] and organizational issues [. . . ] as well as the
technical activities and organizational responsibilities” [McGowan and Bohrer, 1993]. Together,
business process analysis and business process redefinition are part of most major business
process reengineerig methods [Hess and Brecht, 1996].
One of the main goals for business process modeling thus includes support for business process
reengineering. Another important objective of business process modeling is the facilitation
of business processes. Subgoals of the first objective are e.g., the identification of business
goals, strategies, customers, suppliers, conditions of satisfaction, and necessary components,
the facilitation of organizational learning from both well-defined processes and from failures, as
well as the evaluation of alternative processes. Sample subgoals of the facilitation of business
processes are the representation of the business process, its purposes, its contributions to the
business goals, and constraints in an understandable, intuitive form. Role definitions, and the
establishment of the necessary communication and information flows are also relevant subgoals
[Schäl, 1996, pp. 179-180].
Curtis et al. list five basic uses for process modeling, which are taken from their research on
software process modeling1 [Curtis et al., 1992]:
 facilitate human understanding and communication by means of a shared representation
methodology
 support process improvement by means of a process definition and analysis
 support process management by means of a process definition which can be matched
against real-life behavior
 automate process guidance by means of automated tools for manipulating process defini-
tions
 automate execution support by means of a computational basis for controlling behavior
within an automated environment
The first three issues are mainly relevant in the context of this thesis, as they relate to coop-
eration. In particular, the first issue, facilitate human understanding and communication by
means of a shared representation methodology is extremely relevant for dealing with coopera-
tion (business) processes.
Empirical research on the actual usefulness of process models in business process reengineer-
ing is described by Kueng and Kawalek [Kueng and Kawalek, 1997]. Their empirical study
reports on three interviews conducted at two UK-based companies involved in process mod-
eling projects, and also considers the authors’ practical experiences in several industries. The
interviewees were presented with a questionnaire containing open and closed questions, and
1Similar issues can be found in [Kellner and Hansen, 1988, p. 3].
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were asked to grade the degree of usefulness of process models during the different phases of
BPR, viz. analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation. The questionnaire used a ranking of
“essential”, “very useful”, “some marginal use”, “no use”, and “cannot comment / no relevant
experience”. The main process modeling methods that the interviewees had used were Role
Activity Diagrams, State Transition Diagrams, Petri nets, and PML (Process Modeling Lan-
guage), all of which are activity-oriented2 methods (see chapters 4.4, and 4.4.4 for an overview
of activity-oriented process modeling methods).
The authors found different perceived benefits for the different BPR phases. The results relating
to the analysis and the design phase are reported in the following:
In the analysis phase, the process model can serve as a “searchlight” for the detection of po-
tential problems, and leads to communication benefits, as the development process initiates a
process of discussion and shared understanding, which is very important to cooperation. In ad-
dition, process models help focusing the subject of comunication and help develop a common
terminology. Consequentially, the three interviewees rated the importance of process models in
this phase “essential” (2) and “very useful” (1). In contrast, the fact that preserving mistakes
from the old process was avoided was deemed “marginal” by the interviewees.
In the design phase, the process model was used for defining core elements of the business
processes. In addition, the models were partly used for the evaluation of the processes. Useful-
ness for the design phase was rated “essential” (1) and “very useful” (2), although Role Action
Diagrams were considered less useful than Soft Systems Methdology where specific require-
ments and exceptions needed to be defined. Process models were seen as even more important
as “sandbox” environments for safely testing and discussing new scenarios, problems, oppor-
tunities, and threats. The usefulness of process models during the design phase is in need of
enhancement, however: according to Kueng and Kawalek, process models are not useful for
representing the “soft” aspects, such as relationships, organization norms, etc., or for determin-
ing aspects such as process consistency or the degree of job integration [Kueng and Kawalek,
1997]. Chapter 6 addresses these issues.
In addition, to achieve the aims described above, the models must be of a suitably high quality.
Model quality issues are therefore discussed in the next section, which describes general model
quality issues, as well as two specific approaches for achieving model quality, namely Becker
et al.’s Guidelines of Modeling [Becker et al., 2000, Becker et al., 1998, Becker and Schütte,
1997, Becker et al., 1995], and reference models.
2The term activity-oriented is not used in the sense Sachs uses it in [Sachs, 1995]; in her terminology, the
correct term would be organizational.
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4.3 Model Quality
4.3.1 General Model Quality Issues
Process modeling is intended to be a means for representing and evaluating the process that has
been modeled. Therefore, any process modeling method needs to meet certain requirements
so that this purpose can be achieved. A discussion of such requirements, taken from software
process modeling, can be found in [Curtis et al., 1992, Kellner and Hansen, 1988]. The follow-
ing required characteristics of a process modeling method are mainly taken from [Kellner and
Hansen, 1988], except where noted:
With respect to modeling and representational issues, a process model should
 be a faithful representation of the real-life process, not some normative ideal [Kawalek
and Wastell, 1994].
 provide a highly visual approach to information representation.
 contain comprehensive, yet concise descriptions allowing the easy presentation of com-
plex aspects.
 allow for multiple, complementary perspectives of the process. Kellner and Hansen sug-
gest the following perspectives: functional (focusing on activities and data flow), be-
havioural (describing when and how these activities are performed), implementation (fo-
cusing on who and where the activities are implemented), and conceptual data modeling
(giving an abstract, global overview of the relevant data and the process itself) [Kellner
and Hansen, 1988]. Curtis et al. suggest similar functional and behavioural perspec-
tives. In addition, they list an organizational perspective for representing where and by
whom process elements are performed, together with physical communication mecha-
nisms for transferring information and locations for storing entities, and an informational
perspective containing informational entities together with their relationships and struc-
tures [Curtis et al., 1992].
 contain multiple abstraction levels allowing zooming in and out, so that both a local and
global overview can be presented.
 allow for the representation of purposes, goals, rationales for process components and
the overall process, so that potential process improvements can be evaluated and decided
upon.
Concerning process analysis, a process model should
 provide means for the comprehensive analysis of both model and process for criteria such
as consistency, completeness, and correctness. Curtis et al. postulate that “the model
should be analyzable for such properties as syntactic correctness, consistency, complete-
ness, correctness, risks, and opportunities for improvement, among others” [Curtis et al.,
1992].
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 provide a formally defined syntax and semantics so that process descriptions can be
parsed and semantically analyzed. Simulation of the process would then also be feasi-
ble.
 provide support for the representation and analysis of constraints, e.g., regulations, or
standards, on the process.
 allow for easy simulation of the process behaviour.
Finally, a process model needs to address meta issues. Thus, it should
 provide support for the management of versions, variants, and reusable process descrip-
tion components.
 allow the easy integration with other approaches.
 play an active role in the process execution, e.g., by providing process guidance, and
 provide tool support.
A framework for the development of high-quality business process models that addresses most
of the issues given above is described in the following section.
4.3.2 Guidelines of Modeling (GoM)
4.3.2.1 Basic Concepts and Generic Description of GoM
Becker et al. have developed a set of Guidelines of Modeling (in German: Grundsätze ord-
nungsgemäßer Modellierung (GoM)) [Becker et al., 2000, Becker et al., 1998, Becker et al.,
1995] (cf. also [Becker and Schütte, 1997] for an application of the GoM to reference models)
in analogy to the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) [Becker et al., 2000] (in
German: Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Buchführung, (GoB) [Becker et al., 1995]). The GoM
are a framework describing a set of both general and user-specific recommendations aiming at
increasing the quality of models by providing criteria that are beyond mere syntactic issues, as
well as increasing the quality of the modeling process [Becker et al., 2000]. The GoM are in-
dependent of specific perspectives on the modelled concepts, or modeling methods. The GoM
consist of six guidelines that define quality aspects of the modeling process. The first three of
these are so-called basic requirements, whereas guidelines four to six are optional [Becker et al.,
2000].
1. guideline of correctness (in German: Grundsatz der Richtigkeit). Correctness has a
syntacical and a semantic aspect. A model is syntactically correct if it is both complete
and consistent with reference to its corresponding meta model. Semantical correctness
means that the model retains the structure and behaviour of the underlying real-life ob-
ject system, hence has been correctly derived from reality. The consistency of different
models is also important to the correctness of a model.
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2. guideline of relevance (in German: Grundsatz der Relevanz). A model follows the guide-
line of relevance if the model becomes less useful once information is removed. The use-
fulness of a model depends on the goals of the modeller and of the person(s) for whom
the model has been developed, and is thus subjective. It also depends on the degree of
abstraction that the model contains, and on the relevance (to the modeling goals) of the
underlying university of discourse.
3. guideline of economic efficiency (in German: Grundsatz der Wirtschaftlichkeit). The
guideline of efficiency refers to the economical aspects of the modeling method, and thus
restricts the amount of time (and other resources) that should be spent on developing
models. Due to the lack of a cost-benefit analysis of modeling, there are hardly any
methods for assessing the economic efficiency, however.
4. guideline of clarity (in German: Grundsatz der Klarheit). Clarity refers to representa-
tional issues such as the structure, graphical representation, and general readability of a
model. Terminological aspects (e.g., consistent naming), the quality of the description of
the modeling method’s elements and constructs, and model understandability (which may
be in conflict with the model’s syntactical correctness) are also important. The question
of how well a model complies with the guideline of clarity can only be decided on by its
respective users, hence is subjective.
5. guideline of comparability (in German: Grundsatz der Vergleichbarkeit). As correct-
ness, comparability has a syntactic and a semantic aspect [Becker et al., 1995]. Syntactic
comparability postulates the compatibility of models that have been developed by means
of different modeling methods. The principle of syntactical comparability implies that
the meta models underlying the different modeling methods need to be integrated and
harmonized. Semantic comparability aims at the comparison of models with reference
to their semantic contents, e.g., “as-is models and to-be models or enterprise-specific and
reference models3” [Becker et al., 2000].
6. guideline of systematic design (in German: Grundsatz des systematischen Aufbaus).
The guideline of systematic design requires well-defined, consistent relationships be-
tween models depicting a real-life object from different perspectives. An example of this
is the ARIS framework (cf. chapter 4.4.4) which integrates functional, organizational,
output and resource perspectives. Systematic design is achieved by means of a shared,
cross-perspective meta model, and by enforcing the consistency of shared objects across
perspectives4.
4.3.2.2 Application of the Guidelines of Modeling to Process Modeling
Becker et al. describe the application of the Guidelines of Modeling to process modeling in
[Becker et al., 1995]. The principle of syntactic correctness cannot be applied to generic pro-
3Reference models are discussed in chapter 4.3.3.
4This last requirement is too rigid; in this thesis, such integrity constraints are not enforced. Instead, inconsis-
tencies are allowed, and detected by queries on the formal models, cf. chapter 6.3.2.
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cess modeling, as meta models that refer to a specific perspective, but are generic with respect
to methods, are of necessity too vague for syntactic checking. The semantic correctness can
only be checked if the real-world system that is to be modeled is specified so that the prin-
ciple can be applied. Thus, process modeling requires a generic operational description and
definition of the process that is independent of a specific model. In addition, an explicit repre-
sentation of preconditions and assumptions (e.g., whether the process model is intended to be
an as-is, or a to-be model, or the coverage of the model) is necessary. Also, the model must
not abstract from important details, e.g., exceptions. The principle of relevance refers to the se-
lection of relevant processes, modeling perspectives, and the granularity of the process model.
The decision whether or not a process is relevant, which perspectives need to be represented,
and how detailed the process model should be, depends on the modeling purpose, and also on
the principle of economic efficiency. The lifetime of the process model is the main means for
estimating the model’s economic efficiency. This implies that the model needs to be the more
abstract (and thus the most robust towards change in the underlying real-life process), the more
frequently changes to the real-life process occur. The principle of clarity is basically applied
with reference to the graphical representation of the process model. Horizontal and vertical
decomposition, e.g., is an important means for achieving clarity in spite of complexity of the
object of representation. Further aspects include the comprehensiveness of the model, e.g., pro-
cess depth (model granularity) and breadth (number of branches), the length of the modeled
process, the amount of additional information (e.g., organizational units), and the number of
attributes. The principle of comparability can be achieved by means of building blocks repre-
senting process elements such as repetitions, and by making use of predefined structures, e.g.,
templates. Finally, architectures seamlessly integrating multiple perspectives contribute to the
principle of systematic design.
4.3.2.3 Concluding Remarks on the Guidelines of Modeling
The Guidelines of Modeling represent an attempt at providing a structured set of guidelines for
the creative process of modeling. Some of the guidelines are rather subjective and dependent on
the actual user of the model and his or her role, objectives, knowledge and modeling experience
(e.g., the principle of clarity, or the principle of relevance). The principle of economic efficiency
is even more difficult to assess, as there is no cost-benefits analysis method that can be applied
to the development of models. Still, the GoM can be applied to modeling tasks in a variety of
contexts, e.g., workflow management and simulation [Becker et al., 2000], or reference models
[Becker and Schütte, 1997]. The application of the Guidelines of Modeling to the methodology
developed in this thesis is discussed in chapter 8.2.
The next section describes a specific type of business process models, namely reference models.
Similar in principle to best practice processes, reference models represent some kind of aid
towards the design of business processes, and allow for the reuse of proven solutions.
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4.3.3 Reference Models
4.3.3.1 Basic Concepts and Definition
Reference models aim at providing guidance and instructions by providing generalized prebuilt
components and thus stimulating ideas [Bauer and Glasson, 1998]. In addition, reference mod-
els allow the reuse of existing, proven and / or universally valid organizational concepts (e.g.,
processes) [Rupprecht et al., 1999, Rosemann and Schütte, 1999], and aim at improving exist-
ing these concepts [Becker and Schütte, 1997]. Reference models are abstracted from expert
knowledge and experience [Becker et al., 1998]. A reference model is a model describing all
organization-related circumstances occurring within an industrial sector. The reference model
gives recommendations for the shaping of an organization in the same industrial sector [Remme
and Scheer, 1996]. Scheer defines a reference model as a model that can be used as the starting
point for the development of solutions to specific problems [Scheer, 1999, p. 6].
All these definitions emphasize the fact that reference models are not strict formal models of
what should be, but represent general recommendations [Becker et al., 1998] that need to be
adapted to the intended specific application context, even though reference models already focus
on a specific industry. Similar to best practices processes, their suitability for a given situation
depends on a variety of parameters and constraints. In addition, reference models need to fulfil
certain quality requirements, which are discussed in the next section.
4.3.3.2 Quality Requirements
Scheer postulates several requirements on reference models [Scheer, 1999, p. 7-8]:
 syntactic completeness and correctness. The reference model needs to comply with its
method framework (e.g., meta model). The framework must in turn be suitable for the
context that the reference model will be used in.
 semantic completeness and correctness. A reference model needs to fit its application
context. Scheer quotes Hars who postulates that this requires at least one application case
that the model can describe as it is, hence, the reference model needs to be applicable as
a specific model for at least one such case [Scheer, 1999, p. 8].
 adaptability (in German: Adaptierbarkeit). On the one hand, a reference model must be
flexible enough that it can be tailored to specific application contexts. On the other hand,
it needs to cope with changes. Thus, both formal integrity constraints relating to termi-
nological and consistency issues, and contents-related integrity constraints guaranteeing
the achievement of business goals must be defined in the model.
 applicability. A reference model must support the derivation of context-specific model
structures and their implementation.
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Becker et al. have applied the Guidelines of Modeling (GoM, cf. chapter 4.3.2) to reference
models [Becker and Schütte, 1997]. The resulting requirements on reference models are listed
here, together with the underlying GoM guideline:
 syntactical correctness (guideline of correctness): this postulates the reference model’s
consistency and completeness with reference to its meta model.
 semantical correctness (guideline of correctness): the reference model needs to retain
the structure and behaviour of the underlying real-life object system. Plausibility tests
need to be included for those parts of the reference model that have not been constructed
from reality, but have been deduced.
 universal validity (guideline of relevance): reference models must be abstract enough so
that their applicability is guaranteed for many organizations, yet concrete enough so that
the costs for tailoring the reference mode to the specific application context are not too
high.
 state-of-the-art processes (guideline of relevance): reference models need to represent
high-quality, state-of-the-art processes. The representation of uneconomical processes
and structures is undesirable.
 robustness (guideline of economic efficiency): robustness means that the reference model
can be adapted effortlessly to a specific application context.
 flexibility (guideline of economic efficiency): a flexible reference model can more easily
be adapted to specific application contexts.
 readability and structured (graphical) presentation (guideline of clarity): reference
models can be used by a multitude of persons for a multitude of purposes, and thus need
to represent these different perspectives in a structured and readable way. This applies
particularly to the presentation of alternatives.
 semantic comparability (guideline of comparability): whereas syntactic comparability
is not of importance in the context of reference models, their semantic comparability is
of great importance, as the comparison with other models is one of the main applications
of reference models. An example of this is the comparison between an as-is model and a
corresponding reference model during business process reengineering.
 cross-perspective consistency (guideline of systematic design): cross-perspective con-
sistency requires well-defined, consistent concepts and relationships within and across
perspectives.
 cross-perspective representation of alternatives (guideline of systematic design): al-
ternatives must be visible across perspectives so that they can be evaluated for their use-
fulness.
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4.3.3.3 On the Usefulness of Reference Models
Becker et al. list several theoretical arguments for the usefulness of reference models with
respect to the following issues [Becker, 1999, Becker and Schütte, 1997]:
 modeling costs: reference models can reduce modeling costs by increasing the modeling
speed, e.g., by identifying relevant processes, or by providing predefined structures. In
addition, reference models provide the user with examples, thus her learning speed po-
tentially increases. Reference models need to be robust towards changes in the part of the
real world that they capture, while being sufficiently flexible so that changes, e.g., their
adaption to a specific organizational context, can be made easily and quickly [Becker and
Schütte, 1997]. Reference models provide a common terminology (which is an important
issue in communication) and thus reduce misunderstandings [Gerber et al., 1999, Becker,
1999, Becker and Schütte, 1997]. In addition, reference models provide a global view of
the organization, and thus have a normative effect on the different stakeholders’ perspec-
tives. This can become important in cooperation processes.
 operational costs and benefits: the transfer of “good practice” concepts and methods
contained in a reference model can also reduce costs and lead to increased profits. Ref-
erence models can also increase the process stakeholders’ understanding of the interre-
lationships between organizational units, and of the global process. On the other hand,
reference models also incur costs, e.g., for their acquisition, adaption, and for user train-
ing.
 risk minimization: reference models reduce the chance of errors in modeling and in-
crease model quality because they represent proven and validated solutions that can be
used as the core solutions by the organization.
The main drawback associated with reference models is that they lead to some kind of stan-
dardization that eliminates individual competitive advantages. Organization-specific models
and the adoption of the reference models to the specific organizational context can counteract
this disadvantage [Becker and Schütte, 1997].
The use of reference process models has been reported in, e.g., [Gerber et al., 1999, Rupprecht
et al., 1999]: Gerber et al. describe the integration of process models into a comprehensive
reference process model [Gerber et al., 1999]. The use of the resulting reference process model
has proven beneficial during several reengineering projects. In particular, Gerber et al. identify
the following advantages of using reference process models for the design and implementation
of intended business processes [Gerber et al., 1999]:
 improved end user involvement in the design of software solutions
 improved understanding through the use of reference models as a shared language
 usefulness of reference model components for the design of software solutions for the
business process
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 usefulness of the structure of the reference model as basis for better structuring the actual
work
 improved prioritizing of requirements on the software solution
 greater uniformity of the software systems used in the business process
 cost reduction while providing more flexibility, speed, and improved efficiency
For cooperation processes, the fact that reference models represent a shared language and thus
help to achieve a shared understanding of the process can be especially important. In particu-
lar in organizational cooperation processes, the process stakeholders often come from different
departments, and thus have different backgrounds, goals, and conceptions of the other stake-
holders’ work. Before reference models can be evaluated with respect to their suitability for
a given organizational context, however, the organization’s real cooperation processes need to
be captured. The next section therefore introduces several different perspectives for developing
models of cooperation processes.
4.4 Perspectives of Process Modeling
4.4.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions
A central concept in this thesis is that of a perspective. Perspectives capture the conceptual
model of an existing or virtual problem area from the viewpoint of one or more stakeholders
and in a certain notation [Nissen, 1997, p. 21]. Thus, different perspectives as defined by Nissen
are on the one hand necessary for capturing cooperation processes in a way that considers the
different stakeholders and their personal notions of the process. On the other hand, a suitable
modeling perspective (or suitable perspectives) needs to be found for the representation of real-
life cooperation processes.
What is missing in Nissen’s definition is the purpose of the perspective. Becker et al. define
a perspective as a view on a problem area that is defined by its purpose and the corresponding
consequences [Becker et al., 1998]. This definition focuses on the problem area, the purpose,
and the resulting consequences, but disregards the stakeholder aspect. I will therefore follow
the following definition:
DEFINITION 4.5: PERSPECTIVE
A PERSPECTIVE captures the conceptual model of an existing or virtual problem
area from the viewpoint of one or more stakeholders, in a certain notation, and for
a certain purpose.
Note that a perspective, as defined above, differs significantly from a (database) view. A view
represents the partial description of a shared, consistent model or system [Nissen, 1997, p. 27,
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p. 37], hence conflicts or agents’ intentions are not represented. I will therefore refrain from
using the term view as a synonym to perspective throughout this thesis.
The next section discusses taxonomies of business process modeling perspectives from litera-
ture, and introduces the perspectives that have been employed in this thesis for modeling coop-
eration processes.
4.4.2 Perspectives for Modeling Cooperation Processes
Several taxonomies of perspectives have been suggested in the context of business process mod-
eling. Most define four relevant perspectives (cf. e.g., Curtis et al. [Curtis et al., 1992], or the
CIMOSA framework [Vernadat, 1998, Keller and Teufel, 1997]):
 functional perspective. The functional perspective describes the process elements that
are performed, together with the relevant information flows.
 behavioural perspective. The sequencing and control of the process elements is de-
scribed in the behavioural perspective.
 organizational perspective. The organizational perspective contains representations of
the agents and the locations where process elements are performed in the organization,
together with physical communication mechanisms, and physical storage media and lo-
cations.
 informational perspective. The informational perspective describes the informational
entities produced or manipulated by a process, e.g., data, products, and their structures
and relationships.
A similar set of modeling perspectives is described by Whitman et al. [Whitman et al., 1999].
The set contains a functional perspective (activity view), a behavioural perspective (business
process view), an organizational perspective (organization view), and an informational perspec-
tive (business rule or information view). In addition, Whitman et al. describe a resource view
that defines the resources and capabilities managed by the enterprise. In the taxonomy described
above, this perspective is subsumed by the informational perspective.
Another business process modelling taxonomy is given by Kueng et al. [Kueng et al., 1996]:
 activity-oriented approaches focus on activities (tasks). Information flows, organiza-
tional units, or data are not considered, or only with respect to activities. Activity-oriented
aproaches are discussed in chapter 4.4.4.
 role-oriented approaches are closely related to activity-oriented approaches, but focus
on the (vaguely defined) role concept. Roles are usually associated with activities, e.g.,
in the definition given by Ould, who suggests that a role “involves a set of activities
which, taken together, carry out a particular responsibility or responsibilities” [Kueng
et al., 1996]. Hence, roles can be used for describing synchronization aspects between
activities.
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 speech-act oriented approaches are based on the Language-Action Perspecive (LAP, cf.
chapter 2.5.2). Processes are represented in the shape of so-called Action Workflow loops.
Action Workflow loops are communication processes involving a customer and a supplier,
or performer. The communication process consists of four sequential phases, request,
commitment, performance, and evaluation. Speech-act oriented approaches are discussed
under the heading of service-oriented perspective in chapter 4.4.5.
 object-oriented approaches are mainly used in software development, although concepts
of object-orientation (e.g., encapsulation, specialization) can be employed in other pro-
cess modeling approaches. Object-oriented approaches are not very suitable for business
process modeling, as process owners and team members tend to describe their processes
in terms of activities, not objects, and the objectives of a business process are often not
considered (although it is possible to map objectives to a high-level object structure). In
addition, most object-oriented methodologies have a weak role concept.
In the context of cooperation processes, the actors involved and their roles, goals, activities, and
information flows are most important to the process (cf. chapter 3.2.2). The following questions
therefore need to be addressed:
 Why is cooperation necessary? For example, what resources do the process stakeholders
need from other actors? What are the stakeholders’ goals?
 What does the intended process look like? How should the process be?
 What does the process really look like? What is the actual work of the process stakehold-
ers? Who needs to communicate with whom, and about what?
 What are customer and supplier roles of the business process? How does the process need
to be coordinated?
To adequately deal with these questions, the taxonomies described above are not yet sufficient
for capturing the relevant aspects. Instead, the following taxonomy of modeling approaches
suitable for modeling cooperation processes, which is also described in [Jarke and Kethers,
1999], will be used in this thesis:
 a strategic perspective representing the actors’ goals and interdependencies.
 an activity-oriented perspective that describes the sequence of process activities (tasks)
performed by the agents.
 a service-oriented perspective describing the customers and suppliers of each process
and subprocess, and the interdependencies between subprocesses.
 an information flow-oriented perspective containing the information entities and infor-
mation flows between the agents.
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Figure 4.2: Modeling perspectives for cooperation processes
Figure 4.2 illustrates the interconnections between these questions and modeling perspectives
that represent these issues. All four perspectives are relevant in the performance phase of the
cooperation phase model (cf. chapter 2.2.3). In addition, the strategic perspective is most
relevant in the decision, preparation, and evaluation phases, whereas the activity-oriented and
information-flow oriented perspectives also need to be considered at the time the cooperation is
configured, hence, in the negotiation phase. The service-oriented perspective can easily repre-
sent negotiation aspects. In any case, all four perspectives should be considered when a business
process needs to be captured and analyzed. Thus, the process modeling and analysis methodol-
ogy presented in this thesis integrates all four perspectives, so that a holistic representation of
the process becomes feasible. In the following sections, I will describe these four perspectives
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in more detail.
4.4.3 Strategic Perspective
The hypothesis behind the strategic perspective is that human behaviour (e.g., a business pro-
cess) is inherently purposeful and can be described by means of goals and the activities derived
from these goals [Kueng et al., 1996, Kueng and Kawalek, 1996]. Kueng and Kawalek’s em-
pirical evidence supports this hypothesis: “modelling of goals is a critical step in the creation
of useful process models” [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996, p. 2]. A GOAL (or OBJECTIVE) is a
statement which declares what has to be achieved or avoided by a business process [Kueng and
Kawalek, 1996]. This includes both functional, or business process dependent goals (e.g., sell
product), and non-functional, or business process independent goals5 (e.g., high autonomy or
happy employees).
The strategic perspective as described by Yu [Yu, 1999, Yu and Mylopoulos, 1997, Yu, 1995a,
Yu, 1995b, Yu, 1993] aims at representing the reasons behind a process. To do so, Yu’s approach
represents dependencies among actors in a so-called Strategic Dependency (SD) model. The
SD model is then used for deriving the actors’ issues and concerns which are represented in the
Strategic Rationale (SR) model. The SR model can then be used for the evaluation of process
alternatives.
In the context of requirements engineering, Robinson and Volkov describe an approach to rea-
soning about stakeholder requirements [Robinson and Volkov, 1997]. Their approach is based
on a meta model for capturing the stakeholder requirements, including issues and conflicts re-
sulting from the requirements, together with methods for restructuring the requirements, thereby
resolving conflicts.
4.4.4 Activity-Oriented Perspective
Most process modeling methods are activity-oriented, i.e., focus on the notion of activities
(tasks) and their sequences, as this is the way that process stakeholders tend to describe pro-
cesses [Kueng et al., 1996]. Several such approaches are briefly described in the following;
another overview is presented in [Ferstl and Sinz, 1993].
Role Activity Diagrams (RADs), cf. e.g., [Kawalek, 1994] are based on Petri Net Models and
describe (modular) roles, actions, and interactions, cf. [Kawalek and Wastell, 1994]. According
to Curtis et al., RADs are “strong in representing roles, dependencies, and process elements
[. . . ] representation of artifacts, however, is weak” [Curtis et al., 1992, p. 82].
ConGolog [Giacomo et al., 2000], an extension of Golog [Levesque et al., 1997] incorporat-
ing concurrency, is a process specification language that combines predicative and dynamic
aspects. ConGolog is based on the situation calculus, and supports both simulation and verifi-
cation. Lespérance et al. describe the application of ConGolog to business process modeling
5Kueng et al.’s functional and non-functional goals correspond to Yu’s tasks, goals and soft-goals, cf. section
5.3.
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[Lespérance et al., 1999]. The application domain model consists of a declarative specifica-
tion of the domain dynamics in the Golog Domain Language, GDL, and a specification of the
processes by means of the ConGolog process description language.
The Semantic Object Model (in German: Semantisches Objektmodell, SOM) [Ferstl and Sinz,
1998, Ferstl and Mannmeusel, 1995, Ferstl and Sinz, 1993] supports the modeling of business
systems. A business system is defined as “an open, goal-oriented, and socio-technical system”
[Ferstl and Sinz, 1998]. One way of describing a business system is by defining a business
process model; the two other perspectives represented in the SOM are the enterprise plan, and
resources. A business process consists of a business object, representing the producing part,
and business transactions that deliver products and services to customer processes while receiv-
ing other such items from supplier processes. Basic perspectives are the interaction schema
containing production and delivery of one or more kinds of service, and coordination, and the
task-event schema that contains the sequence of tasks (activities) that need to be carried out.
The ARTEMIS framework [Castano et al., 1999] is a methodology for the activity-oriented
modeling and analysis of business processes in the context of business process reengineering.
Business processes are modeled as workflows, which are then analyzed with regard to their
activitiy and organizational structures. The framework centers on activities and regards actors
only in so far as they are concerned with the activities. Information flows are restricted to the
interrelationships between activities’ inputs and outputs. To determine activities that are redun-
dant, or repetitive, the ARTEMIS framework offers the calculation of similarity coefficients
between any two activities. Such coefficients can be calculated with respect to exchanged in-
formation objects, operations, and information flows, and makes use of a semantic dictionary
listing similar concepts. Threshold values can be defined, and so-called families of activities
can be generated according to their similarity coefficients.
IDEF diagrams are based on the Integrated DEFinition method of the US Air Force ICAM Pro-
gram, cf. [Kawalek and Wastell, 1994]. The IDEF0 function modeling method6 was designed
for the modeling of decisions, actions, and activities of an organization or system [Mayer and
deWitte, 1998, p. 28]. IDEF0 is (arguably) “not only the most widely used, but also the most
field proven function modeling method for analyzing and communicating the functional per-
spective of a system” [Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 28]. It has been used as both communica-
tion and analysis tool. IDEF0 enables the user to “tell the story” of what an organization does,
but does not allow the specification of a process, hence is not suitable as a process modeling
method. For that purpose, IDEF3 is more useful [Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 29]. IDEF3
processes are so-called units of behaviour (UOB) that are characterized by the objects they
contains, the interval of time over which they occur, and their temporal relations with other
processes [Menzel and Mayer, 1998].
Mc Gowan and Bohrer [McGowan and Bohrer, 1993] describe the MBPA (model based process
assessment) process of a large software maintenance project. The MBPA starts with the creation
of an SADT (IDEF0) model. The model was then used to asess the process which in turn led to
6A syntax overview of IDEF0 can be found e.g., at http://taylor.ces.clemson.edu/ie340/files/340-4.htm, or in
[Mayer and deWitte, 1998]).
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process improvements “that might have been missed otherwise” [McGowan and Bohrer, 1993,
p. 202]. The model captures constraints, e.g., standards, organizational issues (e.g., business
goals), technical activities, and organizational responsibilities. The paper describes no method
for the analysis (assessment) of the resulting models, but reports “tremendous improvements”
[McGowan and Bohrer, 1993, p. 205] from a case study (in the words of a senior manager of
the company where the case study took place).
CIMOSA (Computer-Integrated Manufacturing Open Systems Architecture) [Vernadat, 1998,
Vernadat, 1997, Vernadat, 1996] is an open system architecture for enterprise integration that
was originally developed for Computer-Integrated Manufacturing in the course of several ES-
PRIT projects between 1986 and 1994. CIMOSA is a reference architecture based on a set of
modeling constructs that together form the CIMOSA modeling languages. The CIMOSA lan-
guages can be used for enterprise (and thus also business process) modeling and are based on
an event-driven process model. Functional, information, resource, and organizational aspects
are covered. CIMOSA distinguishes between three different flows within a business process,
namely the control flow (defining the behaviour), the material flow (defining the flow of prod-
ucts and physical components), and the information flow (defining the flow of information ob-
jects and decisions). Different modeling languages are used for the different levels of enterprise
modeling, viz. requirements definition, design specification, and implementation description,
but consistency is ensured as major concept descriptions are preserved across these levels.
The event-driven process chain model (EPCM) [Keller et al., 1992, Zukunft and Rump, 1996]
was developed in the context of the Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
which is described in e.g., [Scheer, 1999, Scheer, 1998]. ARIS is very similar to CIMOSA, but
focuses more on business-oriented enterprise issues [Vernadat, 1996, p. 57]. ARIS consists of
three static views (data, function, and organization view, respectively), and the dynamic process
view which is described by means of the EPCM. The model uses the concepts of event, function
(or business activity), as well as logical operators, control flows, process paths, organizational
units, and information objects. Initially, the EPCM was used for documenting an enterprise’s
business processes. Zukunft and Rump [Zukunft and Rump, 1996] define a formal syntax and
semantics for the EPCM which enables its usage for workflow enactment. [Grabowski et al.,
1996] describes the PRISMA tool for enterprise modeling that is based on the EPC methodol-
ogy. A more detailed description of the EPC can be found in [Scheer et al., 1997, Zukunft and
Rump, 1996, Remme and Scheer, 1996, Keller et al., 1992], and in chapter 4.4.4.
The Process Handbook Project [Malone et al., 1997, Malone et al., 1993] intends to support
several goals, namely business process reengineering, the generation of new business process
alternatives, analysis of the organization, and automated generation of software components for
process support [Malone et al., 1997], [Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998, p. 376]. As the focus
is on the generation of new processes, a process grammar approach whose strength lies in its
productivity [Pentland, 1994, Pentland, 1995, Glance et al., 1996] has been chosen.
The business process representation used in the Process Handbook Project is based on con-
cepts from two different areas: process representation (specialization and decomposition), and
coordination theory. The Process Handbook framework consists of a taxonomy of processes
with generic processes, as well as specific processes inheriting characteristics from the former
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(generic processes are thus in a way similar to reference models, as described in chapter 4.3.3),
and a library of generic coordination mechanisms that can be employed for the coordination
of activities. Coordination is defined as “the act of working together harmoniously” [Malone
and Crowston, 1990]. In work settings, there are one or several actors performing activities to
fulfil goals. These activities are to some degree interdependent [Malone and Crowston, 1990].
Thus, “coordination can be defined as the process of managing dependencies among activities”
[Malone et al., 1997, Borghoff and Schlichter, 1998]. Dependencies considered are flow, i.e.,
one activity produces a resource that is consumed by another activity, sharing, i.e., multiple ac-
tivities share the same resource, and fit, i.e., multiple activities produce a single resource. Flow
dependencies can be viewed as a combination of three other dependency types: prerequisite,
or “right time”, accessibility, or “right place”, and usability, or “right thing”. Other dependen-
cies are considered to be specializations or combinations of flow, sharing, and fit dependencies.
Dependencies can be specialized and decomposed [Malone et al., 1997]. In addition, the repre-
sentation of dependencies is used as basis for the evaluation of alternatives, as in Yu’s approach,
but only dependencies between activities are considered here: A library of generic coordination
processes, each corresponding to a basic dependency, can then be defined [Malone et al., 1997].
Processes are described by means of a grammar consisting of a lexicon, syntactic constituents,
and dependencies [Pentland, 1994]. A grammar then describes “a (potentially infinite) set of
patterns in terms of a finite lexicon and a finite set of rules or constraints that specify allow-
able combinations of the elements in the lexicon” [Pentland, 1995] . A process grammar then
consists of moves (in analogy to words in a lexicon), performance programs (as syntactic con-
stituents), and organizational and institutional structures providing constraints and affordances
that describe how the constituents can be combined into processes (in analogy to sentence con-
struction) [Pentland, 1995]. A move is “any full stretch of talk or its substitute which has a
distinctive unitary bearing on some set or other of the circumstances in which participants find
themselves” [Pentland, 1995]. Moves thus comprise (complex or simple) linguistic and non-
linguistic behaviour and depend on the structure of the situation [Pentland, 1995]. Moves are
combined into performance programs, routinized chunks of behaviour that - in analogy to the
role of syntactic constituents, such as noun phrases, in a sentence - are combined into processes
according to the constraints and rules defined in the grammar, as syntactic constituents are com-
bined into sentences. The process grammar thus generates a set of possibilities for actors in a
given situation [Pentland, 1995].
Process specializations are then classified into bundles [Malone et al., 1997]. Similar to in-
formation systems facets or syntax slots, bundles contain related alternatives. A sales process,
e.g., can be considered under the questions “’sell what” (furniture, books, computers, candy)
and “sell how” (direct sales, mail order, retail front store, internet), which lead to two differ-
ent bundles. It usually makes sense only to compare alternative specializations of a process
within the same bundle. In the sales example, comparing direct sales to retail front store selling
makes sense, whereas comparing one of the two to selling books does not [Malone et al., 1997].
Bundles are also used for restricting inheritance, as alternatives in a bundle should not inherit
alternatives from their own bundle. Thus, if someone wishes to sell candy, she is automatically
presented with alternative ways of selling it (“sell how”), but not with specializations belonging
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to the “sell what” bundle (the alternatives can be selected manually, though) [Malone et al.,
1997].
Together with coordination, the process specializations provide a fast way of describing a pro-
cess by means of selecting a similar, more general process (similar to reference models, cf.
chapter 4.3.3). Alternatives can be browsed, and evaluated. In particular, the inherently gen-
erative process grammar approach is extremely well suited to generating new processes. A
repository of process descriptions taken from various case studies, the so-called process hand-
book, has been developed, and several prototypical implementations of a process handbook
system exist [Malone et al., 1997].
A critique of the approach is that the coordination mechanisms focus on consumers and produc-
ers of information and are thus restricted. Social aspects are neglected. Only resource depen-
dencies are considered; legal, administrative, general, causal reasons [Borghoff and Schlichter,
1998, p. 374], or strategic dependencies (cf. chapter 5.3) cannot be represented. Also, “there is
no clear separation of goals from activities, and the use of means-ends reasoning is not formally
characterized” [Yu, 1995a, p. 41]. This applies to most activity-oriented process modeling
methods.
Activity-oriented approaches to business process modeling are widely used, and offer good
support for refining process descriptions, but this can also lead to problems when the global
overview of the process is lost due to extensive refining [Kueng et al., 1996]. Also, the strict
sequence of activities is potentially too rigid and mechanistic for real life processes [Kueng
et al., 1996].
4.4.5 Service-Oriented Perspective
Service-oriented process analysis and design approaches focus on customer satisfaction as “the
key issue for information systems design in the organizational context. Customer satisfaction
is achieved by designing and following a coherent customer / supplier chain along the working
process” [Schäl, 1996, p. 2].
Scherr’s [Scherr, 1993] approach is based on Winograd and Flores [Winograd and Flores, 1986].
He defines a business process as a series of customer-supplier relationships that produces spe-
cific results at specific points in time [Scherr, 1993]. A customer is the actor who must be
satisfied with the deliverable of the process, whereas the supplier (or performer) is responsible
for fulfilling the customer’s condition of satisfaction. The customer in turn must satisfy the
supplier’s condition of satisfaction, e.g., with respect to payment. The key concept is account-
ability, i.e., each agent’s responsibilities that others count on the agent to fulfil.
Business processes are constructed from bilateral customer-supplier relationships in the shape
of communication processes. A business process thus consists of the conveyance of commit-
ments as the individual steps of the process. Each communication process consists of four
phases: opening (this means either a customer’s request, or an offer made by the supplier),
negotiation about each party’s conditions of satisfaction which results in a commitment, per-
formance (by the supplier), and an assessment of the supplier’s performance by the customer.
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These four steps are performed sequentially if everything goes smoothly, but both parties can
withdraw at any time, although withdrawal might lead to sanctions and consequences (e.g.,
when the customer accepts the deliverable, but refuses to pay for it).
Scherr also gives criteria for the measurement of the customer-supplier relationship, viz. time
(for each phase, for the whole process, and regarding the timeliness of supplier completion), the
overall outcome and history of moves leading to it, and the degree of customer satisfaction. Case
studies using this approach have found that often, the customer role was not clearly defined,
and that the negotiation and / or assessment phases are sometimes missing. Both these issues
do not necessarily lead to problems, but can become problematic. Also, estimates (made by the
supplier) are sometimes interpreted as commitments (by the customer). This fact often leads to
misunderstandings and a decrease in customer satisfaction.
Another, similar service-oriented approach is described by Schäl [Schäl, 1998, Schäl, 1996].
His approach is based on the Action Workflow approach described in [Medina-Mora et al.,
1992] which in turn is based on the Language-Action Perspective [Winograd and Flores, 1986]
(cf. also chapter 2.5.2). The basic idea behind this approach is also that business processes
consist of workflow “loops” (recurrent or ad hoc) that are performed by a performer to satisfy
a customer (internal or external) [Medina-Mora et al., 1992]. Schäl also uses the Action Work-
flow loop to describe bilateral communication processes. An Action Workflow consists of four
phases that are very similar to Scherr’s; the only difference between them is that Schäl does
not allow a supplier’s offer as the first move, and that the possibility of withdrawal is not dis-
cussed. Schäl also defines a second workflow type, the Declaration Workflow, which represents
a bilateral discussion. Schäl’s service-oriented approach is discussed in more detail in chapter
5.5.
4.4.6 Information Flow-Oriented Perspective
The design and analysis of a business process is very often a cooperative effort due to the
fact that different people are involved in such a process, and that business processes are often
rather complex. It is important to start business design (or analysis) by listening to the various
stakeholders’ opinions on the process before defining a common view of the process to be con-
sidered. Stakeholder feedback on changes is necessary: “just as listening to the “Voice of the
Customer” is essential to building a better product, listening to the “Voice of the Stakeholder” is
essential to building a better process” [Brynjolfsson et al., 1996]. Thus, the different stakehold-
ers’ perspectives are of extreme importance to any design process. In particular, “members of a
cross-functional team are often surprised at "how things get done" somewhere else in the enter-
prise” [Mayer and deWitte, 1998, p. 36]. Thus, process stakeholders often do not know about
the other stakeholders’ work, and have wrong conceptions of their tasks, or workload in the pro-
cess. In such cases, hidden or open misunderstandings and conflicts can occur that need to be
detected, and resolved, as they can be very fruitful and must not be suppressed [Jacobs, 1996].
So-called goal-oriented teamwork approaches include the following characteristics [Nissen and
Jarke, 1999]:
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 informal information acquisition: the methods make use of informal teamwork techniques
(for an overview of such methods cf. e.g., [VanGundy, 1988]), which are applied in
facilitated group sessions.
 customizable notations: customizable (graphical) representations are employed that can
be tailored to the participants’ needs.
 goal-oriented perspective: the goals of the analysis are explicitly captured and used to
guide the analysis process.
 conflict tolerance: typically, the group session output consists of a set of perspectives con-
taining conflicts and inconsistencies. In contrast to many formal methods, these conflicts
are accepted because of their positive potential [Jacobs, 1996]. They are recognized and
monitored throughout the analysis.
 changing analysis goals: the stakeholders’ goals may change during the analysis process,
and this modification is dealt with.
The main objective of goal-oriented teamwork approaches for capturing stakeholder perspec-
tives is therefore the cross-perspective analysis of the developed models. Examples of such
methods (for an overview see e.g., [Nissen, 1997]) include IBM’s Joint Application Design
(JAD) [Andrews, 1991], Cooperative Requirements Capture (CRC) [Macaulay, 1996], Soft
Systems Methodology (SSM) [Checkland, 1993], Analysis of Present and Future Requirements
(PFR) [Abel, 1995], and an extension of PFR, viz. Nissen’s information flow-oriented approach
[Nissen, 1997, Nissen et al., 1996]. The latter focuses on information flow and communication
issues and therefore complements the other three perspectives. Nissen’s approach has therefore
been chosen as representative of this method class, and will be described in chapter 5.6.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the basic concepts necessary for process modeling have been presented, and
model quality issues have been discussed. A taxonomy of four categories of business pro-
cess modeling perspectives - strategic, activity-oriented, servide-oriented, and information flow-
oriented - has been developed, with each category focusing on a particular aspect of the business
process under consideration. Together, these four categories allow for a rather holistic represen-
tation of the process. A suitable formalism representative of each category has been selected,
and these four formalism will be described in more detail in the next chapter.
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Cooperation Process Formalisms
5.1 Objectives of this Chapter
The aim of this chapter is to give an overview of representatives of the four perspectives of
cooperation process modeling described in section 4.4. An example from the AdCo project case
studies (cf. chapter 8) will be used to illustrate the modeling methods presented.
5.2 An Example from AdCo
In this section, I will informally describe a sample situation of a new product development
process case from the AdCo project that will be used throughout this chapter to illustrate the
different perspectives and the concepts and relationships that they capture.
The sample stems from one of the AdCo case studies described in chapter 8.3.3. The company,
Company 2, is a medium-sized company. Its organizational structure consists of several rather
autonomous lines of business (LOBs) with their own sales and development departments. In
addition, the company has several central departments, such as the design department, and the
company head office, that are orthogonal to the lines of business.
The process under consideration is the new product development process, a core business pro-
cess of the company. Each LOB has its own development department, and there are several
central departments (e.g., design, documentation) that act as suppliers to these development de-
partments. Thus, the central design department e.g., performs tasks for all LOBs’ development
departments, and is nearly always involved the respective new product development processes.
The new product development process is often initiated by an order from the respective LOB’s
manager, which is given to the line of business’s technical manager. This happens after the
LOB’s manager has calculated the costs of the order. The technical manager then delegates
subtasks of the product development order to the development department, and sends requests
to external suppliers. The development department sends requests to the internal and an external
design department, as well as the (internal) electronics development department. After the
requests have been negotiated with the different partners, orders are sent to them. The internal
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design department attempts to discuss the product design with the external design unit, and
all actors involved perform their specific tasks. The necessary documents are then sent to the
development department, and the technical manager is notified of the fact that the order has
been completed. Finally, the technical manager informs the respective LOB’s manager.
The process stakeholders have noticed several problems within the new product development
process. One of these is that the central design department has to cater to orders from all LOBs.
The individual LOBs’ development departments consider the design department to be too slow
and inflexible, and claim that information is hard to obtain. On the other hand, the design
department feels swamped with requests, comments, information, and complaints from the dif-
ferent development departments. In particular, technical information relating to a development
order often arrives in bits and pieces, and in an untimely fashion.
Another problem that occurs during product development is that customers sometimes directly
talk the development department about their requirements, which are then flexibly catered to.
The disadvantage of this is that the sales department is not notified about these changes in the
product specification and thus cannot take them into account in the cost calculation. This is an
unsatisfactory situation.
So far, there had been no explicit perception, and thus no discussion of the problems between
the different stakeholders, and there was no formal representation of the process capturing these
aspects. Thus, the problems described above were only implicit, causing strain between the
different stakeholders.
I will use this example to demonstrate which aspects of the problem can be captured by means of
the four formalisms introduced in chapter 4.4, viz. Yu’s strategic process modeling approach,
the event-driven process chain, the service-oriented modeling method as described by Schäl,
and Nissen’s information flow-oriented approach.
5.3 Yu’s Strategic Process Modeling Method
In Yu’s approach, as described in e.g., [Yu, 1999, Yu et al., 1998, Yu and Mylopoulos, 1997, Yu,
1995b, Yu, 1995a, Yu and Mylopoulos, 1994a, Yu and Mylopoulos, 1994b, Yu, 1993], the
central “unit” to be considered and modeled is the intentional, strategic actor.
DEFINITION 5.1: INTENTIONAL ACTOR
An INTENTIONAL ACTOR does not simply carry out activities and produce entities,
but has motivations, intents, and rationales behind its actions. The intentional as-
pects of an actor can be characterized by such properties as goals, beliefs, ability,
and commitment. An actor is STRATEGIC if it is not merely focused on meeting
its immediate goal, but is concerned about longer term implications of its structural
relationships with other actors, e.g., the opportunities and vulnerabilities that are
present in a given configuration of relationships. A process needs to be modelled
as a configuration of relationships among intentional, strategic actors [Yu, 1995a,
p. 3].
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Yu defines the i* framework for process modeling and the generation and evaluation of orga-
nizational alternatives, cf. e.g., [Yu and Mylopoulos, 1997]. The framework consists of two
components, viz.
 a work description model, the so-called strategic dependency (SD) model1. The SD
model is used for describing a process on the basis of the intentional dependencies be-
tween actors.
 the strategic rationale (SR) model2 for expressing and reasoning about means-ends rela-
tionships in processes. The SR model thus supports reasoning during process (re)design.
The i* framework has been formalized by means of Telos (for an overview of Telos cf. [My-
lopoulos et al., 1990], or chapter 6.3.3). The formalization of i* is described in Yu’s Ph.D thesis
[Yu, 1995a].
5.3.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions
In this section, I will define the basic concepts of Yu’s approach. The definitions are mostly
taken from [Yu, 1995a].
DEFINITION 5.2: ACTOR, AGENT, ROLE, POSITION
An ACTOR is an active entity that carries out actions to achieve goals by exercising
its know-how. Actors are further refined into
 ROLE: “abstract characterization of a social actor’s behaviour within some
specialized context or domain of endeavour” [Yu, 1995a, p. 17]. The actor’s
role can be transferred to other social actors.
 AGENT: an actor with a concrete manifestation (human or machine, e.g., soft-
ware system or plant).
 POSITION: a set of roles typically played by an agent.
This subdivision is somewhat problematic: each of the three components gives a partial picture
by narrowing the context and thus simplifies the impression of the social actor and his or her
behaviour. This can be misleading. Also, the associations between agents, positions, and roles
can misrepresent the actual behaviour of the actor [Yu, 1995a, p. 24].
The following concepts are employed to express the dependency relationships between actors.
DEFINITION 5.3: DEPENDER, DEPENDEE, DEPENDUM, DEPENDENCY
A DEPENDER is an actor who depends on another actor, the DEPENDEE for some-
thing (the DEPENDUM) to attain some goal the depender would be unable to achieve
1The SD model was formerly called Actor Dependency model.
2The SR model was formerly called Issue Argumentation model.
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without the dependum. This DEPENDENCY relationship means that failure of the
dependee to provide the dependum to the depender endangers the fulfilment of the
depender’s goal.
A dependency relationship can be characterized by its strength. There are three kinds of DE-
PENDENCY STRENGTH:
DEFINITION 5.4: OPEN, COMMITTED, CRITICAL DEPENDENCY
An OPEN dependency means that the failure to obtain the dependum affects the
depender to a certain degree, but does not lead to serious consequences. In a COM-
MITTED dependency, failure to obtain the dependum significantly affects one or
more of the depender’s goals so that replanning becomes necessary. In a CRITICAL
dependency, failure to obtain the dependum inevitably leads to the failure of one or
more of the depender’s goals. [Yu, 1995a, p. 16].
Dependencies are usually modelled from the viewpoint of the depender [Briand et al., 1998, p.
11].
5.3.2 The Strategic Dependency Model
The strategic dependency model (SD model) describes a process in terms of actors (nodes)
and the dependencies (links) between them, so that the underlying motivations and reasons for
actions are captured. Intentional relationships within an actor are not modelled. Through a
dependency relationship, the depender becomes able to do things that the depender otherwise
would not be able to, but also becomes vulnerable [Yu, 1995a, p. 12]. In the SD model, there
are four dependency types [Yu, 1995a, p. 13-15]:
 GOAL DEPENDENCY: the depender needs the dependee to bring about a certain state. The
dependee can choose how to bring that state about, as is the case in a product development
order.
 TASK DEPENDENCY: the depender depends on the dependee to carry out an action as
specified. The dependency does not specify why this is necessary. Task dependencies
occur e.g., when certain tests are prescribed by authorities, such as the FDA (Food and
Drug Administration), before the task is fulfilled.
 RESOURCE DEPENDENCY: the depender depends on the dependee for the availability
on a (physical or non-physical) entity. An example of this are blueprints needed for
manufacturing a product.
 SOFTGOAL DEPENDENCY: is based on the notion of non-functional requirements in soft-
ware engineering. The depender depends on the dependee to perform some task that
meets a softgoal3, i.e., a “vaguely” described state. “The meaning of the softgoal is spec-
ified in terms of the methods that are chosen in the course of pursuing the goal” [Yu,
3The distinction between softgoals and (hard) goals is not clear cut.
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1995a, p. 15]. Examples of softgoals include requirements such as “fast delivery” or
“low price”.
As described in chapter 5.3.1, dependencies can be open, committed, or critical. The fulfilment
of dependencies can be ENFORCEABLE (there is a reciprocal dependency between the actors
involved), ASSURED (there is evidence that the dependum will be delivereded, e.g., because
it is in the dependee’s interest), or INSURED (the vulnerability of the depender is reduced by
reducing the degree of dependency on the dependee) [Yu, 1995a, p. 21]. These concepts are soft
concepts (in analogy to softgoals) rather than hard concepts, as the question of their sufficiency
depends on the depender’s judgement.
5.3.2.1 A Sample Strategic Dependency Model
Figure 5.1 shows the graphical representation of the strategic dependency model: actors are
represented as circles, and the dependency relationships among the actors are represented by
links carrying different geometric shapes for the different dependency types. The figure depicts
a sample strategic dependency model that describes the goals and dependencies between the
different departments involved in the product development process as described in section 5.2.
The different internal and external organizational units (sales, development department, man-
agement, and design department) are represented as actors, and the dependencies between them
are represented as task, goal, soft-goal, or resource dependencies, respectively. For example,
the sales department depends on the development department for product information, which is
a resource. In addition, the sales department depends on the development department because
the latter needs to stay within the cost limits (this is a goal dependency, as there is no defined
way of how this is achieved), and also for the on-time development of the product. As the
product development process consists of several, well-defined process steps, this is a task de-
pendency. In this example, the development department does not have dependency relationships
with the sales department, thus the sales department is in a rather weak position with respect to
the fulfilment of its dependencies.
The strategic dependency model can also be used for the detection of conflicting objectives that
might lead to problems with the process. An example of such conflicting objectives shown
in figure 5.1 is the following: the design department depends on its internal customer, the
development department, for exact specifications, and also for the fulfilment of its soft-goal
“long-term planning”. On the other hand, the development department depends on the design
department for the fulfilment of its soft-goal“flexibility”. These soft-goals are directly opposite,
and thus cannot both be fulfilled. This is obviously a difficult situation potentially leading to
conflicts and misunderstandings, and thus needs to be resolved.
5.3.2.2 Syntax of the Strategic Dependency Model
The SD model has been formalized by Yu using TELOS [Mylopoulos et al., 1990], cf. also
chapter 6.3.3. Yu [Yu, 1995a] defines a Telos meta model that describes the strategic depen-
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Figure 5.1: Sample strategic dependency model
dency model elements and relationships. The meta model as implemented in CONCEPTBASE
is shown in Figure 5.2.
The strategic dependency model focuses on the ActorClass and its subclasses Agent-
Class, PositionClass and RoleClass, that represents the actor concept together with
its specializations agent, position, and role. In addition, an actor can also be composite (e.g., a
department). This fact is represented by the CompositeActorClass. The ActorClass
is committedTo a DependumClass that in turn has the subclasses ResourceClass,
GoalClass, TaskClass, and SoftGoalClass. An ActorClass is depended upon
(or depends on) for a DependumClass. This dependency relationship can be a res-
Depended, goalDepended, taskDepended, or softGoalDepended relationship (or
a resDepends, goalDepends, taskDepends, or softGoalDepends attribute), re-
spectively, depending on the subclass of DependumClass that is involved. In addition4, an
4ActorClass!depends denotes the attribute depends of the object ActorClass. Attributes can have
attributes attached to them, as the example shows, cf. chapter 6.3.3.
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Figure 5.2: CONCEPTBASE representation of the SD meta model
ActorClass!depended attribute has a depender that is another ActorClass. An Ac-
torClass!depends relationship has an analogous dependee attribute. The strength of the
dependency is expressed by the committedTo, criticalTo, and openTo attributes (the
latter two are not shown in figure 5.2).
An example of the TELOS representation of the meta model is the ActorClass definition:
ActorClass in MetaClass with attribute
committedTo: DependumClass;
criticalTo: DependumClass;
openTo: DependumClass;
resDepends: ResourceClass;
resDepended: ResourceClass;
goalDepends: GoalClass;
goalDepended: GoalClass;
taskDepends: TaskClass;
taskDepended: TaskClass;
softGoalDepends: SoftGoalClass;
softGoalDepended: SoftGoalClass;
depends: DependumClass;
depended: DependumClass
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end
The depender and dependee attributes of the specific ActorClass attributes (e.g., goal-
Depended and goalDepends) are attached to the depended and depends attributes,
respectively, and are propagated to the specific ActorClass attributes by means of isA (spe-
cialization) relationships:
ActorClass!depends with attribute
dependee: ActorClass
end
ActorClass!goalDepends
isA ActorClass!depends
end
Thus, the dependee attribute can also be attached to the ActorClass!goalDepended
attribute. In the sample strategic dependency model shown in Figure 5.1, there is a goal de-
pendency between the two actors Sales and DevelopmentDepartment. This can be
expressed through instantiation of the meta model constructs as follows:
Sales in ActorClass with
goalDepends
goal_depends: Stay_Within_Cost_Limit
end
Sales!goal_depends with
dependee
dependee: DevelopmentDepartment
end
5.3.2.3 Semantics of the Strategic Dependency Model
This section presents the semantics of the strategic dependency model that allows for the anal-
ysis of processes with respect to questions such as who depends on whom?, what reciprocal
dependency relationships exist?, what dependency relationships are to be avoided?, etc. The
definitions and axioms given in this section have been adopted from [Yu, 1995a].
Basic Concepts: The strategic dependency model focuses on the dependency relationships
among actors. Dependency relationships enable an actor to achieve objectives that she would
not be able to achieve alone, but consequentially also make her more vulnerable. Depending on
the strength of a dependency relationship (open, committed, or critical), the actor can be more
or less vulnerable if her dependency relationships fail. A critical question is therefore, whether
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or not the actor’s objectives (based on dependency relationships and her own capabilities) can
be fulfilled at all. The concepts of ROUTINE, ABILITY and WORKABILITY are used to express
both the depender’s and the dependee’s capabilities, and are defined in the following.
DEFINITION 5.5: ROUTINE
A ROUTINE is a template for the actor’s recurring activities and consists of elements
including subgoals, subtasks, resources, and softgoals. A routine is similar to a plan
skeleton [Yu, 1995a, p. 26].
An actor’s set of routines is explicitly listed in the strategic rationale model (cf. chapter 5.3.3).
It is assumed that the intentional structure of actor x includes a set of routines, U
x
, a set of
means-ends rules, H
x
, and a set of primitively workable elements, E
x
(see below).
DEFINITION 5.6: ABILITY
When an actor has a routine that serves the purpose to achieve some goal, then the
actor has the ABILITY to achieve that goal. The predicate A(y; ) indicates that the
actor y has the ability to produce or achieve the intentional element . Hence:
Ae: A(y; )  9u(U
y
(u) ^ purpose(u; )
As a stronger notion of ability, indicating that an actor believes his or her routine could work (at
run time) although it is incompletely specified during process analysis or design, workability is
defined in the following way:
DEFINITION 5.7: WORKABILITY
A routine is WORKABLE if each of its explicitly mentioned elements is workable
and if all of the constraints of the routine are expected to hold. An element  is
workable for actor y, if that actor has a workable routine to produce . Hence:
W (y; )  9e
1
; : : : ; e
n
(E
y
(e
1
; : : : ; e
n
) ^ purpose((e
1
; : : : ; e
n
); )
As it is important for actors to be able to assess the workability of routines involving depen-
dencies on other actors, without knowing details of the dependee’s routines, Yu introduces the
following notion of COMMITMENT: If an actor y is able to achieve  and is committed to do so
for actor x, then  is defined as workable for actor y [Yu, 1995a, p. 27], i.e., an actor (in this
case actor y) does not make false committments that y knows she cannot keep:
DEFINITION 5.8: WORKABILITY-COMMITMENT ASSERTION
WCA: A(y; ) ^ 9xC(y; x; )  W (y; )
For the delegation of work, a transfer relation is needed:
DEFINITION 5.9: WORKABILITY-TRANSFER ASSERTION
WTA: W (y; ) ^ 9xC(y; x; )  W (x; )
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If  is workable for actor y, and y is committed to achieve  for x, then  is workable for x.
Together, WTA and WCA make delegation workable:
W (x; )  9yA(y; ) ^ C(y; x; ))
Thus, an actor’s capabilities are expressed by means of her abilities and routines together with
their respective workabilities. An actor who has workable routines for achieving her objectives,
and does not have any dependency relationships with other actors, is therefore not vulnerable
with respect to her goals, whereas an actor who depends on others can achieve more than the ac-
tor could achieve alone, but also becomes vulnerable. The dependency operators are formalized
as follows:
Dependency Operators Let  denote a generic dependum with the following specifications:
 For a goal dependency,  is an assertion representing the goal g
 For a task dependency on task t,  is done(t) which means that the task t has been per-
formed
 For a resource dependency on resource r,  is avail(r) which means that resource r is
available to the depender
 For a softgoal dependency on softgoal s,  is satisficed(s) which means that the depen-
der is satisfied with the softgoal
The dependency operator
(
D
(y; ) means that actor y is a dependee with respect to . This is
an ingoing dependency. In this case, actor y is expected to have a routine for achieving , thus,
y is able to achieve or produce :
De:
(
D
(y; )  A(y; )
Together with the concept of commitment, the dependency becomes a committed dependency,
C
(
D
(y; ), which intuitively means that actor y is both able and willing to provide :
CDe: C
(
D
(y; ) 
(
D
(y; ) ^ C(y; x; )
Concerning the depender, several concepts have to be defined that address opportunity and vul-
nerability concepts. The opportunity aspect of an outgoing dependency,
*
D
opp
(x; ), intuitively
stands for actor x’s belief that there is some other actor y who is able to provide or achieve .
If this actor y commits to x for , then  will be workable for x. For addressing the workability
of the outgoing dependency, the believability of the above condition is raised as an issue. This
aspect is covered in the semantics of the strategic rationale model (see chapter 5.3.3.3).
For the different levels of dependency strengths (open, committed, and critical), there are ax-
ioms based on the notion of vulnerability. This is based on the extent to which the workability
of  affects the workability of a routine containing . The three levels of vulnerability, open,
committed, and critical, are expressed by means of the routine concept. Thus, let it be assumed
that the depender is using the dependum  in a routine. Then, the vulnerability has the following
strength:
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 The level of vulnerability is OPEN, if the non-workability of the dependum disables only
part of a routine: Let U
x
(u).
ODrVul: O
*
D
vul
(x; ; u)  9u
0
(U
x
(u
0
)^subroutine(u
0
; u)^(:W (x; )  :W (x; u
0
)))
ODrVul2: O
*
D
vul
(x; )  9u(U
x
(u) ^ O
*
D
vul
(x; ; u))
 If the routine becomes unworkable if  is unworkable, the level of vulnerability is COM-
MITTED: CDrVul: O
*
D
vul
(x; ; u)  (:W (x; )  :W (x; u))
CDrVul2: C
*
D
vul
(x; )  9u(U
x
(u) ^ C
*
D
vul
(x; ; u))
 When the non-workability of  results in the non-workability of all routines that the actor
has for achieving a given purpose, the level of vulnerability is CRITICAL:
XDrVul: X
*
D
vul
(x; )  8
0
8u8(U
x
(u) ^ (H
x
(
0
; u; ) ^ :W (x; ))  :W (x; 
0
))
Based on the vulnerability levels described above, the axioms for open, committed, and critical
dependencies are now given:
Open Dependency:
The depender recognizes the opportunity and is vulnerable at the “open” level:
ODr: O
*
D
(x; ) 
*
D
opp
(x; ) ^ O
*
D
vul
(x; )
Committed Dependency:
The depender, x, recognizes the opportunity offered by dependee, y, and x is committed to
(using)  and is therefore vulnerable:
CDr: C
*
D
(x; y; )  C
*
D
opp
(x; y; ) ^ C
*
D
vul
(x; )
Critical Dependency:
In a critical dependency, the depender is more vulnerable than in a committed dependency.
XDr: X
*
D
(x; y; )  C
*
D
opp
(x; y; ) ^X
*
D
vul
(x; )
The semantics of the strategic dependency model is expressed by integrity constraints and rules
formulated by means of Telos as described in [Yu, 1995a].
5.3.3 The Strategic Rationale Model
The strategic rationale (SR) model describes the intentional relationships that are internal to
actors, so that they can be reasoned about. Process alternatives, i.e., strategic dependency (SD)
models, can be generated and evaluated [Yu, 1995a, p. 31]. SR models contain strategically
relevant elements only, hence are not suitable for operational use [Yu, 1995a, p. 79]. Elements
of the model are nodes representing goals, tasks, resources, and softgoals, respectively, and
links, representing either means-end links, or task decomposition links.
A means-ends-link “indicates a relationship between an end - which can be a goal to be achieved,
a task to be accomplished, a resource to be produced, or a softgoal to be satisficed - and a means
for attaining it” [Yu, 1995a, p. 31]. A means is usually a task. Means-ends-links are applica-
tions of RULES (generic means-ends relationships) [Yu, 1995a, p. 32]. Types of ends are goals
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(GT link), resources (RT link), softgoals (ST link), or tasks (TT link). GG links (with a goal
conjunction as means and a goal as the end) represent goal reduction.
There are four types of task decomposition links:
 subgoal: a subgoal is a goal necessary for finishing the task
 subtask: a subtask restricts the supertask to this particular course of action for the subtask
 resourceFor: denotes a resource that needs to be available for the task to be finishable
 softgoalFor: serves as a quality goal for the “higher” task, thus influencing the selection
of alternatives for further decomposition of the task
Task decomposition links can be open, committed, or critical (the latter for outgoing depen-
dency links), depending on the actor’s belief in how failure of the element will affect the success
of the routine [Yu, 1995a, p. 34].
If the reasoning process that is represented in the SR model involves more than one actor, the
internal task decomposition links can cross actor boundaries and thus connect with dependency
links in an SD model, see the sample model in figure 5.3.
The following definition is a more formal definition of the concept of routine (cf. chapter
5.3.2.3): A ROUTINE is a subgraph that represents a particular combination of nodes and links
that together form a means for accomplishing a certain end (only one link to a means from each
end), thus a routine represents one particular course of action among alternatives. A routine
typically has dependency links to other actors (via the SD model) and represents a “convenient
unit for analysis when evaluating alternatives” [Yu, 1995a, p. 35].
The following four concepts are used for process analysis by means of the SR model:
 ABILITY: an actor has the ABILITY to do something if she has a routine for it (including
e.g., delegation) (cf. chapter 5.3.2.3)
 WORKABILITY: an element is WORKABLE if the actor believes (when the process is
designed) that she can carry it out or achieve it (at run time) (cf. chapter 5.3.2.3).
 VIABILITY: a routine is VIABLE if all its softgoals are satisficed
 BELIEVABILITY: BELIEVABILITY refers to the assumptions made during model construc-
tion.
5.3.3.1 Sample Strategic Rationale Model
Figure 5.3 shows a sample strategic rationale model (and also shows the graphical representa-
tion of the SR model) that complements the strategic dependency model presented in figure 5.1.
The sample strategic rationale model focuses on the sales actor, whose internal dependencies are
shown within the dotted circle representing the actor’s boundary. The sales actor’s dependency
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Figure 5.3: Sample strategic rationale model
relationships with other actors are taken from the sample strategic dependency model (see figure
5.1), and are also represented. In the example, one of the sales actor’s goal dependencies is that
she wishes the customer to buy the product: there is a goal dependency relationship between
sales as the depender, and customer as the dependee, and the goal is “buy product” (cf. also fig-
ure 5.1). To achieve this goal, the sales actor needs to perform a certain task, namely “perform
sale”. Figure 5.3 shows the decomposition of the “perform sale” task into the subtasks, goals,
soft-goals and resources that are necessary for the fulfilment of the task. This task consists of
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several subtasks (linked to the task by task decomposition links), namely “obtain customer or-
der”, “order product”, “ship product, and “receive payment”. The first subtask, obtain customer
order, has another subtask, negotiate with customer, and is also the means for the goal “make
profit”. The “make profit” goal connects with the goal dependency relationship “stay within
cost limit” that exists between the sales actor as the depender, and the development department
as dependee. There is also a means-ends link, with the “know product” goal as a means neces-
sary for achieveing the “calculate costs” end: if the sales actor does not know about the product,
she cannot correctly calculate the costs.
5.3.3.2 Syntax of the Strategic Rationale Model
Figure 5.4: CONCEPTBASE representation of the SR meta model
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Figure 5.4 shows the meta model for the strategic rationale model, which has also been for-
malized in Telos [Yu, 1995a]. It contains most classes from the SD model (TaskClass,
GoalClass, ResourceClass, SoftGoalClass and ActorClass), as well as two
generic classes, ElementClass as the superclass of TaskClass, GoalClass, Resource-
Class, SoftGoalClass, as well as the MeansEndsLinkClass. Each MeansEnds-
LinkClass element has two attributes, purpose and how, which are ElementClass
elements. The Telos formalization of the MeansEndsLinkClass is as follows:
MeansEndsLinkClass in Class
with attribute
purpose: ElementClass;
how: ElementClass
end
A RoutineClass is a subclass of the MeansEndsLinkClass. The RoutineClass can
also consist of subroutines, which in turn are elements of RoutineClass.
The MeansEndsLinkClass is also specialized into the different means-ends links, namely
RTLinkClass, GTLinkClass, STLinkClass, TTLinkClass. Each of these has a
TaskClass as how attribute, and a ResourceClass, GoalClass, SoftGoalClass,
or TaskClass as purpose attribute, respectively.
RTLinkClass isA MeansEndsLinkClass
with attribute
purpose: ResourceClass;
how: TaskClass
end
GTLinkClass isA MeansEndsLinkClass
with attribute
purpose: GoalClass;
how: TaskClass
end
STLinkClass isA MeansEndsLinkClass
with attribute
purpose: SoftGoalClass;
how: TaskClass
end
TTLinkClass isA MeansEndsLinkClass
with attribute
purpose: TaskClass;
how: TaskClass
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end
A GGLinkClass is another subclass of the MeandEndsLinkClass, which has Goal-
Classes as these attributes. Finally, Rules are subclasses of the MeansEndsLinkClass
representing means-ends links that have not yet been bound to a specific context [Yu, 1995a,
p. 35-36]. Therefore, they carry an additional attribute, applicabilityCondition that
contains a condition for the application of a rule. Once an actor believes that the applicability
condition holds in a given context, the rule can become a means-ends link for that context.
Rule isA MeansEndsLinkClass
with attribute
applicabilityCondition: AssertionClass
end
5.3.3.3 Semantics of the Strategic Rationale Model
Let  denote a generic intentional element, with g; t; r; s denoting the different types of in-
tentional elements, viz. goal, task, resource, and softgoal, respectively. Then, the following
concepts have been formally defined by Yu [Yu, 1995a]:
 A TASK DECOMPOSITION LINK is denoted by the predicate el(; t) linking the intentional
element  to the task t. The different types of task decomposition link are represented by
subgoal(t; g), subtask(t; t
0
), resourceFor(t; r), and softgoalFor(t; s), respectively.
 The predicate cx(t; ) means that  is a CONSTRAINT that applies to task t.
 oel(x; ) and cel(x; ) denote OPEN and COMMITTED TASK DECOMPOSITION LINKS,
respectively.
 The predicate mel(l; ; u) denotes a MEANS-ENDS LINK with link l, routine u, and end
.
 U
x
and E
x
are defined as in subsection 5.3.2.3. The MEANS-ENDS RULES for actor x are
represented byH
x
(; u; ) with  expressing the purpose, u expressing the “how”, and 
denoting the applicability condition.
 B
x
denotes actor x’s set of PRIMITIVE BELIEFS. In analogy to primitively workable
elements, primitive beliefs need no further justification.
 A SUBROUTINE is a routine, and the subroutine’s purpose must match the “how” of the
superordinate routine, either directly, or by means of task decomposition links. Hence:
(subroutine(u
0
; u) ^ purpose(u
0
; ))  (how(u; ) _ 9t(how(u; t) ^ subel(; t)))
[Yu, 1995a] also gives a formal characterization of concepts for process design, which are
omitted here for brevity.
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5.3.4 Application and Evaluation of Yu’s Strategic Process Modeling
Method
The strategic modeling method has been employed in several areas of application5, namely
business process reengineering, requirements engineering, software process modeling, and or-
ganizational modeling and organizational change [Yu, 1995a].
The strategic dependency model has been applied to e.g., software processes, as they often
enforce collaborative problem solving, the resulting products are complex, and the work is
amenable to computer support [Yu and Mylopoulos, 1997] or [Yu, 1995a]. Briand et al. de-
scribe an application of the strategic dependency model in the area of software maintenance
[Briand et al., 1995]. The authors have developed a methodology for the characterization and
evaluation of software maintenance processes. One part of this methodology is the modeling of
the organizational context of the software maintenance process. This organizational modeling
was based on the strategic dependency model extended by the agent / role / position distinc-
tion. Briand et al. report that overall, the model was deemed useful, but that some part of the
model’s semantics were considered rather vague [Briand et al., 1995]. This applies particularly
to the distinctions between softgoal, goal, and task dependencies, and the distinction betweeen
critical, open, and committed dependencies. In addition, the resource dependency concept cov-
ers both information and other resources, which Briand et al. consider too coarse-grained. A
distinction between information and resource dependencies is therefore recommended [Briand
et al., 1995]. Finally, the interaction between dependencies is difficult to represent. The pa-
per suggests means for amending these issues, namely a meta-model for the clear distinction
between process and organization, and for defining what information needs to be collected for
quantitative analysis, as well as a representation of dependency interactions (insurance, enforce-
ment, positive and negative assurance [Yu and Mylopoulos, 1994a]). In addition, the authors
suggest a fully defined acquisition process for gathering information on the environment that is
to be modeled, and also point out the lack of a means for quantitative analysis. Briand et al.
refer to such a quantitative approach to analyzing information flows, namely OPT as decribed
in [Seaman, 1994]. In Seaman’s paper, characteristics of the information flows, e.g., interaction
effort, are measured. Interaction effort is defined as the product of communication medium,
purpose, and organizational distance between the parties involved. The values for media and
purpose are “ranked subjectively” [Seaman, 1994], but not described in the paper.
Briand et al. report on a later case study with the qualitative evaluation method for maintenance
organizations, processe, and products, Q-MOPP [Briand et al., 1998]. The SD model is used
for organizational modeling, the first step in a six step method for the evaluation of a software
maintenance process. In addition to organizational modeling, process modeling and (implicit)
product modeling are employed. The result of the case study is that modeling of organizational
entities and information flow analysis is not deemed sufficient for determining areas of process
improvement; dependency relationships are essential [Briand et al., 1998, p. 26]. Qualitative
5Some of the examples reported by Yu are laboratory examples; the business process reengineering example
described in [Yu, 1995a], e.g., is based on Ford Motor Company’s purchasing process as described in [Hammer
and Champy, 1995].
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and especially quantitative analysis are also necessary, though the latter is not dealt with at a
large scale in the paper.
The application of Yu’s approach to the requirements engineering process is described in [Dubois
et al., 1998]. The paper examines the modeling of goals, software requirements, and the func-
tional behaviour of the software (the so-called software internals) by means of different formal
languages, viz. Kaos, Albert II, and Timed Automata. Yu’s approach is used to linking the
different formal models, and for describing the “whys” at early (i.e., when the requirements are
not yet fully defined and open to human interpretation) to late (i.e., when the requirements are
more fully defined and less open to human interpretation) stages of the requirements engineer-
ing process.
A recent application of Yu’s approach has been reported in [Yu and Liu, 2000], where Yu and
Liu describe an approach for modeling trust relationships using the i* frramework. The au-
thors describe the use of strategic dependency and strategic rationale models for modeling the
dependency relationships in an example taken from a smart card system, and for representing
both aggressive and defensive activities (expressed as tasks) and positions. The concept of trust
is rather simplistic, relating trust in the smart card system to the security issues in the models:
if all attacks that are represented in the models, are counteracted by sufficiently strong defen-
sive measures, the system is considered secure, and hence trustworthy. Thus, the relationships
between trustors (in the example, e.g., the customer) and trustees (e.g., the card issuer, and
the card manufacturer) depend on basically technical issues, and there is no description of an
evolvement of trust or mistrust over time (cf. chapter 2.2.4).
A problematic issue with Yu’s approach is that the necessary degree of granularity in modeling
is not defined. Completeness cannot be guaranteed (and is not desirable), but the selection
criteria for “task elements that are important enough to be of strategic concern to the author”
[Yu, 1995a, p. 32] are less than obvious. Also, the method is not very intuitive and needs
considerable modeling know-how. As several concepts are not clearly defined (see above), the
semantics are rather vague, and different opinions and understandings may arise from one model
diagram. Thus, the process models will always be subjective (the modeling process will lead to
different models for the same process), and there is no procedure for merging different models
produced by different stakeholders. Still, Yu’s approach is suitable and useful for representing
strategic issues in cooperation processes.
5.4 The Event-Driven Process Chain
5.4.1 Introduction and Basic Concepts
The Architektur integrierter Informationssysteme (ARIS6) is a framework for business pro-
cesses that includes process design, process management, process workflow, and process ap-
plication [Scheer, 1998]. The goal of ARIS is to provide a framework for business process
6For a more comprehensive description of ARIS cf. e.g., [Scheer, 1998, Keller and Teufel, 1997, Scheer, 1996].
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reengineering including process design and business process management as the basis for the
development of integrated business information systems. ARIS employs a five-step method
for capturing organizational processes and situation and mapping them to information systems
[Keller and Teufel, 1997, pp. 124-125]:
1. capture and analyze the current organizational situation,
2. define the intended business processes (in German: Fachkonzept),
3. map the intended processes to computer system requirements and user interfaces,
4. implement the system,
5. employ and maintain the system.
The ARIS model is comprised of different views representing discrete design aspects, viz. data
view, function view, organization view, and control or resource view, depending on the context
(information or business system, respectively) [Whitman et al., 1999]. The data view is repre-
sented by Entity-Relationship Diagrams and their extensions. The organization view makes use
of organizational charts to capture the structure of the organization. The function view consists
of function hierarchies. For the representation of the control view, which integrates the other
three views, ARIS makes use of event-driven process chains (EPCs).
The event-driven process chain was developed by SAP AG between 1990 and 1992 [Keller and
Teufel, 1997, p. 158], cf. also [Scheer et al., 1997, Keller and Teufel, 1997, Rump, 1997,
Zukunft and Rump, 1996, Remme and Scheer, 1996, Keller et al., 1992]. The EPC has been
employed in numerous projects in a multitude of contexts, both under laboratory conditions,
and in real-life applications [Rittgen, 2000]. The latter is particularly due to the commercial
success of SAP and ARIS.
The EPC has a supply-chain oriented view of the business process which in this context is
defined as “a procedure relevant for adding value to an organization” [Scheer, 1998, p. 542] (cf.
chapter 3.2). Basic concepts of the EPC (which is sometimes called lean EPC) are functions,
and events; in an extended EPC (EEPC), goals, organizational units, and information objects
are also represented [Loos and Allweyer, 1998]. An EPC describes processes, which consist
of events triggering functions and functions resulting in events, together with the control flow
of the process and logical operators. Processes can be split into subprocesses, and the resulting
subprocesses can be re-joined together. Both split and join are performed by means of logical
operators, such as AND, OR and XOR [Scheer, 1998, p. 542].
Functions stand for active parts of the business process, transforming some kind of input into
some kind of target output that serves some business goal. Hence, functions correspond to
activities (tasks, steps) that need to be executed [van der Aalst, 1999].
An event is the occurrence of a defined state, which induces a set of activities or functions.
An event describes the situation before and / or after a function has been executed, thus may
correspond to a function’s precondition and / or postcondition, respectively [van der Aalst,
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1999]. Events are passive in that they cannot “make” decisions, hence should not be followed
by OR or XOR distributors (see chapter 5.4.3).
As functions are triggered by events, and events are produced by functions, business process
is often represented in an EPC as a sequence of alternating functions and events [Loos and
Allweyer, 1998]. Alternative paths, or parallel subprocesses, can be represented by means of
the logical operators AND, OR, and XOR, which are used to split and join the control flow
[Loos and Allweyer, 1998].
5.4.2 A Sample Process Model
Figure 5.5 shows a sample EPC that depicts an activity-oriented perspective of the new product
development process informally described in chapter 5.2.
The sample process depicted in figure 5.5 corresponds to the process described in chapter 5.2.
In particular, the EPC7 shows cost calculation as a subtask performed by management (in this
case, the management of the respective line of business). On a more fine-grained level, this
task involves the development department as well. The development department needs to map
the technical information on the product to be developed to cost-relevant information. If this
information is faulty or incomplete (a service-oriented representation of this aspect can be found
in chapter 5.5.2), the resulting cost calculation wil necessarily be incorrect as well. In this
sample process, the manager calculates the costs based on the incomplete information provided
by the development department.
As can be seen from figure 5.5, EPCs tend to be rather large and unwieldy. In addition, the EPC
focuses on the control flow of the process, thus depicting a “bird’s eye view” of the process as
it should be rather than as it is.
5.4.3 Syntax
Although no formal syntax or semantics has been defined for EPCs in the original publications,
several authors have since made efforts at defining a formal syntax and semantics for the EPC.
The meta model presented in Figure 5.6 (taken from [Hess and Brecht, 1996]) shows the ex-
tended EPC (together with its graphical representation), but in the context of this thesis, I will
mostly deal with traditional (lean) EPCs, which have become most wide-spread. The shaded
area in figure 5.6 shows the lean EPC, which consists of (potentially composite) functions
and events, together with their relationships: a function can bring about an event; conversely,
an event can trigger a function. As real-life processes can require both consecutive func-
tions, without intervening events, or consecutive events, without intervening functions [Rittgen,
2000, Langner et al., 1997], there is an “is predecessor of” attribute attached to both “function”
and ”event”. This is in contrast to Hess and Brecht [Hess and Brecht, 1996], who do not allow
consecutive events in their meta model.
7The process is represented by a hierachical EPC, cf. chapter 5.4.4.
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Figure 5.6: Meta model for EPC, adapted from [Hess and Brecht, 1996, p. 110]
As EPCs are close to Petri nets8, a Petri net based syntax for EPCs can be defined. Rump
[Rump, 1997] defines the following formal syntax for non-hierarchical, lean EPCs that do not
contain process paths (in German: Prozeßwegweiser, cf. [Keller and Teufel, 1997, p. 157]).
Let E denote a set of events, F a set of functions (tasks), V a set of logical operators (in German:
Verknüpfungsoperatoren). Furthermore, E 6= ;, F 6= ;, and let E, F, and V be pairwise disjoint
sets. V = V
OR
[ V
XOR
[ V
AND
and V
OR
; V
XOR
; V
AND
pairwise disjoint sets.
Let K = E [ F [ V
Let C  K K. C describes the control flow
Furthermore, j ! k , (j; k) 2 C
Then, [Rump, 1997] defines the following sets:
8For an introduction to Petri nets see e.g., [Reisig and Rozenberg, 1998, Reisig, 1986]
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E
S
:= fe 2 E j j fd! eg j= 0g Set of initial events
E
E
:= fe 2 E j j fe! fg j= 0g Set of final events
S
OR
:= fj 2 V
OR
j j fj ! kg j> 1g Set of OR distributors
S
XOR
:= fj 2 V
XOR
j j fj ! kg j> 1g Set of XOR distributors
S
AND
:= fj 2 V
AND
j j fj ! kg j> 1g Set of AND distributors
J
OR
:= fj 2 V
OR
j j fk ! jg j> 1g Set of OR joins
J
XOR
:= fj 2 V
XOR
j j fk ! jg j> 1g Set of XOR joins
J
AND
:= fj 2 V
AND
j j fk ! jg j> 1g Set of AND joins
S
V
:= S
OR
[ S
XOR
[ S
AND
Set of distributors (split operators)
J
V
:= J
OR
[ J
XOR
[ J
AND
Set of joins
DEFINITION 5.10: MULTI-SET, MULTIPLICITY
Let K be a set. The K-ARY MULTI-SET of a set K is an ordered tuple
S := (K;m) with m : K ! IN [ 0:
m(x) is the MULTIPLICITY of x 2 K and P
x2K
m(K) = k:
As m(x) can also equal 0, the following additional notation is introduced:
x 2 S = (K;M), x 2 K ^m(x) > 0 and
x 62 S = (K;M), x 62 K _m(x) = 0
DEFINITION 5.11: STATE, CONFIGURATION
Let K = E[F [V as defined above. A STATE or CONFIGURATION S = (K;m
S
)
is a multi-set of K.
DEFINITION 5.12: INITIAL STATE / CONFIGURATION
An INITIAL STATE or CONFIGURATION B = (K;m
B
) is a state /configuration
such that
8b 2 B : b 2 E
S
^m
B
(b) = 1:
DEFINITION 5.13: FLAT EPC SCHEMA
Let S
0
be a set of initial states. A FLAT EPC SCHEMA A is given by the tuple
A := (E; F; V; C; S
0
):
Rump [Rump, 1997] furthermore defines structural rules that a syntactically correct flat EPC
schema needs to fulfil (cf. also [Keller and Teufel, 1997, pp. 172-175]):
1. The directed graph G = (K;C) is connected, i.e., has a path between every pair of nodes
(nodes are events, functions, or operators). Also, multiple edges between nodes are not
allowed [Keller and Teufel, 1997, p. 174].
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2. There is at least one initial event, and at least one final event:
j E
S
j> 0 ^ j E
E
j> 0
3. Functions have exactly one incoming edge and exactly one outgoing edge:
8f 2 F : j f j= 1 ^ j f j= 1 with
k := fj j j ! kg and k := fj j k ! jg
4. Events have exactly one incoming and / or exactly one outgoing edge:
8e 2 E : (j e j= 1 ^ j e j= 1) _ j e j + j e j= 1
In the case of initial (final) events, there is only one outgoing (incoming) edge
5. Operators either have exactly one incoming edge and several outgoing edges (in case of a
distributor or split operator) or several incoming edges and exactly one outgoing edge (in
case of a join):
8v 2 V : (j v j= 1 ^ j v j> 1) _ (j v j> 1 ^ j v j= 1)
6. Paths between operators are acyclic, hence, an operator cannot be connected to itself by
a sequence of operators only:
8u; v 2 V : u
V
! v ) u 6= v with
x!

y :, 9a
1
; : : : ; a
n
2 K; n > 1 : x = a
1
! a
2
! : : :! a
n
= y
being the transitive closure of ! that describes the events, functions, and operators that
are connected by the control flow.
x
V
! y :, 9v
1
; : : : ; v
n
2 V; n > 1 : x = v
1
! v
2
! : : :! v
n
! y
describes the elements that are connected through operators only.
7. Functions are connected to events only: 8f 2 F; e 2 KnV : f V! e) e 2 E
8. Events are connected to functions only:
8e 2 E; f 2 KnV : e
V
! f ) f 2 F
The last two rules are often considered too restrictive for practical purposes, as real-life pro-
cesses often contain consecutive events or functions, cf. [Rittgen, 2000, Langner et al., 1997].
The rules described above imply several important characteristics of EPCs:
 EPCs do not contain isolated nodes (implied by rules 3,4,5):
8k 2 K :j k j + j k j> 0
 There are no loops (in German: Schlingen) (implied by rules 6,7,8):
8k 2 K : (k; k) 62 C
 Any node is connected to a start event and to a final event:
8k 2 K 9e 2 E
S
: e!

k
8k 2 K 9e 2 E
E
: k !

e
Another rule that [Rump, 1997] and [Keller and Teufel, 1997] formulate is the following:
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 Events cannot make decisions, hence events cannot be connected to either XOR distribu-
tors or OR distributors:
8e 2 E; v 2 V : e
V
! v ) v 2 S
AND
[ J
XOR
[ J
OR
[ J
AND
5.4.4 Semantics
The semantics of an EPC is not necessarily unambiguous, and syntacically correct EPCs do
not always represent sensible processes [Rittgen, 2000, Langner et al., 1997, Rump, 1997].
Modeling errors can easily occur, among them the following:
 XOR distributor problems: If an opening XOR distributors is paired with a closing OR
join, the join operator allows for more cases than the distributor. If the closing join is an
AND operator, it will block [Langner et al., 1997].
 OR distributor problems: In case of an opening OR distributor that is paired with a clos-
ing AND join, the join will block if the OR activated only one of the paths [Langner et al.,
1997]. In case the OR distributor is paired with a XOR join, the latter can fire repeatedly
(as in Rump’s semantics, see below), which might not be the desired semantics.
 ambiguous OR join: OR joins are dependent on whether there is an opening OR distrib-
utor ahead in the process. Consider the example in Figure 5.7:
Figure 5.7: Petri net: OR join [Rittgen, 2000]
The process on the left hand side is unproblematic, as the path opened by the OR distrib-
utor is re-merged by the OR join. In the process on the right, however, the semantics of
the OR join is completely obscure, as it allows for at least three interpretations:
– Chen and Scheer postulate that the semantics of the operator is undefined as there is
no corresponding OR distributor [Rittgen, 2000].
– Langner et al. hold that the operator is “told” by the corresponding distributor to
wait for both paths, hence for a + b. Thus, the semantics of the operator is that of
an AND join [Langner et al., 1997]. This requires that for every join, there must be
a corresponding distributor, which restricts the set of possible EPCs.
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– Another possible semantics defined by Rittgen is that the first token to arrive (a or b)
fires the operator, which means that the operator possibly fires incorrectly, namely in
case both incoming paths had been activated by means of an OR distributor [Rittgen,
2000].
Several different semantics have been proposed for EPCs that deal differently (if at all) with
these problems: Rump describes a semantics based on the reachability graph of the EPC [Rump,
1997]. First, each initial event of the EPC is marked by a token in a way similar to Petri nets.
The reachability tree is defined as the set of configurations that can be reached from the initial
configuration S
0
by means of the transition function S defined as:
S
a
! S
0
, S
0
=
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
(S   fag) [ fbg ^ a! b if a 2 (E   E
E
) [ F
[S
XOR
[ J
XOR
(S   fag) [B ^B = fb 2 K j a! bg if a 2 S
AND
(S   fag) [B ^B  fb 2 K j a! bg if a 2 S
OR
^B 6= ;
(S   fag
m
S
(a)
) [ fbg ^ a! b if a 2 J
AND
^
m
S
(a) =j fc! ag j
(S   fag
m
S
(a)
) [ fbg
^a! b ^ :9S
1
; : : : ; S
n
: S
1
= S   fag
m
S
(a)
if a 2 J
OR
^a 2 S
n
^ S
1
! : : :! S
n
This function defines the configuration S 0 that is reached from configuration S by means of
firing node a. The first line defines that the token is removed from a and placed on the (or,
in the case of a XOR distributor, on one of the) nodes directly following on the operator in
case a is a (non-final) event, a function, a XOR join, or a XOR distributor. In case a is an
AND distributor, tokens are placed on every node following the operator, in case a is an OR
distributor, tokens are placed on the members of a subset of the nodes following the operator.
An AND join waits until each incoming path has delivered a token, then removes the tokens
and places a token on its successor node.
The last line of the definition shows that this semantics relies on global information instead of
local information only, as is the case with Petri nets: in case of an OR join, the tokens placed
on it are tentatively removed, and the complete EPC is then examined as to whether or not
any other tokens can reach this OR join. If there are other tokens, the operator waits; if not, it
fires. Thus, the complete EPC needs to be considered, and the semantics allows for deadlocks
to occur. In Rump’s semantics, a deadlock occurs when a two OR joins wait for each other as
depicted in figure 5.8 [Rump, 1997]. As both OR joins gather global information on whether
the other OR join can fire at all, the EPC blocks in case both could eventually fire, and therefore
never reaches a final state. Also, it is easy to block an OR join by means of a loop continuously
producing tokens within one of the paths leading to the OR join. Thus, this semantics does not
appear suitable for EPCs in general [Rittgen, 2000]
Another, Petri net based semantics has been defined by Chen and Scheer and is presented in
[Rittgen, 2000]. Chen and Scheer resolve the OR join problem by defining the semantics of
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Figure 5.8: EPC deadlock [Rump, 1997]
the OR join in question as follows: a token is sent along the outgoing paths of the opening
distributor. In addition, the OR join is told what tokens it needs to wait for. This semantics thus
relies on local information only (in contrast to the reachability graph-based semantics by Rump
[Rump, 1997]), and does not lead to a deadlock in the situation described above and in figure
5.8. On the other hand, Chen and Scheer’s semantics strongly restricts the possible EPCs in that
each distributor in an EPC requires a corresponding join [Rittgen, 2000]. Thus, e.g., EPCs with
less (or more) joins than distributors cannot be interpreted according to this semantics [Rittgen,
2000]. For the following class of EPCs, Chen and Scheer’s semantics is correct and complete
[Rittgen, 2000]:
DEFINITION 5.14: HIERARCHICAL EPC (SYNTAX)
EPC ::= OR j XOR j AND j SEQ
OR ::= EPC _ EPC
XOR ::= EPC xor EPC
AND ::= EPC ^ EPC
SEQ ::= f Event j Function j EPC g
The hierarchical EPC does not postulate that events and functions must alternate. On the other
hand, as the _, ^, and xor operators of a hierarchical EPC consist of an opening distributor
and a closing join of the same type as depicted in figure 5.9, the definition ensures that fork
operators are paired with their corresponding join operators. Hierarchical EPCs thus do not
pose any problem with regard to OR-distributors, as described in [Rittgen, 2000].
Langner et al. [Langner et al., 1997] define a semantic that resolves most semantic problems,
but does not restrict the set of possible EPCs as strongly as the hierarchical EPC. Instead, the au-
thors use BOOLEAN NETS for disambiguating the OR join. Boolean nets are Petri nets marked
with 0 or 1 as tokens which are passed along all paths for (dis)activating these paths: A 1 is
sent along a path to activate it, a 0 to disactivate it. The OR join (called merge/join) thus needs
to wait until all tokens have arrived along its incoming paths. AND and XOR operators block
in case 0 1 or 1 0 arrive (AND) or when 1 1 arrives (XOR) [Rittgen, 2000]. Langner et al.
then postulate a restriction on EPCs, namely that an EPC needs to be WELL-FORMED (in Ger-
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Figure 5.9: Hierarchical EPC operators [Rittgen, 2000]
man: wohlgeformt). A well-formed EPC is an EPC that has completed both the statical and
dynamical analyses described in [Langner et al., 1997]. In case an EPC is not well-formed, it
is transformed into a well-formed EPC. The drawback of the approach is that these transforma-
tions are non-trivial operations that can significantly change the EPC so that a domain expert is
needed to verify whether the resulting EPC is still a correct mapping of reality. An example of
such a transformation can be found in [Rittgen, 2000, Langner et al., 1997].
Another formal syntax and semantics for EPCs is defined by van der Aalst [van der Aalst,
1999]. He maps EPCs to Petri nets, but explicitly excludes any OR connectors, as it is difficult
to determine whether or not an OR join should synchronize [van der Aalst, 1999] (cf. also
above). Basically, events are mapped to places, and functions are mapped to transitions. The
mapping of connectors is much more complex: connectors can be mapped to arcs, or to small
networks. EPCs are then shown to correspond to a subset of Petri nets, viz. free-choice Petri
nets, which means that on the one hand, EPCs correspond to a Petri net subclass with desirable
propoerties, but on the other hand the expressive power of these EPCs is limited in comparison
with Petri nets [van der Aalst, 1999].
For dealing with assessing the quality of an EPC, van der Aalst gives the following definitions:
DEFINITION 5.15: REGULAR
An EPC is REGULAR iff
1. The EPC has two special events: e
start
and e
final
, with e
start
= ; and
e
final
 = ;
2. Every node n 2 N with N representing the set of the EPC’s nodes is on a
path from e
start
to e
final
The soundness of an EPC is then defined as follows:
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DEFINITION 5.16: SOUND
A regular EPC is SOUND iff
1. For every state M reachable from the initial state, i.e., the state where e
start
is the only event that holds, there is a firing sequence leading from state M to
the final state, i.e., the state where e
final
is the only event that holds.
2. The final state is the only state reachable from the initial state where event
e
final
holds.
3. There are no dead functions, i.e., for each function f there is a firing sequence
that executes f.
Based on this semantics, the soundness of an EPC can be determined in polynomial time
[van der Aalst, 1999]. This is very important, as real-life EPCs can be rather complex, and a
realistic EPC with about 80 tasks and events can easily have more than 200 000 states [van der
Aalst, 1999].
Van der Aalst also gives three ways of dealing with the OR connector problem:
 refine the EPC until all connectors are replaced by AND and / or XOR connectors. This
can leads to an “explosion” of the EPC.
 couple OR distributors and OR joins as in the hierarchical EPC presented in [Rittgen,
2000]. This restricts the expressiveness of the EPC.
 postpone the join until the moment where it is clear that the input is maximal, as suggested
by [Langner et al., 1997]. This leads to situations that are difficult to interpret and to
formalize.
Thus, there is no satisfactory way of dealing with the OR connector problem so far.
5.4.5 Application and Evaluation of the Event-Driven Process Chain
In spite of its commercial success, process modeling with the EPC presents several problems.
From a formal point of view, the EPC has the drawback illustrated above: although the EPC is
closely related to Petri nets, it is rather difficult to define a formal semantics for the EPC. This
is partly due to the OR connector problems described in chapter 5.4.4. Thus, there are several
different aproaches to defining a semantics, and it is important to keep in mind which semantics
underlies a given EPC.
There are also several problems with the application of the EPC: As the EPC is more suitable
for describing “what is intended” rather than “what is” [Keller and Teufel, 1997, p. 158],
the EPC focuses more on prescriptive modeling. This is rather against my hypothesis that
a process model needs to capture the exact way the process stakeholders are involved in the
process instead of prescribing their activities and responsibilities.
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In extended EPCs, exactly one responsible agent is defined for each function; this does not
take into account co-responsibility. The reasons for entities and activities involved in a process
are not shown, and neither are problem solving activities [Yu, 1995a, p. 73]. Process-oriented
descriptions do not encourage the consideration (and evaluation) of alternatives [Yu, 1995a, p.
39], as there is no connection between activities and business goals [Ferstl and Sinz, 1993].
5.5 Service-Oriented Cooperation Process Modeling
Method
5.5.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions
The service-oriented approach as presented by Schäl [Schäl, 1996] is based on the action work-
flow approach described in [Medina-Mora et al., 1992], which in turn is based on the Language-
Action Perspective [Winograd and Flores, 1986] (cf. also chapter 2.5.2). The basic idea behind
the service-oriented approach is that workflows consist of atomic “loops” (recurrent or ad hoc)
of actions that are performed by a performer (or supplier) to satisfy an (internal or external)
customer [Medina-Mora et al., 1992]. Thus, the focus is shifted from tasks and their structure
to the coordination of workflows [Medina-Mora et al., 1992]. The service-oriented approach
can also be used to detect and cope with potential breakdowns in the workflow structure.
Schäl’s point of view is that business processes are cooperative workflows aiming at and work-
ing towards customer satisfaction [Schäl, 1996, pp. 2-3] and thus is very similar to the approach
described in [Medina-Mora et al., 1992]. Customer satisfaction does not rely on the quality of a
product or service alone; instead, good management of poor services is often more appreciated
than a good product or service [Schäl, 1996, p. 11].
Schäl’s definition of a business process is as follows (cf. also chapter 3.2):
A business process creates an output which is of value for the customer. This value
is expressed by the customer’s satisfaction with the product or service delivered
by the supplier. The business process perspective represents the scope and internal
logic of the business process to achieve customer satisfaction by identifying cus-
tomers (internal and external), suppliers, conditions of satisfaction, roles and re-
sponsibilities (of process owners and managers) and the total workflow-cycle time
(from the customer’s request until the achieved customer satisfaction [Schäl, 1996,
p. 28].
In Schäl’s approach, a business process consists of action workflows, which represent bilateral
conversations for action [Winograd, 1988] performed by the customer and the supplier of the
process. In negotiation situations, customer and supplier can also perform a conversation for
possibility [Winograd, 1988], which is represented by a declaration workflow [Schäl, 1996,
pp. 36-39] Figure 5.10 shows an action workflow, whereas Figure 5.11 shows a declaration
workflow.
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Figure 5.10: Action workflow [Schäl, 1996, p. 37]
An action workflow consists of four sequential phases, namely an initial customer request,
whereby the customer states her condition of satisfaction, followed by a commitment phase, at
the end of which the supplier has agreed to accept the - possibly changed - customer request.
This is followed by a performance phase. During this phase, the supplier performs whatever ac-
tions are necessary to fulfil the customer request. The phase ends when the supplier reports that
the commitment has been fulfilled. Finally, the customer has to evaluate whether the supplier
really fulfilled the commitment. This is done during the evaluation phase. In terms of Speech
Act Theory, the customer’s request is a directive act, the supplier’s commitment is a commissive
act, and the customer’s evaluation is a declarative act. The supplier’s performance phase is a
combination of a report, representing an assertive act and the actual performance, which is not
a speech act.
The declaration workflow consists of only two phases, a proposal of the discussion topic by the
initiator, and a suggestion by the discussion partner, continuing the discussion.
Figure 5.11: Declaration workflow [Schäl, 1996, p. 38]
A business process is then constructed from action and declaration workflows. Most often,
the primary workflow will be an action workflow with secondary workflows. The relations
between primary (or basic) and secondary workflows are shown in figure 5.12 (cf. [Schäl,
1996, p. 39-40]). The request phase of the basic action workflow can give rise to a clarification
or endorsement workflow, which aims at clarifying the customer’s request so that the supplier
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clearly understands what the customer wants. In the commitment phase, a separate negotiation
workflow occurs quite frequently, e.g., when the supplier is not fully content with the customer’s
request and thus makes a counteroffer. During the performance phase, the supplier can initiate
a delegation workflow with some other supplier who is to provide some part of the customer
request. Thus, the original supplier now plays the role of customer of this secondary workflow.
Finally, the evaluation phase can result in a confirmation workflow.
Figure 5.12: Complex action workflow [Schäl, 1996, p. 40]
The next section shows a sample service-oriented model, which contains both a primary and
secondary workflow.
5.5.2 A Sample Process Model
Figure 5.13 shows an excerpt from the service-oriented perspective of the example described
in chapter 5.2. It shows part of the company’s new product development process, namely cost
calculation. The main action workflow, “Product Development Order”, gives rise to a negoti-
ation workflow, “Cost Calculation” during its negotiation phase. The meaning of this is that
costs should be calculated before the supplier, in this case the development department, makes
a commitment to the customer. The excerpt shown in figure 5.13 represents the situation that
we encountered in our case study described in chapter 5.2: customers directly deal with the
development department, without informing the sales department. Thus, the development de-
partment does not initiate a cost calculation process involving sales and / or management, so
that the cost calculation is not taken into account before the development department commits
to the customer’s request. This fact is expressed by the “missing workflow” link, which is an
extension to Schäl’s approach, as can be seen in figure 5.13. The advantage of not taking costs
into account is the flexibility and speed of the whole process: there is no need to wait for other
departments’ input, so that the customer receives a quick commitment from the development
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Figure 5.13: Sample service-oriented model, adapted from [Jarke and Kethers, 1999]
department. On the other hand, the development department does not inform sales and / or
management of the exact customer request, so that prices are not calculated realistically. In
addition, it is possible that the development department commits to a customer request that is
technically feasible, but too expensive, and should be refused for economical reasons. Thus, the
customer is most probably satisfied with the process, but the company loses money.
5.5.3 Syntax
Figure 5.14 shows a meta model (formulated in TELOS) for Schäl’s service-oriented modeling
approach. The central object of the method is the ActionWorkflow which consists of four
sequential phases, namely Request, Commitment, Performance, and Evaluation.
The first and fourth phase are performed by the Customer, whereas Commitment and
Performance are performed by the Supplier. The TELOS formalization of the Cus-
tomer is given below.
MetaClass Customer in Actor, Class with
customer_of
customer_of: ActionWorkflow
performs
performs_r: Request;
performs_e: Evaluation
end
Each of the four phases can give rise to a suitable secondary workflow, hence, a Clarifica-
tionWorkflow can be initiated during the Request phase, a NegotiationWorkflow
can occur during the Commitment phase, the Performance phase can lead to a Delega-
tionWorkflow, and during the EvaluationPhase, a ConfirmationWorkflow can
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Figure 5.14: Meta model for service-oriented process modeling
be initiated. These secondary workflows can either be ActionWorkflows, or Declara-
tionWorkflows.
MetaClass ActionWorkflow isA GenericWorkflow with
consists_of
consists_of_1: Request;
consists_of_2: Commitment;
consists_of_3: Performance;
consists_of_4: Evaluation
end
MetaClass Request in Activity with
induces
ClarificationWF: GenericWorkflow
end
A DeclarationWorkflow consists of only two phases, a Proposal (made by theIniti-
ator), followed by a Suggestion that is made by the Partner.
MetaClass DeclarationWorkflow isA GenericWorkflow with
consists_of
consists_of1: Proposal;
consists_of1: Suggestion
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end
MetaClass Initiator in Actor with
supplier_of
initiator_of: DeclarationWorkflow
performs
performs_p: Proposal
end
MetaClass Partner in Actor with
customer_of
initiator_of: DeclarationWorkflow
performs
performs_s: Suggestion
end
5.5.4 Semantics
In the action workflow, customer and supplier perform a bilateral conversation for action [Wino-
grad, 1988] . The semantics underlying the conversation for action is illustrated in figure 5.15.
At each non-final (i.e., non-bold) state of the finite state automaton depicted in figure 5.15, there
is a small set of alternatives open to the partners. The conversation starts with a request made
by the customer, or an offer made by the supplier. In the first case, the conversation is now in
the “requested” state, B. The supplier can now either commit, reaching state C, (“taken”), reject
the offer, leading to the final state H, (“refused”), or make a counteroffer so that state I, (“of-
fered”), is reached, triggering a secondary negotiation workflow. In state B, the customer can
only withdraw the request, so that the final state G, “deleted”, is reached. Once the conversation
has reached state C, the supplier can still reject the request, and the customer can still with-
draw. In addition, the supplier can report the completion of the request, so that the automaton
reaches state D, (“concluded”). The customer can then declare satisfaction with the supplier’s
performance, so that the final state E, (“satisfied”), is reached, or declare herself dissatisfied. In
the latter case, either state C, or state F is reached, depending on whether or not the customer
wishes the supplier to redo his performance (if she wants him to rework his performance, the
conversation is returned to state C).
The semantics of the service-oriented approach is based on the automaton shown in figure 5.15,
and is shown in figure 5.16, with the states corresponding to those of figure 5.15. The action
workflow is started by a customer request9, which is then accepted by the supplier (leading to
state C), rejected by the supplier (final state H), or withdrawn by the customer (final state G).
Optionally, there is a negotiation of the request, before either of states C, G, or H is reached.
In this case, states I (together with state B) represents a secondary negotiation workflow. Once
9Note that in contrast to a conversation for action, an action workflow can only start with a customer making a
request, not with the supplier making an offer.
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Figure 5.15: Conversation for action, adapted from [Schäl, 1996, p. 33]
state C has been reached, the supplier reports the completion of the request (state D), or reneges
on her acceptance (leading to state H). Alternatively, the customer can still withdraw (leading
to state G). After state D has been reached, the customer can withdraw the request (leading to
state G), declare satisfaction (final state E), or dissatisfaction with the supplier’s performance.
The latter leads to state C, which means that, in the customer’s opinion, the supplier needs
to rework his performance, or to final state F, which means that the customer does not wish
the supplier to perform any rework. Schäl also gives a mapping of the action workflow into a
state transition diagram as shown in figure 5.17. The mapping is somewhat problematic, as the
supplier’s consecutive phases, commitment phase and performance phase, are not separate in
the state transition diagram.
The declaration workflow is based on the conversation for possibility [Winograd, 1988]. The
corresponding automaton is shown in figure 5.18, and figure 5.19 shows the conversation for
possibility and its relationship to the declaration workflow. The declaration workflow is trig-
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Figure 5.16: Conversation for action and action workflow [Schäl, 1996, p. 38]
Figure 5.17: Mapping of a service-oriented workflow into a state-transition diagram [Schäl,
1996]
gered by the initiator’s proposal10, which marks the state change from state A to state B, (”pro-
posed”). In state B, the initiator can withdraw, ending the conversation in state E, (”deleted”), or
the partner can either accept the proposal, ending the workflow in state D, (”accepted”), reject
the proposal, leading to the final state F, (”refused”), or make a suggestion, thus continuing the
discussion, which then reaches state C, (”suggested”). State C is symmetrical to state B: The
initiator can continue the discussion by making another proposal, or reject or accept the sug-
gestion, ending the conversation in state D or F, respectively. The partner can withdraw, ending
10Note that a declaration workflow can only be started by an initiator’s proposal; the conversation for possibility
as shown in figure 5.18 can also be triggered by a suggestion by the partner
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the conversation in state E.
Figure 5.18: Conversation for possibility, adapted from [Schäl, 1996, p. 35]
Figure 5.19: Conversation for possibility and declaration workflow, adapted from [Schäl, 1996,
p. 39]
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The work discussed so far has concentrated on the semantics for describing the static aspects
of inter-organizational cooperation. In the context of the Language-Action Perspective, LAP,
there have also been approaches to capture the dynamics of cooperation and communication.
Often, deontic logic [Meyer and Wieringa, 1993, Meyer, 1988] has been used for this.
For example, [Schoop, 1998] presents a LAP-based approach to facilitating effective commu-
nication in cooperative documentation systems. A formal semantics is provided of elements of
a description language, namely communication partners coordinating their work by exchanging
speech acts about certain actions or propositions in a particular temporal order. The formal de-
scription language COOL combines dynamic deontic logic [Meyer and Wieringa, 1993, Meyer,
1988] and illocutionary logic [Searle and Vanderveken, 1985] and draws on [Dignum and
Weigand, 1995, Weigand, ]. The COOL language enables statements about speech acts con-
cerning actions or propositions to be made by a speaker to a hearer; it enables the resulting
effects such as beliefs or obligations to be specified, and it allows deadlines for certain types
of speech acts to be made explicit. A classification of utterances based on the illocutionary
force is provided, with each class of utterances being related to certain obligations. Obligations
can only arise, however, if the hearer explicitly accepts the speaker’s utterance in the particular
context. Therefore, a hearer can always accept or reject the speech act, on the base of certain va-
lidity claims [Habermas, 1981] that are related to the specific type of speech act. For example,
a directive can be rejected on the basis of incomprehensibility or inappropriateness, whereas
an assertion can be rejected on the basis of the claims of comprehensibility, appropriateness,
or truth. Since obligations only hold for a certain time (i.e., until they have been fulfilled or
violated, as in the case of missed deadlines), temporal operators are included in COOL. Thus, if
an obligation exists, it is possible to specify deadlines. For example, an action might have to be
carried out before a certain date or before a certain proposition becomes true. It is also possible
to specify that the action needs to be done immediately or between two dates. The language
COOL allows for the obligations to be checked at any point in time. It is possible to query the
existing obligations, the ones that have already been fulfilled, and the unfulfilled obligations.
Note that if an obligation has not been fulfilled and its deadline is past, then the obligation no
longer exists because it can never be fulfilled anymore. It is clear, however, that there exists
an unfulfilled obligation. In consequence, this could lead to sanctions, reminders, automated
actions, etc. COOL makes it possible to reason about ideal and actual behaviour and to initiate
actions or procedures if violations occur, i.e., if the actual behaviour is not the desired one.
A different formal LAP approach that is also based on [Weigand, , Dignum and Weigand, 1995]
is described in [Weigand and van den Heuvel, 1999]. A formal language for business com-
munication (FLBC) has been developed that aims at providing a formal basis for interactions
in electronic commerce. In particular, the phase of negotiation is supported. Electronic nego-
tiations are seen as forms of structured message exchanges with messages being speech acts.
These acts consist of the illocutionary force and the propositional content that are both formal-
ized. This enables reasoning about obligations, responsibilities, and duties in a similar way to
the approach described in [Schoop, 1998].
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5.5.5 Application and Evaluation of the Service-Oriented Modeling
Method
Schäl has employed the service-oriented modeling method in several case studies [Schäl, 1998,
Schäl, 1996]. For example, the complaints handling process in a chemical company was mod-
eled and redesigned by means of the service-oriented modeling method [Schäl, 1998, p. 62-67].
Schäl also reports on a case study dealing with process modeling and analysis prior to an in-
troduction of THE COORDINATOR (cf. chapter 2.5.3.2) at a non-profit organization operating
in professional training [Schäl, 1998, p. 149-154]. Schäl also reports on the credit process at
an Italian limited liability bank [Schäl, 1998, ch. 6]. Interviews were conducted with about 20
persons and led to the identification of customers, suppliers, conditions of satisfaction, break-
downs, and general problems. Thus, the real processes were represented, not intended ones.
Unfortunately, none of the case studies gives details on the actual modeling and analysis pro-
cesses. The modeling process aimed at defining fixed communication patterns, which in the
case of THE COORDINATOR,e.g., was considered too prescriptive, particularly when status dif-
ferences are present in the users of THE COORDINATOR [Schäl, 1996, p. 126]. The example
described in [Medina-Mora et al., 1992] indicates that the Action Workflow approach is rather
rigid and imposes a certain way of working on its users. This is a disadvantage as far as coop-
eration processes are concerned (cf. chapters 2.2 and 2.5). In addition, the modeling method
considers only workflows between two actors, although more actors might be involved [Yu,
1995b]. It is also impossible to model a workflow that starts with an offer made by the supplier
as described in [Medina-Mora et al., 1992], although this could easily be introduced into the
action workflow model. Optional elements in the workflow can hardly be dealt with; there are
no “shortcuts”, and there is no way of expressing alternatives.
Schäl also does not provide an analysis of the network of strategic relationships, or assistance
in the exploration of alternatives [Yu, 1999]. Also, there are no validity claims (cf. Haber-
mas [Habermas, 1981]), hence it is presupposed that e.g., the customer making a request is
entitled to do so. A more general drawback of the approach is its lack of an (unambiguous)
semantics. Finite state automata for both action and declaration workflow have been presented
in chapter 5.5.4, but the exact meaning of the workflow loops remains rather vague, and there
is no exact, formal definition of the workflow loop and its constituents. In particular, the ac-
tual object of the conversation, viz. the condition of satisfaction of a given workflow loop,
is not represented at all. Thus, once a customer has made a request, only the illocutionary
force of the customer’s move in the conversation is known, but the workflow documents noth-
ing about the actual propositional content of the request. Therefore, a given actor can only be
informed about his open commitments on a very abstract level, without any reference to what
exactly the actor is supposed to do, and what the conditions of satisfaction are. In addition, the
service-oriented approach presupposes that customer and supplier share (or achieve through a
clarification workflow) a common understanding of how the condition of satisfaction is to be in-
terpreted, and when it is fulfilled [Woitass, 1991, p. 58], but as there is no formal representation
of the condition, there is thus no way of objectively determining whether or not the condition
of satisfaction has been fulfilled.
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Figure 5.20: Excerpt from a case study [Ljungberg et al., 1997, Holm et al., 1996]
Another case study using the action workflow approach is described by Ljungberg, Holm, and
Hedman [Ljungberg et al., 1997, Holm et al., 1996]. The authors report on the reengineering
of the sales process at a small software company with about 30 employees. The company had
started out using traditional administrative systems, e.g., for order processing, and invoice gen-
eration. Later, LOTUS NOTES was introduced and became popular with several departments,
but in particular the administrative department used both LOTUS NOTES and the legacy systems,
copying information from the LOTUS NOTES applications into the legacy systems. The com-
pany thus ended up with several software systems containing redundant information. At this
stage, the reengineering of the sales process was initiated, and a new software system support-
ing the new process was then to be developed. Action Technology’s Action Workflow approach
was used for reengineering the process.
The company management’s goals of reengineering the process included the introduction of
process-oriented thinking, an increase in effectiveness without the need for hiring additional
personnel, better customer service, a global overview and monitoring of the sales process, as
well as global availability of relevant information through LOTUS NOTES (cf. chapter 2.5.3.2
for a short description of LOTUS NOTES). The sales personnel wanted to implement their
ideas on how to change the processing of orders and deliveries, and thus was very interested in
reengineering the process. They established a working group, and, after an initial brainstorming
session, two of the employees developed an action workflow model that was then discussed in
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the group. This process was repeated several times until the group was satisfied with the process.
There was hardly any external support for this development process.
Interestingly, the final process model, an excerpt of which is shown in figure 5.20, contains
several changes to the action workflow approach as described by [Medina-Mora et al., 1992]:
alternatives are represented with the aid of small diamonds, and secondary workflows often start
from their main workflows in one phase, but deliver feedback to another workflow phase, as is
the case, e.g., with the “Service Order” and “Service Purchase” workflows in the top part of
figure 5.20: the “Service Order” is initiated at the start of the “Customer Order”’s performance
phase, and in turn initiates another workflow, i.e., “Service Purchase”. At the end of the perfor-
mance phase of “Service Purchase”, feedback is delivered to the end of the performance phase
of the main workflow, “Customer Order”. Thus, the feedback phases are omitted from “Service
Order” and “Service Purchase”, and it is not clear what exactly the semantics of these secondary
workflows is with reference to the main workflow.
Ljungberg and Holm conducted five interviews with the company’s system users, staff respon-
sible for developing and maintaining the system, as well as a management representative, in
order to evaluate the effects of the reengineering and of the software introduction. Ljungberg
and Holm found that the non-computer experts considered the action workflow method not very
intuitive to use, and that they depended on the computer experts for support [Ljungberg et al.,
1997].
The same problem surfaced when we employed Schäl’s method in a case study dealing with
complaints management at a medium-sized enterprise manufacturing medical technology prod-
ucts (this case study is discussed in more detail in chapter 8.3.1, and in [Kethers and Schoop,
2000]): the process stakeholders (and non-computer experts) had trouble understanding the
formal modeling concepts. In addition, we found several more practical drawbacks of Schäl’s
approach. For example, in some cases, e.g., when a customer wishes to buy from a mail order
store, the workflow does not start with a customer request followed by the supplier’s commit-
ment, but with the supplier’s offer, representing a commitment (which the supplier has made by
publishing a products and price list) which is then followed by a customer request. Agostini et
al. [Agostini et al., 1994] include this possibility in the conversation for action11, but this cannot
be expressed in Schäl’s method. Also, several workflows consisted of a conversation between
three or more agents, and could not be mapped directly into Schäl’s model, as it only considers
bilateral conversations.
Another drawback of the modeling method is that sometimes, “backtracking” to earlier phases
(e.g., renewed negotiation of terms after performance phase has started) would be necessary,
but this is not possible. Schäl does introduce some kind of backtracking based on objections in
the X_Workflow system, but there is no corresponding modeling element in the method. Ad-
ditionally, we have found that even if the circles are closed, nothing is known about timeliness
and / or quality of the workflow cycle (cf. also [Jarke and Kethers, 1999]). There is also no way
of formulating deadlines.
11Winograd [Winograd, 1988] explicitly states that a conversation for action can only start with a request, but at
the same time, THE COORDINATOR allows an “offer” as the first move in a conversation.
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5.6 Nissen’s Information Flow-Oriented Approach
5.6.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions
Nissen’s information flow-oriented approach [Nissen and Jarke, 1999, Nissen, 1997, Nissen
et al., 1996, Nissen and Zemanek, 1995] is based on the Analysis of Present and Future Re-
quirements, PFR [Abel, 1995]. It is an informal design method employed mostly in require-
ments engineering contexts. The method focuses on the analysis and optimization of business
processes, workflows, and information flows, the optimization of the EDP infrastructure, and
the integration of EDP and workflows with the business goals of the company [Nissen, 1997,
p. 8]. The approach describes the information flows between the different agents involved in
a process. In addition, different stakeholders’ perspectives are recorded. The resulting process
models can then be analyzed with reference to aspects such as consistency across stakeholder
perspectives.
Nissen’s approach consists of three steps [Nissen, 1997, p. 8-15], but before the modeling
process can be started, the envisioned goals and subjects of the analysis need to be determined
so that the scope of the modeling can be defined. Then, the first step of the modeling process
is a moderated group session with the process stakeholders as participants. The goal of the
workshop is to determine an initial shared vision of the process [Nissen et al., 1996]. The
process stakeholders form groups and develop a set of documents and diagrams containing
 a list of business goals.
 a process model depicting the organizational units involved, and their information flows.
Information flows are characterized by their sender and receiver, the contents (e.g., an
order, or a task specification), the medium used for transporting the contents (e.g., the
telephone, a fax, or an e-mail), and the quality of the information flow (e.g., “too slow”
or “OK”).
 a first analysis of the current process, its business goals and their interdependencies, to-
gether with potential goal changes.
 a draft of the redesigned process.
The second step of the method consists of two intertwined substeps, namely information acqui-
sition, and analysis of perspectives. The goal of this step is to refine the initial documents with
the aid of more detailed information gathered from individual process stakeholders. In partic-
ular, interviews are conducted with process stakeholders, and further information on the actual
documents exchanged during the process is collected. The additional information results in the
development of different perspectives of the business process under consideration. This hap-
pens e.g., when different employees give their opinion on common, or parallel, tasks, or when
one employee describes another person’s work. This often results in conflicting perspectives.
An analysis of these perspectives, their interplay, and their agreement with the shared vision
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described in the first step is then conducted. Also, missing information, modeling errors and
conflicts are analyzed.
In the third step, the analysis results are presented to the process stakeholders and discussed
with them. The aim of this step is to achieve consensus on the process and its redesign.
The output of the completed analysis process consists of a comprehensive requirements doc-
ument containing among others a data-oriented perspective on the process in the form of a
modified ER- model, a process-oriented perspective in the form of a dataflow diagram, and a
behaviour-oriented perspective in the form of a state-transition-diagram.
The method can be flexibly adapted to the company’s special requirements, e.g., by using data
flow diagrams instead of the information flow diagrams, or by integrating existing results from
previous analyses using other methods.
5.6.2 A Sample Process Model
The sample information flow model corresponding to the scenario described in chapter 5.2 can
be found in chapter 8.3.3.3. Figure 5.21 shows a sample process model from a different case
study, as described by Nissen [Nissen, 1997].
The sample process model depicted in figure 5.21 has been the result of a group session as
described above. The process model consists of organizational units (depicted by the irregularly
shaped light and dark patches, with the light shapes representing internal units, whereas the dark
shapes represent external units, such as the customer), and the information flows between them,
represented as solid arrows. The organizational units are further characterized by small images,
e.g., groups (for a department), or individual persons, where the unit consists of only one person,
or buildings. The information flows carry numbers defining the sequence of the flows, and, as
can also be seen in the picture, have information on the medium (e.g., note, printout, telephone)
and on the flow’s quality (e.g., a stop sign for an interrupted flow, or a “thumbs down” sign for
a bad information flow) attached.
5.6.3 Syntax
The syntax of Nissen’s approach has been defined by means of a TELOS meta model, which
defines the syntactic construction of a process model cf. [Nissen, 1997]. Nissen’s approach inte-
grates several perspectives, namely an information exchange perspective, a document structure
perspective, and an activity sequence perspective [Nissen et al., 1996], which covers activity-
oriented aspects in a way similar to the methods described in chapter 4.4.4. The meta models
corresponding to the perspectives12 are shown in figure 5.22.
The activity sequence perspective (shown in the leftmost box in Figure 5.22) centers on the
action concept: employees perform actions, actions follow each other sequentially, and actions
12A modified meta model capturing the information flow and document structure aspects is described in chapter
6.2.2.
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Figure 5.21: Sample information flow model [Nissen, 1997]
get and produce information.
The middle box in Figure 5.22 shows the information exchange perspective. This is represented
by the fact that organizational units send packages to (other) organizational units.
The rightmost box shows the document structure perspective, which consists of an includes
relationship between a form and an included item.
Figure 5.23 shows the integrated meta meta model depicting the three perspectives and their
interdependencies. The meta model and meta meta model concepts are linked by instance of
relationships. Hence, the meta model concepts organizational unit and employee are instances
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Figure 5.22: Nissen’s information flow-oriented approach: meta models
of the meta meta model concept agent. Redundant attributes (e.g., the writes relationship) have
been added so that consistency checks across the perspectives can be performed.
Figure 5.23: Nissen’s information flow-oriented approach: meta meta model
5.6.4 Semantics
The semantics of Nissen’s approach has been defined by means of integrity constraints formu-
lated in TELOS, which are attached to the meta models, or the integrated meta meta model
(see chapter 5.6.3), depending on whether they can be formulated independently from the meta
model, cf. [Nissen, 1997]. An example of such an integrity constraint is the following:
OrganizationalUnit!sends with constraint
c: $ exists p/Package (this a p) $
end
The constraint formulates the requirement that for every instance of an Organizational-
Unit!sends attribute, there must be an instance of Package that is connected to the Or-
ganizationalUnit!sends attribute by means of an instance of the attribute a. Other
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integrity constraints can be used to express unequivocality, etc. As it is desirable to use notation-
independent integrity constraints, integrity constraints are attached to the integrated meta meta
model where possible.
5.6.5 Application and Evaluation of Nissen’s Information Flow-Oriented
Approach
PFR was initially employed as an informal method, without a systematic method for the analy-
sis of the resulting models. This resulted in an error-prone and time-consuming manual analysis
of the different perspectives. Nissen’s approach not only extends PFR, but also contains a for-
malization by means of M-TELOS (for an overview of TELOS cf. e.g., [Mylopoulos et al.,
1990], or chapter 6.3.3) [Nissen, 1997, Nissen et al., 1996].
The formalization has been tested and validated in several real-life case studies [Nissen, 1997,
Nissen et al., 1996]. Inconsistencies in the model are explicitly allowed, M-TELOS query
classes are used for a systematic analysis of the process model with respect to inconsistencies
and other errors. In addition, a user handbook for dealing with the query results has been com-
posed. For each of the about 80 query classes, the handbook contains the M-TELOS query class
specification, a description of how to call the query in CONCEPTBASE, a textual description of
the query’s intended meaning, and a list of possible interpretations for the query results.
The advantages of Nissen’a approach include the fact that the analysis process is most often
completed in weeks, not months [Nissen et al., 1996]. Also, Nissen’s approach improves the
communication between stakeholders so that conflicts between stakeholders are not suppressed,
but detected, discussed, and resolved, and thus turned into fruitful input to the design process.
A disadvantage of the approach is that it still does not give a holistic representation of the
process in question: it represents service-oriented aspects only implicitly, and strategic aspects
are only represented in the form of a rough list of business goals. Thus, analysis of the models
with reference to the other relevant perspectives is still a manual and error-prone task.
5.7 Conclusion
As we have seen, the modeling and analysis of cooperation processes is an important precondi-
tion for the design of high-quality cooperation processes. There are many different methods for
modeling such processes, which I have classified into a taxonomy of strategic, activity-oriented,
service-oriented, and information flow-oriented approaches (cf. chapter 4.4). Representatives
of the four modeling perspectives have been described with respect to their formal and informal
characteristics.
Unfortunately, none of the four modeling perspectives alone can capture a cooperation process
in full. For example, most methods that are reported in literature are activity-oriented, but are
not suitable for capturing cooperation processes. Instead, all four perspectives are of relevance
to cooperation processes, especially in organizational settings. A methodology for modeling
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and analyzing cooperation processes that integrates relevant aspects from all four perspectives
is therefore described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
CO-MAP, a Workplace-Oriented
Methodology for Modeling and Analyzing
Cooperation Processes
Having divided to conquer, we must
reunite to rule.
Mark Jackson,
quoted in [Nuseibeh et al., 1994]
Wisdom, it is said, is not in just knowing
the goal, but also knowing the next
best step to achieve that goal.
[Mayer and deWitte, 1998]
6.1 Objectives of this Chapter
As we have seen in chapter 2, interorganizational cooperation has many theoretical advantages,
particularly for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), but has often failed to come up to
expectations (cf. [Theis, 1997, p. 2], [Fontanari, 1995]). Especially SMEs very often have little
or no experience with cooperation, and thus do not make use of cooperation as a strategy. To
make use of cooperation, organizations need to acquire and maintain cooperation competence,
i.e., knowledge about the concepts of cooperation and methods for implementing them. This is
by no means a trivial task; in both SMEs and large enterprises, even internal cooperation often
results in problems and delays because cooperation processes are deficient (cf. e.g., chapter 2.3).
Thus, it is necessary to support internal cooperation before dealing with external cooperation.
A crucial issue for achieving cooperation competence is a suitable methodology for the design,
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representation, and analysis of cooperation processes. First, the cooperation processes within
an enterprise need to be taken into account, because often, the processes are not obvious to the
employees involved in them; as Mayer and de Witte state, “our experience has shown us that
members of a cross-functional team are often surprised at ‘how things get done’ somewhere
else in the enterprise” [Mayer and deWitte, 1998]. In particular, “situations where the process
in question is being performed contrary to the business rules that are supposed to guide the
process” [Mayer and deWitte, 1998] and other drawbacks and / or problem areas of the process
need to be detected. As a second step, cooperation processes linking different companies should
be considered. Processes in cooperation networks belong to this latter category as well.
To deal with cooperation processes, several stakeholders’ and modeling perspectives need to
be covered. For the general context of process modeling, Curtis et al. define four process
modeling perspectives (functional, behavioural, organizational, and informational), and state
the hypothesis that “when combined, these perspectives will produce an integrated, consistent,
and complete model of the process analyzed” [Curtis et al., 1992]. I have defined four perspec-
tives (activity-oriented, strategic, service-oriented, and information flow-oriented, cf. chapter
4.4), which fulfil this hypothesis in the context of cooperation processes within and between
organizations.
This chapter therefore describes CO-MAP, a workplace-oriented process modeling and analysis
methodology that supports informal and formal descriptive process modeling covering these
different perspectives, and provides functionality for the analysis of the resulting process models
both within and between the modeling and stakeholder perspectives.
6.2 Introduction to CO-MAP
6.2.1 Overview of CO-MAP
Figure 6.1 shows the different steps of CO-MAP, namely
 capturing an informal process model by means of a facilitated group session involving all
process stakeholders (cf. chapter 6.3.1),
 the formalization of the informal process model, as described in chapter 6.3.2, including
the derivation of the different perspectives, cf. chapter 6.4, and
 a subsequent analysis of the model, cf. chapter 6.5.
Both modeling steps as well as the process analysis can also stand alone, hence the methodology
can be used for the development of an informal process model without any formalization or
analysis of the model, or existing process models can be formalized and analyzed as long as
they fit in with the meta meta model, but it is recommended that all steps are performed. CO-
MAP can also be used for process redesign and the evaluation of such a redesigned process (cf.
chapter 8.3.1 for the description of a business process redesign case study).
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the CO-MAP methodology
To capture as much information as possible about the process in question, the workplace-
oriented process modeling methodology makes use of a group session where the process stake-
holders jointly develop documents capturing the different modeling and stakeholder perspec-
tives relevant to the process. This results in an informal process model. After the workshop,
formal representations of the diverse perspectives on the process are derived by means of a
graphical editor mapping the informal documents into TELOS representations that are stored
in a CONCEPTBASE object base (cf. chapter 6.3.3 for an introduction to M-TELOS and CON-
CEPTBASE). The concepts and relationships of the informal process model are represented in
TELOS as instantiations of the perspective’s meta model which in turn is instantiated from a
shared meta meta model covering all perspectives. Additional information, e.g., from quality
handbooks, other documents, or in the form of user input, provides more detail to the represen-
tations of the different perspectives. The resulting formal process model is then analyzed by
means of CONCEPTBASE query classes.
The process modeling component of CO-MAP is described in chapter 6.3, whereas chapter
6.4 describes the derivation of the perspectives, and chapter 6.5 describes CO-MAP’s process
analysis method.
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6.2.2 Characteristics of CO-MAP
The of the Workplace-Oriented methodology for modeling cooperation processes, CO-MAP,
has the following essential characteristics, which are described in more detail below:
 integration of different modeling perspectives
 integration of various stakeholder perspectives
 scenarios
 quality of information flows
 formalization, inconsistencies, and analysis
Integration of different modeling perspectives. To achieve a more complete coverage of
the process in question, the workplace-oriented methodology integrates different methods for
modeling individual perspectives, viz.
 an information flow-oriented perspective that is based on the information flow and docu-
ment structure perspectives of Nissen’s approach, cf. chapter 5.6.
 a strategic perspective taken from Yu’s approach, cf. chapter 5.3).
 an activity-oriented perspective that is based on the activity-oriented perspective con-
tained in Nissen’s approach, and the event-driven process chain, cf. chapters 5.6 and
5.4.
 a service-oriented perspective based on Schäl’s approach, cf. chapter 5.5.
The different perspectives are described by means of meta models which, together with their
interrelationships, are in turn described by means of a meta meta model which defines the
workplace-oriented process modeling methodology.
Due to this approach, the methodology is flexible with respect to the integration of new meta
models and customization of the notations used in the methodology.
The development of the meta meta model follows the process described in [Nissen, 1997, chap-
ter 6.4] (see chapter 6.3.3.1).
Integration of various stakeholder perspectives. In cooperation processes, several actors,
often belonging to different departments, and with different personal goals, backgrounds, and
interests, need to work together to achieve a common goal. To support this cross-functional
cooperation, the process in question is not only modeled by the company department(s) who
are the main process performers. Instead, several (all, if possible) process stakeholders draw
their own process model(s) from their own perspectives. The advantage of this is that misun-
derstandings between the parties involved come to light and can be resolved when the different
models are developed and discussed.
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Scenarios. The workplace-oriented modeling methodology describes the process under con-
sideration by means of real-life scenarios. A scenario in the requirements engineering context
is “a description of a possible set of events that might reasonably take place” [Jarke et al.,
1998a, Jarke, 1999]. In the process modeling and analysis context of this thesis, a SCENARIO is
defined as follows:
DEFINITION 6.1: SCENARIO
A SCENARIO is a description of some part of a process instance, that has been taken
from reality. Scenarios document the interrelationships between agents, activities,
information flows, goals, events, and other concepts relevant to their respective
domain by means of real-life examples.
Scenarios represent a middle-ground abstraction between models and reality [Jarke, 1999], and
thus reside on the usage environment layer of the IRDS architecture (cf. figure 4.1, or [Nissen
and Jarke, 1999, ISO/IEC International Standard, 1990]). Advantages of scenarios include their
intuitive understandability, which makes them suitable media for participatory design, and the
fact that they facilitate the reuse of design knowledge [Jarke, 1999]. The workplace-oriented
process modeling methodology captures such scenarios and can be used to obtain different
perspectives of each scenario, so that additional insight in the process and its instances can be
gained.
Quality of information flows. The methodology also takes the quality of information flows
into account. Information flows can, e.g., be too slow or too fast, or contain too much or too
little information. In addition, necessary information flows can be missing, or the recipient of
the information can be forced to make an effort to get the information from the sender. Such
defective information flows have both short-term (e.g., cooperation-impeding) and long-term
(relating to knowledge management aspects) effects on the process in question (see chapter
3.3.1 for details). These quality aspects are covered in the workplace-oriented process modeling
methodology.
Formalization, Inconsistencies and Analysis. It is an important feature of the methodology
that the different perspectives are formalized. During the formalization process, inconsistencies
and conflicts are not resolved in any way, so that the models are not necessarily consistent within
or between perspectives. These inconsistencies and conflicts are detected during the analysis
phase, and can thus be resolved instead of being suppressed.
6.3 Process Modeling
Process modeling with the CO-MAP methodology consists of three subsequent steps1, as de-
picted in figure 6.1. First, CO-MAP makes use of a group session to capture the as-is infor-
1The fourth step, process analysis, is described in chapter 6.5.
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mation flows of the process under consideration. It is also theoretically possible to use only
process chains for capturing the process model, but this is not recommended, as the informa-
tion flow perspective cannot easily be reconstructed from the process chains. The second step
consists of formalizing the informal process diagrams by means of CONCEPTBASE and TE-
LOS. Finally, models focusing on the other perspectives are derived from the information flow
diagrams. Additional information can be used to elaborate the target models.
The first step of CO-MAP is the capturing of as-is process information. It is described in the
next section.
6.3.1 Capturing Process Information
The objective of capturing process information is to develop an as-is process representation
as the basis for further process modeling and analysis. This is done by means of a group
session moderated by a facilitator who, ideally, should not be involved in the process, and
should have moderating experience. The group session participants are the process stakeholders
whose perspectives of the process are captured in informal process diagrams during the group
session. These diagrams, together with the minutes of the discussions during the group session,
and with other relevant process documents, e.g., a list of business goals or process chains taken
from the company’s quality management handbook, are then used as the basis for the subsequent
formalization and analysis steps. The exact procedure is as follows:
1. Before the group session, the following steps need to be performed. The first step in-
cludes the definition of the scope, i.e., the processes that are to be modeled and analyzed.
Based on this decision, the participants and a suitable moderator need to be selected. The
participants should include all process stakeholders, and at least one member of the com-
pany management (if possible). The size of the group should be approx. 10 persons at
most; if there are more stakeholders, the group should probably be split up. For every 3 to
4 participants, there should be one additional person keeping minutes of the discussion.
The participants should be informed about the session, its scope, and its estimated dura-
tion (about 4 to 6 hours). In addition, the material (pinboards, cut-out graphical symbols)
needs to be prepared.The graphical symbols can be tailored to the user requirements; for
example, in one of our case studies, information flows often occurred during breaks, or
in informal social meetings. Hence, we introduced a “coffee mug” symbol to represent
such meetings as media of information flow.
2. During the group session, the following steps are performed
(a) The moderator introduces the topic and agenda; in addition, the participants should
briefly introduce themselves and state their connection with the process.
(b) The moderator then asks the participants to write their (positive and negative) ex-
pectations concerning the workshop on brainwriting cards; the contributions are
then collected, presented to the group, and clustered on a pinboard. The final result
is a structured list of the participants’ expectations. (This step is optional).
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Figure 6.2: Graphical symbols used in CO-MAP
(c) The group then develops an information flow perspective of the as-is process model
with the aid of pinboards and graphical symbols (cf. figure 6.2). This step consists
of the following substeps:
First, the group agrees on which scenarios are to be modeled. Several scenarios can
be captured by one group and in the same document. Then, the moderator should
divide the participants into groups so that several perspectives on the same scenario
are captured. Each group should be accompanied by a separate person keeping the
minutes of the discussion within the group. The actual process modeling consists
of determining the actors (organizational units) that are involved in the process, de-
termining the information flows between the actors, including the contents, media
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and sequence of the information flows within the scenario. Next, quality symbols
(cf. figure 6.2) need to be attached to the information flows. The moderator then
reassembles the group, and the participants are encouraged to use the resulting pro-
cess diagrams to discuss the weak points of the process which are then captured
in a separate list. Also, possible solutions to these weak points are discussed and
captured. The strategic aspects (business goals, individual agents’ goals, and inter-
dependencies) are captured in a separate document, during the discussion.
The results of the group session include a structured list of the participants’ expectations
(if step 2b) has been performed), a set of diagrams showing the stakeholders’ perspectives
on the information flows (several sample diagrams from our case studies can be found
in chapter 8.3), a list of weak points together with possible solutions, a compilation of
business goals and other strategic issues, and the minutes of the discussion.
3. After the workshop, the resulting documents are analyzed as follows: The graphical in-
formation flow perspective representations are formalized in TELOS (cf. chapter 6.3.3)
by means of a graphical editor (cf. chapter 7.3). These basic representations, together
with supporting information from the other documents produced during the workshop,
are used for the semi-automatical derivation of representations of the other three perspec-
tives. Where necessary, further information, e.g., obtained from quality handbooks, or
from user interviews, should be considered as well. The resulting perspective models are
then analyzed2 by means of (pre-defined) query classes with respect to errors, inconsis-
tencies, and benchmarking aspects. After the analysis, possible measures to improve the
process are determined, and the analysis results, together with the suggestions, are then
discussed with the stakeholders and - if possible - the company management.
The CO-MAP methodology thus represents an extension of Nissen’s information flow-oriented
approach as described in chapter 5.6.
6.3.2 Formalizing the Process Model
This chapter describes the formalization of the informal process model with the aid of the
knowledge representation language TELOS. TELOS has been used for the formalization of
the workshop results, for the transformation of the perspectives into the other perspectives, and
for the analysis of the resulting formal process models. The following section gives a brief
introduction to the TELOS language and its implementation, CONCEPTBASE.
6.3.3 Telos and CONCEPTBASE
TELOS [Mylopoulos et al., 1990] is a knowledge representation language that was developed
for representing information about information systems. It is based on RML (Requirements
2It is possible that additional interviews need to be conducted because there is some missing information.
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Modeling Language [Greenspan et al., 1994, Greenspan et al., 1982]). RML was designed to
capture non-functional requirements in the requirements engineering process, and provides “a
notation for requirements modeling which combines object-orientation and organization, with
an assertional sublanguage used to specify constraints and deductive rules” [Greenspan et al.,
1994].
RML evolved into CML (Conceptual Modeling Language, described in [Stanley, 1986]), and
later into Telos [Mylopoulos et al., 1990]. Key characteristics3 of TELOS are the following:
Figure 6.3: TELOS data model [Nissen et al., 1996]
 The TELOS data model (cf. figure 6.3) contains nodes (representing objects) and links
(representing attributes and relationships). Logical assertions can be used for formal rea-
soning, either for expressing deductive rules or integrity constraints, for automatically de-
riving information, and for controlling the entry or revision of information [Nissen et al.,
1996]. The classification relationship is provided by means of the instance relationship,
in. The number of levels of classification is not limited - classes can be instances of meta
classes, which in turn can be instances of meta meta classes, etc. TELOS also supports
multiple classification, i.e., objects can belong to multiple classes [Nissen et al., 1996].
The semantics of class membership, specialization, and attribution is encoded by a set of
approximately 30 axioms represented either as deductive rules or as integrity constraints.
 In TELOS, there is only one base relation P(o,s,l,d), describing a so-called propo-
sition, that is used for representing all nodes and edges, i.e., all objects, classes, meta
classes, attributes, class membership relationships, specialization relationships, deduc-
tive rules, integrity constraints, and queries [Mylopoulos et al., 1990]. In P(o,s,l,d),
o represents the unique identifier of the proposition, whereas s and d represent the unique
identifiers of the source and destination propositions, respectively. Finally, l stands for
the name of the proposition [Nissen, 1997]. For example, the propositions
P(#Actor;#Actor; Actor;#Actor) (6.1)
P(#MetametaClass;#MetametaClass; MetametaClass;#MetametaClass) (6.2)
3Telos also allows for the representation of and reasoning about temporal knowledge [Mylopoulos et al., 1990],
but this has not been relevant for this thesis.
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P(#in1;#Actor; in;#MetametaClass) (6.3)
express the fact that two objects, Actor (referenced in the proposition by its object
identifier, which in this case is #Actor, cf. proposition no. 6.1) and MetametaClass
(referenced by its identifier, #MetametaClass, cf. proposition no. 6.2) exist in the
knowledge base, and that an in relationship exists between them, with Actor (or rather,
the Actor’s identifier, #Actor) as the source and MetametaClass (denoted by its
identifier, #MetametaClass) as the target of the relationship (cf. proposition no. 6.3).
Note also that the in relationship also has an object identifier, #in1. As in stands for
an instance of relationship, Actor is an instance of MetametaClass.
 TELOS allows for the formulation of integrity constraints and deductive rules, using a
typed first order assertion sublanguage [Mylopoulos et al., 1990]. Both deductive rules
and integrity constraints can be attached to objects in the knowledge base.
 TELOS supports meta formulas, i.e., deductive rules ranging over more than one classi-
fication level (instances, classes, meta classes, etc.) [Nissen et al., 1996]. These rules
are partially evaluated to a collection of rules (or constraints) ranging over exactly one
classification level. Metaformulas are defined as follows [Nissen and Jarke, 1999], cf.
also [Nissen, 1997, Jeusfeld, 1992]:
DEFINITION 6.2: METAFORMULA
A formula ' is a META FORMULA if
– ' contains a literal In(x; c) with c being a variable, or
– ' contains a literal A(x;m; y) with x not range restricted by a literal
In(x; c) with c being a constant.
In this thesis, metaformulas are used for the formulation of integrity constraints and anal-
ysis queries (cf. chapters 6.3.3.1 and 6.5).
A more strict variant of TELOS, O-TELOS, was formalized by Jeusfeld [Jeusfeld, 1992]. O-
TELOS allows the interpretation of the data model as a deductive database [Nissen, 1997]. Nis-
sen extended O-TELOS by introducing modules. Modules are similar to modules in software
engineering, representing separate modeling contexts that can be used for the representation
of multiple perspectives on the same data [Nissen and Jarke, 1999, Nissen, 1997]. Modules
are arranged hierarchically, i.e., a module can contain other modules, with the built-in mod-
ule System as the top module in the hierarchy. Each module has its own name space, which
contains the concepts that are contained in the module, or in the module’s superordinate mod-
ules. This new formalization is called M-TELOS and is formally defined in [Nissen and Jarke,
1999, Nissen, 1997]. The term TELOS will from now on be used to denote the generic TELOS
language, whereas O-TELOS and M-TELOS will be used to denote the specific TELOS dialects.
TELOS has been implemented in the meta data management system CONCEPTBASE [Jeusfeld
et al., 1998, Jarke et al., 1998b, Jarke et al., 1995]. The system has a client-server architecture
with the CONCEPTBASE server storing, querying, and updating models formulated in O-TELOS
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or M-TELOS. CONCEPTBASE clients communicate with the server via the Internet, using TCP
connections. The CONCEPTBASE distribution includes the CONCEPTBASE Workbench, a col-
lection of text-based tools for editing, querying, and browsing the contents of the database, as
well as an additional graphical browser that additionally enables the user to define one or several
graphical representations of the database contents.
CONCEPTBASE offers a set of literals for the predicative language defined on top of a TELOS
knowledge base. A full list of these literals is given in [Jarke et al., 1998b]. Sample literals
include the following:
 In(x,c). The object x is an instance of class c.
 A(x,m,y). The object x has an attribute to object y. This attribute is an instance of an
attribute category with the label m. Due to the structural integrity, the label m belongs to
an attribute of a class of x.
 From(p,x) and To(p,x). The object p has source (destination) x.
In CONCEPTBASE, queries are defined as special classes, so-called QueryClasses, whose in-
stances are the answers to the query. The CONCEPTBASE Query Language CBQL is described
in more detail in [Jarke et al., 1998b]. Integrity constraints can therefore either be formulated
as constraints that are attached to an object, or as query classes. In the latter case, the integrity
constraints are not enforced. Instead, violations of the constraints are allowed, and these viola-
tions can be detected by means of queries, represented by the query classes. This characteristic
is made use of in this thesis (cf. chapters 6.3.3.1, 6.5).
Apart from the internal representation in the form of propositions as seen above, TELOS pro-
vides a textual representation of the objects in the database that is more easily understandable
for human users and is accessible by means of the Telos editor integrated in the CONCEPT-
BASE Workbench. This representation uses frames that group together the relevant information
contained in an object. The propositions 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 above correspond to the following
frame:
Actor in MetametaClass
end
A sample instance of the Actor meta meta class is the following:
SE_Customer in Actor
end
A more complex frame that also contains attributes is the following:
Actor in MetametaClass
with attribute
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consists_of: Actor;
performs: Activity
end
In this case, the Actor object has two attributes, consists_of, whose destination is an
Actor, and performs with the destination Activity (another object in the database). The
SE_Customer could therefore have, e.g., an attribute performs_r which belongs to the
attribute category performs of the Actor meta meta class, hence:
SE_Customer in Actor
with attribute, performs
performs_r: SE_Request
end
SE_Request in Activity end
Note that TELOS requires that the SE_Request is an instance of the Activity meta meta
class, as the performs attribute points to the Activity concept.
Apart from attributes, TELOS frames can also contain rules and integrity constraints expressed
in the CONCEPTBASE predicative language CBL [Jarke et al., 1998b]. A simple example is the
following :
ActiveActor isA Actor
with constraint
active: $
forall a/ActiveActor
exists act/Activity (a performs act)
$
end
This frame defines an ActiveActor, a specialization of the Actor described above. The
specialization relationship is expressed by the isA relationship. The constraint expresses the
requirement that an ActiveActor needs an attribute of the perform category that points to
an instance of the Activity concept.
Telos, O-Telos, and M-TELOS have proven their suitability for conceptual modeling (for appli-
cations cf. e.g., [Robinson and Volkov, 1997, Petit and Dubois, 1997, Nissen et al., 1996, Yu,
1995a, Jeusfeld and Johnen, 1995]). M-TELOS has been used for the formal representation of
the process models, meta, and meta meta models described in this thesis.
The following section describes the formal representation in M-TELOS of the different perspec-
tives and their integration in a shared meta meta model which is independent of the concrete
notations (meta models) used for describing the perspectives.
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6.3.3.1 The Meta Meta Model for the Workplace-Oriented Method
The effective model-based resolution of multiple perspectives requires a semantically rich meta
meta model that explains the basic domain concepts, considers all the used modeling notation
types (e.g., structural, dynamic, functional), contains the basic modeling concepts of all notation
types, relating them to each other, and embeds the notations in the domain model [Nissen, 1997,
p. 150]. Additional notations can be integrated through their meta models, as there will be no
changes in the meta meta model unless the notation to be integrated and its domain are radically
different from those already dealt with. Thus, the meta meta model is independent from the
notations (hence meta models) used [Nissen, 1997, p. 150]. The meta meta model also decribes
the interrelationships between the different notations. In the following, I will therefore describe
the meta meta model for the modeling of cooperation processes.
The procedure of developing such a problem-oriented meta meta model consists of the follow-
ing four steps [Nissen, 1997, chapter 6.4]:
1. define meta models based on the respective syntax, semantics, and graphical representa-
tion of each modeling notation
2. develop a meta meta model that describes the relevant application area(s), thus defining
the domain concepts. Note that this description is notation-independent.
3. relate the different notations’ modeling constructs to the meta meta model through instan-
tiation
4. introduce integrity constraints into the meta meta model. Ideally, all (domain-specific and
notation-related) relationships should be represented in the meta meta model, so that the
degree of notation-independence (robustness) is maximized.
A good meta meta model should on the one hand contain few, easily understandable basic
constructs so it can serve as basis for human communication, and on the other hand cover
all notations used so that each meta meta model construct is contained in at least two of the
underlying notations [Nissen et al., 1996], [Nissen, 1997, chapter 6.4.2]. There is a tradeoff
between simplicity one the one and semantical richness on the other hand. In the following,
I will describe the development of the meta meta model for CO-MAP. The development has
followed the procedure described by Nissen [Nissen, 1997, chapter 6.4.2].
Step 1: Definition of the Individual Meta Models. The meta models, syntax and seman-
tics for strategic modeling (cf. chapter 5.3), and service-oriented modeling (cf. chapter 5.5)
have already been described in the respective chapters. The strategic perspective has not been
changed, whereas the service-oriented perspective has been changed in that a secondary work-
flow is no longer induced by an Activity, but by a performs attribute attached to a process
actor. The reason for this is that an Activity is seen as a more generic task, representing,
e.g., the delivery of a document, that can be executed several times within a process (potentially
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having different objects, i.e., documents), whereas the actual execution of a task is represented
by a performs attribute.
The activity-oriented perspective is represented by means of the meta model described in Fig-
ure 6.4. The activity-oriented perspective focuses on the (possibly composite) AO_Action
that a (possibly composite) AO_Organizational_Unit performs. An AO_Action
modifies and / or reads an AO_Information_Object. The AO_Organization-
al_Unit!performs attributes have is_predecessor_of attributes that define their se-
quence. In addition, they carry junctor attributes expressing the logical connection between
the succeeding AO_Organizational_Unit!performs attributes. There are three possi-
ble logical connections: AND, OR, and XOR, which are subsumed under the AO_Junctor_-
Type concept. Hence, a XORmeans that exactly one of the subsequent AO_Information_-
Object!performs attributes can occur in a given scenario. Figure 6.4 shows the meta model
for the activity-oriented perspective.
In contrast to the EPC, events are not represented in the activity-oriented perspective. The main
reason for this is that in the business processes I am concerned with, events do not need to be
represented, as they do not “just happen”, but are the result of some activity. For example, the
arrival of a defective product at a company that then triggers a complaints handling process
could be considered an event, but on the other hand, the fact that the customer mailed the
defective product can also be considered an activity. The only event in this scenario is the fact
that the product broke down, and that alone is of no direct consequence to the resulting business
process.
Figure 6.4: Meta model for the activity-oriented perspective
The information flow perspective meta model (cf. Figure 6.5) is derived from Nissen’s meta
model, but takes a more abstract view by representing information instead of data. In addition,
the concept of medium is only applicable in the context on an information flow, hence, infor-
mation does not reside on a medium, but is conveyed by means of a medium. The reason for
this is that in real-life contexts, information is often passed around by means of different media,
and is not constantly represented on a specific medium. The transferral of information from a
given medium to another often results in information losses and needs to be considered.
In the revised information flow perspective, an IF_Actor also performs some kind of activ-
ity; in this case, a so-called IF_Activity. The performs relationship has has_object
attributes pointing to (one or several) IF_Data objects. The delivery of information, i.e.,
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the has_object relationship, uses a IF_Medium and refers to one or more target(s), i.e.,
IF_Actors, by means of the has_target attribute. The has_object attribute also has
a has_quality attribute pointing to an IF_Quality object4. The IF_Activity con-
cept is considered in a similar way as the activity-oriented AO_Activity, thus, the IF_-
Actor!performs attribute is used to express specific executions of a more generic IF_-
Activity. Hence, the sequence of activities is expressed by IF_Actor!performs at-
tributes following each other. Figure 6.5 shows the meta model for the information flow per-
spective.
Figure 6.5: Meta model for the information flow-oriented perspective
The graphical representation of the concepts included in the meta models can be tailored to the
individual context that the respective meta model is being used in. The meta meta model, meta
models, and models are formalized by means of M-TELOS and CONCEPTBASE, thus CON-
CEPTBASE’s graphical types [Jarke et al., 1998b] can be used for the graphical representation
of the meta models. CONCEPTBASE enables the user to map either a specific concept, or a set
of concepts, to a specific graphical representation, which can be any .xpm file. A set of (unique)
graphical representations for a corresponding set of concepts is called a PALETTE. A concept
can be mapped to several different graphical representations, and the user can define which one
he or she wants to use in a given context by choosing the appropriate palette.
Step 2: Description of the Application Area(s) of the Meta Meta Model The objective of
the meta meta model is to provide a means of integrating the different perspectives (strategic,
activity-oriented, service-oriented, and information flow-oriented) into a holistic and analyzable
perspective on the business process, and to provide a “bridge” between the different perspectives
so that it is possible to “zoom in” on individual perspectives as well.
The meta meta model is shown in Figure 6.6 and has the following main concepts:
 actor. The ACTOR (the term is taken from Yu’s approach) denotes a (potentially compos-
ite) unit that is capable of acting and of making decisions. An actor has intentions (goals)
that the actor wishes to fulfil. The actor concept is called “agent” in Nissen’s method,
4The concept of quality was not represented in the PFR meta model.
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Figure 6.6: Meta meta model for CO-MAP
and “organizational unit” in an EPC. Schäl’s service-oriented modeling approach does
not use the term actor, but makes use of specializations of the actor concept: “customer”
and “supplier”.
 workflow. A WORKFLOW represents a set of activities that has one or several identifiable
customers and suppliers. A workflow is thus a subprocess of a business process; in new
product development, e.g., the construction of the prototype would be a workflow. The
workflow concept is crucial to service-oriented process modeling.
 activity. An ACTIVITY is an action or task executed by some actor. The activity concept
has two specializations, INFORMATION ACTIVITY, representing part of an an information
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flow and NORMAL ACTIVITY. The activity concept is taken from the activity-oriented
perspective and Nissen’s approach. Schäl’s workflow phases also correspond to possibly
complex, high-level activities.
 object. The OBJECT concept represents the dependum contained in Yu’s approach, but
has only two specializations, viz.
– goal. The GOAL concept describes a state that has to be achieved. It covers goals,
tasks, and softgoals as described in Yu’s approach, as the distinction between them
is not clear cut.
– resource. A RESOURCE is a (physical or non-physical) entity. The resource concept
is taken from Yu’s approach, but a special type of resource, data, or information, is
also represented in the PFR method.
 medium. The MEDIUM, which is taken from Nissen’s approach, denotes a (physical or
non-physical) entity that is used to convey a resource.
 quality. The QUALITY of an information flow can be expressed by informal concepts,
such as “too slow”, “too little information”, “OK”, or “missing”. The quality concept
also stems from Nissen’s approach
The meta meta model also contains relationships between these concepts. For example, an
Actor can be the customer of or supplier of a workflow (this relationship is taken
from the service-oriented perspective). Also stemming from the service-oriented perspective is
the fact that a Workflow consists of Activities. In Schäl’s service-oriented mod-
eling approach, there is a fixed set of four consecutive activities (request, commitment, perfor-
mance, evaluation), but this is not enforced in CO-MAP. Actors depend on other Actors
for Objects, which can either be Goals, or Resources. Goals can be atomic or
consist of other Goals. The Actor also performs Activities. The performance
of an Activity, i.e., an Actor!performs attribute, is typically followed by the per-
formance of other Activities in the process and need and / or produce Resources.
Information flows have an associated Quality, and have Resources as objects; in addition,
information flows use a Medium or several media, and have target Actors.
Redundant information, i.e., information gathered in different perspectives as well as informa-
tion that can be deduced from the existing information, but is additionally gathered explicitly,
for cross-perspective consistency evaluation [Nissen, 1997, p. 157]. For example, an Actor
has Goals, and Activities serve Goals, either the goals of the actor performing the
activity, or those of another actor. The full meta meta model of the CO-MAP methodology is
shown in figure 6.6, and the individual meta models and their integration into the meta meta
model are described in the following.
Step 3: Instantiation of the Meta Meta Model Giving Perspective Constructs Figures 6.7
to 6.11 show the individual perspectives within the meta meta model.
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Figure 6.7: The strategic perspective
The Strategic Perspective. The strategic perspective as depicted in figure 6.7 focuses on
a (potentially composite) ST_Depender who depends_on an ST_Dependee. The ob-
ject of the dependency relationship is expressed by a for attribute attached to the ST_-
Depender!depends_on attribute. The for attribute points to an ST_Object, which can
either be an ST_Resource, or a (potentially composite) ST_Goal. The ST_Goal concept
subsumes Yu’s goals, softgoals, and tasks.
The Activity-Oriented Perspective. In the activity-oriented perspective (cf. Figure 6.8),
AO_Organizational_Units, which can be composite, perform (possibly composite)
AO_Actions, which need and produce AO_Information_Objects. AO_Organi-
zational_Unit!performs attributes are connected to other such attributes by the is_-
predecessor_of attribute. The junctor attribute attached to the AO_Organization-
al_Unit!performs attribute determines the logical connection (AND, OR, or XOR) between
successive AO_Organizational_Unit!performs attributes.
The Service-Oriented Perspective. The central element of the service-oriented perspective
depicted in figures 6.9 and 6.10 is the SE_Generic_Workflow, which has two subclasses,
the SE_Action_Workflow (cf. figure 6.9) , and the SE_Declaration_Workflow
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Figure 6.8: The activity-oriented perspective
(cf. figure 6.10). The SE_Action_Workflow has consists of four SE_Activities,
viz. SE_Request, SE_Commitment, SE_Performance, and SE_Evaluation. Each
of these SE_Activities in turn can induce a secondary SE_Generic_Workflow, e.g.,
through delegation. These SE_Generic_Workflows then represent subprocesses of the
process in question. The SE_Action_Workflow has a SE_Customer who performs the
workflow’s SE_Request, and SE_Evaluation, and a SE_Supplier who performs the
workflow’s SE_Commitment, and SE_Performance. Figure 6.9 shows the meta model of
the service-oriented perspective, focusing on the SE_Action_Workflow.
The SE_Declaration_Workflow consists of two activities, SE_Proposal (performed
by the workflow’s SE_Initiator), and SE_Suggestion, performed by the workflow’s
SE_Partner. Figure 6.10 shows the corresponding meta model.
The Information Flow Perspective. In the information-flow perspective (cf. Figure 6.11),
information flows are represented by an IF_Actor who performs one or more IF_-
Activities. This performs attribute carries a has_object attribute which points to
the IF_Data object which is the object of the information flow. The has_object attributes
also has an attribute, uses, which determines the IF_Medium, of the information flow, a
has_target attribute, which points to the recipient (IF_Actor) of the information flow,
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Figure 6.9: The service-oriented perspective (action workflow)
and a has_quality attribute that refers to the IF_Quality of the information flow. Figure
6.11 shows the information flow-oriented perspective’s meta model.
The meta meta model represents more than just the sum of the perspectives contained in the
model. Additional attributes have been added to express interrelationships between the per-
spectives, e.g., the fact that a Workflow also has a Goal, or that an Activity serves
a Goal. The M-TELOS representations of the meta meta model and the meta models can be
found in appendices A and B, respectively.
Step 4: Introduction of Consistency Constraints Integrity constraints on the process mod-
els can be defined at the meta level, or at the meta meta level. In the latter case, when they
are attached to the meta meta model, meta formulas, as described in chapter 6.3.3, are used to
express the constraints. The advantage of using meta formulas is that the meta models, which
represent the different notations, do not need to be known. Hence, it is very easy to add new
notations, or to change existing ones without invalidating the existing integrity constraints. In
some cases, however, constraints need to be formulated at the meta model level, because the
required information is not known at the meta meta level.
An example of an integrity constraint at the meta meta level, referring to the information flow-
oriented perspective, is the following: An actor involved in the process should receive and / or
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Figure 6.10: The service-oriented perspective (declaration workflow)
deliver information.
A sample metaformula describing the first part of the constraint, i.e., an actor involved in the
process should always receive information is the following:
8ai; a; ho; ht;ml (6.4)
In(a;#Actor) ^ In(ho;#Actor!performs!has_object) ^
A(ho; has_target; a) ^ In(ht;#Actor!performs!has_object!has_target) ^
In(ai; a) ^ P (ht; ho;ml; a) ^
) 9hoi; hti; l
((In(hoi; ho) ^ In(hti; ht) ^ P (hti; hoi; l; ai))
This metaformula can be translated into the following integrity constraint attached to the Actor
concept that is part of the meta meta model:
Actor with constraint, attribute
receive_info_c:
$
forall ai/VAR a/Actor ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
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Figure 6.11: The information flow-oriented perspective
In(ai,a) and To(ht,a) ==>
( exists hti/Attribute In(hti,ht) and To(hti,ai) )
$
end
Figure 6.12 illustrates the constraint: For all instances a of the meta meta model concept
Actor, and all instances ai of that meta model concept, a, the constraint enforces that, if there
is an attribute link ht that is an instance of the meta meta model’s Actor!performs!has_-
object!has_target attribute that points to a, then the model must contain an attribute
hti that is an instance of the meta model attribute ht, and points to the ai concept. Note
that this constraint requires the existence of an instance of the Actor!performs!has_-
object!has_target attribute at the meta model level; if there is no such attribute, then the
constraint is not applicable.
In this case, the constraint is tested any time a meta instance of Actor is added to the knowl-
edge base, and data violating the constraint is rejected. In many cases, however, this behaviour
is too restrictive. In the application context of the methodology, it is well possible that an in-
tegrity constraint is violated. The sample integrity constraint given above, e.g., could well be
violated in a given process model. This could happen due to several reasons: the model might
be faulty, e.g., because the actor’s information flows have not been adequately represented, or
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Figure 6.12: Illustration of an integrity constraint
the actor might not be part of any information flows, but is still a process stakeholder and should
be represented in the model, or the constraint might refer to a global condition (as in this case)
that might later be met. An important feature of CONCEPTBASE is that it can handle data that
is inconsistent in the sense that it contains violations of such integrity constraints. Integrity
constraints can be defined in such a way that the inconsistent data is not rejected. Instead,
CONCEPTBASE accepts the data and later detects the violations. To achieve this, constraints
are formulated as query classes, cf. chapter 6.3.3, so that they are completely independent of
the actual Telos concepts. Data violating the constraints is not rejected by the system, but is
accepted, and the violation can later be detected by running a query on the knowledge base. For
process analysis purposes, this means that relevant quality criteria and conditions can be formu-
lated as query classes and tested against the knowledge base. The corresponding representation
of the above meta formula as M-TELOS query class is as follows:
QueryClass GetActorWhoNeverGetsAnyInformation isA SimpleClass
with attribute,constraint
i : $
exists s/Actor ho/Actor!performs!has_object
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
lab/Label
In(this,s) and P(ht,ho,lab,s)
and not exists hti/Proposition
A(hti, lab, this)
$
end
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When this query class is run on the process model, it returns all actors that do not receive any
information, i.e., those concepts that violate the constraint expressed by meta formula 6.4. Note
that because of the first literal of the formula, P(ht,ho,lab,s) a concept is returned as re-
sult of the query class (and thus considered as violating the constraint) if the corresponding meta
model contains the relevant attributes5, in this case instances of Actor!performs!has_-
object!has_target and Actor!performs!has_object. Therefore, if the query is
run against a service-oriented model, e.g., it will return an empty set, as the service-oriented
perspective does not contain the necessary attributes.
Thus, integrity constraints can be expressed at two different levels of enforcement:
 syntax-related integrity constraints define the required behaviour and characteristics of the
meta models and models. These integrity constraints are inherent in the meta meta and
meta models, and are expressed either implicitly, through TELOS axioms, or are expressed
explicitly as described above. For example, the fact that a dependency relationship needs
a source actor and a target actor is enforced through the structure of the strategic meta
model: in the meta meta model, the dependency relationship is expressed through an
Actor!depends_on attribute, which requires an Actor concept as source, and an
Actor concept as target, hence this is a constraint that is inherent in Telos. The con-
straint is propagated to the strategic meta model through the instance_of relation-
ships between Actor and ST_Depender and ST_Dependee, respectively, hence any
strategic process models fulfil this requirement.
 semantical integrity constraints define the desired behaviour and characteristics of the
meta models and models. Continuing the above example, the meta meta model does not
guarantee that the source and target actors are distinct, although this would be a desired
characteristic of the model. This constraint is not enforced, but its fulfilment is checked
by a query.
In addition, integrity constraints defining the desired behaviour and characteristics of the pro-
cess, i.e., process quality criteria are also expressed as query classes. These constraints are
even more frequently violated than those defining the desired behavior and characteristics of
the meta models and models. It is the goal of the process analysis to determine violations of
these constraints, and to improve the process accordingly. The process quality criteria and their
implementation as query classes are discussed in chapter 7.5.
The process quality criteria described in chapter 3.3.1 have been formulated as such M-TELOS
query classes, and are listed in appendix D. In addition, the following perspective-related in-
tegrity constraints have been formulated as query classes (cf. appendix C).
Strategic Perspective: In the strategic perspective, the following constraints should be taken
into account:
5Note that the names of these attributes do not need to be known.
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 dependency relationships should not be reciprocal in the following sense: If actor a de-
pends on actor b for object c, then actor b should not depend on actor a for the same
object, c. In particular, an actor should not depend on herself (directly or indirectly) for
any object.
 if there is a dependency relationship between two actors, then there should be an ob-
ject of the dependency relationship. (Thus, there needs to be a for attribute for each
depends_on relationship)
Activity-Oriented: Integrity constraints referring to the acticvity-oriented perspective are the
following:
 each scenario should have one start, and one final Actor!performs attribute that do
not have a predecessor, or a successor, respectively. All other Actor!performs at-
tributes should have at least one predecessor, and at least one successor.
 an Actor!performs attribute should not hold a followed_by or trans_fol-
lowed_by relationship with itself.
 if an Actor!performs attribute needs (reads) a resource, then that resource must
have been produced (modified) before, hence the Actor!performs attribute that
produces the resource must have a predecessor_of relationship to the Actor!-
performs attribute that needs the resource.
Service-Oriented: The following integrity constraints need to be taken into account for the
service-oriented perspective:
 the main workflow of a service-oriented process model should be an action workflow.
Secondary workflows can either be action workflows, or declaration workflows.
 workflows should be complete, i.e., contain all four phases (this also relates to the pro-
cess quality criteria “number of incomplete workflow cycles” and “number of missing
feedback loops”). In terms of the action workflow finite state automaton representation
depicted in figure 5.16, the final state E should be reached; for the declaration workflow
(cf. figure 5.19), the final state D should be reached.
 the phases of an action workflow should be in the following order6: request, commit-
ment, performance, evaluation. For a declaration workflow, the sequence is: proposal,
suggestion.
 any two activities of the same workflow must be of different types (hence, a workflow
consists of a maximum of one each of request, commitment, performance, evaluation),
and follow the sequence outlined above.
6This constraint can be violated, e.g., in case a commitment (offer) occurs before a request, cf. figure 5.15.
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 an action workflow must have a customer and a supplier, who have to be distinct. A
declaration workflow has an initiator and a partner, who have to be distinct.
 the customer of an action workflow performs the first and fourth phase, i.e., request, and
evaluation, if they exist.
 the supplier of an action workflow performs the second and third phase, i.e., commitment,
and performance, if they exist.
 the initiator of a declaration workflow performs the first phase of the workflow, the pro-
posal, if it exists.
 the partner of a declaration workflow performs the second phase of the workflow, the
suggestion, if it exists.
Information Flow-Oriented: The following integrity constraints should be fulfilled in the
information flow-oriented perspective:
 an information flow should have an object.
 an information flow should have a medium.
 an information flow should have a quality attribute.
 an information flow should have a target actor.
 an actor should not directly deliver information to herself.
 an information flow (represented by an Actor!performs attribute) should not follow
itself.
Cross-Perspective: Constraints can apply to one perspective (as in the example above), or
to the interplay of different perspectives. An slightly more complex example that refers to the
activity-oriented and tha information flow-oriented perspective is the following: If a resource
is needed by an activity, then that resource needs to be produced and delivered to the person
performing the activity before the activity is to take place. The following integrity constraints
are further examples of cross-perspective constraints:
 if an actor has a goal consisting of a set of subgoals, then either this actor needs to per-
form an activity that serves all subgoals, or there are other actors performing activities
serving all or some of the subgoals (in the latter case, the first actor needs to deal with
the remaining subgoals), and the first actor depends on the other actors for these subgoals
(this is a goal dependency).
 if an activity serves a goal, then the process should contain one or more actors having this
goal.
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 if actor A performs and activity, and this performance serves the goal g, and actor B has
the goal g, then actor B depends on actor A for g.
 if actor A performs an activity, and this performance produces the resource r, and actor
B needs r, then actor B depends on actor A for r (if B also produces the resource, the
production of the resource is redundant and is captured by another query, which checks
this process quality criterion).
 if an actor needs a resource, then either there is a second actor who performs an informa-
tion activity, and this performance has the resource as object, and the first actor as target,
and the first actor also depends on the second (this is a resource dependency), or the first
actor performs an activity, and this performance produces the needed resource.
 an actor who performs an activity that needs a resource, needs the resource. Hence, the
previous constraint needs to apply. In addition, the performance producing the resource
should be prior to the performance needing the resource.
The M-TELOS representations of these constraints as query classes can be found in appendix
C.
6.4 Perspective Transformation
6.4.1 General Principle
The derivation of other perspectives from a given source perspective, i.e., the mapping of source
perspective into one or more target persectives, is part of the formalization of the process model.
The mapping results in rough representation of the target perspective, which can then be used
as basis for the development of a more elaborate model. Although it is possible to use other
process models as source perspectives, the recommended procedure (supported by the graphical
editor IKARUS, cf. chapter 7.3) of developing the different perspectives is to follow the process
outlined in figure 6.1, i.e., to use the information flow perspective as the source perspective for
the mapping process, using other process-related documents, e.g., flowcharts, process chains,
or business goals, to provide additional information during perspective transformation.
The general transformation procedure is very similar to the process described by Jeusfeld and
Johnen for reengineering database schemas [Jeusfeld and Johnen, 1995] (based on an informal,
manual approach described in [Janning, 1992]). In the context of this thesis, the information
flow perspective is used as the source perspective as shown in Figure 6.13. The information
on the left hand side is explicitly available once the formalization of the information flow per-
spective has taken place, e.g., by means of the editor IKARUS (cf. chapter 7.3). The target per-
spective models (activity-oriented, service-oriented, or strategic perspective) are then derived
from the source perspective with the aid of the the meta meta model and its relationships to the
respective source and target meta models. As the transformation is a semi-automatical process,
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Figure 6.13: Perspective transformation: overview
user interaction can become necessary. The user in turn possibly needs to consult additional
information such as other process documents, where appropriate.
The mapping rule takes the formal representation of the information flow perspective and uses
rules and the meta meta model to derive instantiation and attribute relationships for the respec-
tive target perspective. Generally speaking, for a given concept in the source perspective model,
the corresponding meta class concept in the meta meta model is determined by means of the
source perspective meta model. The corresponding meta instance of this concept in the target
perspective model is then found. If there is only one such instance in the target perspectives’s
meta model, the source perspective’s concept is mapped to this target concept. Note that the
source model concept that is mapped to a target model concept thus belongs to the same meta
meta class as the target model concept. If there are several such candidate concepts (see below
for an example), further characteristics of the source perspective model are considered to see
whether any of the candidate target concepts can be excluded. If this check results in a unique
candidate target concept, the source concept is mapped accordingly. If not, the user is queried.
Information that is necessary for the mapping, but cannot be found in the information flow per-
spective, also results in a question to the user who can then enter additional information, e.g.,
from his or her own knowledge, or from other documents. The same applies to the mapping of
relationships, except for the fact that the source and target attribute do not necessarily belong
to the same attribute meta category. A small example of a mapping between the information
flow-oriented and the activity-oriented perspectives is given in figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Perspective transformation: example (I)
The information flow-oriented perspective is shown on the left hand side of figure 6.14. In this
case, it contains the entity Customer which is linked to the concept Order Product by a
performs relationship. The object of the performs relationship is a Product Order,
and the target of the has_object relationship is the Sales concept. Hence, the meaning
of the model is that the customer delivers a product order to the sales department (or a sales
person).
The right hand side of figure 6.14 shows the resulting activity-oriented perspective of the same
model, which (in this case) looks very similar to the information flow-oriented perspective. The
differences are the following:
 The has_object relationship has been mapped to a modifies relationship.
 The has_target relationship, and its target, the Sales concept, are missing.
 A new relationship, reads, has been attached to the performs relationship after the
transformation, as an elaboration of the activity-oriented modeling. Its target is a new
concept, Product Information, whose name has been supplied by the user.
Figure 6.15 illustrates the way the mapping works: let the information flow perspective con-
tainsa meta instantiation of the Actor concept, namely Customer, and let this Customer
perform a meta instantiation of an information activity, Order Product, that targets the
Sales actor meta instantiation and delivers a Resourcemeta instantiation,Product Order,
to Sales. The activity-oriented perspective contains the entity Customer, a meta instance
of Actor, together with a meta instantiation of Activity, viz. Order Product. The
bold box in Figure 6.15 indicates a concept in the target perspective that has been added to the
activity-oriented model after the transformation process.
In this example, the mapping could also take place as soon as a concept is entered, but in many
cases, more information on the process is needed before a concept can be mapped correctly.
Consider, e.g., the service-oriented perspective: once an attempt is made to map a meta instan-
tiation of the Actor concept into the service-oriented perspective, a decision must be made on
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Figure 6.15: Perspective transformation: example (II)
whether this should be interpreted as an instance of the Customer or the Supplier concept.
For this decision, more information on the structure of the performs relationships that the
Actor concept in question is involved in is necessary. In some cases, this can be deduced from
the full representation of the information flow perspective, e.g., when the first information flow
in a given scenario is mapped to the service-oriented perspective, but often, user interaction is
necessary.
Some of the integrity constraints described in the previous section are of great importance to the
transformation and retransformation: in case the source model is incomplete, e.g., in the case of
the information flow-oriented model, because the has_target or has_object (and thus
also the has_target) attributes are missing, the transformation will not make sense, and
will thus not be performed. Details are discussed in the respective sections on the individual
mappings.
The rules for mapping a source perspective into a target perspective contain the following ele-
ments:
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 c [in] MC means that c is a meta instance of MC, i.e., that there is some “intermediate”
mc with c in mc and mc in MC. For example, if Customer in ST_Depender
holds, then Customer is a meta instance of Actor, hence Customer [in] Actor
 (x att/l y) means that x is the source of an attribute relationship that belongs to the
attribute category att, carries the label l, and has the target y. For example, if
Customer in ST_Depender with
depends_on
dep1: Sales
end
holds, then this fact would be expressed as (Customer depends_on/dep1Sales).
 In case user input is necessary, this fact is expressed by means of a question mark. Hence,
(?wf in SE_Action_Workflow) represents the fact that the user needs to give
a name to the wf variable. An exclamation mark expresses the fact that the necessary
information can be computed, e.g., when a number is attached to an attribute that needs
a unique name so it can be distinguished from other attributes belonging to the same
attribute category, e.g., as in (y supplier_of/!so1 wf).
6.4.2 Derivation of the Different Perspectives from the Information Flow-
Oriented Perspective
6.4.2.1 Mapping the Information Flow-Oriented Perspective into the Activity-Oriented
Perspective
The mapping of the information flow-oriented perspective into the activity-oriented perspective
is rather simple. First, all meta instances of the Actor meta class of the information flow-
oriented perspective are mapped to the corresponding activity-oriented class. Second, a similar
mapping is performed for all meta instances of Activity.
IF_To_AO_Actor:
forall x
x [in] Actor
==> (x in AO_Organizational_Unit)
IF_To_AO_Activity:
forall a
a [in] Activity
==> (a in AO_Action)
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IF_To_AO_Resource:
forall x, a, ho, r, p1
x [in] Actor and a [in] Activity and
(x performs/p1 a) and
(r [in] Resource) and
(ho [in] Actor!performs!has_object) and
(p1 has_object/ho r)
==> exists mo, r2, re
(?mo in AO_Organizational_Unit!performs!modifies) and
(?r2 in AO_Information_Object) and
(p1 modifies/mo r) and (p1 reads/!re r2)
IF_To_AO:
forall x, a, y, b, p1, p2
x [in] Actor and a [in] Activity and
(x performs/p1 a) and
y [in] Actor and b [in] Activity and
(y performs/p2 b) and
(p1 followed_by p2)
==> (p1 is_predecessor_of p2)
6.4.2.2 Mapping the Information Flow Perspective into the Service-Oriented Perspective
The mapping of the information flow-oriented perspective into the service-oriented perspective
needs to consider the global structure of the information flow-oriented model in order to de-
termine the relevant service-oriented model consisting of a network of action and declaration
workflows. The mapping process is based on the following presuppositions:
 The service-oriented model consists of one main workflow, represented by an action
workflow, and possibly several secondary workflows that in turn can give rise to sec-
ondary workflows. Secondary workflows can be action workflows or declaration work-
flows.
 The first information flow of the scenario represents the customer request of the main
workflow, which is expressed as an action workflow. Note that the service-oriented model
follows the semantics defined by Schäl (cf. chapter 5.5.4), and does not permit a sup-
plier’s commitment as the first phase of an action workflow. This applies also to the main
workflow.
 The actor performing the first information flow in the scenario represents the customer of
the main workflow. The target actor of the information flow (if applicable) is mapped to
the supplier of the same workflow.
Some decisions on the mapping still need to be made by the user. These are represented by or
alternatives in the mapping rules.
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IF_To_SE_First:
forall x, a, y, b, p1, p0, ho, ht, r, z
x [in] Actor and a [in] Activity and
(x performs/p1 a) and (r [in] Resource) and
(ho [in] Actor!performs!has_object) and
(p1 has_object/ho r) and
(ht [in] Actor!performs!has_object!has_target) and
(ho has_target/ht y) and
not ( (z [in] Actor) and (b [in] Activity) and
(z performs/p0 b) and (p0 followed_by p1) )
==> exists wf, co1, coo1, so1, pr1
(x in SE_Customer) and (a in SE_Request) and
(?wf in SE_Action_Workflow) and
(x customer_of/!coo1 wf) and (y in SE_Supplier) and
(y supplier_of/!so1 wf) and
(co1 in SE_Action_Workflow!consists_of) and
(wf consists_of/!co1 a) and (x performs_r/!pr1 a)
After the first information flow has been mapped, there are three possibilities for mapping the
next information flow:
 The supplier initiates a secondary clarification workflow, discussing the customer request.
 The supplier commits to the fulfilment of the customer request. This commitment then
represents the second phase of the main workflow.
 The supplier omits the commitment and continues with the performance (i.e., third) phase
of the main workflow.
In Schäl’s model, the customer has no valid move with which to continue after the first phase.
However, there are two possible moves that the customer could make in an incomplete main
workflow:
 The customer initiates a negotiation workflow that is part of the (not explicitly repre-
sented) commitment phase.
 The second and third phase are missing from the workflow, and the customer performs
the evaluation phase. This is rather unlikely, though.
Thus, there are three possible moves for the supplier, and two possible moves for the customer
to continue the workflow. Depending on whether the actor performing the next information
flow is the customer or the supplier, two (or three) of these moves can be ruled out. The user
needs to decide which of the remaining moves is the right one. The following rules represent
the different possible moves:
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IF_To_SE_Follow_Request:
forall x, a, y, b, p1, p0, ho, ht, r, z
x [in] Actor and a [in] Activity and
(x performs/p1 a) and (r [in] Resource) and
(ho [in] Actor!performs!has_object) and
(p1 has_object/ho r) and
(ht [in] Actor!performs!has_object!has_target) and
(ho has_target/ht y) and (z in SE_Customer) and
(b in SE_Request) and (z performs/p0 b) and
(p0 followed_by p1)
==> exists wf, p2
( (?wf in SE_GenericWorkflow) and
(a in SE_Activity) and
(x performs_p/!p2 a) and
(p2 SE_Clarification_Workflow wf2) ) or
( (a in SE_Commitment) and
(x performs_c a) ) or
( (a in SE_Performance) and
(x performs_p a) )
In case a clarification workflow has followed the request, the following moves are possible:
 The clarification workflow is continued.
 The main workflow continues with the supplier’s commitment.
 The main workflow continues with the supplier’s performance.
In case the supplier’s commitment has followed the request, the main workflow continues with
the supplier’s performance, or a secondary negotiation workflow is induced, which in turn can
induce further workflows, be complete, or incomplete. In most cases, the negotiation workflow
is represented by a declaration workflow.
The supplier’s performance can also induce a secondary workflow, in this case a delegation
workflow that usually is represented by an action workflow, as it represents a complete sub-
process with the main workflow’s supplier as the customer.
After the supplier’s performance, the customer can evaluate the supplier’s performance. This
phase is often missing from real-life processes (cf. the case studies presented in chapter 8). It
can also give rise to a secondary workflow, the confirmation workflow.
6.4.2.3 Mapping the Information Flow Perspective into the Strategic Perspective
The mapping of the information flow-oriented perspective into the strategic perspective is rather
straightforward. First, rule IF_To_ST_Resource maps any meta instance of Resource
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to the strategic ST_Resource. Rule IF_To_ST_Actor maps any meta instance of Actor
that actuallyperforms an Information_Activity to the ST_Dependee concept: Any
actor who delivers information is depended upon. The role of the depender is defined by rule
IF_To_ST: The target of an information flow is mapped to the ST_Depender concept, and
the relationships between source and target actor of the information flow (i.e., ST_Dependee
and ST_Depender) and between the dependency relationship and the object of the relation-
ship (i.e., ST_Depender!depends_on and ST_Resource) are established. Note that
incomplete information flows that do not contain the flow’s target or object result in loss of
information when mapped to the strategic perspective, as rule IF_To_ST cannot be applied.
IF_To_ST_Resource:
forall r
r [in] Resource
==> (r in ST_Resource)
IF_To_ST_Actor:
forall x, i
x [in] Actor and i [in] Information_Activity and
(x performs i)
==> (x in ST_Dependee)
IF_To_ST:
forall x, i, r, y, p, ho, ht
x [in] Actor and
i [in] Information_Activity and
r [in] Resource and y [in] Actor and
p [in] Actor!performs and
(x performs/p i) and
ho [in] Actor!performs!has_object and
(p, has_object/ho, r) and
ht [in] Actor!performs!has_object!has_target and
(ho has_target/ht y)
==> exists d1, f1
(y in ST_Depender) and
(y depends_on/!d1 x) and
(d1 for/!f1 r)
6.4.3 Retransformation of the Perspectives
After the basic representations of the different perspectives have been derived from the in-
formation flow-oriented perspective as described in chapter 6.4, the resulting models can be
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elaborated and changed by the user. The models can then be retransformed into the information
flow-oriented perspective so that the effect of the elaborations and changes can be observed7.
This process can be reiterated.
6.4.3.1 Mapping the Activity-Oriented Perspective into the Information Flow Perspec-
tive
The rules for mapping from the activity-oriented perspective to the information flow-oriented
perspective are shown below. Note that the AO_Organizational_Unit!performs!-
reads attribute is not mapped to the information flow-oriented perspective.
AO_To_IF_Actor:
forall x
x [in] Actor
==> (x in IF_Actor)
AO_To_IF_Activity:
forall x
x [in] Actor
==> (x in IF_Activity)
AO_To_IF:
forall x, a, y, b, p1, p2
x [in] Actor and a [in] Activity and
(x performs/p1 a) and y [in] Actor and
b [in] Activity and (y performs/p2 b) and
(p1 predecessor_of p2)
==> (p1 followed_by p2)
AO_To_IF_Resource:
forall x, a, r, mo, p1
x [in] Actor and a [in] Activity and
(x performs/p1 a) and
(mo [in] Actor!performs!modifies) and
(r [in] Resource)
==> exists ho, r
(?ho in IF_Actor!performs!has_object) and
(p1 has_object/!ho r) and (r in IF_Data) and
(?ho [in] Actor!performs!has_object)
7The rule sets can also be employed to generate an information flow model from the respective source model.
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A slightly different approach is taken for the junctor attribute that is attached to the AO_-
Organizational_Unit!performs attribute. In case the attribute value is AND, it is
disregarded, as information flows in the information flow-oriented perspective are (implicitly)
considered to be connected by “and” operators. In case the junctor attribute’s value is OR or
XOR for any given p1 that belongs to the AO_Organizational_Unit!performs cate-
gory, copies of the activity-oriented model are generated, which contain the different possibili-
ties, and are titled “p1_OR_n” or “p1_XOR_n” with n being a sequential number. Figure 6.16
shows an example of this, with a XOR junctor.
Figure 6.16: Mapping of a XOR junctor
The resulting individual activity-oriented models are then mapped according to the rules pre-
sented above.
6.4.3.2 Mapping the Service-Oriented Perspective into the Information Flow Perspec-
tive:
Mapping the service-oriented perspective into the information flow perspective is rather straight-
forward, but also results in information loss: all actors present in the service-oriented perspec-
tive are mapped to the IF_Actor concept (rule 1), and all activities that these actors perform
are mapped to information flows (rule 2). The target of these information flows is always the
actor holding the workflow’s respective second role. The second rule shows this mapping for
the SE_Customer and his associated activities (the mapping of the other roles is analogous);
all his activities are mapped to information flows with the supplier of the workflow as target of
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the information flow. The object of the information flow, which is represented by the IF_Data
concept, is not part of the workflow, and thus user input is necessary.
SE_To_IF_Actor:
forall x
x [in] Actor
==> (x in IF_Actor)
SE_To_IF:
forall x, a, aw, y
x [in] Actor and x [performs] a and
x [customer_of] aw and y [in] Actor and
y [supplier_of] aw
==> exists r, p1, ho1, ht1
(a in IF_Activity) and
(?r in IF_Data) and
(x performs/!p1 a) and
(p1 has_object/!ho1 r) and
(ho has_target/!ht1 y)
6.4.3.3 Mapping the Strategic Perspective into the Information Flow Perspective
The mapping of the strategic perspective into the information flow-oriented perspective uses
four rules: first, ST_To_IF_Actor and ST_To_IF_Goalmap all meta instances of Actor
and Goal to IF_Actor and IF_Activity, respectively. The third rule, ST_To_IF, maps
the full dependency relationship beyween two actors, together with the object of the relation-
ship, to an information flow. Note that in case the for attribute is missing, the dependency
relationship needs to be mapped differently, using rule ST_To_IF_Incomplete
ST_To_IF_Actor:
forall x
x [in] Actor
==> (x in IF_Actor)
ST_To_IF_Goal:
forall x
x [in] Goal
==> (x in IF_Activity)
ST_To_IF:
forall x, r, y, d1, f1, f1, r
x [in] Actor and y [in] Actor and
r [in] Resource and
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d1 [in] Actor!depends_on and
(x, depends_on/d1, y) and
f1 [in] Actor!depends_on!for and
(d1, for/f1, r)
==> exists p1, ia, ho1, ht1
(?ia in IF_Activity) and
(y performs/!p1 ia) and
(p has_object/!ho1 r) and (ho has_target/!ht1 x)
ST_To_IF_Incomplete:
forall x, y, d1, r1, f1, r1
x [in] Actor and y [in] Actor and
d1 [in] Actor!depends_on and
(x, depends_on/d1, y) and
not ( (f1 [in] Actor!depends_on!for) and
(r1 [in] Resource) and
(d1, for/f1, r1)
)
==> exists ia, p1, ho1, ht1
(?ia in IF_Activity) and
(?ho1 in IF_Actor!performs!has_object) and
(y performs/!p1 ia) and
(r1 in IF_Resource) and
(p1 has_object/ho1 r1) and
(ho1 has_target/!ht1 x)
6.5 Process Analysis
The aim of the process analysis method is to provide the user with data on different aspects of
the process that are often invisible or implicit. Note that in this context, analysis means that the
model’s inconsistencies, conflicts, and quality aspects are highlighted for the user to determine
what should be done about them. It does not mean that inconsistent models are not accepted,
or that the analysis method provides an automaton for producing a model without errors or
inconsistencies.
Chapter 3.3.1 describes process quality criteria relating to different process problem areas.
These criteria have been formalized as query classes in M-TELOS. The query classes can now
be used for determining how well the criteria have been fulfilled for a set of process models
representing the four modeling perspectives on a given process. The interpretation of the query
results needs to be performed by the user, as the exact interpretation depends on the process
type, on the organization, and other influencing factors.
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6.5.1 Strategic Issues
The process quality criteria covered by the strategic perspective includes issues such as the
number of conflicting goals, or dependencies that cannot be fulfilled by the dependee. Table
6.1 lists the process quality criteria from chapter 3.3.1 that can be analyzed by means of the
strategic modelling perspective, together with the problem areas that the criteria belong to.
Quality Criterion Desired Value Problem Area
process autonomy high process design, communication
job autonomy high process design
number of conflicting goals low process design, stakeholder
Table 6.1: Process quality criteria - strategic issues
The process analysis component of CO-MAP provides a set of queries formalized in M-TELOS
that analyze these criteria. Besides these analysis queries, CO-MAP provides an additional set
of status queries that ,e.g., provide information on a given actor’s dependencies. A sample query
that lists all actors and their goals is the following:
QueryClass GetActorsAndTheirGoals
isA SimpleClass {Actor meta meta instance} with
computed_attribute
goal: SimpleClass {Goal meta meta instance}
constraint
i: $ exists s/Actor g/Goal
lab/Label
hg/Actor!has
P(hg,s,lab,g) and
A(this,lab,~goal)
$
end
The query returns the meta instances of Actor together with Goal meta instances that are
connected to the Actormeta instances by means of meta instances of the has attribute. Figure
6.17 explains the way the query works. The query result, Sales, together with the computed
attribute Customer Buy Product is shown on the right hand of the figure. Both reside on
the model level, and are instances of SimpleClass. The query proceeds as follows (cf. the
left side of figure 6.17):
First, the exists quantifier binds s to an instance of the meta meta model concept Actor, g
to an instance of the meta meta model concept Goal, and hg to an instance of the has attribute.
Thus, s, g, and hg reside on the meta model level. Furthermore, the P(hg,s,lab,g) literal
requires that the hg attribute needs to have the source s, and the destination g as well as the
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Figure 6.17: Query formulation
label lab. The A(this, lab, ~goal) proposition8 is fulfilled by instances of s, g, and
hg, respectively, which fulfil the following requirements:
 The instance of s (called this, representing the query result) must be the source of
an attribute relationship that belongs to the attribute category lab, hence the attribute
relationship at the model level is an instance of the attribute category at the meta model
level.
 In analogy, the corresponding ~goal must be the target of the same attribute relationship.
Note that the exact names of the instances of Actor, Goal, the has attribute, and of lab,
and thus the meta model, do not need to be known. Instead, the query returns results based on
the fact that the query results need to comply with certain requirements that are expressed on
the level of the meta meta model and propagated two levels down, following instance of
relationships. The query represents a meta formula (cf. chapter 6.3.3).
Other queries list the actors having a given goal, or the goals and dependency relations (with the
actor as depender or dependee, respectively) that a given actor has, including reciprocal depen-
dencies, or list the actors that a given actor depends on, together with the objects (dependums)
of the dependency relationships.
Table 6.1 shows the process quality criteria from chapter 3.3.1 that can be evaluated within the
strategic modeling perspective. A short description of the criteria and the way they are analyzed
is given below.
8The ~ in front of goal expresses the fact that the goal is computed by the query.
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 process autonomy: All workflow, actors, and process goals should be served from within
a process. If a process needs input from other processes, this can mean that activities,
actors, or resources relevant to the process are missing in the process model and should
be added.
 job autonomy: if an actor is the depender in many dependency relationships, then the
actor’s job autonomy is rather low.
 number of conflicting goals: The list of goals that an actor has (see above) needs to
be inspected by the user for any conflicts that might exists between the goals. This is
particularly relevant for any actors that depend on each other for the fulfilment of these
goals, hence, mutual dependencies must be examined in particular.
6.5.2 Activity-Oriented Issues
The process quality criteria that can be evaluated in the activity-oriented perspective are listed
in table 6.2.
Quality Criterion Desired Value Problem Area
number of automated activities high cost, short cycle time
number of non value-adding activities low cost, short cycle time
number of iterations low cost, short cycle time
parallelism high short cycle time
number of isolated activities low process design
amount of redundant data low knowledge management
Table 6.2: Process quality criteria - activity-oriented issues
 number of automated activities: a status query counts the respective number of activ-
ities that are performed by human / non-human actors. For this purpose, Human and
Non_Human have been defined as Actor subclasses. A low number of non-automated
activities can indicate the potential for automating some of these activities, but this de-
pends on the activity types. Creative tasks, e.g., cannot be automated, whereas the routing
of documents by means of a workflow system can potentially be beneficial to the process.
 number of non value-adding activities: an attribute, nvu is attached to those perfor-
mances (meta instances of Actor!performs) that are not value-adding. A query class
then finds all these attributes. There should only be a small amount of non-value-adding
activities in a given process. Typical examples of such activities are control activities.
 number of iterations: a query class is used to count the number of repeated activities,
i.e., Activity meta instances that are performed several times. Such iterations can
indicate redundancy, inefficiency, or a large amount of rework because of process design
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errors. On the other hand, this can also indicate that the Activities in question are
generic building blocks of the process and are therefore repeated.
 parallelism: a query class counts the number of successors to a givenActor!performs
attribute meta instance. A low amount of parallelism (i.e., a low average value of the num-
ber of these successors for the process) indicates delays when activities need to wait for
other acivities.
 number of isolated activities: isolated activities, i.e., Actor!performs attribute meta
instances not followed by or following others, are detected by a query class that inspects
the followed_by relationships. Such isolated activities indicate that either information
is missing, or that the activities do not belong to the process.
 amount of redundant data: if the same data is produced several times, inconsistencies
and conflicts can occur. Such redundant data is detected by a query class that returns all
resources that are produced more than once.
6.5.3 Service-Oriented Issues
Table 6.3 shows the process quality criteria that can be analyzed within the service-oriented
modeling perspective.
Quality Criterion Desired Value Problem Area
number of workflows that are low short cycle time, communication
too slow
number of incomplete workflows low communication
number of feedback loops high communication, knowledge management
Table 6.3: Process quality criteria - service-oriented issues
 number of workflows that are too slow: slow workflows are workflows that contain
information flows that have been marked as slow, or strenuous for the target of the infor-
mation flow. Such workflows need to be sped up.
 number of incomplete workflows: often, workflows lack phases, most often the com-
mittment and / or evaluation phase. A query class finds all such workflows. Missing
phases indicate that the process design is faulty, and that the missing phases should be
reintroduced into the workflow. A special case of incomplete workflows occurs when the
evaluation phase is missing, which means that feedback from the customer of the work-
flow is missing. Another query class therefore counts the number of feedback loops,
i.e., the number of workflows that have an evaluation phase. Missing evaluation phases
can result in knowledge management problems in the long term.
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6.5.4 Information Flow-Oriented Issues
The quality criteria that can be analyzed with the aid of the information flow perspective are
listed in table 6.4, and explained in more detail below.
Quality Criterion Desired Value Problem Area
number of iterations low cost, short cycle time
number of communication gaps low communication
number of information flows balanced short cycle time,
communication
information overload low communication
information loss due to information low knowledge management
not being archived
information loss caused by media changes low knowledge management
information loss caused by volatile media low knowledge management
Table 6.4: Process quality criteria - information flow-oriented issues
 number of iterations: in the information flow perspective, iterations are represented by
information flows that have the same object. One example of this is the inefficient routing
of documents, when the target actor B of an information flow initiated by actor A simply
delivers the same, unchanged document to another actor C. In this case, possibly the
information flow should be directly delivered from A to C (unless B needs to view the
document, e.g., for legal reasons).
 communication gaps are represented by information flows that have been marked as low
quality, e.g., because they are too slow, too fast, or missing altogether. Each of these
defective information flows should be examined and its quality should be increased. In
addition, actors not receiving or delivering any information are detected.
 number of information flows: the number of information flows that an actor is involved
in is the sum of the information flows with the actor as source, and those where the actor
is the recipient of information. A large number of such information flows for a given ac-
tor indicates information overload, especially when the number of ingoing information
flows is significantly higher than that of the outgoing information flows. A large number
of information flows in the whole process indicates the possibility of delays, because ac-
tors need to wait for information delivered by other actors. Thus, the information flows
should be carefully considered, and superfluous information flows should be removed
from the process. On the other hand, as communication is a necessary prerequisite for
cooperation, the number of information flows in the process should not be too low, either.
 information loss due to no archive: if information is not archived, it becomes lost to the
organization over time. An archive and the information contained in it also need to be
readily accessible, but this cannot be easily checked by means of analysis queries.
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 information loss due to media changes: Often, information is transmitted on different
media during a process, e.g., when information that is delivered on paper is further trans-
mitted via the telephone or during a meeting. Frequent media changes carry the danger of
information loss, especially when the information is not archived where it can be accessed
easily by those who need the information.
 information loss due to volatile media: a query class finds all information flows that
rely on volatile media (i.e., oral communication, or other non-permanent media, e.g.,
scrap paper). Such information often gets lost over time.
6.5.5 Cross-Perspective Issues
This section describes process quality criteria that cannot be evaluated within one modeling
perspective, but need information from two or more of the modeling perspectives. Table 6.5
shows these quality criteria.
Quality Criterion Desired Value Problem Area
number of actors low cost, short cycle time
individual workload balanced short cycle time, stakeholder
number of non-goal oriented activities low cost, short cycle time
consideration of soft factors high stakeholder
consideration of customer objectives high stakeholder
Table 6.5: Process quality criteria - cross-perspective issues
 number of actors: a large number of actors involved in a process results in high costs and
potential delays, as the number of information flows also increases. Thus, actors should
only be part of a process if they really contribute something unique to the process.
 individual workload: a query class counts the number of Actor!performs attribute
meta instances with the actor as source, and the number of has target relationships
with the actor as target. The latter represent the information flows with the actor as re-
cipient. The individual workload needs to be balanced across processes, but it is possible
to detect potential bottlenecks in the process, e.g., because one actor is too much at the
center of the process.
 number of non-goal-oriented activities: Actor!performs attribute meta instances
should serve some goal. Thus, a query class detects all those attributes that serve no
goals. Such activities should be carefully examined, and potentially missing goals that
they serve should be made explicit.
 consideration of soft factors: for every goal that an actor has, the actor should perform
an activity, thus serving the goal, or the actor should depend on some other actor for the
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goal, and the other actor performs an activity that serves the goal. Such a dependency is
considered workable in Yu’s sense (cf. chapter 5.3.2.3). The consideration of customer
objectives can be analyzed by the same query, with the customer as stakeholder. As
the customer is the most crucial person in the process, the customer’s goals need to be
considered in particular.
6.5.6 Open Issues
A number of the process quality criteria presented in chapter 3.3.1 have not yet been dealt with
in the CO-MAP methodology. Table 6.6 lists the issues, which are not covered by the analysis
of the process models as described in chapter 6.5. Most of these, however, can be dealt with as
discussed below.
Quality Criterion Desired Value Problem Area
number of interruptions low short cycle time
information quality high communication, knowledge management
consistency of the process high process design
number of exceptions low process design
robustness high change
adaptability high change
adaptiveness high change
scalability high change
number and severeness low stakeholder
of misunderstandings
lack of strategic knowledge low knowledge management
Table 6.6: Process quality criteria - open issues
 number of interruptions: The number of interruptions denotes the times that an actor is
interrupted during the performance of a task. This occurs, e.g., when the telephone rings,
or when the sequence of tasks needs to be rescheduled due to some unforeseen event. It
is hard to capture such fine-grained information, as the process diagram would become
too detailed and cluttered.
 information quality: so far, the CO-MAP methodology captures only the quality of the
information flows, not the quality of the information that is delivered, which is tacitly
assumed to be good. If required, CO-MAP’s meta meta model could easily be extended
by a structured list of information quality attributes similar to the quality attribute of the
information flow.
 consistency of the process: the overall consistency of the process depends on the sub-
jective correctness that is perceived by the process performance, and upon the process’s
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compliance with integrity constraints. The stakeholders’ opinions with respect to the cor-
rectness of the process can be captured in the group session that is part of the CO-MAP
methodology. The process’s compliance with integrity constraints can be determined
once these integrity constraints have been formulated as query classes as decribed in
chapter 6.3.3.
 number of exceptions: the number of exceptions that occur in a given process is diffi-
cult to capture in one scenario. A comparison between process models describing, e.g.,
different scenarios, or a scenario and a reference model, or several scenarios is necessary.
 process change management issues include robustness, adaptability, adaptiveness, and
scalability. Robustness denotes the process’s tolerance towards changes, and refers to
specific types of changes only. A process can be robust towards one type of change, and
not robust towards another. Adaptability means that changes can easily be implemented,
and adaptiveness means that the process stakeholders can implement changes themselves.
Adaptable processes are usually not fragmented [Allweyer and Scheer, 1995], so that the
degree of fragmentation (i.e., the breaking into fragments of a process [Hammer and
Champy, 1995, p. 160]) is a counter indicator for adaptability. Adaptiveness means that
the process can adapt to changes without interference from others; hence, a process is
apaptive, e.g., when the process stakeholders can implement changes themselves. An im-
portant issue in the context of process change management is that the effects of changes
need to be known before the change is implemented. The CO-MAP methodology sup-
ports this, because changes can be tested on the process models, and their effects on other
perspectives can be easily studied by means of perspective transformation. As CO-MAP
captures the stakeholders’ perspectives, the stakeholders themselves can easily discuss
and improve the process by changing their own activities.
 number and severeness of misunderstandings. So far, misunderstandings are not cap-
tured in the process diagrams, but usually surface in CO-MAP’s group session, when the
process stakeholders discuss their individual perspectives of the process. They are thus
documented in the minutes of the discussions.
 lack of strategic knowledge: This also usually comes to light in the discussion during
CO-MAP’s group session.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the CO-MAP methodology for modeling and analyzing cooperation
processes. CO-MAP integrates four major perspectives relevant to process modeling by inte-
grating their formalisms for modeling these perspectives into a common meta meta model. The
methods are customizable with respect to their graphical notations, and can also be exchanged
for other methods describing the same perspective. Besides allowing for different modeling per-
spectives, CO-MAP also emphasizes the representation of the process stakeholders’ personal
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perspectives. The result of the modeling of the process is a process model that describes the real,
as-is process from the different points of view of the process stakeholders. The formalization
of the process models includes the derivation of basic representations of the other perspectives
from the information flow perspective. These basic representations can then be enriched with
the aid of other information, e.g., documents that have been collected during the capturing of
the informal process model. During the formalization, conflicts and inconsistencies within and
between stakeholder respective perspectives are not rejected, but rather captured in the process
model, and detected during the analysis phase.
The next chapter describes the implementation of MAP system for supporting the CO-MAP
methodology. It consists of three elements, a graphical editor, IKARUS, for formalizing the in-
formal process models, a transformation component that implements the algorithms presented
in chapter 6.4 for deriving the strategic, activity-oriented, and service-oriented perspectives
from the information flow-oriented perspective, and for the retransformation into the informa-
tion flow-oriented perspective, as well as an analysis component that provides the user with
a set of CONCEPTBASE query classes for analyzing the process with respect to the process
quality criteria described in chapters 3.3.1 and 6.5, taking into account both criteria relating to
individual perspectives, as well as cross-perspective issues.
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Chapter 7
Modeling and Analyzing Cooperation
Processes with MAP
7.1 Objectives of this Chapter
This chapter describes MAP, a software system that implements the concepts described in
chapter 6. The main aim of MAP is to provide support for the systematic analysis and evaluation
of the informal process models resulting from the group session and additional information as
described in chapter 6.3.1. The system therefore consists of tools for formalizing the informal
process models, for transforming the models into the different modeling perspectives, and for
analyzing the resulting formal models. MAP’s architecture and implementation are explained
in the following sections.
7.2 Overview of MAP
MAP has a client-server architecture and consists of several interrelated tools for process mod-
eling and analysis. Figure 7.1 shows the system’s components. The CONCEPTBASE server
acts as the central repository server containing the integrated meta meta model and the meta
models as described in chapter 6. All these models have been formalized in M-TELOS and are
contained in appendices A and B. Once the formal M-TELOS process models for the different
perspectives have been derived from the informal models as described in chapter 6.3, the mod-
els are also stored in the CONCEPTBASE repository. In addition, the repository contains more
than 80 query classes for the analysis of these formal process models (cf. appendices C and D).
Clients connect to the CONCEPTBASE repository server via the Internet.
CONCEPTBASE has been chosen as the central repository system, as it allows for the seamless
integration of the M-TELOS models, meta models, and meta meta model. In addition, several
APIs for accessing the CONCEPTBASE system, e.g., for C, or Java, exist.
The MAP system has three main clients:
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Figure 7.1: System overview
 a modeling client. The graphical editor, IKARUS is used for mapping the informal process
models constructed during group sessions into M-TELOS representations (see chapter
7.3). The formal process models are then stored in CONCEPTBASE as well.
 a perspective transformation component for mapping the information flow model into the
M-TELOS representations of the three other perspectives and back again. The transfor-
mation component is described in chapter 7.4.
 an analysis component that uses M-TELOS query classes for intra-perspective and inter-
perspective analyis of the different models (cf. chapter 7.5).
These clients have been implemented in Java (for an introduction to Java cf. e.g., [Flanagan,
1999]), using the Java Development Kit 1.2. Each client is implemented as a Java application
that runs on the user’s machine and connects to the CONCEPTBASE server by means of the
Internet. Java is a portable, object-oriented programming language that, due also to the number
of available APIs and class libraries, is well suited for implementing the MAP clients. In
addition, a CONCEPTBASE API for Java exists.
Apart from the clients described above, other tools can also be used to work on the data stored in
the CONCEPTBASE repository. For example, the CONCEPTBASE system provides not only the
CONCEPTBASE server, but also the CBWORKBENCH client, a graphical user interface, which
allows the user to load and save M-TELOS frames in the repository, to browse both the textual
and graphical representations of the objects and their relationships, and to perform queries on
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the data contained in the repository. Some basic knowledge of M-TELOS is required for the
usage of the CB WORKBENCH, however.
As MAP is intended for the use of persons who do not necessarily have knowledge about M-
TELOS or CONCEPTBASE, the tools for process modeling (including the formalization of the
informal information flow-oriented model as well as the derivation of the strategic, activity-
oriented, and service-oriented models) and analysis hide most of the M-TELOS-related aspects
from the user. Knowledge of M-TELOS is only necessary for additional editing of the strategic,
activity-oriented, and service-oriented models by means of the CBWORKBENCH.
The following section describes MAP’s process modeling functionality. This includes IKARUS’s
functionality for the formalization of an informal information flow-oriented process model, and
the transformation between an information flow model and the other three modeling perspec-
tives (cf. chapter 6.4). The analysis tool is described in chapter 7.5.
7.3 Process Model Formalization
The information flow-oriented process model resulting from the workshop is formalized by
means of the graphical editor IKARUS. A first version of IKARUS is described in [Allwicher,
2000]. The editor provides a customizable set of modeling elements for the representation of
organizational units and the information flows among them. These elements include nodes and
arrows as well as sequence numbers, quality and media symbols. Figure 7.2 shows the graphical
editor with a small sample information flow-oriented model that has been produced by means
of IKARUS.
The main modeling elements are nodes (light and dark rectangles) and edges (arrows carrying
rectangular labels). The nodes represent actors. Actors external to the organization are repre-
sented by light rectangles, and internal actors are represented by dark rectangles. Hence, the
Customer is an external actor, and CustomerService and ProductDevelopment are
internal actors.
The information flows are represented by the arrows that connect the actors, and by the arrow
labels. The arrows show where the information comes from and where it is delivered to. The
respective label shows what information is delivered, and also contains symbols representing
the sequence number of the information flow in the depicted scenario, the media used for the
delivery, and the quality attributes of the information flow. In the example, the Customer
sends a Problem to CustomerService, either by telephone (represented by the phone
symbol), or electronically (represented by the floppy disc symbol), e.g., by e-mail. This is the
first information flow in the scenario, as it carries a ’1’, and no quality attributes have been
attached.
The graphical editor can thus be used for redrawing the information flow-oriented models that
have been developed in a group session as described in chapter 6.3. The sample model shown
in figure 7.2 represents a small part of the information flow diagram shown in figure 8.14.
The model produced by means of IKARUS is automatically formalized and stored in the CON-
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Figure 7.2: IKARUS graphical user interface and sample model
CEPTBASE repository as a M-TELOS representation of the informal model. Both drawing the
model and the formalization are in accordance with the meta model of the information flow-
oriented perspective as described in figure 6.11. For example, elements can only be combined
in a meaningful way; the user cannot, e.g., attach a quality symbol to an organizational unit,
since quality symbols refer to information flows only.
The formalization of the model occurs when the user clicks on the corresponding button shown
in the top part of IKARUS. The CONCEPTBASE server containing the corresponding meta meta
and meta models is then contacted, and a syntactically correct M-TELOS formalization of the
model represented in IKARUS is transmitted to the server. The user can select a module that the
formal model should be transmitted into; if no such module is selected, the model is stored in
the System module.
Figure 7.3 shows the CONCEPTBASE representation of the first information flow from the ex-
ample shown in figure 7.2, and its connection to the information flow-oriented meta model. In
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Figure 7.3: CONCEPTBASE sample representation of figure 7.2
the upper part of the figure, the information flow-oriented meta model is depicted. The ovals
whose labels start with IF_ are the meta model concepts, and the labelled arrows between them
represent the attribute links as described in chapter 6.3.3.1. The lower part of the figure shows
the model concepts connected to the meta model concepts by instanceof relationships. The
concepts have been derived from the first information flow shown in figure 7.2. Note that the
Send_Problem concept does not have any counterpart in figure 7.2. This instance of IF_-
Activity has been derived from the IF_Data instance Problem, which is the object of
the information flow. Send_Problem has been created from the object of the information
flow, Problem, and the prefix Send_, which expresses the delivery of the Problem concept.
The graphical symbols showing a telephone and a floppy disc have been mapped to instances
of IF_Medium, viz. Phone and ElectronicalMedia, respectively. The sequence num-
ber of the information flow in the scenario, depicted by a graphical 1 in figure 7.2, is traced
by means of the followed_by relationship. Hence, e.g., the information flows labelled with
2 in figure 7.2 give rise to followed_by relationships between these information flows and
their successors, information flows labelled 3. These relationships are not shown in figure 7.3.
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7.4 Perspective Transformation
The rules for mapping the information flow-oriented perspective to the strategic, service-oriented,
and activity-oriented perspectives have been described in chapter 6.4. In addition, rules for map-
ping the three perspectives into the information flow-oriented perspective have been described
in chapter 6.4.3. For the implementation of these rules, Java has been used. Each set of rules
for mapping one perspective into another corresponds to a Java class, which performs the actual
mapping, and requests and processes user input where necessary. As part of the actual mapping
process, the Java classes handle the module operations (e.g., switching from source to target
module), and update the models stored in the CONCEPTBASE repository according to the rules
described in chapter 6.4.
The Java classes have been integrated into a graphical user interface (cf. figure 7.4). The inter-
face allows the user to select a transformation from a pull-down menu. The corresponding Java
class then maps the source model into a model representing the desired perspective. The trans-
formation takes a source and a target module as parameters. Each of these modules represents
a separate name space in the CONCEPTBASE repository, so that naming conflicts in M-TELOS
are avoided. It is possible to, e.g., edit the source (e.g., information flow-oriented) model in
the source module, map it into another perspective and into a target module, and thus view
the effects of changes made to the information flow-oriented model on the other perspectives.
As Java classes exists for the transformation to and from an information flow-oriented model,
retransformation of the target model into the information flow-oriented model can also be per-
formed, e.g., after the target model has been edited. The effect that changes in the target model
have on the information flow-oriented model then become visible.            
Figure 7.4: Convert tool main menu
In the example shown in figure 7.4, the user has selected a transformation from an information
flow-oriented model to a strategic model. The source model for the transformation, which the
user determines by selecting the module that the model is located in, is shown in figure 7.5,
which contains all information flows depicted in figure 7.2 that have a sequence number of one
or two.
After the user has selected the desired target perspective and the desired target module, the
source module is mapped into the target perspective. Figure 7.6 shows the textual representation
of the M-TELOS frames that result from mapping the source model shown in figure 7.5 into the
strategic perspective.
Figure 7.7 shows the graphical representation of the target model. It contains the dependency re-
lationships between Customer, CustomerService, and ProductDevelopment. The
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Figure 7.5: Information flow-oriented (source) model
information flows in the source model haven given rise to resource dependencies between these
actors. The model can then be extended by aditional concepts, relationships and attributes rele-
vant to the strategic perspective. Afterwards, the strategic model can be retransformed into the
information flow-oriented model so that the effect of the changes can be observed.
7.5 Process Analysis
After the different process models have been produced, they can be analyzed by means of the
analysis tool. Therefore, query classes addressing the cooperation process quality criteria de-
cribed in chapter 3.3.1 have been formulated in M-TELOS. In some cases, the quality criteria
have given rise to several query classes. Some of these query classes refer to one modeling per-
spective only, whereas others gather and evaluate information from more than one perspective.
In addition to these problem area-specific query classes, status query classes have been de-
veloped that can be used to determine non-problem area related information, e.g., how many
workflows exists in the process model, or what activities are part of the process.
The M-TELOS code for the analysis queries can be found in appendix D.
The query classes are used to gather status information (as the sample query class shown be-
low), detect inconsistencies and opportunities for improving the process, and represent notation-
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Figure 7.6: Convert tool results
            
Figure 7.7: Strategic (target) model
independent meta formulas as described in chapter 6.3.2.
Formula 6.4 in chapter 6.3.3.1 shows a meta formula expressing the fact that an author involved
in the business process under consideration needs to receive information. The corresponding
CONCEPTBASE query class is the following:
QueryClass GetActorWhoNeverGetsAnyInformation
isA SimpleClass with
attribute,constraint
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i : $ exists s/Actor
ho/Actor!performs!has_object
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
lab/Label
In(this,s) and P(ht,ho,lab,s) and
not exists hti/Proposition
A(hti, lab, this)
$
end
This query class checks the formalization of the business process model for actors that violate
this constraint. The returned results can then be interpreted. In this case, an actor who does
not get any information might be starting the process (and never receive any information after-
wards), which would mean that the model is consistent, or the actor might have been overlooked
in the process, hence the information flows for this actor need to be reconsidered. On the other
hand, the actor might not be a process stakeholder, and therefore should be removed from the
model.
In the context of this thesis, more than 80 such query classes have been developed for expressing
the integrity constraints as well as for process analysis. In addition, more than 60 miscellaneous
queries have been developed for testing and other purposes. The M-TELOS representations for
the meta meta model, meta models, and query classes are contained in the appendices of this
thesis.
The query classes can be called from the CONCEPTBASE Workbench, where they are listed
alphabetically, or by means of the analysis tool, whose user interface is shown in figure 7.8.
The queries correspond to the process quality criteria described above and have been classified
according to the problem area or areas that they relate to. Thus, queries can be selected accord-
ing to the problem area or problem areas they refer to. In addition to these problem are-specific
queries, the system lists about 30 status queries1 that give information not directly related to
any process quality criteria, e.g., a list of the activities of the process, or a list of the goals that
a given actor serves.
            
Figure 7.8: Analysis tool user interface
After the user has selected a query, the tool connects to the CONCEPTBASE server, passes the
selected query to the server, and awaits and displays the results that the server returns. Figure
1These queries have been omitted from the appendices for brevity.
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7.9 shows the results returned by the analysis tool for the query GetActorWhoNeverGets-
AnyInformation that has been run on a given scenario from case study 1 (cf. chapter 8.3.1).
Figure 7.9: Sample query results
7.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the MAP system has been described. MAP consists of process modeling, pro-
cess model transformation, and process analysis clients that interact with the central CONCEPT-
BASE repository server. This server contains M-TELOS representations of the meta meta model
and all meta models that have been presented in chapter 6. In addition, the query classes used
for process analysis, and the formal process models resulting from process model formalization
are stored in the repository. Apart from the clients described above, there are other tools, e.g.,
the CONCEPTBASE Workbench, that interact with the repository, so that the full functionality
necessary for implementing the concepts described in chapter 6 is available to the user.
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Chapter 8
Evaluation of the CO-MAP Methodology
8.1 Objectives of this Chapter
The aim of this chapter is to describe the efforts that have been made to validate the CO-MAP
methodology. Thus, this chapter contains a brief theoretical validation of the methodology,
together with one full case study as well as excerpts from four shorter case studies in a technical
context. The full case study, case study 1, refers to a company’s complaint management process.
Of the short case studies, case study 1b deals with the engineering change management process
at the same company, whereas case studies 2 to 4 deal with the new product development process
at three other companies. In addition, we have demonstrated the transferability of the CO-MAP
methodology by applying it to a case study from a completely different context, viz. a cultural
science research project involving about 60 researchers and student assistants from the humane
sciences.
8.2 Theoretical Validation: Quality Aspects
The CO-MAP methodology and the resulting process models fulfil the Guidelines of Modeling,
GoM (cf. chapter 4.3.2), as is described in the following:
 the guideline of correctness requires the syntactical and semantical correctness of the
model. The models developed with the aid of CO-MAP are syntactically correct, i.e.,
complete and consistent with their underlying, explicit meta models. In contrast to the
guideline of correctness, CO-MAP allows for inconsistencies between the models, as
such inconsistencies indicate potential starting points for process redesign. Thus, the
meta models contain few rules that are propagated to the corresponding models. Instead,
inconsistencies are detected during the analysis phase, by means of query classes as de-
scribed in chapter 6.5.
The semantical correctness of the models is achieved through the process stakeholders
jointly developing and discussing the process models. In addition, the derived formal
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models are later presented for validation to the process stakeholders, who rediscuss the
models, clarify open issues, and point out mistakes.
 in accordance with the guideline of relevance, the process models focus on specific mod-
eling perspectives and on the perspectives of the different stakeholders. So far, the pro-
cess models have proven useful for the goals of the application of CO-MAP, namely the
reengineering of organizational cooperation processes, cf. e.g., chapter 8.3.1, and the
analysis of an organizational cooperation process, cf. chapter 8.3.3.
 the guideline of economic efficiency is also fulfilled by the CO-MAP method: the ba-
sic information flow-oriented process model can be developed in four to six hours, and
already yields promising starting points for process optimization. In addition, the tools
supporting the development of the formal models, and the process analysis, described in
chapter 7, have been developed for supporting the efficiency of CO-MAP.
 the guideline of clarity refers to the structure of the models as well as to their graphical
representation and general readability. This is a subjective criterion, but so far, we have
found that the informal process models are very intuitively understandable, and that the
process stakeholders can work well with them. The graphical editor IKARUS has also
been developed for supporting this guideline. To understand the formal models, on the
other hand, the process stakeholders require explanations. This is particularly true for
models representing the service-oriented perspective.
The graphical representation of the models by means of CONCEPTBASE can be improved
once CONCEPTBASE’s graphical types (cf. e.g., [Jeusfeld et al., 1998]) are used. In
addition, naming conventions and graphical symbols with well-defined semantics (cf.
figure 6.2) improve the readability of the models.
 the guideline of comparability requires that models that have been developed by means
of different methods are compatible (syntactic comparability) and that different mod-
els can be compared with respect to their contents (semantical comparability). As the
meta models describing the different process modeling perspectives have been integrated
into CO-MAP’s shared meta meta model (cf.chapter 6.3.3.1), syntactic comparability
has been achieved. In addition, the different process stakeholder perspectives (i.e., the
semantical contents of the models) can also be compared.
 the guideline of systematic design is fulfilled by means of the shared meta meta model
integrating the different meta models. Consistency across perspectives is not enforced,
however, as conflicts and inconsistencies point to potential starting points for process
optimization, and therefore should be recorded and analyzed.
Apart from this rather theoretical validation, CO-MAP has been extensively used in several
industrial case studies. The next section therefore describes the main validation of the CO-
MAP methodology by means of five case studies in the context of the AdCo project (the AdCo
project is described in chapter 2.4.3). In addition, the transferability of the methodology to
other contexts has been documented by means of another case study aiming at capturing the
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cooperation and communication structures in a large cultural sciences research project. This
case study is also described in the next section.
8.3 Experiences with the CO-MAP Methodology
The CO-MAP methodology has been employed in five industrial case studies, which are de-
scribed in this section. All of these industrial case studies have been performed in the context
of the “information logistics in the new product development process” subproject of the AdCo
project (cf. section 2.4.3). This subproject dealt with information flows and other aspects of
the new product development process. The goals of the project were to support the companies
in designing cooperation processes, and to ultimately initiate development cooperations among
the SMEs. Five companies initially participated; at a later stage, another company joined the
subproject. The subproject was managed by one of the managing officers of a small software
company, and myself.
The subproject began as a series of round-table style meetings, so that the participants could get
to know and trust each other, discuss topics of interest, and share information. Upon discussing
their company-specific problems, the participants found that many of the others shared these
problems. Thus, the participants wished to compare their new product development processes
so as to see how other companies dealt with similar issues, and to achieve a benchmarking ef-
fect. As the next step, the participants therefore intended to compare and discuss the process
descriptions contained in their respective quality management documentation. They found,
however, that these process descriptions (mostly focusing on activity-oriented aspects, and of-
ten documented as process chains or flowcharts, cf. chapter 5.4) neither depicted the real life
processes as they experienced them in their daily work, nor could they be compared to the other
companies’ process descriptions. Therefore, several of the companies expressed their interest in
a common method for process modeling that would make their respective processes compara-
ble, depict the individual and shared problems, and enable them to improve the processes, either
together or individually. In consequence, we employed the workplace-oriented process mod-
eling methodology for analyzing the processes of four1 of the companies. In three companies,
the focus of the analysis was on the new product development process; the fourth company had
already identified the interplay between the new product development and the complaint man-
agement processes as one of the major problems with new product development, and asked us
to analyze the complaint management process instead.
The next section, chapter 8.3.1 describes case study 1, which covers a full process reengineering
project focusing on the company’s complaint management process. Chapter 8.3.2 discusses
aspects of a case study dealing with the engineering change management process, which also
took place at Company 1. The following section, chapter 8.3.3 then describes excerpts from
case studies 2 to 4, which cover the as-is analyses of the respective companies’ existing new
product development processes. Finally, the transferability of the CO-MAP methodology is
1The other companies expressed an interest in such an analysis, but finally refrained from having their processes
analyzed for lack of time.
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demonstrated in chapter 8.3.4 by a brief description of its application in the context of a large
cultural sciences research project.
8.3.1 Case Study 1: Complaint Managment
8.3.1.1 Complaint Management
A complaint (in German: Reklamation2) is the utterance of dissatisfaction that is made towards
a company or a third party with the aim of indicating some behaviour of the company that is
subjectively felt as damaging [Stauss and Seidel, 1998]. In the following, this broad definition
will be restricted to complaints that the customer utters towards the company, with the object of
the objection relating to a product or service of the company. Hence, objections made to third
parties are not further considered.
Complaint management (in German: Reklamationsmanagement, Beschwerdemanagement) deals
with such customer complaints, and is generally an unloved part of a company’s business, as it is
most often considered to be costly and negative. Companies therefore often strive to reduce the
number of customer complaints [Stauss and Seidel, 1998]. On the other hand, any utterance of
dissatisfaction made towards a company represents an important opportunity for the company
to improve products and processes, and its customer relations, thereby potentially increasing
profits [APQC, 1998]. The main aim of complaint management is to detect and analyze cus-
tomer dissatisfaction, and to use goal-oriented and suitable measures for achieving customer
satisfaction [Stauss and Seidel, 1998, p. 25]: after doing it right the first time has not worked,
doing it absolutely right the second time is essential. Customers can even prefer the latter, i.e,.
good management of poor services, over high quality products, so that customer loyalty is even
increased [Schäl, 1996, p. 11], [Stauss and Seidel, 1998, p. 55-56]. Thus, the management of
complaints is thus an important means of regaining and stabilizing relationships with customers
who have become dissatisfied with the company and are on the brink of taking their business
elsewhere. In addition, an objection or complaint means that the company obtains first-hand
information on what the customer wants and does not want, thus representing an opportunity
to improve the company’s products and / or services [APQC, 1998], potentially leading to new
product ideas [Trott, 1998, p. 145]. The management of complaints is therefore an important
part of improvement management (in German: Verbesserungsmanagement).
8.3.1.2 Case Study 1: Introduction and Case Study Design
The complaint management case study was performed at an AdCo project member company,
a medium-sized medical engineering company that manufactures medical devices, which are
sold in the USA and in Europe. Thus, the company needs to comply with both German and US
legal regulations.
2In German, a complaint (Reklamation) is an utterance of dissatisfaction that the customer has legal means to
enforce. The superset of complaints and general utterances of dissatisfaction is called Beschwerden. In American
and British English, no such distinction seems to exist.
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The Food and Drug Administration, FDA, imposes strict regulations on complaint handling
where medical devices are concerned. A complaint as defined by the FDA means “any writ-
ten, electronic, or oral communication that alleges deficiencies related to the identity, quality,
durability, reliability, safety, effectiveness, or performance of a device after it is released for
distribution” [FDA, 1996]. Hence, Company 1’s complaint management process needs to deal
with legal requirements on the one, and to achieve customer satisfaction on the other hand.
The study differed from the other case studies reported in this section in several ways. The com-
pany had previously realized that the complaint management process was of great importance
for the reasons described above, but also that it was far from perfect. Therefore, a working
group aiming at reengineering the process had been formed. Members of this group belonged
to most departments involved in the process. The group had already spent a large amount of
time and effort to develop a flowchart depicting part of the defects management process. Still,
the group felt that although the flowchart was adequate, well-defined, and correctly reflected
the process, they were incapable of identifying the problems that were “somehow felt to be
there”, but could not be pinned down in the process chain. The group’s questions, e.g., why
the process sometimes lagged, why rework became necessary, or where and how the process
should be optimized, could not be answered by means of the flowchart. To find answers to these
questions was the goal of the process modeling and analysis, thus the goal was more concrete,
and the stakeholders had much more experience in modeling the process than was the case with
the stakeholders in the new product development case studies described in chapter 8.3.3.
When the group leader asked us to reassess the process, he provided us with the flowchart
and gave us a short introduction to the process. Upon considering this information, we felt
that the relationships between process stakeholders as customers and suppliers of subprocesses
needed more attention. In addition, communication and information flows between the process
stakeholders were hardly visible in the flowchart. Therefore, we decided to try and apply our
newly developed process modeling and analysis methodology to the process. The following
steps were taken:
1. as the first step, a preparatory meeting with the working group leader and another process
stakeholder took place about six weeks before the group session. During the meeting, the
company’s situation with respect to the complaint management process was discussed.
2. a facilitated group session for capturing information flows within the process as described
in section 6.3.1 was performed at the company. Eight employees from the working group,
representing the different process stakeholders, participated in the session. Additionally,
three researchers from our university’s computer science department participated in the
session, with one of the latter facilitating the session, and the other two keeping minutes
of the ensuing discussions.
3. after the group session, we performed a formalization of the informal process diagrams,
and an analysis of the resulting process models. Both formalization and analysis also drew
on further information gathered before and during the group session. The analysis results
were then presented to and discussed with the participants of the group session about two
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months after the group session. In consequence, the working group decided to reengineer
the process, and to have the resulting process reviewed by means of another group session
facilitated by us. The reengineered process was to be supported by a software system that
was to be developed by a small software company.
4. the second group session took place one year after the first group session. The participants
were six of the original working group members, three researchers, as well as another
AdCo facilitator. The aim of the session was the review of the reengineered process.
The company had provided us with flowcharts of the newly designed process in advance,
and we had used the MAP tools to develop a service-oriented model of the process. In
addition, the working group had started to redesign the engineering change management
process and wished for a critical evaulation of that process, as well (cf. chapter 8.3.2).
One of the researchers again facilitated the session, and the other two kept minutes of the
discussion. During the session, information flow-oriented models of the process and its
subprocesses were drawn that gave rise to several minor changes to the process. As result
of the session, the company decided to accept our suggestions for modifications to the
process.
5. finally, the new process was presented three months later at another meeting with par-
ticipants from several other companies that were interested in complaint management.
The aim of the meeting was the final review and evaluation of the process as well as the
presentation of the concept for the workflow tool for supporting the redesigned process.
The next sections give a more detailed description of the individual steps taken in this case
study. An excerpt of the case study is also described in detail in [Kethers and Schoop, 2000].
8.3.1.3 Process Modeling and Analysis
During the group session, the participants, who were all members of the working group de-
scribed above, decided to model the process from only one stakeholder perspective, viz. the
working group’s. The group jointly described two scenarios, namely the processing of a defec-
tive product that was
a) shipped by a German customer, and
b) shipped by a sales representative representing a customer from abroad.
Figure 8.1 shows the resulting informal process model, containing both scenarios.
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Figure 8.1: Company 1: informal process diagram
Scenario a) consists of the following information flows:
1. The customer, a hospital, mails the defect product to the goods receiving department,
GRD_V (in German: Lager / Versand). The product may be accompanied by a formal
document containing additional information on the defect product.
2. GRD_V notifies the sales department (VKI) of the delivery.
3. VKI sends a repair order to GRD_V.
4. GRD_V forwards the product, any accompanying information, and the repair order to the
repair service department, RS.
5. The repair service department prepares an estimate and forwards it to the industrial engi-
neering department (IE).
6. VKI discusses the estimate with the customer.
7. The repair service department returns the repaired product to VKI.
8. VKI forwards the product to the customer.
In addition to these information flows, the process contains the actual repair activity performed
by the repair service department (this is not shown in the diagram), which occurs after VKI has
discussed the estimate with the customer.
Scenario b) consists of 30 information flows involving 11 internal and 5 external organizational
units.
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1. The customer ships the defect product to the goods receiving department, WE (in German:
Wareneingangslager). (In some cases when the product is declared a complaint, it is
shipped directly to the QAR department.) The product may be accompanied by additional
information in the shape of a report form.
2. WE notifies the customer service department.
3. The customer service department forwards a repair order to WE.
4. WE forwards the repair order together with the product and the report form (if any) ac-
companying the product to the repair service department, RS.
5. RS calculates a cost estimate and forwards this to the SA (special orders, in German:
Sonderanfertigung) department.
6. The SA department forwards the cost estimate and an estimate of the production costs to
customer service.
7. Customer service negotiates the cost estimate with the customer.
8. RS requests the customer’s OK from customer service. (Optionally, customer service also
contacts SA in order to check the cost estimate.)
9. RS notifies the product controlling department, PC, of any shortfalls.
10. PC sends an order to the semi-finished goods deposit (in German: Halbfabrikate-Lager,
HL).
11. HL sends a purchasing order to the purchasing department.
12. HL sends the semi-finished goods to RS.
13. PC forwards time charts (in German: Zeitkarten) and wage slips (in German: Lohn-
scheine) to RS.
14. RS sends reports on defects occurring frequently to the design department.
15. The design department sends further information and test data to the research & develop-
ment department, R&D.
16. R&D recalculates the costs and forwards the result to the IE (Industrial Engineering)
department.
17. RS notifies the purchasing department of any shortfalls.
18. RS sends further information to the quality assurance department, QAR.
19. QAR asks RS whether the customer’s complaint was legitimate .
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20. Based on the information that was reveived from RS, QAR decides whether the cus-
tomer’s complaint is a complaint or a repair case. The decision is forwarded to customer
service.
21. In case of a complaint, QAR notifies the appropriate authorities, DIMDI (German In-
stitute for Medical Documentation and Information, in German: Deutsches Institut für
Medizinische Dokumentation und Information) and / or BfArM (Federal Institute for
Drugs and Medical Devices, in German: Bundesinstitut für Arzneimittel und Medizin-
produkte), of the complaint.
22. QAR checks with an American branch of the company whether the FDA needs to be
informed of the complaint. There is no direct communication between QAR and the
FDA.
23. RS forwards the repaired product and a repair report to the store responsible for exporting
goods, LE.
24. LE notifies customer service.
25. Customer service ships the product and the repair report to the customer.
The participants discussed the process model and the two scenarios, and found several weak
points, which were captured in a separate document. Among the most obvious disadvantages of
the process is the large number of organizational units (represented as circles in figure 8.1) in-
volved in the process, especially as complaint management itself is a process that does not make
any direct profit for the company, although complaint management offers many opportunities
for improving a product or service, as described above.
The fact that all activities of scenario a) are also performed in scenario b), but involve different
actors, obviously represents another weak point of the process. The redundancy that is thus
introduced into the process negatively influences cost and time issues as well as knowledge
management, because the knowledge acquired through the two processes is stored in different
places in the company. In addition, as the question whether the customer request represents a
complaint, repair, or service process is not answered at the beginning of the process (in scenario
b), this decision is made in step 20), the process contains many exceptions and special cases,
thus becoming rather complex and tangled. In addition, for various reasons, the distinction be-
tween complaints, service and repair cases is not always obvious at the beginning of the process.
For example, customers sometimes try to lodge a complaint that should actually be treated as a
repair or service case, or even try to lodge a complaint for a product that has not been manufac-
tured by the company (cf. also [Stauss and Seidel, 1998, p. 29]). Thus, in the process described
above, complaint management is often invoked although the underlying defect product should
actually have undergone a repair or been treated as a service case. Situations like these also
increase process costs.
After the group session, the informal information flow-oriented process model of scenario a)
was formalized in Telos with the aid of the IKARUS editor. The lower part of figure 8.2 shows
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an excerpt from the formal information flow-oriented model of scenario b): the customer returns
a defect product to either of the company’s goods receiving department, GRD_V (scenario a)),
or WE (scenario b)). In scenario b), the defect product is sometimes shipped directly to the
quality assurance department, QAR. This information flow marks the start of the process. The
upper part of the figure shows the meta model that defines the syntax and semantics of the
process model: Customer, WE, and QAR are instances of the IF_Actor meta class, which
has an attribute relationship, performs, whose target value is the IF_Activity concept.
In addition, the performs relationship has an attribute, has_object, whose target value is
IF_Data, representing the information that is delivered. Finally, the has_object attribute
has another object, has_target, which marks the target of the information flow.
            
Figure 8.2: Company 1: excerpt from the information flow-oriented model of scenario a)
Figure 8.3 shows the strategic perspective developed from the formal model of scenario a) by
means of the transformation component described in chapter 7.4. Each information flow is
mapped to a resource dependency relationship between the sender and the recipient of the in-
formation flow as dependee and depender, respectively. The result of the transformation is thus
a set of resource dependencies among the process stakeholders. This basic strategic perspective
model can then be edited, e.g., augmented by further dependencies (existing dependencies can
also be changed), and can then be analyzed by means of the relevant analysis queries described
in chapter 6.5. In addition, a retransformation of the strategic perspective model in the infor-
mation flow-oriented perspective can be performed, so that the impact of the changes becomes
visibile there, too.
Figure 8.4 shows the strategic perspective of scenario a) after some changes have been made
based on the information that was recorded during the group session, and on several company
documents. Some of these changes are fairly straightforward; as many customers complained
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Figure 8.3: Company 1: strategic model (scenario a)), version 1
about the slow process, for example, a soft-goal “quick return of product” was added. Other
changes might be more complex: one of the problems that the company wanted to solve, for
example, is the fact that the customer fairly frequently triggers a complaint process, although
the complaint is not justified (e.g., because the product has been used wrongly, or even because
the product has not been manufactured by company 1). A lodged complaint, whether or not it
is justified, however, involves the quality assurance department, which is responsible for deal-
ing with complaints (cf. scenario b)). Thus, a a new actor, the quality assurance department,
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Figure 8.4: Company 1: strategic model (scenario a)), version 2
has been added. The quality assurance department depends on the customer providing reliable,
correct and complete information. Another newly introduced goal is the “all costs considered”
goal dependency with industrial engineering as depender, and the repair service department as
dependee. So far, the cost situation had not been transparent, and none of the process stake-
holders did actually know what costs a given repair order resulted in. Often, the customer was
not billed the correct amount, e.g., because administration costs were not considered.
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Figure 8.5: Company 1: service-oriented model (excerpt of scenario a))
The strategic perspective gives rise some questions, however. Although the customer’s wish for
a quick return of the product is obvious, for example, it is not really clear what actor should be
the target of the dependency link. On the one hand, the customer deals directly with the goods
receiving department, GRD_V, when shipping the product to the company. On the other hand,
sales (VKI) should be the main customer contact, and thus represent the company’s internal
customer (VKI also returns the product to the customer). In addition, the roles of the suppliers
to this internal customer were not really well-defined.
To deal with these issues, we have developed a formal model representing the service-oriented
aspects of the “German customer” scenario. The model is shown in figure 8.5. This service-
oriented model was developed from the information flow-oriented model shown in figure 8.1
with the aid of the rules described in section 6.4, and later also enhanced by additional informa-
tion recorded during the group session.
Figure 8.5 contains six workflow loops which depict the same process as scenario a) in figure
8.1, with the numbers in figure 8.5 corresponding to the information flow numbers of the pro-
cess. Most of the workflow loops shown in the figure lack at least one workflow phase, the
exception being the discussion of the cost estimate between VKI and the customer. In addi-
tion, the main workflow of the process seems to be the one between the customer and GRD_V,
the goods receiving department, that receives the product from the customer, initiates the re-
pair order, and also ships the repaired product to the customer. On the other hand, the sales
department, VKI, discusses the cost estimate with the customer, and should be the company’s
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customer contact representing the customer internally in the process.
After the formal modeling of the process, we performed the analysis of the process models in
order to detect further weak and strong points of the process. The analysis was based on the
process quality criteria described in chapter 3.3.1 and the resulting queries described in chapter
6.5.
First, we analyzed the information flow-oriented model of scenario a). It contains 11 informa-
tion flows3 involving four internal and one external actors. All of the information flows appear
to be complete, i.e., they have objects and target actors. Only 6 of the information flows carry
information on the media that are used. Of these, 4 use written media (formal or informal doc-
uments), and two (representing the discussion of the cost calculation) are conducted by phone.
None of the information flows in this scenario had been rated with regard to quality.
Three activities are repeated in the scenario: the customer ships the defect product to the goods
receiving department who then forwards the product to the repair service department, RS. The
repaired product is shipped from RS or the quality assurance department to the goods receiving
department, and then shipped to the customer. Finally, the cost estimate is sent to the SA
department and later forwarded by the sales department to the customer. In the scenario, several
information flows seem to be missing: for example, there is no note of who sends the cost
estimate to the sales department.
Scenario b) is more complex and detailed than scenario a), consisting of 30 information flows.
All individual activities of scenario a) also occur in scenario b), but are performed by different
actors in the two scenarios.
We found that the process mostly uses written communication, so that information loss because
of volatile media does not occur. Also, the process is thoroughly specified and documented.
Drawbacks of the process are its large number of exceptions that needed to be handled, and
the fact that two almost identical processes were needed for complaint management, depending
on the customer of the process. These two facts indicated that a redesign of the process would
probably be necessary, or at least helpful.
The strategic process model shown in figure 8.4 needs to be analyzed for aspects such as job au-
tonomy, and conflicting goals (cf. chapter 3.3.1). With respect to job autonomy, the model has
been checked for unidirectional and transitive dependency relationships. For example, the qual-
ity assurance department has a unidirectional dependency relationship with the customer; the
repair service department is the dependee in unilateral dependency relationships with the sales
and industrial engineering departments, and is unidirectionally dependent on the goods receiv-
ing department. According to the model, the goods receiving department in turn is dependent
on the customer. The question of whether there is a return dependency from the customer to the
goods receiving department, however, depends on the role of the latter in the process: according
to the service-oriented model in figure 8.5, the goods receiving department would be the main
customer contact, and thus also responsible for returing the repaired product to the customer.
3Each actor performing an activity represents an information flow. Note that this definition includes incomplete
information flows whose object or target are missing. Such defective information flows are detected at the next
stage of the analysis.
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This would mean that the soft-goal dependency “quick return of product” would have the goods
receiving department as dependee. Figure 8.4 shows the sales department as the dependee of
this dependency, who seems to be a more reasonable candidate for the main customer contact
of the process.
Transitive dependencies are considered to be dependencies for an object o between actor 1 as
depender and actor 2 as dependee, if there is another dependency with the same object between
actor 2 as depender and an actor 3 as dependee. In figure 8.4, the “additional information”
resource dependency between the repair service and goods receiving departments as well as the
goods receiving department and the customer is an example of such a dependency. The model
contains four such dependencies (stemming from the information flow structure of scenario a)).
In such cases, the question of whether the information flows could be rearranged where possible,
so that there are less such indirect dependencies, should be considered. In addition, the “cost
estimate” dependendcies indicate a missing information flow: there is no such dependency
between the repair service and sales departments, although the repair service department and
sales both appear as dependees in “cost estimate” resource dependencies.
The analysis of the service-oriented model reveals several drawbacks of the process: firstly,
the customer has to deal with at least two organizational units along the process, and thus does
not have the opportunity to send feedback back to the appropriate place in the process. In
many cases, it is better to have one well-defined interface to the customer, so that the customer
knows who she needs to contact about the complaint. In particular, while the complaint is being
processed, the customer should not be forced to find out who is responsible for dealing with the
complaint, but should be contacted by the company if any communication becomes necessary
[Stauss and Seidel, 1998, p. 105].
Secondly, there is a large amount of workflow loops, all of them missing the fourth phase,
evaluation. In particular, feedback loops from the service and repair department to the product
development process are missing. Thus, a valuable source of information for product improve-
ment is not made use of.
8.3.1.4 Modeling and Analysis of the Redesigned Process
Another main difference between the new product development case studies reported later in
this chapter and this study was that the process was not only modeled and analyzed. Instead,
the company also decided to redesign the complaint management process and to embed it into
a larger process, defects management (in German: Lenkung fehlerhafter Produkte), which was
intended to cover the service, complaint management, repairs, and special licenses and failure
report (in German: Sonderkonzessionen und Fehlermeldungen) subprocesses. Planned process
changes included the introduction of a single organizational unit responsible for dealing with
the customer who wanted to return a defective product, so that the customer would not have
to deal with different units (“one face to the customer”, cf. chapter 5.5, [Schäl, 1996]), the
removal of many exceptions and the subprocesses for their management, a clear definition of
the complaints, service, and repair concepts, and improved feedback mechanisms from both the
customer and the repair department to the product development department, so that the products
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developed could be continuously improved.
The working group redesigned the process over the next months on the basis of our analysis
results, and described it by means of several flowcharts, showing the main process, defects
management, and its subprocesses. The sales department, WV, is now the main customer con-
tact, and the classification of the case at hand as repair, complaint, or service takes place during
the customer’s request phase. Hence, the actual nature of the customer request is determined
(and discussed with the customer) in a clarification workflow that occurs before any activities
specific to the case are performed. In the original process, there was no explicit classification;
if the customer shipped the product as complaint, the complaint management process was initi-
ated, and if the complaint was later detected to be unauthorized, large parts of the process had
to be repeated. The redesigned process does not contain this problem anymore.
Figure 8.6: Company 1: flowchart of the redesigned process (excerpt)
An excerpt of this flowchart, depicting the start of the process, before the actual service, repair,
or complaint management process is initiated, is shown in figure 8.6. Based on the flowchart,
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we developed a service-oriented model of the redesigned process, an excerpt of which is shown
in figure 8.7. As indicated in figure 8.7 (but not easily seen in figure 8.6), the process steps
shown belong to the request phase of the main process workflow, “deal with defect product”.
Figure 8.7: Company 1: service-oriented model of the redesigned process (excerpt)
Both figures show only the first few steps in the process; after the product has been identified,
classified, and registered by the CH department, either a service, a repair, or a complaint man-
agement process is triggered. This and the following process steps then form the commitment,
performance, and evaluation phases of the main workflow.
As can be seen from the two figures, even this small excerpt from the flowchart results in several
questions that need to be resolved before a full service-oriented model can be developed:
 who are the actual customer and supplier of the main workflow, deal with defect
product? The flowchart suggests that the WE department is the main customer contact;
however, the actual main customer contact is the sales department that does not enter the
process until after the product has been identified, classified, and registered.
 does the WE department get to know whether the product has been successfully decon-
taminated and forwarded to the CH department? Does WE need to keep track of this?
 obviously, WE forwards the product to CH, but who makes the CH department identify,
classify, and register the product? Who is informed of the result?
 there is hardly any exception management. Consider, e.g., the case that the product cannot
be identified. Does the CH department contact the customer? There is no information
about this in the flowchart.
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 who decides on which process needs to be initiated after the registration of the product?
What happens if this decision is later revoked?
The service-oriented model shown in figure 8.7, which was developed with the aid of the formal
information flow-oriented model and the rules described in chapter 6.4 for mapping an informa-
tion flow-oriented model into a service-oriented model, helped us to detect these open issues. In
addition, the model showed us several other potential problems with the process. For example, a
characteristic of the process is that there is a large amount of workflow loops, which means that
the process is potentially very slow. This cannot easily be seen on the flowchart. In addition,
hardly any of the workflows contain an evaluation phase, i.e., feedback is missing from nearly
all subprocesses.
Figure 8.8: Company 1: information flow-oriented diagram of the redesigned process
The redesigned process was then reviewed in a second group session involving the process
stakeholders. During the review, we drew an information flow diagram of the process and dis-
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cussed the service-oriented and activity-oriented modeling perspectives4 with the group. The
resulting information flow diagram for the complaint management process (in German: Rekla-
mationsmanagement) is shown in figure 8.8.
Based on the service-oriented model of the process, we developed the following recommen-
dations that were then discussed with the working group members. On a general level, we
recommended that all workflow loops should be complete. In particular, all action workflows
should have feedback loops so that the supplier gets to know about the customer’s satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with the supplier’s performance. Furthermore, the customer should only have
to deal with one person at the company (“one face to the customer”) as recommended by, e.g.,
[Schäl, 1996]. This person, representing the main workflow’s supplier from the main workflow
customer’s point of view, and the (internal) customer to the other process stakeholders should
be trained to deal with complaints, and should be responsible for completing the processing of
the complaint. For this, she needs to be kept informed about the state of the process.
Figure 8.9: Company 1: new service-oriented model of the redesigned process (operational)
During the group session, two alternatives were proposed for the new process. Figure 8.9 shows
the process after its redesign which has been focusing on operational aspects. This process
thus is suitable for repair processes in particular. The customer deals with the custom service
technician, ADM, who is responsible for delivering the defect product to the goods receiving
department, and acts as the internal customer for the secondary workflows, with the exception
of the “deliver product and bill” workflow, which is initiated by the RS department..
4We did not choose to discuss a strategic perspective, as the flowcharts did not cover any strategic aspects, and
there was no time to develop a strategic model during the review.
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Figure 8.10 shows an alternative, resdesigned process focusing on knowledge management as-
pects. In this case, the customer deals with the quality assurance department, QAR, which is
primarily responsible for managing complaints. The sales department initiates the actual repair
process, but the quality assurance department is always being informed about the state of the
process, and collects all information on the actual problems with the product, which are then
used for administrative and legal (e.g., notifying the appropriate legal bodies) as well as techni-
cal (e.g., notifying the development department, and discussing potential improvements to the
product) purposes.
Figure 8.10: Company 1: new service-oriented model of the redesigned process (knowledge
management-oriented)
Both process models contain only closed loops, and the roles of the individual process stake-
holders have been defined more clearly.
As a result of the review, the intended process underwent several changes, and the company
decided to discuss the revised process with other companies to get some more feedback on
the new design. A third group session with participants from several companies was therefore
organized, and the redesigned process was finalized.
The company then made the decision to use a workflow management system to implement
the changed process. The process analysis results together with the redesigned process were
used as the basis for such a system that was developed by a software company. The aim of
the software is to ensure that the defects management process follows the redesigned process
developed by means of our methodology, and thus to support improvement management (in
German: Verbesserungsmanagement).
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8.3.2 Case Study 1b: Engineering Change Management
Case study 1b was also performed at Company 1. The company had previously attempted to
reengineer its engineering change management (ECM) process, and wished for a review of the
newly designed process.
8.3.2.1 Engineering Change Management
Engineering change management deals with technical changes, i.e., changes that are made to
already released results of the new product development process [Reichwald and Conrat, 1996].
Technical changes have often been underestimated with respect to the costs and delays that they
cause [Aßmann et al., 1999]. Reichwald and Conrat report on a survey of manufacturers of
home appliances stating that about 20 % of the design department’s resources are used for deal-
ing with technical changes; for other companies, this figure can even reach more than 50 %
[Reichwald and Conrat, 1996]. Engineering change orders (ECOs), i.e., authorizations to im-
plement changes to a specific engineering design [ISO/IEC International Standard, 1996], are
part of most new product development processes [Terwiesch and Loch, 1999], increasing de-
velopment costs and lead times [Loch and Terwiesch, 1999]. According to Terwiesch and Loch
[Terwiesch and Loch, 1999], ECOs consume one-third to one-half of engineering capacity. The
ECO process consists of an overall problem solving process, and an administrative subprocess
dealing with the approval of the ECO. Due to the fact that numerous people are involved, and
in particular due to long response times in the administrative subprocess [Loch and Terwiesch,
1999], resolving ECOs often takes a long time5, resulting in coordination problems, increas-
ing change costs for tools and interfacing components, as well as an increasing risk that the
condition requiring the change has changed again [Terwiesch and Loch, 1999].
8.3.2.2 Case Study 1b: Introduction and Case Study Design
The engineering change management case study was also performed at Company 1. After the
initial modeling and analysis of the company’s complaint handling management process (cf.
chapter 8.3.1, above), the company decided to redesign its engineering change management
process and have us model the redesigned process from a different perspective. Company 1
had encountered several of the problems described above, notably long lead times due to a
complex, paper-based administrative process accompanying the resolution of ECOs. The group
leader responsible for the engineering change management process therefore redesigned the
engineering change management process, which was then reviewed by a mixed group of six
internal and four external participants. The goals of the redesign were the following:
 continuous improvement of products and processes
5Terwiesch and Loch quote a company where the employees joked about celebrating the ECOs’ birthdays,
which means that the ECO’s total processing time was more than a year [Terwiesch and Loch, 1999].
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 transparency of the engineering change process, including comprehensive documentation
of the process and its results
 shorter throughput time
 traceability of the process
 documentation of the fulfilment of legal requirements
 cost analysis and management6
8.3.2.3 Process Modeling
During the review, an information flow-oriented model (shown in figure 8.11) was drawn based
on the explanations of the process flowchart that the designated change coordinator (CC) gave.
The participants of the review, i.e., six employees belonging to different departments of Com-
pany 1, as well as the four external participants discussed the model, and identified several weak
spots of the process. The informal process model was then formalized as described in chapters
6.3.1 and 6.4.
8.3.2.4 Process Analysis
As the information flow-oriented model revealed, the number of information flows that have the
change coordinator (CC) as target, is rather large (12), and the number of outgoing information
flows is even larger (13). The process was basically redesigned by the company’s change coor-
dinator, CC, which is the explanation for the central role of CC in the process, as shown in figure
8.11.
This central role of the change coordinator has obvious drawbacks; in the case of Company 1,
the change coordinator is an individual person, and is in danger of becoming the bottleneck of
the process due to congestion [Loch and Terwiesch, 1999]. In particular, each future ECO (in
the shape of an “application for change” form (in German: Änderungsantrag) passes through
his hands. We therefore recommended that either some of his tasks should be delegated to
other employees, or that his role should be shared with another employee. In addition, the
change coordinator is responsible for documenting all change requests in a central database.
Congestion therefore potentially results in change information not being archived, and thus in a
loss of knowledge to the company.
Another potential bottleneck with respect to the throughput time is the complex, paper-based
workflow plan (in German: Umlauf ) that is part of the approval process for a given change re-
quest. Company 1’s approval process had four different implementations, depending on whether
the change has potentially little effect (e.g., when a typo needs to be corrected on a drawing),
6Interestingly, Company 1 had previously put emphasis on time management rather than cost management, as
cost information was not gathered continuously throughout the process. This is in contrast to the findings reported
in [Terwiesch and Loch, 1999].
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Figure 8.11: Company 1: information flow-oriented model of the redesigned ECM process
or whether the change can result in major changes to products or processes, because of com-
plex interdependencies, which Terwiesch and Loch call the “snowball effect” [Terwiesch and
Loch, 1999]. In the last case, six different departments had to sequentially sign a paper-based
form during the approval process. This process could be considerably sped up by means of a
workflow system that allows for parallel processing of the form.
Another issue is that the role of the sales department, WV, is completely undetermined in the
process: Although the WV department was entered as an actor in the process, and is involved
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in the approval process for complex changes, figure 8.11 shows no information flows that WV
participates in. This is due to the fact that no sales person was available for participation in
the review, and none of the other participants could (or would) comment on WV’s role in the
process. This indicates that communication between WV and the other departments should be
improved.
Our recommendations were accepted by the company, and incorporated into the process. The
redesigned process was presented three months later at another meeting (see chapter 8.3.1.2 for
details on the meeting). The process was then finalized, and it was decided that it, too, was to
be supported by the workflow tool, so that a considerable speed-up was to be expected.
8.3.3 Case Studies 2-4: New Product Development
In case studies 2 to 4, we have modeled and analyzed the networked new product development
at three different companies. Before the case studies are described, the following section gives
a brief introduction to the new product development process.
8.3.3.1 The New Product Development Process
New product development7 (cf. e.g., [Trott, 1998, Frankenberger, 1997, Specht and Beckmann,
1996, Thomas, 1993]) is of crucial importance to a company’s success [Specht and Beckmann,
1996, p. 4]. Gaitanides considers the new product development process as one of the six
core processes of a company [Rolf, 1998, p. 78], and Eversheim even names new product
development as the core process for a company focusing on series production [Rolf, 1998, p.
69]. In times of increasing customer demands on products and services, demands on the product
development process have also increased: the process needs to be faster and less costly than was
formerly considered sufficient [Sendler, 1995].
New product development is embedded in research and development [Specht and Beckmann,
1996, p. 16], and aims at generating the capability of manufacturing a new product that complies
with certain product requirements [Pesch, 1995, p. 69]. The newness of a product does not refer
to technological innovativeness alone; a product can also be new with regard to its brand name,
level of service, features, quality specifications, or even packaging or price [Trott, 1998, pp.
120-123], [Thomas, 1993, pp. 106-107]; cf. also [Crawford, 1992, pp. 28-31]. Only about
10 % of all new products are truly innovative in that they are new both to the market and the
company [Trott, 1998, p. 122].
Trott broadly defines new product development as “the process of transforming business oppor-
tunities into tangible products” [Trott, 1998, p. 112]. A more concrete definition of new product
development is given by Specht and Beckmann: the development of a new product (or process),
PPE (in German: Produkt- und Prozeßentwicklung), aims at creating a concrete product, and
/ or a new production process. PPE is based on the company’s knowledge taken from basic
research, and technological as well as preliminary product development on the one hand, and
7Crawford calls the process “new products management” [Crawford, 1992].
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knowledge taken from application areas, and markets on the other hand. The result of the new
product and process developement process is the market introduction of a new product, together
with the start of a new production process [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 17]. This defini-
tion emphasizes the fact that both technical (e.g., design, engineering) and economical (e.g.,
marketing, cost calculation) knowledge needs to be considered in the new product development
process.
New product development is often described as consisting of sequential, generic steps that trans-
form the product-to-be from a vague idea to a concrete product. An example of such a process,
describing the technical aspects of new product development, is given in [APQC, 1999]:
1. idea generation
2. concept development
3. product and process design
4. production and delivery
Other sequential models often include economic aspects as, e.g., the one described by Trott in
[Trott, 1998, p. 124] (cf. also [Gevirtz, 1994, pp. 12-20]):
1. idea generation
2. idea screening
3. concept testing
4. business analysis
5. product development
6. test marketing
7. commercialization
8. monitoring and evaluation
According to Trott, [Trott, 1998, p. 141], new product development activities should not be seen
as a steps in a linear process, but rather as a set of intertwined activities that are linked with each
other. Figure 8.12 shows Trott’s generic model of the new product development process, which
also agrees with Specht and Beckmann’s definition of the new product development process as
given above. The process is embedded in the organization’s strategic planning activities, and
starts with the assembling of technological knowledge, e.g., new technological developments,
acquired through research and development activities, and economical knowledge, e.g., market
developments and trends, based on market research. It is important to note that assembling
knowledge is an essential prerequisite of new product development. As Trott states, “without
the continual accumulation of knowledge, an organisation will be hindered in its ability to create
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Figure 8.12: New product development process [Trott, 1998, p. 141]
new product ideas” [Trott, 1998, p. 143]. Therefore, new product development should also
result in new knowledge acquired by the organization. This aspect will later be discussed in the
case studies.
The next step of the new product development process, generation of business opportunitities,
refers to the activity that is often called idea generation, viz. the development of new product
ideas. New product ideas can be contributed by a wide variety of internal and external sources,
e.g., a customer, top management, or the R&D department. The product ideas then need to be
screened and evaluated so that ideas that will be unsuccessful are dropped at this stage. This is
an extremely difficult task, and many organizations have made serious errors at this point [Trott,
1998, p. 147].
During the next step, the new product ideas are transformed into concepts that are defined with
respect to form, technology, and need, i.e., ideas that are defined with respect to the physical ob-
ject that will be created (form), the technology that will be employed (technology), and planned
customer benefits (need) [Trott, 1998, pp. 146-147]. Afterwards, the product concept becomes
a tangible good during product prototype development At this stage, manufacturing issues need
to be discussed and resolved. After one or several prototypes have been developed, the proto-
types need to be tested both with reference to technical aspects, and to market and consumer
issues. Finally, the product is introduced into the market. Information from the new product de-
velopment process is then used as input for later research and development and market research
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activities.
A relevant characteristic of the new product development process is that its early phases are of
particular importance to the product’s economical and technical success: the product planning
phase (which is part of the concept development ) determines 80% of the deadlines, 70 % of
the product quality, and 60 % of the process costs [Specht and Beckmann, 1996, p. 3]. In spite
of this fact, new product development is often not performed according to the “Simultaneous
Engineering” principle, but sequentially. For example, suppliers are often confronted with a
complete design drawing, so that quality requirements and quality goals are defined by the
customer only, and the supplier’s knowledge and experience are not considered. This leads to
costly and time-consuming error analysis later in the process [Afflerbach et al., 1997].
In addition, new product development is a creative, non-routine activity involving multifunc-
tional teams consisting of members of different departments, e.g., marketing, manufacturing,
design, and engineering [APQC, 1999]. As cross-functional teamwork is crucial to new product
development [Ramesh and Tiwana, 1999], cooperation aspects at the group level (cf. chapter
2.5) are extremely relevant to the process. Information flows, communication, and coopera-
tion are important and resource-consuming parts of the process [Trott, 1998, pp. 161-165],
[Frankenberger, 1997, pp. 5-8], [Luczak et al., 1995, p. 123]. In particular, the case stud-
ies presented by Frankenberger indicate that missing information leads to errors in the design
process.
The next section decribes case studies 2 to 4, which were performed at three SMEs participating
in the AdCo project.
8.3.3.2 Case Studies 2-4: Introduction and Case Study Design
We have applied the workplace-oriented process modeling methodology, CO-MAP, to the new
product development processes of three of the AdCo companies. As described in chapter 6.3,
the first step of the methodology is a group session whose aim is the development of an infor-
mal process diagram by the process stakeholders. Before these group sessions, we collected
some information, e.g., organizational charts, and process flowcharts, on the respective compa-
nies. We also discussed the list of participants with the person who had contacted us about the
analysis.
Each group session took four to eight hours and had between six and eight company partici-
pants. Three researchers from our university’s department of computer science conducted each
session, with one person acting as facilitator, and the other two keeping notes of the discus-
sion about the emerging process models and weak points. The sessions started with a brief
introduction to the topic, and an introduction of the participants. Afterwards, brainwriting (a
description of brainwriting is given, e.g., in [VanGundy, 1988]) was used to gather and clus-
ter the participants’ expectations and fears concerning the workshop. This took about 15 - 20
minutes. As the next step, the facilitator gave an overview of the process modeling method
and the goals of the workshop, which took between 10 and 15 minutes. Then, the participants
formed two groups with each group modeling a specific stakeholder perspective of the process.
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At Company 2, employees of two different LOBs modelled their respective perspectives. At
Company 3, the two different kinds of new product development processes, development of
technologically new products, and engineering changes (in German: Änderungsentwicklung)
were depicted. At Company 4, the CEO and two employees from sales and marketing, as well
as a group of design engineers modeled their respective perspectives.
The participants started developing the process model by depicting the organizational units in-
volved in the process and defining the scenario or scenarios they wished to represent in their
respective process diagrams. After 20 to 30 minutes, all organizational units were deemed to
be represented in the model, and the participants spent the next 60 to 100 minutes (depending
on the number of scenarios and the amount of discussion that ensued) modeling the informa-
tion flows, their media and qualities. During the modeling process, several weak points of the
new product development process surfaced in the discussion, and were captured in a separate
list. When the model or models were considered to be finished, the list of weak points was
extended, and problems resulting from the weak points were identified and discussed together
with possible solutions. After 30 to 45 minutes, the discussion was usually finished, although in
some cases the participants kept discussing during the subsequent lunch break. After the break,
a final discussion, together with a short summary, concluded the group session.
Afterwards, we transformed the informal process diagrams into formal models as described in
chapter 7.3, using the graphical editor IKARUS. The analysis of the resulting formal models
with respect to the process quality criteria presented in chapter 3.3.1, was performed with the
aid of MAP, as described in chapter 7.5. The results were then presented to the respective
companies, and feedback was gathered. The next sections describe case studies 2 to 4 in more
detail.
8.3.3.3 Case Study 2
Case study 2 was performed at Company 2, a relatively young company, both in terms of com-
pany age, and of average employee age. The company was founded in Germany as an en-
gineering office in 1988, and now has additional offices in the USA, Singapore and Taiwan.
New products have always been the company’s focus; once a new product idea has been judged
feasible and sensible, a new line of business will be formed so that the company now has flat
hierarchies and a matrix structure as defined by Ford and Randolph [Ford and Randolph, 1992]:
several lines of business (LOBs) form autonomous units containing their own sales and devel-
opment departments, whereas several central departments, e.g., the design department, work for
all LOBs. Company 2 had experienced an explosive growth during the 3 years prior to the case
study. The number of employees more than doubled, and many changes were necessary so that
this rapid growth could be dealt with. Thus, the company felt that the business processes, e.g.,
the new product development process, needed to be better defined and more formalized than
had been necessary up to now. In particular, communication - which the company has always
considered very important - had started to become increasingly difficult. Thus, the company
wished to reassess the new product development process, making use of CO-MAP. The group
session participants included two managers of different LOBs, one of the company’s execu-
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Figure 8.13: Company 2: perspective “CUS”
tive directors, as well as employees from different departments who had to deal with the LOBs
during the new product development process.
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Figure 8.14: Company 2: perspective “Sealing”
During the group session, the process was modeled from the perspectives of two LOBs. In
addition, two employees of the design department who felt their perspective not adequately rep-
resented, modeled the process from their point of view. Figures 8.13 to 8.15 show the informal
process diagrams that were developed by the process stakeholders. Comparison of the three
models reveals that the LOBs have wrong conceptions of how the design department works
and how it interacts with the different LOBs. Figure 8.16 contrasts these different conceptions
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by showing the design department’s information flows as perceived by the two LOBs and the
design department itself: the process models developed by the members of the “CUS” LOB
(which is depicted in figure 8.13 and the lower left part of figure 8.16) shows only one infor-
mation flow to and from the design department, which was labelled “too slow” by the LOB’s
employees, although the manager of the design department and one of his employees at first
tried to explain to the other participants that this was wrong.
Figure 8.15: Company 2: perspective “Design Department”
The “Sealing” group (which, incidentally, is the older LOB) had a better conception of the
design department’s workload, including four ingoing, five outgoing, and two bidirectional in-
formation flows in their process diagram (cf. figure 8.14 and the lower right part of figure 8.16).
Both diagrams show a very high amount of dysfunctional information flows that are associated
with the design department.
In contrast, the design department’s process diagram (cf. figure 8.15 and the upper right part
of figure 8.16) shows 10 bidirectional and two ingoing information flows attached to the design
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Figure 8.16: Company 2: comparison between different stakeholder perspectives
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department. These information flows involve different employees of the respective LOB, as
well as one external unit, viz. an external manufacturer. As the design department employee
emphasized while drawing this diagram, the design department also feels that information flows
coming from the LOBs are ad hoc, at times overwhelming, and that relevant information arrives
in bits and pieces, and from many different sources. In addition, about 50 % of the incoming
information is oral, hence, volatile.
Furtermore, the design department has to cope with many different ways of working, as all
their “customers” (i.e., members of the different LOBs) have different procedures for dealing
with them. This results in additional problems for the design department, in particular, as
there are hardly any written instructions for dealings between the central departments and their
customers, the LOBs.
Finally, communication with both the purchasing department (this is also visible in the “Seal-
ing” diagram) and the model shop seems to be problematic, which in turn leads to delays per-
ceived by the LOBs. Unfortunately, there was no participant from either of these two depart-
ments, so that we could not discuss this.
We also found that the design department does not fulfil all obligations that are perceived by
the LOBs: two information flows from the design department that the respective LOBs have
declared unsatisfactory (the information flow from the design department to documentation in
the “CUS” perspective, which has a shopping cart attached, and, in the “Sealing” perspective,
the “information on project status” from the design department to the LOB, which shows a
turtle) do not even appear in the design department’s process diagram. Hence it is not surprising
that these information flows are perceived as unsatisfactory by the recipients. This situation calls
for clear definitions of the responsibilities and tasks associated with a process that need to be
communicated to all stakeholders.
Another significant operational issue that became evident when we analyzed Company 2’s pro-
cess models is that communication between the external customer, sales and the development
department does not work equally well on all sides of this triangle8 [Jarke and Kethers, 1999].
Figure 8.17 shows an excerpt from the service-oriented model of Company 2’s new product
development process. As shown in the figure, communication between the customer and the
development department works well; customers are even reported to make direct requests con-
cerning their orders to the design engineers, who often readily comply with the requests. The
sales department, on the other hand, is not informed about these changes, neither by the cus-
tomer, nor by the design engineers, thus cannot include the changes in its cost calculation. In
consequence, the customer effectively does not pay full price for the product, and the company
possibly loses money.
Concerning knowledge management, an overwhelming percentage of communication both with-
in the company, and with external customers and suppliers, occurs in the form of spoken com-
munication - phone calls, informal personal meetings, e.g., over lunch, etc. Thus, much of the
information related to the new product development process is not documented anywhere. As
there are hardly any well-defined, “official” communication channels in the process, commu-
8This is equally true for all three companies (cf. chapters 8.3.3.4 and 8.3.3.5).
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Figure 8.17: Company 2: service-oriented model of the new product development process (ex-
cerpt), adapted from [Jarke and Kethers, 1999]
nication often occurs spontaneously, and in an ad hoc fashion. While this fact has the obvious
advantages that the information flows are very fast and flexible, and that employees are often
well informed about their colleagues’ projects, leading to creative problem solutions involving
employees from different departments, as well as a friendly, open atmosphere, the disadvan-
tages on knowledge management are obvious, as well. Knowledge about processes and product
is tied to individual persons, and in case an employee leaves, her knowledge is invariably lost to
the company. In addition, sometimes problems are tackled that have already been solved before,
so that time and money are wasted.
Furthermore, as there are hardly any written process specifications or instructions that define
the intended ways of working, everybody more or less defines their own processes. While this
results in great flexibility with respect to the daily work, project planning (e.g., for the design
department) is very difficult, as any kind of request can be made at any time and by anybody.
Many employees have little or no experience with project management, so that they often do
not even know what their exact role is once they become responsible for a project. As there
are no guidelines that define e.g., a project manager’s rights and obligations, or priorities, even
important tasks are sometimes forgotten or postponed. In addition, the company’s many differ-
ent ways of working cause problems when cooperation between different departments becomes
necessary. We therefore suggested several measures for improving the process, including train-
ing the design engineers in project management, as well as a stronger reliance on non-volatile
media, and more fully defined, uniform ways of working. The company accepted these sugges-
tions for improvement, considering them useful and helpful.
8.3.3.4 Case Study 3
Case study 3 took place at Company 3, which has approximately 65 employees. The company
was founded as a joint venture of two well-established companies, and has very traditional ways
of working, with well-defined processes and working instructions. The new product develop-
ment process has for some time been supported by a MRPII system. The company felt that the
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new product development process should be faster, and incur fewer costs, though. The man-
ager of one of the company’s two development departments made a decision for the case study,
and a group session took place with five participants from different departments involved in
the process (the development subdepartments, TE-IL and TE-HP, the manufacturing subdepart-
ments, TM and TO, and the sales department, SP). In addition, the company’s CEO discussed
the resulting process models with us, and we were given a tour of the company’s premises, in-
cluding the manufacturing workshop. During the group session, the group as a whole developed
two process models, development of a product that is technologically new to the company, and
development of a product variant9.
Figure 8.18 shows the product development process for a technologically new product. To
describe the development of new products, the group captured two scenarios, which differed
in whether the customer was an indistinguished customer (scenario “new product a)”), or one
of the parent companies (scenario “new product b)”). The difference lies basically in the first
information flows: If the customer is one of the parent companies, the customer approaches
the TE department directly, without contacting the sales department beforehand. Also, the
customer’s idea is less frequently rejected.
The “new product a)” scenario consists of the following information flows:
1. The customer conveys a product idea to the sales department, SP. This often happens
during a personal meeting.
2. SP discusses the idea with the CEO, G.
3. SP sends a preliminary draft of the product idea to the development department, TE. TE
has two sub-departments, TE-IL and TE-HP, either or both of which can be involved in
the process.
4. TE sends a first design drawing to SP.
5. SP discusses the first design drawing in a meeting with the customer.
6. SP gives a specification to TE.
7. TE forwards a workflow plan form (in German: Durchlaufplan) to the employee respon-
sible for entering the future product into the MRPII system.
8. The remainder of the new product development process is performed sequentially, fol-
lowing the workflow plan form.
Figure 8.19 shows the IKARUS representation of the “new product b)” scenario. The process
captured corresponds to the generation of business opportunities, and product concept genera-
tion activities of Trott’s model, and also includes screening and evaluation of business oppor-
tunities and concept generation; the strategic planning activity is represented only implicitly
through SP’s discussion of the product idea with the company’s CEO, G. Neither research and
9The company’s catalog comprises several thousand product variants.
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Figure 8.18: Company 3: “new product” scenario
development, nor market research, actual prototype development, nor marketing activities are
captured.
The “product variant” scenario shown in figure 8.20 consists of the following information flows:
1. The customer telephones SP with her change request.
(a) SP asks TE-IL and TE-HP for potential dates of completion.
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Figure 8.19: Company 3: IKARUS representation of information flow-oriented model, “new
product” scenario a)
(b) TE-IL and TE-HP contact the customer if they have questions.
(c) TE-IL and TE-HP ask the manufacturing departments, TO and TM, for their time
constraints.
2. SP requests delivery time information from TM.
3. TM receives the suppliers’ delivery time information.
4. SP makes an offer to the customer.
5. The customer gives an order to the customer service department, SC.
6. SC sends the workflow plan (in German: Durchlaufplan) to TE-IL and / or TE-HP.
7. TE-IL and / or TL-HP forward the workflow plan to the TE employee who enters the data
into the MRPII system.
8. TM gives an official order to the suppliers.
9. TM gives an official order to TO.
10. TM forwards the workflow plan to SP.
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Figure 8.20: Company 3: “product variant” scenario
We found that the company has a well-defined, well-established process that is reflected in the
arrangement of the employees’ desks in the company’s open-plan office. Thus, employees who
work together, have their desks near each other, and the same is valid for departments. Due to
the open-plan office, employees are always well-informed about their colleagues’ projects.
A problematic operational issue that surfaced during process analysis is process synchroniza-
tion. As the new product development process is performed very sequentially, delays can occur
once different actors’ different goals lead to conflicting priorities. This used to happen rather
frequently in the process. An additional problem that occurred was the communication be-
tween customer, sales, and the development department. In contrast to Company 2’s situation,
Company 3 has good communication relations between sales and the customer, but the com-
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munication between sales and the development department is not equally good. This results
in, e.g., sales promising a short delivery time to the customer without discussing this with the
development department. Generally, change requests need to be propagated to all parties in-
volved. Figure 8.21 shows an excerpt from the service-oriented model of Company 3’s new
product development process.
Figure 8.21: Company 3: Service-oriented model of the new product development process
(excerpt), adapted from [Jarke and Kethers, 1999]
Because of the company’s manufacturing resource planning system, the product data and the
documents that are produced along the new product development process, e.g., data sheets, or
diagrams, are archived and maintained, thus the company documents its knowledge about its
products. The drawback of this approach is that only the products that were actually sold at
least once are entered into the system, so that there is no transfer of knowledge from failed
projects. Ramesh and Tiwana claim that this could “substantially reduce the expenditure of
resources and effort” [Ramesh and Tiwana, 1999]. Instead, shelved products or unsuccessful
prototypes are not documented except in personal archives that are hardly accessible to the rest
of the company. The company’s extremely large number of product variants further aggravates
this problem.
8.3.3.5 Case Study 4
The third case study in the new product development context involved Company 4, which has
approximately 20 employees and was founded in 1993 as an engineering office. The company
develops highly innovative products in the medical technology area, has filed more than 50
patents and won the Innovation Prize of the German Economy shortly after its foundation.
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During the process modeling group session, the participants developed two process models, one
depicting the “Development Departments” perspective (shown in figure 8.22), and the second
one depicting the “Sales / Management” perspective (shown in figure 8.23). The managers of
the two development departments, EM (mechanical development) and EEP (electro-physical
development) contributed to both process models.
Figure 8.22: Company 4: perspective “Development Departments”
The product development perspective includes two scenarios, namely the product development
departments developing a new product according to their own ideas (scenario 1), and a cus-
tomer ordering a product that needs to be developed from scratch (scenario 2), which is less
well-described than the other in terms of the sequence of information flows, but contains more
information on the quality of information flows. The management and sales perspective covers
only the first scenario.
The individual information flows of scenario 1 as described by the product development depart-
ment are the following (cf. figure 8.22). Note that this specific scenario does not involve the
EEP department after the development meeting, as the product to be developed was basically
mechanical:
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Figure 8.23: Company 4: perspective “Sales / Management”
1. a product idea (stemming from one of the development departments, EM or EEP) is
discussed at the regular “development” meeting. Participants are EM, EEP, sales, and the
company’s CEO.
2. feedback from the meeting (e.g., minutes) is sent back to the participants.
3. EM contacts potential suppliers and requests pricing and delivery time information.
4. EM informs the quality assurance manager, QMV, about the new product (incidentally,
QMV is also the production manager).
5. EM informs the manufacturing department.
6. the manufacturing department informs the sales department about the product.
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7. the sales department informs the customers about the product.
The information flows described in the scenario cover the technical part of Trott’s model of
the new product development process as described in chapter 8.3.3.1. The same scenario10 as
described by the company’s sales and management also (not surprisingly) comprises economic
aspects of the process:
0. the customer receives information from the market.
1. EM and EEP receive information from the market.
The product idea is discussed with the customer.
2. a “development” meeting takes place. The minutes of the meeting are sent to the CEO
(GF).
3. during a company meeting with the EM, EEP, GF, sales, manufacturing, accounting de-
partments, and QMV as participants, deadlines, budget aspects, and possible product
variants are discussed.
4. the sales department meets the distributors to give them information on the new product,
collecting their feedback.
EM contacts suppliers, sending a prototype.
GF send an order to the manufacturing department.
Sales and GF discuss the results from market research.
5. EM sends drawings to the manufacturing department.
6. EM receives the approval from QMV.
The sales department makes information on the product public (e.g., at fairs and trade
shows, or through press coverage).
The customer sends the results from clinical tests to EM.
7. QMV forwards the approval documents to the TÜV (Technischer Überwachungsverein)
and / or the FDA.
The manufacturing department discusses production issues with and sends requests to the
external suppliers.
8. the distributors and the public inform the market about the product.
The distributors send feedback to the development department.
The distributors send suggestions and ideas to the sales department.
9. GF, sales, manufacturing, and accounting meet to define the product price, etc.
10The numbers in the following enumeration correspond to the numbers attached to the information flows shown
in figure 8.23.
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Comparison of the two perspectives shows that the “Sales / Management” perspective is more
detailed, containing 18 information flows (as opposed to seven information flows in the “De-
velopment Departments” perspective). Furthermore, analysis of the diagrams reveals that the
different departments of the company have different conceptions of what the other departments’
structures and ways of working are: for example, it is interesting to note that the development
departments’ perspective, shown in figure 8.22) makes no difference between the company’s
sales department, and the external distributors. Instead, these two actors are treated as one. In
addition, the EM department claims that information flows from this sales / distributor actor
need to be requested and gathered by the EM department. On the other hand, the “Sales / Man-
agement” perspective (shown in figure 8.23) treats the company’s two development departments
as one, which is also wrong (see below).
Figure 8.24 shows excerpts from figures 8.22 and 8.23, which show the “Development Depart-
ments” and the “Sales / Management” perspectives, respectively. In figure 8.24, the information
flows related to the development departments are shown together with their perceived qualities,
and the actors involved. Generally speaking, information flow quality is judged very differently
in the two perspectives: for example, both perspectives indicate that contact with external sup-
pliers is problematic, but sales and management consider only the information flows between
the manufacturing department and the external suppliers as unsatisfactory, whereas there is no
quality attribute attached to the information flow between EM and the external supplier. The
development departments’ perspective, on the other hand, considers information flows between
either of the two development departments and the external suppliers as highly dysfunctional,
documenting this with a shopping cart and a stop sign attached to the information flow.
Generally speaking, the analysis of the two perspectives shows that there is a relatively high
amount of unsatisfactory information flows: scenario 2, “customer order” depicted in the “De-
velopment Departments” perspective has two information flows with a bulldozer (representing
information overload), one with a turtle (meaning that the flow is too slow), two stop signs
(meaning that the information flow is non-existent) together with 2 shopping carts, indicating
that the recipient of the information flow needs to actively do something to get the information.
In addition, there is another information flow with a shopping cart. One information flow is ex-
plicitly marked as OK, and another has no quality attached. Thus, six out of eight information
flows that the development departments are involved in, are unsatisfactory. The remaining three
information flows belonging to this scenario as shown in figure 8.22 are between the CEO (GF)
and the American customer, and carry no quality attributes.
One of the major problems with the company’s new product development process seems to
be the wrong conception of the development department’s structure. The fact that the two
departments have different goals and resulting priorities, do not share employees, document
their work in different archives, and should therefore be treated as two distinct units was not
obvious to the rest of the company. The “Sales / Management” perspective, depicted in figure
8.23, shows the EM and EEP11 departments as very close to each other. Thus, information
that is relevant to both departments is often sent to one department only, and it is tacitly (and
11Interestingly, EEP was misspelt as EEM in the original process diagram, as shown in the lower middle part of
figure 8.23.
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Figure 8.24: Company 4: Comparison between different stakeholder perspectives (information
flow quality)
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wrongly) assumed that the two exchange information on a frequent basis.
The “Development Departments” perspective, however, shows that the EM and EEP depart-
ments are autonomous, and do not consider their relationship to be very close. Information
flows between EM and EEP, for example, are non-existent (for scenario 1) or slow (for sce-
nario2), so that delays are highly probable. Thus, it is not really surprising that the CEO of the
company (abbreviated as GF in the figures) considered information flows from the development
departments as too slow, as shown in figure 8.23. The different goals and different priorities
also often result in delays in the process, as one department waits for the other to finish some
component that the first department needs for continuing their work. This situation can even
lead to some kind of deadlock in the process, when both wait for the other party to finish a task
that the latter has postponed.
In addition, a severe case of redundant data has come to light in the course of the analysis: As
documented in the “Development Departments” perspective, each of the two development de-
partments, EEP and EM, produces and maintains its own version of the documentation relating
to the new product, represented by the book symbol in figure 8.22. This includes the product
specification, as well as official design documents, test results, etc. In cases where both EEP and
EM are involved equally in a new product development process, there is no master documen-
tation containing all information from the two different sets of documentation. Instead, such a
master document would have to be compiled from these two sources and their - possibly con-
tradictory - information. Even worse, the“Sales / Management” perspective reveals that there
are several additional variants of the documentation, located in the manufacturing department,
the sales department, and with QMV. Thus, conflicts and redundancies are hardly evitable, and
none of the process stakeholders has full information on the product.
8.3.3.6 Concluding Remarks on Case Studies 2 to 4
In the three new product development case studies described in this section, several common
issues have been detected (cf. [Jarke and Kethers, 1999]), and are in the following described in
some detail:
 communication between customer, sales, and the development department.
 external vs. internal view of a department or departments.
 process synchronization when different priorities are involved.
 written vs. oral communication.
In all three companies, communication has proven difficult along one of the sides of the trian-
gle formed by customer, sales, and development department. Company 3 and Company 4 dis-
play particularly good communication relations between the sales department and the customer,
whereas Company 2’s development department has extremely good communication relations
with the customer. In contrast, communication between sales and the development department
does not function well in any of the three companies.
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In addition, misunderstandings about the way process stakeholders, e.g., a department (or de-
partments) work, lead to, e.g., increased process cycle times because of communication gaps
(as in the case of Company 4), or because of “unsuitable” information flows (as in the case
of Company 2). This is in accordance with Suchman’s findings that “work has a tendency to
disappear at a distance, such that the further removed we are from the work of others, the more
simplified, often stereotyped, our view of their work becomes” [Suchman, 1995]. An additional
problem that can result from these misunderstandings (but also for other reasons, cf. Company
3), is process synchronization. This is most obvious in Companies 3 and 4, where different pri-
orities and the fact that these priorities are not obvious to the other process stakeholders disrupt
an otherwise well-defined process.
While Company 3 has an extremely well-documented process, and information on successful
products and variants is stores in the company’s MRPII system, Companies 2 and 4 make less
use of written communication and documentation. In Company 2, more than 50 % of the in-
formation flows use volatile media, and there is no central archive for product information. In
Company 4, the two development department develop different versions of the product docu-
mentation, and the information is neither synthesized, nor checked for consistency.
8.3.4 Case Study 5: Collaborative Research Centre
8.3.4.1 Case Study 5: Introduction and Case Study Design
The question of whether the workplace-oriented process modeling methodology can be used in
different contexts as well has led to a further case study that was conducted in the context of
a large research project on Media and Cultural Communication, which is situated in Cologne,
Germany. The project is subdivided into 13 subprojects (A1 through A5, B1 through B4, C1,
C2, C4, C5), and has a central unit, Z, that is responsible for adminstrative issues. Overall, about
60 researchers and student assistants are involved, most of them being scholars of the humane
disciplines, e.g., art history, linguistics, psychology, film studies, or literature science. Thus,
on the one hand, the project is very heterogeneous with respect to research interests, while on
the other hand, one of the main goals of the project is the creation of cross-disciplinary media
competence (in German: Medienkompetenz), which can only be achieved through cooperation
of and communication between the different subprojects.
For the facilitation of the cooperation and communication among the subprojects, all of these
subprojects have office rooms in a shared building, where two floors have been allocated to the
project. Still, several of the project members live and work remotely and have little contact
with the other project members. Many of the project members were rather unhappy with their
interproject communication; they felt that communication on a personal level was no problem,
but that real, professional, research-related communication and information exchanges among
the project members did not occur. The project has a forum for discussing research, the so-
called Kollegkolloquium, a regular plenary meeting where individual researchers present their
findings to the others. In addition, plenary meetings dealing with organizational issues, and
lectures occur regularly, but not during the summer (mid-July to mid-October) and spring (mid-
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February to mid-April) breaks.
In this situation, we performed a group session similar to the ones described in chapters 8.3.1
to 8.3.3, focusing on the project communication structures. The differences to the case studies
reported earlier in this chapter are that in the case of the research project, we aimed at capturing
the cooperation and communication structures, not organizational cooperation processes, as in
the case studies described so far. Hence, we did not make use of scenarios. In addition, the group
session had a very limited timeframe (two hours) so that we did not capture the participants’
expectations, and adjourned the full discussion of the resulting process models and weak points
to a later date. In addition, the process modeling method was tailored to the new context in
that different graphical symbols were employed, and the explanation of the method was slightly
changed. We also suggested to the participants, which communication structures should be
modeled, viz. an “inward” and an “outward” view of each of two of the largest projects (in
terms of personnel). Thus, the projects, communication structures were both modeled from two
perspectives, viz. an internal perspective captured by the members of the project, and focusing
on depicting the information flows, activities, and goals within and extending from the project
members, and an external perspective, focusing on the other project members’ interactions with
the two large projects. Thus, the participants divided into four groups, viz. the members of the
A1 and A3 projects, respectively, modeling the internal perspective on their project, and the two
groups modeling the external perspectives on A1 or A3. Some participants participated in two
groups, e.g., members of the Z unit, and each group developed their own process model. For
technical reasons, the two groups modeling the same project were located in the same room,
but did not interact with each other.
Three facilitators assisted the groups by answering questions about the method and symbols,
sometimes also initiating discussions, or asking clarifying questions. In addition, three student
assistants kept minutes of the discussions.
During the development of the process diagrams, two of the four subgroups produced a list of
issues that they perceived as weak points, and the lists were then compared and discussed in a
short plenary session.
8.3.4.2 Case Study 5: Capturing Cooperation Process Structures
During the group session, the A1 and A3 projects and their interrelationships with the other
subprojects were modeled. The A1 project focuses on linguistics and has nine members, viz.
the project coordinator, who is also a member of the project’s board of directors, as well as four
postdoc researchers, a Ph.D student, and three student assistants. One of the researchers is also
a representative of the researchers and Ph.D students of the whole research project. The four
researchers and the Ph.D student participated in the group session.
Figures 8.25 and 8.26 show the internal and external view of the A1 project, respectively. The
internal communication in the A1 project relies heavily on oral communication; hardly any
written media are used, and the project members do not share any archive or other organizational
memory system.
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Figure 8.25: Case study 5: internal perspective of the A1 project
Information flows between A1 and the other subprojects are rather sparse. The Z unit is not
involved in research, but is responsible for administrative issues. It mostly exchanges informa-
tion with the A1 project manager (denoted by chef , the German word for “boss”, in figure 8.26),
and with two of the project members, Luise and Harald. Apart from the A5 and B3 projects,
hardly any subproject communicates with A1. The members of the A1 project are not happy
with this, as can be seen from the five “thumbs down” symbols in figure 8.25. In addition,
communication with members of other projects, if it occurs at all, often occurs at a social level;
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Figure 8.26: Case study 5: external perspective of the A1 project
as these projects share a floor in the common building, project members often meet for a coffee,
as depicted by the coffee mug symbols, but research-related issues are rarely discussed. Fur-
thermore, information flows are very personalized; in contrast to the case studies presented in
chapters 8.3.1 through 8.3.3, all project members insisted on writing their names on the process
diagram. This type of communication is very vulnerable to the actual social situation; as the
information flows are less dependent on the actors’ roles than on the actors’ personalities and
sympathies, communication tends to break down once actors do not like each other, regardless
of whether the actors should exchange information due to their roles in the project.
Comparison of the internal and external perspectives on the A1 project reveals that there are
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hardly any conflicts between these perspectives: the majority of the participants agrees with the
members of A1 in that research-related communication between the A1 project and the other
projects needs to be improved, and that shared research interests need to be found.
The A3 project focuses on literature science, and has six members, viz. the project coordinator,
who was the main promoter of the project, and is also a member of the project’s board of
directors, as well as three researchers, and two student assistants. Two of the researchers also
act as representatives of the project’s researchers and Ph.D students.
Figure 8.27: Case study 5: internal perspective of the A3 project
Figures 8.27 and 8.28 show the internal and external perspectives on the A3 project, respec-
tively. As can be seen in figure 8.27, the internal information flows of the A3 project are rather
numerous. The project members have established a reading group that discusses relevant liter-
ature, and also interact with each other. Information flows within the project are rather satisfac-
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tory, with the exception of communication with the project coordinator: information flows that
target him are too slow (denoted by the turtle in figure 8.27), or do not function at all (denoted
by the stop sign). Information flows between the A3 project and other projects again are rather
sparse; information flows between A3 and B4 and A3 and A4 carry a thumbs-down symbol.
Information flows occur between A3 and A1, B1, B2, and C4, but these are mostly informal
and not necessarily research-related. In addition, one of the project members extensively com-
municates with individual persons belonging to other subprojects (cf. the upper middle part of
figure 8.27). As the other participants stated, this is due to the personality of the researcher
involved, and is not related to her actual research role in the project12.
Figure 8.28: Case study 5: external perspective of the A3 project
12The researcher in question is one of the representatives of the whole project’s researchers and Ph.D students,
which illustrates this fact.
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Some members of A3 are also involved in organizing workshops and conferences, and therefore
interact with members of other subprojects. Information flows to and from the Z unit are also
considered satisfactory. The Kollegkolloquium, on the other hand, is criticized as not suitable
for promoting the fruitful discussion of research issues.
The external perspective on the A3 project confirms the personal character of the information
flows: mostly, communication occurs over coffee, and the objects of the information flows are
“problems and troubles”, rather than research questions. Information flows between the B2
project and A3 are considered very good, but this is only valid for one of the A3 researchers.
After the group session, a short plenary discussion took place where the main issues that had
been gathered during the development of the process diagrams were discussed. These issues
summarized the results described above: a lack of professional communication, i.e., commu-
nication about issues relevant to the individual members’ research topics, and of cooperation.
Most scholars communicated only with colleagues they liked, and who actually worked in the
common building. Those who worked at home or elsewhere hardly communicated with the
others, and were not communicated with. In addition, communication was mostly restricted to
small talk over a cup of coffee, and actual cooperation, one of the project goals, hardly occurred
at all.
The discussion led to the suggestion of several concrete solutions for the perceived problems.
Some days after the group session, the facilitators met to summarize the findings and to com-
pile a list of suggestions for improving the situation. The list included the suggestions that
had already been made during the group session, together with some suggestions that we had
successfully employed in similar situations:
 regular meetings among subgroups of the researchers having similar research interests
 changes in the Kollegkolloquium: the researchers should present their work in process,
which should then be discussed with reference to the project’s research goals.
 each member of the project should fill in an HTML profile template that were to be
published on the project’s Intranet.
 the project should be reassessed regularly, e.g., by means of the CO-MAP method.
The list was then presented to and discussed with the group, and the suggestions were voted
upon. The result of the voting was a subset of the suggestions, which included the periodical
re-assessment of the project as a whole, e.g., by means of the CO-MAP methodology, as well
as measures to establish a forum for the communication between the subprojects. The resulting
list of suggestions was presented to all members of the project at a plenary session, and the
suggestions were then implemented by the project members.
8.3.4.3 Observations
In contrast to the other workshops described in chapters 8.3.3 and 8.3.1, the participants did not
have very lively discussions during the development of the process models. Instead, they aimed
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at a harmonious atmosphere within each group. Still, the participants found the group session
interesting and stimulating. Overall, the participants were satisfied with the methodology. The
process modeling method was considered intuitive, and non-manipulative, and the participants
agreed with the workshop results and considered them logical. Our findings from this case study
therefore indicate that CO-MAP can be employed in diverse contexts and settings, as long as
the methodology is suitably introduced and explained to the participants.
8.4 Comparison with Other Approaches
After the theoretical and practical validation of CO-MAP described in this chapter, this section
compares CO-MAP with other approaches, referring to different aspects of CO-MAP.
8.4.1 Process Modeling Methods
Kueng and Kawalek describe an iterative method for developing a business process model that
is different from the approach described in this thesis:
1. capture goals. The objective of this step is to “reduce or decompose goals until they can
be transformed into activities which have to be carried out within the process” [Kueng
and Kawalek, 1996, p. 6]. This decomposition largely ressembles the goal-task links
in Yu’s approach, cf. chapter 5.3. In addition, criteria for measuring the degree of goal
fulfilment, and restrictions that need to be taken into account during process execution are
defined during this step. The result of this step is a graphical representation in a Goal /
Means hierarchy. The fact that goals can have interdependencies (as in Yu’s approach, cf.
section 5.3), and the fact that different goals have different priorities are not considered
[Kueng and Kawalek, 1996, p. 7].
2. derive and define business activities. Activities are derived from the leaves in the Goal /
Means hierarchy, considering goals, goal measurement criteria, and restrictions. Thus, a
business process needs to contain both value-added and non-value-added activities. In-
puts and outputs are defined, and consistency checks are performed. Sample consistency
checks include the following: is every necessary input produced as output, or, is every
output necessary as input. Finally, a temporal and logical order of the activities is deter-
mined. The result of this step is the Activity Model.
3. describe roles and assign roles to activities. Kueng and Kawalek follow Ellis and Wainer’s
definition of a role as “a designator for an actor, or groupings of actors which conveniently
acts as the basis for the partitioning of work skills, access control, execution control, and
authority responsibility. (. . . ) A role may be associated with a group of actors rather than
a single actor (. . . ) An actor is a person, program, or entity that can fulfil roles to execute,
to be responsible for, or to be associated in some way with activities and procedures”
[Kueng et al., 1996]. The result of this step is a Role Activity Model.
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4. develop an object model as basis for an information system supporting the automated
part of a business process. There are three categories of object classes: business case
classes (objects describe and control the sequence of events and the relationships between
a business case class and related classes, hence describe the main features of a business
process); input and output classes, and role classes. The results of this step are the Object
Relationship, Object Behaviour, and Object Interaction Models.
For Business Process Evaluation, the question is raised whether the business process re-
ally leads to fulfilment of the business goals (taking into account that goals can be role-
dependent). “Generic” goals include: high business process autonomy, low operational
costs, short cycle time, high job autonomy, consistency, high job integration (cf. chapter
3.3.1).
The model is then subject to possible changes prior to another evaluation phase. After several
iterations, the process model of a good business process with respect to the set of goals emerges.
The modelling method helps to create a consistent model in that every functional goal leads to
one activity at least, there are activities for measuring the degree of goal fulfilment, and the exis-
tence and usefulness of inputs and outputs have been verified. Hence, business process models
can be evaluated at an early stage. But, as the evaluation is performed by means of model in-
spection, the evaluation is not comprehensive; also, the “real” process is never considered. In
particular, role-related aspects cannot be analyzed in detail. Also, the elicitation, and presenta-
tion of non-functional goals needs to be improved by means of a (semi-)formal representation
language [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996, p. 19]. (So far, Role Activity Diagrams (RADs), and
Petri nets are mostly used throughout [Kueng and Kawalek, 1996]; PMLs (Process Modeling
Languages) are also mentioned). In addition, interdependencies between actors and between
goals do not become explicit, and no reasoning for the selection of activities derived from goals
are represented. No alternatives for the activities derived from the goals are represented, cf. the
example given in [Kueng et al., 1996, p. 101].
8.4.2 Multi-Perspective Process Modeling
ViewPoints [Nuseibeh et al., 1996, Nuseibeh et al., 1994, Easterbrook et al., 1994, Nuseibeh
et al., 1993] is a framework for distributed software engineering, which aims at dealing with
the so-called multiple perspectives problem, i.e., the fact that the development of complex soft-
ware systems involves clients and developers with different perspectives, who contribute to the
development process in a concurrent and distributed fashion, and employ diverse notations and
development strategies [Nuseibeh et al., 1996]. A VIEWPOINT is defined as a loosely coupled,
locally managed object encapsulating representation knowledge (the notation), development
process knowledge (the development strategy), and partial specification knowledge (the prod-
uct) about a system and its domain [Nuseibeh et al., 1996, Nuseibeh et al., 1994, Nuseibeh et al.,
1993]. ViewPoints are thus distributable objects modeling these multiple perspectives.
Transformation between different ViewPoints is possible
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The ViewPoints framework has no IRDS-style method engineering level; the method engineer
described in e.g., [Nuseibeh et al., 1996] deals with the design and construction of a develop-
ment method that provides developers with systematic procedures and and guidance on how to
employ one or more notations for describing a problem or solution domain. The method engi-
neer thus deals with the IRDS conceptual modeling level, and ViewPoint templates correspond
to meta models in the sense described in chapter 3.2. Relationships between notations are not
based on the domain under consideration (thus there is only syntactic integration), and relation-
ships are expressed between ViewPoint types (hence, at the model level). Notations are defined
at system definition time, and cannot be extended or customized later.
Inconsistencies (non-compliance with consistency rules) and conflicts (the interference in the
goals of one party caused by the actions of antother party) between different ViewPoints are tol-
erated, and strategies for resolving the inconsistencies are presented [Easterbrook et al., 1994].
So far, the approach does not take any relationships between ViewPointer owners (actors) into
account (e.g., in the form of dependency relationships as in Yu’s approach [Yu, 1995a], cf. also
chapter 5.3). The actors’ goals, which are important to the notion of conflicts, are not explicitly
modeled either.
Two other methods for multi-perspective process modeling originate from new product devel-
opment. In product design and development, the situation is similar to that in software de-
velopment. Due to the complexity of today’s products, product design and development is a
cooperation process involving different perspectives, strategies, and methods. Two such meth-
ods are Quality Function Deployment and Failure Mode and Effects Analysis. Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) [Akao, 1990, Sullivan, 1986] is a cooperative design method capturing the
perspectives of several parties involved in the product design and development process. QFD is
typically employed during product planning and attempts to answer the question “what should
we achieve?” [Grob et al., 1994]. The different actors’ requirements on the design are integrated
by means of the so-called House of Quality, a graphical representation of the end customers’ re-
quirements juxtaposed with the technical features of the product. Interrelationships between the
end customers’ requirements and the technical features as well as between technical features are
deployed in matrices. The second method, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [Pfeifer,
1993] aims at identifying possible failures in concepts, together with their effects. The central
question is “what can go wrong?”. A model-based integration of QFD with FMEA is described
in [Grob et al., 1994].
8.4.3 Perspective Transformation
Jeusfeld and Johnen. present an executable meta model for the reengineering of relational
database schemas [Jeusfeld and Johnen, 1995]. The objective of the approach is to derive
the underlying conceptual entity-relationship model from a relational database schema, and to
support the forward engineering process leading to a new relational database schema. They
use a meta model that describes the source and target meta models, which in turn describe the
source and target database schemas [Jeusfeld and Johnen, 1995].
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As the first step of the mapping process, the source database schema is represented in the lan-
guage of the source data model. Rules are then used to classify the constructs of both source and
target data models with respect to the constructs in the meta model. Third, the input database
schema is also analyzed with respect to the meta model constructs. In the next step, suitable
constructs are determined for the target data model. In case a source construct is an instance of
a meta model concept that has only one instance in the target data model, the decision is trivial.
In other cases, i.e., when no suitable target construct can be found, the neighbour constructs in
the meta model are considered, and user input may be required. As soon as a suitable target
data model construct has been found, the instantiation relationship between the construct and
the database schema is triggered [Jeusfeld and Johnen, 1995].
This approach is similar to the one presented in this thesis, and uses M-TELOS for formalization
as well. In contrast to Jeusfeld and Johnen’s approach, the perspectives described in this thesis
are not so closely related, and more rules and heuristics are needed for the transformation.
Petit describes a transformation between CIMOSA, the Albert II language, and the i* frame-
work [Petit, 1999]. Developed for modeling manufacturing enterprises, his approach contains
mapping rules for directly mapping concepts from CIMOSA to Albert II and to the i* frame-
work. These rules are not intended for automatical mappings, but rather provide guidelines for
the mapping process. There is no description of an integrating meta meta model as in this thesis.
8.4.4 Process Analysis
The Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach [Basili et al., 1994] is a well-known method for
analyzing software quality. Its premise is that an organization needs to specify its goals, trace
them to the quantitative data that are used to define these goals operationally, and then provide
the user with a framework for the interpretation [Basili et al., 1994]. GQM can be applied to
products, resources, and processes, and deals with objective and subjective (i.e., depending on
a personal viewpoint for their interpretation) criteria. The starting point for the development
of a measurement system is a goal that is refined into several questions, which are intended to
cover all relevant aspects of the goal. Metrics are then derived from each question [Basili et al.,
1994].
The approach presented in [von Buol, 1999] (cf. also [von Buol and Kethers, 1997]) presents
a target-oriented quality model for a cooperation process from a different area, namely termi-
nology work. Based on a taxonomy of quality criteria relevant to terminology work, the author
describes an adaption of the GQM method to terminology work, and the coupling of the termi-
nology quality model with the process task model (in German: Aufgabenmodell). Informal and
vague objectives, such as “the terminology should be rather comprehensive” are translated into
target values that can easily measured and analyzed. The objective of the process analysis ap-
proach presented in this thesis, however, is to highlight potential problem areas, not to achieve
a fixed set of target values. Therefore, no such transformation into metrics is made.
In the context of requirements engineering, Sutcliffe and Minocha describe an approach for an-
alyzing dependencies between agents and the intended system in what they call socio-technical
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systems [Sutcliffe and Minocha, 1999], using the example of a service engineering system. On
the basis of a system environment model developed using a slightly extended version of Yu’s i*
framework (cf. chapter 5.3), together with use cases, a so-called coupling analysis is performed.
This coupling analysis relies on concepts from software technology and organizational theory,
and assesses the dependencies (in the shape of event flows) between the users and the users and
the intended system. There are several types of coupling relationships, such as control coupling,
and information coupling. The basic premise of the analysis is that control coupling from the
system to the users should be avoided, as it decreases the flexibility of user-system interaction,
decreases autonomy, and imposes the system’s goals on the users’ working practices, which
leads to system rejection [Sutcliffe and Minocha, 1999]. Sutcliffe and Minocha give a scale
for weighting possible event flows going into and coming out of the system, and discuss the
dependencies’ impact on the users and the system. The paper discusses two sample scenarios,
centralized control (i.e., a central controller assigns service calls to service engineers, who are
controlled and scheduled by the controller), and decentralized control (i.e., small groups of ser-
vice engineers coordinate their tasks). Obviously, coupling analysis yields that the first scenario
leads to much closer coupling, is more restrictive to the users, and calls for more sophisticated
technical support, whereas the second scenario is more flexible, leaves the service engineers
more freedom in their work, and could be supported by simpler software systems [Sutcliffe and
Minocha, 1999]. The authors recognize, however, that coupling analysis is not the only crite-
rion for deciding on work design issues. In addition, the weighting scale used in the analysis is
not explained in detail, so that it remains unclear where the weighting figures come from.
8.5 Conclusion
This chapter has described the validation of the CO-MAP methodology by means of the Guide-
lines of Modeling theoretical framework, and several case studies in an industry setting. One
case study, dealing with the complaint management process, has been reported in full, and ex-
cerpts from case studies dealing with two other key processes, engineering change management,
and new product development, have been given. The transferability of the methodology into
non-technical contexts has been demonstrated by another case study that has been performed in
the context of a large research project in the humane sciences.
Overall, the CO-MAP methodology has proven highly successful; all participants agreed that
the joint modeling and the discussion were important, and that they learnt about their col-
leagues’ work, so that misunderstandings were dealt with (this is particularly true for case
studies 2 and 4). The fact that often, individual employees had wrong conceptions of the way
of working of their colleagues in other departments is in accordance with Suchman who reports
a similar case and concludes that “work has a tendency to disappear at a distance, such that
the further removed we are from the work of others, the more simplified, often stereotyped, our
view of their work becomes” [Suchman, 1995]. Therefore, it is important to initiate a discussion
of all process stakeholders so that they can achieve a clear understanding of all other stakehold-
ers’ work. CO-MAP has helped to do this. In all case studies, CO-MAP, and in particular
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the fact that the methodology integrates the four relevant perspectives of cooperation processes
greatly helped to solve problems that had previously been implicit, but could not be defined and
tackled by the process stakeholders.
On the formal side, the models that we developed from the informal process diagrams were dis-
cussed with the process stakeholders, and were deemed useful for documenting and discussing
the as-is processes. When we analyzed the process models with the aid of CO-MAP, the re-
sults from our analyses were sometimes considered surprising, but always accepted as correct
and explaining the actual problems. In most cases, the company not only agreed with us, but
also initiated changes based on our suggestions. Company 1, e.g., decided to reengineer the
complaint management process, including introducing workflow support for the reengineered
process, and also to redesign its engineering change management process with the aid of CO-
MAP.
In the non-technical context of case study 5, the process stakeholders also considered CO-MAP
as intuitively understandable and useful. Based on the results from the application of CO-MAP,
several changes concerning the project’s cooperation and communcation structures have been
initiated and implemented.
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9.1 Summary
In this thesis, CO-MAP, a methodology for describing and analyzing cooperative business pro-
cesses has been developed. CO-MAP enables a holistic representation of cooperation pro-
cesses, and captures processes from the process stakeholders’ perspectives. Furthermore, CO-
MAP allows for a multi-perspective, formal representation and analysis of the resulting process
models. To do so, the methodology consists of four steps that are carried out subsequently:
1. capturing the process stakeholders’ perspectives on the process in a facilitated group ses-
sion.
2. transforming the informal process diagrams and documents resulting from the group ses-
sion into a formal, information flow-oriented model expressed in the knowledge repre-
sentation language M-TELOS.
3. mapping the information flow-oriented model into three other models representing the
activity-oriented, service-oriented, and strategic perspectives of the process, respectively.
The four formalisms that are employed for representing the different modeling perspec-
tives have been selected from a range of existing modeling methods.
4. analyzing the formal process models with respect to process quality criteria derived from
literature.
As documented in chapter 8, CO-MAP has been successfully applied to five industrial case
studies, dealing with the complaint management, change management, and new product devel-
opment processes, respectively, at four different companies. In addition, the CO-MAP method-
ology has also proven suitable for modeling the cooperation and communication structures in a
large cultural sciences research project.
The CO-MAP methodology has proven useful for the documentation and description of existing
cooperation processes, for highlighting the interrelationships between the different functions
and / or activities, and interactions between the departments and actors [Mayer and deWitte,
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1998], but also for analyzing these processes. Due to the multiple perspectives and the process
quality criteria described in chapter 3.3.1, CO-MAP covers most of the technical, organiza-
tional, and economic aspects described in [zur Mühlen and von Uthmann, 2000, Becker et al.,
1999b], and can therefore be used as modeling and analysis methodology during the application
of the framework for identifying the workflow potential of a cooperation business process.
9.2 Further Work
So far, the process models described in this thesis are static models, representing snapshots of
the processes under consideration. This is sufficient for many cases: Once changes are made
to a process model representing a given perspective, e.g., the impact of theses changes on the
other perspectives can be examined by mapping the changed model into the other perspectives.
Often, however, a simulation of the cooperation processes under consideration would be useful
when highly dynamic factors need to be examined. The development of trust, e.g., is a partic-
ularly dynamic process that is highly relevant in a (potential) cooperation. On the other hand,
neither CO-MAP nor other formalisms, such as Coleman’s mathematical formula, or the game
theoretical model of the prisoner’s dilemma can adequately represent trust and its increase and
decrease (cf. chapter 2.2.4). Within the DFG Socionics SPP project TROPOS, the CO-MAP
methodology will therefore be extended by a dynamic component that will allow for a dynamic
simulation of the cooperative processes.
9.3 Contributions
In this thesis, a methodology that captures as-is cooperation processes from the points of view
of their process stakeholders has been developed. The main contribution of the thesis is the
bridging between the informal process representations generated by the process stakeholders,
and a suitable formal representation, so that the processes can be formalized using the knowl-
edge representation language M-TELOS. CO-MAP integrates four formalisms for modeling
cooperation processes, so that a holistic, comprehensive representation of the process in the
shape of interrelated formal process models is achieved. These formal models can then be eval-
uated and assessed in a systematic fashion by means of a set of queries that can be used for
consistency checks and the analysis of the process models. Thus, weak points of the underlying
coperation processes can be detected, and, in consequence, the processes can be improved.
The methodology has been extensively validated in industrial case studies. Furthermore, its
generalizability and applicability to other contexts has been demonstrated.
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Appendix A
CO-MAP Meta Meta Model
MetaClass in MetametaClass
end
SimpleClass in MetaClass
end
Token in SimpleClass
end
MetaBoolean in MetametaClass
end
Actor in MetametaClass,Class with
attribute
performs: Activity;
has: Goal;
depends_on: Actor;
customer_of: Workflow;
supplier_of: Workflow;
consists_of: Actor
rule
tfaTerm: $ forall a1,a2/Actor!performs
(a1 followed_by a2)
==> (a1 trans_followed_by a2)
$;
tfaRec: $ forall a1,a2/Actor!performs
(exists a3/Actor!performs
( (a1 followed_by a3) and
(a3 trans_followed_by a2) )
)
==> (a1 trans_followed_by a2)
$
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end
MetametaClass Human_Actor
isA Actor
end
MetametaClass Non_Human_Actor
isA Actor
end
Actor!performs with
attribute
has_object: Resource;
followed_by: Actor!performs;
trans_followed_by: Actor!performs;
induces: Workflow;
needs: Resource;
produces: Resource;
serves: Goal
end
Actor!performs!has_object with
attribute
has_quality: Quality;
has_target: Actor;
uses: Medium
end
Actor!depends_on with
attribute
for: Object
end
Object in MetametaClass with
attribute
consists_of: Object
end
Goal in MetametaClass
isA Object with
attribute
consists_of: Goal { specialization of }
{ Object!consists_of }
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end
Quality in MetametaClass
end
Workflow in MetametaClass with
attribute
consists_of: Activity;
has_object: Goal
end
PerspectiveType in MetametaClass
end
Service_Oriented in MetaClass, PerspectiveType
end
Activity in MetametaClass, Class
isA Goal with
attribute
consists_of: Activity; { specialization of }
{ Object!consists_of }
perspective: PerspectiveType;
nv: MetaBoolean { non value-adding }
constraint
iac: $ forall ac/Activity b/Actor!performs
(exists a/Actor!performs!has_object
( From(a,b) and To(b,ac) )
)
==> In(ac,Information_Activity)
$
end
Information_Activity in MetametaClass
isA Activity
end
Normal_Activity in MetametaClass
isA Activity
end
Resource in MetametaClass
isA Object
end
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Medium in MetametaClass with
attribute
type: Media_Type
end
Media_Type in MetametaClass
end
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CO-MAP Meta Models
B.1 Strategic Meta Model
MetaClass ST_Actor in Actor
end
ST_Human_Actor in Human_Actor, MetaClass
isA ST_Actor
end
ST_Non_Human_Actor in Non_Human_Actor, MetaClass
isA ST_Actor
end
MetaClass ST_Depender in Actor
isA ST_Actor with
depends_on
depends_on: ST_Dependee
end
MetaClass ST_Dependee in Actor
isA ST_Actor
end
ST_Depender!depends_on in Actor!depends_on with
for
for: ST_Dependum
end
MetaClass ST_Dependum in Object with
consists_of
consists_of: ST_Dependum
end
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MetaClass ST_Resource in Resource
isA ST_Dependum with
consists_of { specialization of ST_Dependum!consists_of }
consists_of: ST_Resource
end
MetaClass ST_Task in Goal
isA ST_Dependum with
consists_of { specialization of ST_Dependum!consists_of }
consists_of: ST_Task
end
MetaClass ST_Goal in Goal
isA ST_Dependum with
consists_of { specialization of ST_Dependum!consists_of }
consists_of: ST_Goal
end
MetaClass ST_SoftGoal in Goal
isA ST_Dependum with
consists_of { specialization of ST_Dependum!consists_of }
consists_of: ST_SoftGoal
end
B.2 Activity-Oriented Meta Model
MetaClass AO_Organizational_Unit in Actor,Class with
consists_of
consists_of: AO_Organizational_Unit
performs
performs: AO_Action
rule
tfaTerm: $ forall a1,
a2/AO_Organizational_Unit!performs
(a1 is_predecessor_of a2)
==> ( a1 trans_followed_by a2 )
$;
tfaRec: $ forall a1,
a2/AO_Organizational_Unit!performs
(exists
a3/AO_Organizational_Unit!performs
( (a1 is_predecessor_of a3) and
(a3 trans_followed_by a2) )
)
==> (a1 trans_followed_by a2)
$
end
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AO_Organizational_Unit!performs with
followed_by
is_predecessor_of: AO_Organizational_Unit!performs
trans_followed_by
trans_followed_by: AO_Organizational_Unit!performs
needs
reads: AO_Information_Object
produces
modifies: AO_Information_Object
end
AO_Organizational_Unit!performs with
attribute
junctor: AO_Junctor_Type
end
AO_Human_Actor in Human_Actor, MetaClass
isA AO_Organizational_Unit with
performs
performs: AO_Action
consists_of
consists_of: AO_Organizational_Unit
end
AO_Non_Human_Actor in Non_Human_Actor, MetaClass
isA AO_Organizational_Unit with
performs
performs: AO_Action
consists_of
consists_of: AO_Organizational_Unit
end
MetaClass AO_Junctor_Type
end
SimpleClass AND in AO_Junctor_Type
end
SimpleClass OR in AO_Junctor_Type
end
SimpleClass XOR in AO_Junctor_Type
end
MetaClass AO_Action in Normal_Activity, Class with
consists_of
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consists_of: AO_Action
end
MetaClass AO_Information_Object in Resource
end
B.3 Service-Oriented Meta Model
MetaClass SE_Actor in Actor, Class with
performs
performs: SE_Activity
end
SE_Human_Actor in Human_Actor, MetaClass
isA SE_Actor with
performs
performs: SE_Activity
end
SE_Non_Human_Actor in Non_Human_Actor, MetaClass
isA SE_Actor with
performs
performs: SE_Activity
end
SE_Actor!performs with
followed_by
followed_by: SE_Actor!performs
end
MetaClass SE_Activity in Activity
end
{ Action Workflow }
MetaClass SE_GenericWorkflow in Workflow
end
MetaClass SE_Customer in Class, Actor
isA SE_Actor with
customer_of
customer_of: SE_ActionWorkflow
performs
performs_r: SE_Request;
performs_e: SE_Evaluation
end
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SE_Customer!performs_r with
induces
SE_ClarificationWorkflow: SE_GenericWorkflow
end
SE_Customer!performs_r with
followed_by
followed_by: SE_Actor!performs
end
SE_Customer!performs_e with
induces
SE_ConfirmationWorkflow: SE_GenericWorkflow
end
SE_Customer!performs_e with
followed_by
followed_by: SE_Actor!performs
end
MetaClass SE_Supplier in Class, Actor
isA SE_Actor with
supplier_of
supplier_of: SE_ActionWorkflow
performs
performs_c: SE_Commitment;
performs_p: SE_Performance
end
SE_Supplier!performs_c with
induces
SE_NegotiationWorkflow: SE_GenericWorkflow
end
SE_Supplier!performs_c with
followed_by
followed_by: SE_Actor!performs
end
SE_Supplier!performs_p with
induces
SE_DelegationWorkflow: SE_GenericWorkflow
end
SE_Supplier!performs_p with
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followed_by
followed_by: SE_Actor!performs
end
MetaClass SE_ActionWorkflow in Class, Workflow
isA SE_GenericWorkflow with
consists_of
consists_of_1: SE_Activity;
consists_of_2: SE_Activity;
consists_of_3: SE_Activity;
consists_of_4: SE_Activity
end
MetaClass SE_Request in Activity
isA SE_Activity with
perspective
p: Service_Oriented
end
MetaClass SE_Commitment in Activity
isA SE_Activity with
perspective
p: Service_Oriented
end
MetaClass SE_Performance in Activity
isA SE_Activity with
perspective
p: Service_Oriented
end
MetaClass SE_Evaluation in Activity
isA SE_Activity with
perspective
p: Service_Oriented
end
{ Declaration Workflow }
MetaClass SE_DeclarationWorkflow in Workflow
isA SE_GenericWorkflow with
consists_of
consists_of_1: SE_Proposal;
consists_of_2: SE_Suggestion
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end
MetaClass SE_Initiator in Actor
isA SE_Actor with
supplier_of
initiator_of: SE_DeclarationWorkflow
performs
performs_p: SE_Proposal
end
MetaClass SE_Partner in Actor
isA SE_Actor with
customer_of
partner_of: SE_DeclarationWorkflow
performs
performs_s: SE_Suggestion
end
MetaClass SE_Proposal in Activity
isA SE_Activity with
perspective
p: Service_Oriented
end
MetaClass SE_Suggestion in Activity
isA SE_Activity with
perspective
p: Service_Oriented
end
B.4 Information Flow-Oriented Meta Model
MetaClass IF_Data in Resource
end
MetaClass IF_Medium in Medium with
type
type: IF_Media_Type
end
MetaClass IF_Media_Type in Media_Type
end
Written in IF_Media_Type, SimpleClass
end
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Oral in IF_Media_Type, SimpleClass
end
Electronic in IF_Media_Type, SimpleClass
end
MetaClass IF_Actor in Actor,Class with
performs
performs: IF_Activity
consists_of
consists_of: IF_Actor
rule
tfaTerm: $ forall a1,a2/IF_Actor!performs
(a1 followed_by a2)
==> (a1 trans_followed_by a2)
$;
tfaRec: $ forall a1,a2/IF_Actor!performs
(exists a3/IF_Actor!performs
( (a1 followed_by a3) and
(a3 trans_followed_by a2) )
)
==> (a1 trans_followed_by a2)
$
end
IF_Actor!performs with
followed_by
followed_by: IF_Actor!performs
has_object
has_object: IF_Data
trans_followed_by
trans_followed_by: IF_Actor!performs
end
IF_Actor!performs!has_object with
has_target
has_target: IF_Actor
has_quality
has_quality: IF_Quality
uses
uses: IF_Medium
end
MetaClass IF_Activity in Information_Activity with
consists_of
consists_of: IF_Activity
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end
MetaClass IF_Quality in Quality
end
IF_Human_Actor in MetaClass, Human_Actor
isA IF_Actor with
performs
performs: IF_Activity
consists_of
consists_of: IF_Actor
end
IF_Non_Human_Actor in MetaClass, Non_Human_Actor
isA IF_Actor with
performs
performs: IF_Activity
consists_of
consists_of: IF_Actor
end
B.5 Cross-Perspective and General Issues
ST_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
ST_Human_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
ST_Non_Human_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
SE_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
SE_Human_Actor with
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has
has: ST_Goal
end
SE_Non_Human_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
IF_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
IF_Human_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
IF_Non_Human_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
IF_Actor!performs with
serves
serves: ST_Goal
end
AO_Organizational_Unit with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
AO_Human_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
AO_Non_Human_Actor with
has
has: ST_Goal
end
AO_Organizational_Unit!performs with
serves
serves: ST_Goal
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end
{ Changes made to general ConceptBase classes }
Boolean in MetaBoolean
end
QueryClass with
attribute
perspective: Perspective
end
{ Problem areas (perspectives) for the analysis queries }
MetaClass Perspective
end
MetaClass Short_Term_Perspective
isA Perspective
end
MetaClass Long_Term_Perspective
isA Perspective
end
SimpleClass Cross_Perspective in Short_Term_Perspective
end
SimpleClass Cost in Short_Term_Perspective
end
SimpleClass Time in Short_Term_Perspective
end
SimpleClass Communication in Short_Term_Perspective
end
SimpleClass Process_Design in Short_Term_Perspective
end
SimpleClass Change in Short_Term_Perspective
end
SimpleClass Stakeholder in Short_Term_Perspective
end
SimpleClass StatusQuery in Perspective
end
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SimpleClass Knowledge_Management in Long_Term_Perspective
end
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Query Classes Representing Integrity
Constraints
C.1 Strategic Integrity Constraints
{ If there is a dependency relationship between two }
{ actors, then there should be an object of the }
{ dependency relationship, i.e., a for attribute to }
{ the depends_on relationship) }
Individual GetDependenciesWithoutObjects in QueryClass
isA Proposition with
attribute,constraint
c: $ exists S/Actor D/Actor!depends_on
F/Actor!depends_on!for
DElabel,FOlabel/Label s/SimpleClass
Ai(S,depends_on,D) and Label(D,DElabel) and
Ai(D,for,F) and Label(F,FOlabel) and
In(s,S) and In(this,D) and
Ai(s,DElabel,this) and
not exists f1/Proposition
( Ai(this,FOlabel,f1) and In(f1,F) )
$
end
{ The same query, additionally returning the target }
{ (dependee) of the dependency relationship }
Individual GetDependenciesAndActorsWithoutObjects
in QueryClass
isA Proposition with
attribute,computed_attribute
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to: SimpleClass
attribute,constraint
c: $ exists S/Actor D/Actor!depends_on
F/Actor!depends_on!for
DElabel,FOlabel/Label s/SimpleClass
Ai(S,DElabel,D) and Label(D,DElabel) and
Ai(D,for,F) and Label(F,FOlabel) and
In(s, S) and In(this,D) and
Ai(s,DElabel,this) and From(this,s) and
To(this,~to) and
not exists f1/Proposition
( Ai(this,FOlabel,f1) and In(f1,F) )
$
end
{ Dependency relationships should not be reciprocal in }
{ the following sense: If actor a depends on actor b }
{ for object c, then actor b should not depend on }
{ actor a for the same object, c. Or, to put it }
{ differently, an actor should not depend on herself }
{ (directly or indirectly) for any object. }
{ For technical reasons, this query has not been }
{ formulated as meta query. }
GenericQueryClass DoEnd
isA ST_Depender with
parameter
p1: ST_Depender;
p2: ST_Depender
constraint
c: $ (~p1 == ~p2) and UNIFIES(this,~p1)
$
end
GenericQueryClass DoContinue
isA ST_Depender with
attribute,parameter
p1: ST_Depender;
p2: ST_Depender;
p3: ST_Dependum
attribute,constraint
c: $ exists d/ST_Depender!depends_on
x/ST_Dependee l/Label
not (~p1 == ~p2) and
Ai(~p2,depends_on,d) and
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A(d,for,~p3) and P(d,~p2,l,x) and
((this in DoEnd[~p1/p1,x/p2]) or
(not (this in DoEnd[~p1/p1,x/p2]) and
(this in DoContinue[~p1/p1,x/p2,~p3/p3])
)
)
$
end
QueryClass GetTransitiveDependenciesWithSameObjects
isA ST_Depender with
attribute,constraint
c1: $ exists d/ST_Depender!depends_on
x/ST_Dependee f/ST_Dependum l/Label
Ai(this,depends_on,d) and A(d,for,f) and
P(d,this,l,x) and
( (this in DoEnd[this/p1,x/p2]) or
(this in DoContinue[this/p1,x/p2,f/p3])
)
$
end
C.2 Activity-Oriented Integrity Constraints
{ Each scenario should have one start, and one final }
{ activity that do not have a predecessor, or a }
{ successor, respectively. All other activities should }
{ have at least one predecessor, and at least one }
{ successor. }
GenericQueryClass GetDirectPredecessorsOfPerforms
isA Proposition with
attribute,parameter
api: Proposition { Instanz der Instanz von }
{ Actor!performs }
constraint
i: $ exists a/Actor ap/Actor!performs
apf/Actor!performs!followed_by
ai/SimpleClass apfi/Proposition
APlabel, APFlabel/Label
Ai(a,performs,ap) and Label(ap,APlabel) and
Ai(ap,followed_by,apf) and
Label(apf,APFlabel) and
Ai(ai,APlabel,this) and
Ai(this,APFlabel,apfi) and
In(~api,ap) and In(this,ap) and
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In(ai,a) and To(apfi,~api)
$
end
QueryClass GetPerformsWithoutPredecessors
isA Proposition with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
(this in ap) and
not exists api/Proposition
( (api in ap) and
(api in
GetDirectPredecessorsOfPerforms[this/api])
)
$
end
QueryClass CountPerformsWithoutPredecessors
isA Proposition with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
(this in
COUNT[GetPerformsWithoutPredecessors/class])
$
end
{ Successors }
GenericQueryClass GetDirectSuccessorsOfPerforms
isA Proposition with
attribute,parameter
api: Proposition { Instanz der Instanz }
{ von Actor!performs }
constraint
i: $ exists a/Actor ap/Actor!performs
apf/Actor!performs!followed_by
ai/SimpleClass
apfi/Proposition
APlabel, APFlabel/Label
Ai(a,performs,ap) and Label(ap,APlabel) and
Ai(ap,followed_by,apf) and
Label(apf,APFlabel) and
Ai(ai,APlabel,~api) and
Ai(~api,APFlabel,apfi) and
In(~api,ap) and In(this,ap) and
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In(ai,a) and To(apfi,this)
$
end
Individual GetPerformsWithoutSuccessors in QueryClass
isA Proposition with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
(this in ap) and
not (exists api/Proposition
( (api in ap) and
(api in
GetDirectSuccessorsOfPerforms[this/api])
)
)
$
end
QueryClass CountPerformsWithoutSuccessors
isA Proposition with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
(this in
COUNT[GetPerformsWithoutSuccessors/class])
$
end
Individual GetIsolatedActivities in QueryClass
isA Proposition with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
(this in ap) and
not exists api/Proposition
( (api in ap) and
( (api in
GetDirectSuccessorsOfPerforms[this/api]) or
(api in
GetDirectPredecessorsOfPerforms[this/api])
)
)
$
end
QueryClass CountIsolatedActivities
isA Integer with
constraint
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i: $ (this in COUNT[GetIsolatedActivities/class])
$
end
{ An activity (expressed by an Actor!performs attribute) }
{ should not hold followed_by or trans_followed_by }
{ relationships with itself. }
QueryClass GetPerformsFollowingItself
isA Proposition with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
tf/Actor!performs!trans_followed_by
TFlabel/Label
A(ap, TFlabel, ap) and
exists api/Proposition
In(this,ap) and In(api,ap) and
A(this,TFlabel,api) and
A(api,TFlabel,this)
$
end
{ If an activity needs (reads) a resource, then that }
{ resource must have been produced (modified) before, }
{ hence the activity that produces the resource must }
{ have a predecessor_of relationship to the activity }
{ that needs the resource. }
QueryClass GetNeedsNotPreceededByProduces
isA Proposition with { Actor!performs!needs }
computed_attribute
ri: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
ne/Actor!performs!needs
pr/Actor!performs!produces
APlabel/Label NElabel/Label
TFlabel,PRlabel/Label
api/Proposition
tf/Actor!performs!trans_followed_by
a/Actor ai/SimpleClass r/Resource
Ai(a,performs,ap) and Label(ap,APlabel) and
Ai(ap,needs,ne) and Label(ne,NElabel) and
Ai(ap, produces, pr) and Label(pr,PRlabel) and
Ai(ap, trans_followed_by,tf) and
Label(tf,TFlabel) and
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In(~ri,r) and
In(api,ap) and In(ai,a) and In(this,ne) and
To(this,~ri) and Ai(ai,APlabel,api) and
Ai(api,NElabel,this) and
(not (exists pri/Proposition api2/Proposition
( Ai(api2,PRlabel,pri) and
To(pri,~ri) and In(api2,ap) and
A(api2,TFlabel,api)
)
)
)
$
end
C.3 Service-Oriented Integrity Constraints
{ The main workflow of a service-oriented process }
{ model should be an action workflow. Secondary }
{ workflows can either be action workflows, or }
{ declaration workflows. }
{ auxiliary query }
QueryClass GetMainWorkflow
isA SimpleClass with
constraint
c: $ exists ap/Actor!performs api/Proposition
ind/Actor!performs!induces
INDlabel/Label
Ai(ap, induces, ind) and
Label(ind,INDlabel) and
In(api,ap) and A(api, INDlabel, this)
$
end
QueryClass GetMainWorkflowNotInActionWorkflow
isA SE_GenericWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ (this in GetMainWorkflow) and
(not (this in SE_ActionWorkflow) )
$
end
{ Workflows should be complete, i.e., contain all four }
{ phases (also a process quality criterion: feedback) }
QueryClass GetIncompleteActionWorkflow
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isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ (not (exists r/SE_Request
(~this consists_of_1 r) ) ) or
(not (exists c/SE_Commitment
(~this consists_of_2 c) ) ) or
(not (exists p/SE_Performance
(~this consists_of_3 p) ) ) or
(not (exists e/SE_Evaluation
(~this consists_of_4 e) ) )
$
end
QueryClass GetNumberOfIncompleteActionWorkflows
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ (this in
COUNT[GetIncompleteActionWorkflow/class])
$
end
QueryClass GetWorkflowWithoutRequest
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ not (exists r/SE_Request
(~this consists_of_1 r) )
$
end
QueryClass GetWorkflowWithoutCommitment
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ not (exists c/SE_Commitment
(~this consists_of_2 c))
$
end
QueryClass GetWorkflowWithoutPerformance
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isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ not (exists p/SE_Performance
(~this consists_of_3 p) )
$
end
QueryClass GetWorkflowWithoutEvaluation
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ not (exists e/SE_Evaluation
(~this consists_of_4 e) )
$
end
QueryClass GetDeclarationWorkflowWithoutProposal
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ not (exists p/SE_Proposal
(~this consists_of_1 p) )
$
end
QueryClass GetDeclarationWorkflowWithoutSuggestion
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ not (exists s/SE_Suggestion
(~this consists_of_1 s) )
$
end
QueryClass GetIncompleteDeclarationWorkflow
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ (not ( exists r/SE_Proposal
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(~this consists_of_1 r) )
) or
(not ( exists c/SE_Suggestion
(~this consists_of_2 c) )
)
$
end
QueryClass GetNumberOfIncompleteDeclarationWorkflows
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ (this in
COUNT[GetIncompleteDeclarationWorkflow/class])
$
end
{ An action workflow must have a customer and a }
{ supplier, who have to be distinct }
QueryClass GetActionWorkflowWithIdenticalRoles
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ exists cu/SE_Customer su/SE_Supplier
(cu customer_of this) and
(su supplier_of this) and
(cu == su)
$
end
QueryClass GetActionWorkflowWithMissingRoles
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ not exists cu/SE_Customer su/SE_Supplier
(cu customer_of this) and
(su supplier_of this)
$
end
QueryClass GetActionWorkflowWithRoleError
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ (this in
GetActionWorkflowWithMissingRoles) or
(this in
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GetActionWorkflowWithIdenticalRoles)
$
end
{ A declaration workflow has an initiator and }
{ a partner, who have to be distinct }
QueryClass GetDeclarationWorkflowWithIdenticalRoles
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ exists it/SE_Initiator pa/SE_Partner
(it initiator_of this) and
(pa partner_of this) and
(it == pa)
$
end
QueryClass GetDeclarationWorkflowWithMissingRoles
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ not exists in/SE_Initiator pa/SE_Partner
(in initiator_of_of this) and
(pa partner_of this)
$
end
QueryClass GetDeclarationWorkflowWithRoleError
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ (this in
GetDeclarationWorkflowWithMissingRoles) or
(this in
GetDeclarationWorkflowWithIdenticalRoles)
$
end
{ The customer of an action workflow performs }
{ the first and fourth phase, i.e., request, }
{ and evaluation, if they exist. Hence, all }
{ Action workflows with a customer and a }
{ request or evaluation that are not performed }
{ by the customer need to be found. }
QueryClass GetActionWorkflowWithCustomerMissingPhase
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
constraint
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i: $ exists cu/SE_Customer
(cu customer_of this) and
(exists r/SE_Request
( (this consists_of_1 r) and
not(cu performs_r r) )
) or
(exists e/SE_Evaluation
( (this consists_of_4 e) and
not(cu performs_e e) )
)
$
end
{ The supplier of an action workflow performs }
{ the second and third phase, i.e., commitment, }
{ and performance. Hence, all Action workflows }
{ with a supplier and commitment / performance }
{ that are not performed by the supplier need }
{ to be found. }
QueryClass GetActionWorkflowWithSupplierMissingPhase
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ exists su/SE_Supplier
(su supplier_of this) and
(exists c/SE_Commitment
( (this consists_of_2 c) and
not(su performs_c c) )
) or
(exists p/SE_Performance
( (this consists_of_3 p) and
not(su performs_p p) )
)
$
end
{ The initiator of a declaration workflow performs }
{ the first phase of the workflow, the proposal, }
{ and every phase afterwards following a suggestion. }
QueryClass GetDeclarationWorkflowWithInitiatorMissingPhase
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ exists i/SE_Initiator
(i initiator_of this) and
(exists p/SE_Proposal
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( (this consists_of_1 p) and
not(i performs_p p) )
)
$
end
{ The partner of a declaration workflow performs }
{ the second phase of the workflow, the suggestion, }
{ and every phase afterwards that follows a proposal }
QueryClass GetDeclarationWorkflowWithPartnerMissingPhase
isA SE_DeclarationWorkflow with
constraint
i: $ exists pa/SE_Partner
(pa partner_of this) and
(exists su/SE_Suggestion
( (this consists_of_2 su) and
not(pa performs_s su) )
)
$
end
C.4 Information-Flow Oriented Integrity Constraints
{ An information flow should have an object }
QueryClass GetActorWhoDeliversInformationWithoutObject
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
ea: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists p/Actor!performs
ia/Information_Activity s/Actor
pi/Proposition
lab/Label lab1/Label
P(p,s,lab,ia) and In(this,s) and
In(pi,p) and In(~ea,ia) and
P(pi,this,lab1,~ea) and
not exists lab2/Label lab3/Label
h/Actor!performs!has_object
ho/Proposition res/SimpleClass
x/Resource
( P(h,p,lab2,x) and In(res,x) and
In(ho,h) and P(ho,pi,lab3,res) )
$
end
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{ An information flow should have a medium }
{ Note that only information flows with an object }
{ are considered; those without an object are }
{ detected by another query, }
{ GetActorWhoDeliversInformationWithoutObject }
QueryClass GetActorWhoDeliversInformationWithoutMedium
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
ea: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists p/Actor!performs
h/Actor!performs!has_object
ia/Information_Activity x/Resource
s/Actor res/SimpleClass
pi/Proposition ho/Proposition
lab/Label lab1/Label lab2/Label
lab3/Label
P(p,s,lab,ia) and In(this,s) and
In(pi,p) and In(~ea,ia) and
P(pi,this,lab1,~ea) and
P(h,p,lab2,x) and In(res,x) and
In(ho,h) and P(ho,pi,lab3,res) and
not exists
us/Actor!performs!has_object!uses
ui/Proposition lab4/Label
lab5/Label m/Medium
med/SimpleClass
( P(us,h,lab4,m) and In(ui,us) and
In(med,m) and P(ui,ho,lab5,med) )
$
end
{ An information flow should have a quality attribute }
{ Note that only information flows with an object are }
{ considered; those without an object are detected by }
{ another query, }
{ GetActorWhoDeliversInformationWithoutObject }
QueryClass GetActorWhoDeliversInformationWithoutQuality
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
ea: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists p/Actor!performs
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h/Actor!performs!has_object
ia/Information_Activity x/Resource
s/Actor res/SimpleClass pi/Proposition
ho/Proposition lab/Label lab1/Label
lab2/Label lab3/Label
P(p,s,lab,ia) and In(this,s) and
In(pi,p) and In(~ea,ia) and
P(pi,this,lab1,~ea) and P(h,p,lab2,x) and
In(res,x) and In(ho,h) and
P(ho,pi,lab3,res) and
not exists
hq/Actor!performs!has_object!has_quality
hqi/Proposition lab4/Label
lab5/Label q/Quality
qi/SimpleClass
( P(hq,h,lab4,q) and In(hqi,hq) and
In(qi,q) and P(hqi,ho,lab5,qi) )
$
end
{ An information flow should have a target actor }
{ Note that only information flows with an object }
{ are considered; those without an object are }
{ detected by another query, }
{ GetActorWhoDeliversInformationWithoutObject }
QueryClass GetActorWhoDeliversInformationWithoutTarget
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
ea: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists p/Actor!performs
h/Actor!performs!has_object
ia/Information_Activity x/Resource
s/Actor res/SimpleClass
pi/Proposition ho/Proposition
lab/Label lab1/Label lab2/Label
lab3/Label
P(p,s,lab,ia) and In(this,s) and
In(pi,p) and In(~ea,ia) and
P(pi,this,lab1,~ea) and P(h,p,lab2,x) and
In(res,x) and In(ho,h) and
P(ho,pi,lab3,res) and
not exists
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
hti/Proposition lab4/Label
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lab5/Label si/SimpleClass
( P(ht,h,lab4,s) and In(hti,ht) and
In(si,s) and P(hti,ho,lab5,si) )
$
end
{ An actor should not directly }
{ deliver information to herself }
QueryClass GetActorWhoDeliversInformationToHerself
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
res: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists p/Actor!performs
h/Actor!performs!has_object
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
s/Actor x/Resource
a/Information_Activity
act/SimpleClass to/SimpleClass
lab/Label lab1/Label lab2/Label
lab3/Label lab4/Label lab5/Label
pi/Proposition ho/Proposition
htar/Proposition
P(p,s,lab,a) and In(act,a) and
In(to,s) and P(pi,to,lab1,act) and
P(h,p,lab2,x) and In(~res,x) and
In(ho,h) and P(ho,pi,lab3,~res) and
P(ht,h,lab4,s) and In(htar,ht) and
P(htar,ho,lab5,to) and (to == this)
$
end
{ An information flow (actor!performs attribute) should }
{ not follow itself, see activity-oriented perspective }
C.5 Cross-Perspective Integrity Constraints
{ If an actor has a goal consisting of a set of }
{ subgoals, then either this actor needs to perform }
{ an activity that serves all subgoals, or there are }
{ other actors performing activities serving all or }
{ some of the subgoals (in the latter case, the first }
{ actor needs to deal with the remaining subgoals). }
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{ In the second case, the first actor should depend }
{ on the other actor(s) for these subgoals (this is a }
{ goal dependency) }
{ the query GetUnfulfilledSubgoals finds all subgoals }
{ of personal goals that are currently unfulfilled }
{ auxilliary queries }
QueryClass GetNon_GoalActivities
isA SimpleClass { Activity } with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs api/Proposition
APlabel/Label a/Actor ai/SimpleClass
ac/Activity
Ai(a, APlabel, ap) and To(ap,ac) and
In(api,ap) and In(ai, a) and
Ai(ai,APlabel,api) and To(api, this) and
In(this, ac)
$
end
QueryClass GetGoalsNotServed
isA SimpleClass { Goal } with
constraint
i: $ exists g/Goal
In(this, g) and
( not (this in GetNon_GoalActivities) ) and
not (exists ap/Actor!performs
se/Actor!performs!serves
SElabel/Label api,sei/Proposition
( Ai(ap,serves,se) and
Label(se, SElabel) and
In(api, ap) and In(sei, se) and
Ai(api,SElabel,sei) and
To(sei, this)
)
)
$
end
QueryClass GetUnfulfilledSubgoals
isA SimpleClass { Goal } with
constraint
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i: $ exists g,sg/Goal a/Actor
co/Object!consists_of
COlabel,HAlabel/Label
ha/Actor!has ai,gi/SimpleClass
Ai(g, consists_of, co) and
Label(co,COlabel) and To(co,sg) and
Ai(a, has, ha) and Label(ha,HAlabel) and
To(ha,g) and In(gi,g) and In(this,sg) and
A(gi, COlabel,this) and
A(ai, HAlabel, gi) and In(ai,a) and
(this in GetGoalsNotServed)
$
end
{ If an activity serves a goal, then the process }
{ should contain one or more actors having this goal }
{ auxilliary query }
GenericQueryClass GetActorsHavingGivenGoal
isA SimpleClass { Actor } with
attribute,parameter
goal: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists s/Actor g/Goal lab/Label hg/Actor!has
P(hg,s,lab,g) and A(this,lab,~goal)
$
end
{ actual query }
QueryClass GetPerformsServingUselessGoals
isA Proposition { Actor!performs } with
computed_attribute
goal: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
se/Actor!performs!serves
g/Goal SElabel/Label sei/Proposition
Ai(ap,serves,se) and Label(se, SElabel) and
In(~goal, g) and In(this, ap) and
In(sei, se) and Ai(this,SElabel,sei) and
To(sei, ~goal) and
not exists ai/SimpleClass
(ai in
GetActorsHavingGivenGoal[~goal/goal])
$
end
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{ If actor A performs an activity, thereby serving the }
{ goal g, and actor B has the goal g, then actor B }
{ depends on actor A for g }
QueryClass GetMissingDependenciesI
isA SimpleClass { Goal } with
attribute, computed_attribute
api: Proposition { Actor!performs }
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
se/Actor!performs!serves ha/Actor!has
a,a2/Actor g/Goal
SElabel/Label APlabel/Label
HAlabel/Label
ai/SimpleClass ai2/SimpleClass
Ai(a, performs, ap) and
Label(ap, APlabel) and
Ai(ap,serves,se) and Label(se, SElabel) and
Ai(a2, has, ha) and Label(ha, HAlabel) and
In(~api, ap) and In(ai, a) and
Ai(ai,APlabel,~api) and
A(~api,SElabel, this) and
In(ai2, a2) and A(ai2, HAlabel,this) and
not exists
DElabel/Label de/Actor!depends_on
( Ai(a2, depends_on, de) and
Label(de, DElabel) and
A(a2, DElabel,ai) )
$
end
{ If actor A performs an activity, thereby }
{ producing the resource r, and actor B needs r, }
{ then actor B depends on actor A for r }
GenericQueryClass GetMissingDependenciesII
isA Proposition { Actor!performs } with
computed_attribute, parameter
ri: SimpleClass; { Resource }
target: SimpleClass { Actor B }
constraint
i: $ exists a/Actor ap/Actor!performs
pr/Actor!performs!produces
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APlabel,PRlabel,NElabel/Label
r/Resource ai/SimpleClass
api2/Proposition nei/Proposition
Ai(a, performs, ap) and
Label(ap, APlabel) and
Ai(ap, produces,pr) and
Label(pr,PRlabel) and
Ai(ap, needs, nei) and
Label(nei,NElabel) and
In(this, ap) and In(ai, a) and
Ai(ai, APlabel, this) and
A(this, PRlabel, ~ri) and In(~ri, r) and
Ai(~target, APlabel, api2) and
In(~target,a) and
In(api2,ap) and A(api2, NElabel, ~ri) and
not exists dei/Proposition
de/Actor!depends_on
DElabel/Label a2/Actor
( Ai(a2, depends_on, de) and
Label(de, DElabel) and
A(~target, DElabel, ai) )
$
end
{ If an actor needs a resource, then either there }
{ is a second actor who performs an information }
{ activity that has the resource as object, and }
{ the first actor as target, or the first actor }
{ performs an activity, thereby produces the needed }
{ resource. In addition, a trans_followed_by }
{ relationship should hold between the activity }
{ producing the resource, and the activity needing }
{ the resource (or the information flow and the }
{ activity needing the resource). }
QueryClass GetMissingResources
isA SimpleClass { Resource } with
computed_attribute
api: Proposition { Actor!performs }
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
ne/Actor!performs!needs a/Actor
NElabel/Label APlabel/Label
ai/SimpleClass
Ai(a, performs, ap) and
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Label(ap, APlabel) and
Ai(ap,needs,ne) and Label(ne,NElabel) and
Ai(ai, APlabel, ~api) and
A(~api, NElabel,this) and
not ( (exists pr/Actor!performs!produces
PRlabel/Label
api2/Proposition r/Resource
Ai(ap,produces, pr) and
Label(pr,PRlabel) and To(pr,r) and
In(this,r) and In(api2,ap) and
A(api2, PRlabel, this) and
A(api2,trans_followed_by,~api)
) or
(exists a2/Actor ai2/SimpleClass
r2/Resource
hoi,api3/Proposition
ap2/Actor!performs
AP2label,HOlabel/Label
HTlabel/Label
ho/Actor!performs!has_object
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
Ai(a2,performs,ap2) and
Label(ap2,AP2label) and
Ai(ap2,has_object,ho) and
Label(ho,HOlabel) and
To(ho,r2) and
Ai(ho,has_target,ht) and
To(ht,a2) and
Label(ht,HTlabel) and
In(ai2,a2) and In(api3,ap) and
Ai(ai2,AP2label,api3) and
In(hoi,ho) and
Ai(api3,HOlabel,hoi) and
In(this,r2) and To(hoi,this) and
In(ai,a2) and
A(hoi,HTlabel,ai) and
A(api3,trans_followed_by,~api)
)
)
$
end
{ In case the needed resource has been delivered }
{ to the actor by means of an information flow, }
{ the first actor should also depend on the second, }
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{ who is the source of the information flow (this }
{ is a resource dependency) }
QueryClass GetMissingDependenciesIII
isA SimpleClass { Resource } with
computed_attribute
api: Proposition
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
ne/Actor!performs!needs
a/Actor NElabel,APlabel/Label
ai/SimpleClass a2/Actor
ai2/SimpleClass hoi,api3/Proposition
r2/Resource ap2/Actor!performs
AP2label,HOlabel,HTlabel/Label
ho/Actor!performs!has_object
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
Ai(a, performs, ap) and
Label(ap, APlabel) and
Ai(ap,needs,ne) and Label(ne,NElabel) and
Ai(ai, APlabel, ~api) and
A(~api, NElabel,this) and
Ai(a2,performs,ap2) and
Label(ap2,AP2label) and
Ai(ap2,has_object,ho) and
Label(ho,HOlabel) and To(ho,r2) and
Ai(ho,has_target,ht) and To(ht,a2) and
Label(ht,HTlabel) and In(ai2,a2) and
In(api3,ap) and Ai(ai2,AP2label,api3) and
In(hoi,ho) and Ai(api3,HOlabel,hoi) and
In(this,r2) and To(hoi,this) and
In(ai,a2) and A(hoi,HTlabel,ai) and
A(api3,trans_followed_by,~api) and
not exists dei/Proposition
de/Actor!depends_on
DElabel/Label a3/Actor
( Ai(a3, depends_on, de) and
Label(de, DElabel) and
A(ai, DElabel, ai2) )
$
end
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CO-MAP Analysis Queries
D.1 Strategic Perspective
{ process autonomy }
{ count the number of goals within the process }
{ that are not served within the process }
{ For the QueryClass GetGoalsNotServed, cf. the }
{ section on cross-perspective integrity constraints }
QueryClass CountGoalsNotServed
isA Integer with
constraint
i: $ (this in COUNT[GetGoalsNotServed/class])
$
perspective
p1: Process_Design;
p2: Communication
end
{ job autonomy }
{ count the number of dependency relationships }
{ for each actor }
GenericQueryClass CountDependenciesForActor
isA Integer with
parameter
si: SimpleClass { Actor: depender }
constraint
i: $ (this in
COUNT[GetDependenciesForActor[~si/si]/class])
$
perspective
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p1: Process_Design
end
GenericQueryClass CountDependenciesForActor
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Process_Design
parameter
si: SimpleClass { Actor: depender }
constraint
i: $ (this in
COUNT[GetDependenciesForActor[~si/si]/class])
$
end
{ number of conflicting goals }
{ list all goal meta instances of }
{ all actor meta instances }
QueryClass GetActorsAndTheirGoals
isA SimpleClass { Actor meta meta instance } with
computed_attribute
goal: SimpleClass { Goal meta meta instance }
constraint
i: $ exists s/Actor g/Goal lab/Label hg/Actor!has
P(hg,s,lab,g) and A(this,lab,~goal)
$
perspective
p1: Process_Design;
p2: Stakeholder
end
D.2 Activity-Oriented Perspective
{ Number of automated activities }
QueryClass GetAutomatedActivities
isA Proposition with
computed_attribute
aci: SimpleClass { Activity }
constraint
i: $ exists a/Non_Human_Actor ap/Actor!performs
APlabel/Label ai/SimpleClass
Ai(a, performs,ap) and
Label(ap,APlabel) and
Ai(ai, APlabel, this) and In(ai,a) and
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In(this,ap) and To(this,~aci)
$
end
QueryClass CountAutomatedActivities
isA Integer with
constraint
i: $ (this in COUNT[GetAutomatedActivities/class])
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
{ Number of non-value adding activities }
QueryClass GetNonValueAddingActivities
isA SimpleClass with
constraint
c: $ exists ac/Activity a/Actor nv/Activity!nv
APlabel,NVlabel/Label ai/SimpleClass
ap/Actor!performs
Ai(a, performs, ap) and
Label(ap, APlabel) and
Ai(ac,NVlabel,nv) and Label(nv,NVlabel) and
A(ai,APlabel,this) and In(ai,a) and
In(this,ac) and A(this,NVlabel,TRUE)
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
QueryClass CountNonValueAddingActivities
isA Integer with
constraint
i: $ (this in
COUNT[GetNonValueAddingActivities/class])
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
{ Number of iterations }
{ first step: query for finding all }
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{ repeated Actor!performs meta instances }
QueryClass GetRepeatedActivities
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
a: SimpleClass { Actor }
constraint
i: $ exists p/Actor!performs act/Actor b/Activity
lab/Label lab1/Label pi/Proposition
P(p,act,lab,b) and In(pi,p) and
In(~a,act) and In(this,b) and
P(pi,~a,lab1,this) and
exists pi2/Proposition lab2/Label
lab3/Label a2/SimpleClass
( P(p,act,lab2,b) and In(a2,act) and
In(pi2,p) and P(pi2,a2,lab3,this) and
not (pi == pi2) )
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
{ second step: query for counting instances }
{ of the GetRepeatedActivities query class }
QueryClass GetNumberOfRepeatedActivities
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Process_Design
constraint
i: $ (this in COUNT[GetRepeatedActivities/class])
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
{ Parallelism }
{ count instances of }
{ GetDirectSuccessorsOfPerforms query class }
QueryClass GetNumberOfDirectSuccessorsOfPerforms
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Time
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constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs api/Proposition
In(api, ap) and
(this in
COUNT[GetDirectSuccessorsOfPerforms[api/api]/class]
)
$
end
{ Number of isolated activities }
{ query for counting instances of the }
{ GetIsolatedActivities query class }
{ (see the section on the activity- }
{ oriented integrity constraints) }
QueryClass GetNumberOfIsolatedActivities
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Process_Design
constraint
i: $ (this in COUNT[GetIsolatedActivities/class])
$
end
{ Amount of redundant data }
QueryClass GetRedundantData
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
pri: Proposition
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs r/Resource
pr/Actor!performs!produces
PRlabel/Label api/Proposition
api2/Proposition pri2/Proposition
Ai(ap,produces, pr) and
Label(pr,PRlabel) and
Ai(api, PRlabel,~pri) and In(api,ap) and
In(~pri,pr) and To(~pri,this) and
In(~pri,pr) and Ai(api2, PRlabel,pri2) and
In(api2,ap) and To(pri2,this) and
In(pri2,pr) and ( not (~pri == pri2) )
$
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perspective
p1: Knowledge_Manegement
end
QueryClass CountRedundantData
isA Integer with
constraint
i: $ (this in COUNT[GetRedundantData/class])
$
perspective
p1: Knowledge_Management
end
D.3 Service-Oriented Perspective
{ number of workflows that are too slow }
QueryClass GetQualityOfWorkflows
isA SimpleClass with
attribute, computed_attribute
wf1: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists CO/Workflow!consists_of
WF/Workflow ACT/Activity
P/Actor!performs
co1/Proposition p1/Proposition
ac/SimpleClass
HO/Actor!performs!has_object
HQ/Actor!performs!has_object!has_quality
q/Quality ho1/Proposition
hq1/Proposition
COLabel,HOLabel,HQLabel/Label
Ai(P,has_object,HO) and
Label(HO,HOLabel) and
Ai(HO,has_quality,HQ) and
Label(HQ,HQLabel) and
Ai(WF, consists_of, CO) and
Label(CO,COLabel) and
Ai(~wf1,COLabel,co1) and In(co1, CO) and
To(co1,ac) and In(ac,ACT) and
Ai(p1, HOLabel,ho1) and
Ai(ho1,HQLabel,hq1) and
To(hq1,this) and In(this,q) and
In(p1,P) and In(ho1,HO) and In(hq1,HQ)
$
perspective
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p1: Communication;
p2: Time
end
{ for the number of incomplete workflows }
{ cf. the section on service-oriented }
{ integrity constraints }
{ number of feedback loops }
QueryClass GetWorkflowWithFeedback
isA SE_ActionWorkflow with
perspective
p1: Communication
constraint
i: $ (exists e/SE_Evaluation
(~this consists_of_4 e) )
$
end
QueryClass GetNumberOfFeedbackLoops
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Communication;
p2: Knowledge_Management
constraint
i: $ (this in
COUNT[GetWorkflowWithFeedback/class])
$
end
D.4 Information Flow-Oriented Perspective
{ number of iterations }
QueryClass GetRepeatedInformationFlows
isA Proposition with
computed_attribute
ri: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists ia/Information_Activity
lab/Label p/Actor!performs
s/Actor ho/Actor!performs!has_object
hoi/Proposition lab1/Label
res/Resource si/SimpleClass
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P(p,s,lab,ia) and Ai(si,lab,this) and
P(ho,p,lab1,res) and A(hoi,lab1,~ri) and
exists acti2/SimpleClass si2/SimpleClass
hoi2,api2/Proposition
Ai(si2,lab,api2) and In(si2,s) and
In(api2,p) and A(hoi2,lab1,~ri) and
In(hoi2,ho) and not (api2 == this)
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
{ communication gaps }
{ 1. low quality information flows }
QueryClass GetQualityOfInformationFlows
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
api: Proposition { Actor!performs }
constraint
i: $ exists AP/Actor!performs
HO/Actor!performs!has_object
HQ/Actor!performs!has_object!has_quality
q/Quality
ho1/Proposition hq1/Proposition
HOLabel,HQLabel/Label
Ai(AP,has_object,HO) and
Label(HO,HOLabel) and
Ai(HO,has_quality,HQ) and
Label(HQ,HQLabel) and
Ai(~api, HOLabel,ho1) and In(~api,AP) and
Ai(ho1,HQLabel,hq1) and To(hq1,this) and
In(this,q) and In(ho1,HO) and In(hq1,HQ)
$
perspective
p1: Communication
end
{ 2. actors never getting any }
{ information during the process }
QueryClass GetActorWhoNeverGetsAnyInformation
isA SimpleClass with
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constraint
i : $ exists s/Actor ho/Actor!performs!has_object
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
lab/Label
In(this,s) and P(ht,ho,lab,s) and
not exists hti/Proposition
( In(hti,ht) and A(hti, lab, this) )
$
perspective
p1: Communication
end
{ actors never delivering any information }
{ during the process }
QueryClass GetActorWhoNeverDeliversAnyInformation
isA SimpleClass with
constraint
i: $ exists a/Information_Activity lab/Label
p/Actor!performs s/Actor
P(p,s,lab,a) and In (this, s) and
not exists ac/SimpleClass
( In (ac, a) and A(this, lab, ac) )
$
perspective
p1: Communication
end
{ number of information flows / information overload }
GenericQueryClass GetAllInformationFlowsForActor
isA Proposition with
parameter, computed_attribute
ac: SimpleClass { Actor meta instance }
constraint
i: $ exists a/Actor ap/Actor!performs
APlabel/Label HTlabel/Label
HOlabel/Label
ho/Actor!performs!has_object
ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
Ai(a,performs,ap) and Label(ap,APlabel) and
Ai(ap, has_object, ho) and
Label(ho, HOlabel) and
Ai(ho, has_target, ht) and
Label(ht,HTlabel) and
( { Actor performs Activity }
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Ai(~ac,APlabel,this) and In(this,ap) ) or
( { Actor is the target of }
{ an information flow }
exists hoi/Proposition
In(hoi,ho) and In(this,ht) and
Ai(hoi,HTlabel,this) and To(this, ~ac)
)
$
perspective
p1: Communication;
p2: Time
end
{ information loss: no archive }
{ in this case, the user has to }
{ manually check the list of }
{ Activities for archiving activities }
QueryClass GetActivities
isA SimpleClass with
constraint
i: $ exists a/Activity
(this in a)
$
perspective
p1: Knowledge_Management
end
{ information loss: media changes }
QueryClass GetInformationOnDifferentMedia
isA SimpleClass with
computed_attribute
med: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists M/Medium X/Resource P/Actor!performs
HO/Actor!performs!has_object
US/Actor!performs!has_object!uses
p1/Proposition ho1/Proposition
us1/Proposition us2/Proposition
ho2/Proposition p2/Proposition
HOlabel,USlabel/Label
med2/SimpleClass
Ai(P,has_object,HO) and
Label(HO,HOlabel) and Ai(HO,uses,US) and
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Label(US,USlabel) and
Ai(p1,HOlabel,ho1) and
Ai(ho1,USlabel,us1) and To(ho1,this) and
From(us1,ho1) and In(this,X) and
To(us1,~med) and In(~med,M) and
In(p1,P) and In(ho1,HO) and In(us1,US) and
Ai(p2,HOlabel,ho2) and
Ai(ho2,USlabel,us2) and To(ho2,this) and
From(us2,ho2) and To(us2,med2) and
In(med2,M) and In(p2,P) and In(ho2,HO) and
In(us2,US) and not (~med == med2)
$
perspective
p1: Knowledge_Management
end
{ information loss: volatile media }
QueryClass GetInformationOnVolatileMedia
isA SimpleClass { Resource } with
computed_attribute
mi: SimpleClass { Medium }
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
ho/Actor!performs!has_object
us/Actor!performs!has_object!uses
r/Resource m/Medium
api,hoi,ui/Proposition
HOlabel,USlabel/Label
Ai(ap,has_object,ho) and
Label(ho,HOlabel) and To(ho,r) and
Ai(ho, uses, us) and
Label(us,USlabel) and To(us, m) and
Ai(api,HOlabel,hoi) and In(hoi,ho) and
To(hoi,this) and Ai(hoi,USlabel,ui) and
In(ui,us) and To(ui,~mi) and
In(~mi,m) and (~mi type Oral)
$
perspective
p1: Knowledge_Management
end
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D.5 Cross-Perspective
{ number of actors }
QueryClass GetActorsOfProcess
isA SimpleClass with
constraint
i: $ exists s/Actor p/Actor!performs
a/Activity act/SimpleClass
pi/Proposition lab/Label lab1/Label
P(p,s,lab,a) and In(this,s) and
In(act,a) and In(pi,p) and
P(pi,this,lab1,act)
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
QueryClass GetNumberOfActorsOfProcess
isA Integer with
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
constraint
i: $ (this in COUNT[GetActorsOfProcess/class])
$
end
{ individual workload }
GenericQueryClass GetWorkloadForActor
isA Proposition { Actor!performs or }
{ Actor!performs!has_object!has_target } with
parameter
ac: SimpleClass { Actor meta instance }
constraint
i: $ { Actor performs Activity }
exists a/Actor ap/Actor!performs
APlabel/Label
Ai(a,performs,ap) and Label(ap,APlabel) and
Ai(~ac,APlabel,this) and
In(this,ap) or
( { Actor is the target of an }
{ information flow }
exists ho/Actor!performs!has_object
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ht/Actor!performs!has_object!has_target
hoi/Proposition HTlabel/Label
Ai(ho, has_target, ht) and
Label(ht,HTlabel) and In(hoi,ho) and
In(this,ht) and
Ai(hoi,HTlabel,this) and To(this, ~ac)
)
$
perspective
p1: Stakeholder;
p2: Time
end
{ number of non-goal-oriented activities }
{ auxilliary query }
QueryClass GetActivitiesServingGoals
isA Proposition { Actor!performs! } with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
se/Actor!performs!serves
SElabel/Label sei/Proposition
Ai(ap,serves,se) and
Label(se, SElabel) and In(sei, se) and
Ai(this,SElabel,sei)
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
QueryClass GetActivitiesNotServingGoals
isA Proposition { Actor!performs } with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs
In(this, ap) and
not (this in GetActivitiesServingGoals)
$
perspective
p1: Cost;
p2: Time
end
{ soft factors / customer objectives }
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QueryClass GetNon_GoalActivities
isA SimpleClass { Activity } with
constraint
i: $ exists ap/Actor!performs api/Proposition
APlabel/Label a/Actor ai/SimpleClass
ac/Activity
Ai(a, APlabel, ap) and To(ap,ac) and
In(api,ap) and In(ai, a) and
Ai(ai,APlabel,api) and
To(api, this) and In(this, ac)
$
perspective
p1: Stakeholder
end
{ For the QueryClass GetGoalsNotServed cf. the }
{ section on cross-perspective integrity constraints }
QueryClass GetPersonalGoalsNotServed
isA SimpleClass { Goal } with
constraint
i: $ exists g/Goal ac/Actor ha/Actor!has
HAlabel/Label ai/SimpleClass
Ai(ac, has, ha) and Label(ha,HAlabel) and
To(ha, g) and In(this, g) and
A(ai, HAlabel, this) and
In(ai,ac) and
not (this in GetNon_GoalActivities) and
not (exists ap/Actor!performs
se/Actor!performs!serves
SElabel/Label
api,sei/Proposition
( Ai(ap,serves,se) and
Label(se, SElabel) and
In(api, ap) and In(sei, se) and
Ai(api,SElabel,sei) and
To(sei, this)
)
)
$
perspective
p1: Stakeholder
end
\pagebreak
GenericQueryClass GetPersonalGoalsNotServedForActor
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isA SimpleClass { Goal } with
parameter
ai: SimpleClass
constraint
i: $ exists g/Goal ac/Actor ha/Actor!has
HAlabel/Label ai/SimpleClass
Ai(ac, has, ha) and Label(ha,HAlabel) and
To(ha, g) and In(this, g) and
A(~ai, HAlabel, this) and
In(~ai,ac) and
not (this in GetNon_GoalActivities) and
not (exists ap/Actor!performs
se/Actor!performs!serves
SElabel/Label
api,sei/Proposition
( Ai(ap,serves,se) and
Label(se, SElabel) and
In(api, ap) and In(sei, se) and
Ai(api,SElabel,sei) and
To(sei, this)
)
)
$
perspective
p1: Stakeholder
end
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